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BIOSIG 2012 – Biometrics Special Interest Group
“2012 International Conference of the Biometrics Special Interest Group”
06th -07th September 2012
Nowadays, biometric applications are growing rapidly and have reached different areas
such as health monitoring, national ID cards, e-banking, e-commerce, etc. The European
Visa Information System (VIS) and the Indian UIDAI System are large-scale deployed
systems that validate the capabilities of today's biometric products. However deployed
systems are still facing challenges towards better biometric performance, interoperability, system reliability and usability.
New modalities and innovative acquisition techniques such as efficient 3D-face reconstruction taken from a distance, multi-spectral fingerprint images, in vivo imaging are
important to increase the versatility of biometrics and its area of use. Moreover biometric
recognition is now used as access control schemes towards mobile phones with its embedded sensors such that many convenience applications can now be served.
When biometrics is chosen to increase the security of an access control system then the
security of the biometric system itself must be investigated. This includes fake resistance
of sensors and biometric information protection. Beyond that critical issues such as the
compliance to standards and the early assessment of sample quality with standardized
metrics systems are important to guarantee successful use of biometrics in practical
applications.
BIOSIG 2012 offers you once again a platform for experts’ discussions on biometric
research and the full range of security applications.
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Abstract: The Biometric Evaluation Authority (BEA) concept allows to evaluate
and monitor fingerprint acquisitions with regard to the European Visa Information
System (VIS). In Austria, a BEA implementation was installed in order to evaluate
the quality of the acquired fingerprints, the duration of the fingerprint acquisition
process, the number of captures conducted and the results of fingerprint record
uniqueness checks. This paper introduces the concept of the BEA and presents
results of the Austrian visa application process achieved in the first months of the
VIS in operation.

1 Visa Applications in Austria
Since October 2011, the European Visa Information System (VIS) and the underlying
Biometric Matching System (BMS) for fingerprints is in operation. Mandated by the
European Regulation No. 767/2008 [EC-767-2008] all European Union member states
are requested to capture a full set of fingerprints - in conjunction with a facial image and
other relevant data, i.e. alphanumeric, document and personal data, for the processing of
visas - of the applicant.
In order to assist member states in the fingerprint acquisition processes, the European
Commission (EC) has provided a User Software Kit (USK) with four sub-kits. USK1
may be used to perform a quality check of a single fingerprint image, USK2 may be used
to perform a uniqueness check of fingerprints (meaning that there are no duplicate
fingerprints in the fingerprint record), USK3 may be used to segment slap fingerprint
images and USK4 may be used for a quality check of a full fingerprint set (all available
fingerprints of a person). All sub-kits may be used by member states in order to capture
good quality fingerprints that meet the requirements of the Biometric Matching System
(BMS) of the VIS.
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In Austria, around 88 consular posts are needed to be adopted for fingerprint acquisition
and VIS communication. All in all, this leads to around 305.000 visa applications per
year. Every consular post is equipped with four-finger-scanners and fingerprint
acquisition applications. The workflow for fingerprint acquisition uses the USK4
provided by the EC for quality assurance. However, the USK4 is provided with two
settings. The central setting has a threshold that shall in behaviour be close to the
algorithm used in the BMS of the VIS. The classic setting has a much stricter threshold
that may be used to get fingerprints of even better quality.
Starting with the acquisition of the right slap (index, middle, ring and little fingers of the
right hand), slap captures are repeated up to three times until the captured fingerprints
meet the requirements of the USK4 using the classic (and stricter) threshold. Single
finger captures may be conducted if a specific amount of fingerprint images of good
quality cannot be obtained. The process is then repeated for the left slap and both
thumbs, followed by a final quality check of all captured fingerprints using the central
setting. This final quality check also includes a uniqueness check for duplicate
fingerprints in one single record. If duplicate fingerprints are detected by the USK4,
those fingerprints must be re-captured in order to ensure to have a record with unique
fingerprints. Non-unique records, i.e. records that contain duplicate fingerprints, will be
rejected and not be stored in the VIS.

2 Biometric Evaluation Authority (BEA)
High requirements in fingerprint quality are needed to be able to achieve good biometric
performance of the BMS considering the high number of fingerprints planned to be
enroled in the VIS. Hence, before storing the captured fingerprints of each member state
in the central VIS database, the quality is checked. In case that fingerprints do not fulfill
the defined requirements of the BMS, they are marked internally in order to be excluded
when conducting a 1-to-N search. The European Commission regularly releases statistics
to all member states showing the central quality rejection rate of each member state.
Member states with high rejection rates are then requested to reduce it by improving
their local quality assurance approaches.
However, in case that the rejection rate of a member state is considerably higher than of
most other member states, the reasons causing this high rejection rate may not be known
at that time. Reasons causing a high rejection rate may be different in their nature.
Malfunctioning fingerprint devices may return bad quality fingerprint images,
fingerprints of certain regions or of certain ethnics may be causing problems in the
acquisition process, new hardware may cause unexpected problems or the roll-out in
new consular posts or application offices may introduce unknown issues. Furthermore, it
may be interesting to see the change of the rejection rate over time as operators in
application offices may need some time to get into their new job of acquiring
fingerprints of other people. All those specific statistics are not released by the EC even
though they could help identifying issues that lead to a high rejection rate.
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Consequently, the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) has introduced
the concept of the Biometric Evaluation Authority (BEA) in their Technical Guideline
TR-03121 Biometrics for Public Sector Applications [TR-03121]. Fingerprint data
captured in application offices is transmitted via the National Central Authority (NCA)
to the VIS / BMS. However, important information about the local fingerprint
acquisition process is sent to the Biometric Evaluation Authority (BEA) for further
evaluation (see Figure 1). The acquisition process data is transmitted in a specified XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) format that contains the following information:
•

duration of the acquisition process

•

details of the acquisition process (i.e. number of captures/repetitions conducted)

•

local and central quality assurance results

•

results of duplicate fingerprint checks

•

additional data for statistical reasons (i.e. demographic data, location of
acquisition)

Figure 1: Instances of the Biometric Visa Application process [TR-03121]

In Austria, the concept of a Biometric Evaluation Authority was now realised and
implemented as a web application by the German company secunet Security
Networks AG. As part of the fingerprint enrolment process, while fingerprints are
transmitted to the VIS, the process XML is parsed and the content is stored to a national
evaluation database. The BEA implementation is hosted as a web application on a
central web server which communicates via the ODBC interface to the evaluation
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database. Via a web browser, the user interface of the BEA implementation can be
displayed and evaluations may be conducted.

Figure 2: Architecture of BEA implementation in Austria

The BEA web application has implemented all evaluations that are defined in
[TR-03121]. By selecting the according menu, diagrams are generated and displayed in
the web browser. Furthermore, all evaluations may be filtered by time and location of
acquisition. Hence, it is possible to generate diagrams for certain areas (e.g. Northern
Africa, South East Asia, …) or even for single application offices. Additionally, every
evaluation may be filtered by a chosen time-frame (e.g. all applications from 2012, all
applications from the last month, …). Finally, time and location filters may be
combined.
Another functionality is the possibility to generate reports. By selecting the desired
locations, a report is generated that contains sub-reports of the last month, the last three
months and the last year. This functionality gives the Austrian Federal Office for
European and International Affairs the possibility to have a summary of the fingerprint
acquisition process of any desired application office, area or time-frame.

3 Analysis of Fingerprint Acquisitions
Fingerprint acquisitions in terms of visa applications were conducted from October 2011
on in Austrian consular posts of the first two VIS roll-out regions, North Africa and Near
East. From the following consular posts data is available from October 2011 until June
2012, representing the first nine months of VIS in operation. All in all, more than 7400
fingerprint acquisitions have been taken within this time-frame.
•

North Africa
o

Tunis (Tunisia)

o

Algiers (Algeria)

o

Cairo (Egypt)

o

Rabat (Morocco)

o

Tripoli (Lybia)
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•

Near East
o

Amman (Jordan)

o

Beirut (Lebanon)

o

Tel Aviv (Israel)

o

Ramallah (Palestinian territories)

o

Gaza City (Palestinian territories)

3.1 Monitoring Fingerprint Quality
Using the quality assurance evaluations of the BEA implementation, diagrams of local
and central quality assurance results can be generated. The diagram of Figure 3 shows a
pie chart of the overall local quality assurance. As denoted earlier, the local quality is
assured by the use of USK4 with the stronger, classic threshold setting. For the period
from October 2011 until June 2012, results of the mentioned consular posts show that
around 11.27 percent of all applications contain fingerprint images that do not meet the
requirements of the local quality assurance mechanisms.
However, talking about the rejection rate from the BMS of the European VIS, the results
of the central quality assurance algorithm (USK4 with central threshold setting) have to
be considered. The according diagram from the BEA implementation is shown in Figure
4. It shows that the central rejection rate is slightly above 3 percent.

Figure 3: Local quality assurance results (USK4 with classic threshold)
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Figure 4: Central quality assurance results (USK4 with central threshold setting)

As the central rejection rate is regularly reported to the member states by the European
Commission and it may indicate on issues during the fingerprint acquisition process, a
diagram of the development of it over time can be displayed in the BEA implementation.
Figure 5 shows the development from October 2011 until June 2012. While the average
rejection rate of this time-frame is around 3 percent, the central rejection rate of each
month shows the deviation from the average. An interesting fact is the growth of the
rejection rate in March 2012. This could be an indication of issues appearing in the visa
application process. In fact, the significant increase results from the new installation of
the acquisition software in some consular posts of the Near East region where operators
are not yet familiar with the fingerprint acquisition process. Applying filters in the BEA
implementation, it can be found out that the central rejection rate in March 2012 for the
consular posts of Ramallah, Gaza City, Tel Aviv, Beirut and Amman is around 11
percent. Figure 6 shows the development of the central rejection rate for these consular
posts only. It can be clearly identified that in the first two months of using fingerprint
acquisitions in these consular posts the rejection rate is significantly higher than the
average. Furthermore, the diagram shows that there is a strong decrease until June 2012.
This indicates that operators get used to the new processes and, hence, the fingerprint
quality increases. Reasons for such a high rejection rate during the introduction of these
new processes may be wrong handling of the fingerprint devices, missing information
for the applicants, or the lack of experience of the operators in both acquiring satisfying
fingerprints and avoiding common usage errors.
However, having evaluated the rejection rate of each month, the results are inline with
the results returned by the European Commission.
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Figure 5: Development of central rejection rate over time

Figure 6: Development of central rejection rate over time in Near East consular posts

3.2 Impact of Duplicate Records
As already mentioned, the visa application workflow in Austria uses the USK4 (with
central threshold setting) to determine if a record contains duplicate fingerprints or not.
In the first version of the client software, detected duplicates were displayed to the
operator in order to re-acquire these fingerprints. However, it turned out that numerous
records were rejected by the VIS due to detected duplicates. Those duplicate fingerprints
were not re-captured by the local operators at the consular posts. Thus, the Austrian
Federal Ministry for European and International Affairs changed the software to force
operators to repeat finger captures if duplicates were detected by the final USK4 check.
Nevertheless, many records were still rejected by the VIS. In Austria, around 1 percent
of all visa applications contain records with duplicate fingerprints. To solve this issue,
the European Commission suggests to use the USK2 (after a USK4 quality check) to
determine if a record contains duplicate fingerprints.
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However, secunet and the Austrian Federal Ministry for European and International
Affairs have conducted a small evaluation in order to know if the usage of USK2 will
improve the situation. In general, USK2 comes with three possible threshold settings to
use:
•

Quite Secure: corresponds to a False Acceptance Rate of 0.1 %

•

Secure: corresponds to a False Acceptance Rate of 0.01 %

•

Very Secure: corresponds to a False Acceptance Rate of 0.001 %

Evaluating all the records created in Austrian consular posts that were refused by the
VIS due to detected duplicates, showed that none of the duplicate records could be
detected by using USK4. But when using USK2 for uniqueness checks, all records,
regardless of the chosen threshold, are detected as containing duplicate fingers.
However, there is a difference in the number of detected duplicates per record. Results
are shown in Figure 7. Using the threshold Quite Secure, most records contain between 2
and 6 duplicates. Applying thresholds Secure or Very Secure, however, most records are
rated having only 2 to 4 duplicates.

Detected Duplicates per Record

As a result, it seems that using USK2 is the best option in order to reliably detect
duplicate fingerprints in records. Furthermore, the usage of the threshold settings Secure
or Very Secure seem to be the best choice. Due to the fact that records with duplicate
fingerprints are fully rejected by the BMS, it is necessary to integrate USK2 into the
enrolment application. This will also reduce the need for applicants to come back to the
consular posts in case duplicate fingerprints were detected in the acquired record set.
However, the additional usage of USK2 for uniqueness checks comes at cost of time
during visa applications. The evaluation of the process data acquired during the next few
months will show if the duration has increased significantly and if no more records will
be rejected by the central BMS.

Quite Secure

Secure

Very Secure

Threshold
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 7: USK2 evaluation results (detected duplicates per record / chosen threshold)
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3.3 Monitoring Acquisition Duration
A very important factor is the duration needed for the additional fingerprint acquisitions
in consular posts. The average duration for the fingerprint acquisition is around
64 seconds. However, as shown in Figure 8 about 40 percent of the acquisitions can be
finished within 40 seconds, nearly 70 percent within one minute. Only few applicants
need much longer than one minute.

Figure 8: Duration of fingerprint acquisition

Applying filters in the BEA implementation, a distinction in the average duration of
every consular post can be made. The following table shows the differences between
consular posts.
Average fingerprint
acquisition duration

Consular post
Tunis

79.8 seconds

Cairo

58 seconds

Rammalah

67.6 seconds

Algiers

76.8 seconds

Tel Aviv

69.3 seconds

Amman

67 seconds

Rabat

64.3 seconds

Tripoli

65 seconds

Beirut

57.7 seconds

Gaza City

45.6 seconds

Table 1: Average fingerprint acquisition duration in consular posts
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Although the average fingerprint acquisition duration of each consular post is more or
less similar considering the full time-frame from October 2011 until June 2012, it can be
seen from Figure 9 that the average duration for fingerprint acquisition in Near East
consular posts somehow correlates to the rejection rate of this region (see Figure 6) fingerprints have much poorer quality with regard to the central USK4 check and the
acquisition process takes much longer than the average. Again, this is an indication for
the need of proper and thorough operator training before new processes like fingerprint
acquisitions are introduced at consular posts. This information will for sure help during
the roll-out of the acquisition software in the next VIS regions.

Figure 9: Development of average duration in Near East consular posts

However, the average duration of all consular posts shows that the process for
fingerprint acquisitions in Austrian consular posts is rather fast. This fact can also be
accompanied by the number of acquisitions conducted during enrolment (see next
section and Figure 10).
3.4 Number of Acquisitions
Another interesting statistics is the evaluation of the number of acquisitions conducted in
consular posts. Figure 10 shows that, in average, in more than 90 percent of all visa
applications only one acquisition per slap is conducted. Especially for the thumbs slaps
the value is even higher (about 98 percent). This is another indication for a fast process
of acquiring fingerprints as in most cases the first acquisition already satisfies the needs
for a central fingerprint matching system.
However, in a quarter of all applications, the operator switches to the single-finger mode
where single fingerprints are captured instead of slaps. In more than 80 percent of these
cases, the captured single fingerprints meet the quality requirements of the USK4. As a
conclusion, it means that using single finger captures may help in many situations to
acquire good quality fingerprints of visa applicants whereas it may not be possible to
obtain the same quality by using a slap capture.
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Figure 10: Number of slap acquisitions

4 Summary and Outlook
With the help of the BEA concept, an extensive evaluation of the visa application
process is possible. By simply extending the enrolment application with a process
logging functionality and a communication link to a central evaluation database, it is
possible to evaluate and monitor the visa application process from a central location. In
Austria, the BEA implementation is already in use to detect abnormalities and issues
occurring in consular posts.
Evaluations from October 2011 until June 2012 with data from consular posts of North
African and Near East regions have shown, that the central quality rejection rate is in a
good range but could still be improved. However, looking at the good average
fingerprint acquisition duration of slightly more than one minute, the implemented
workflow seems to be a good trade-off between acquisition duration and fingerprint
quality. Especially the short visa application time satisfies visa applicants as well as
operators in consular posts.
The uniqueness check evaluation has shown that detecting duplicate fingerprints by the
local acquisition application needs to be improved. It seems that using USK2 with
threshold Secure or Very Secure adds much more reliability to the detection of duplicate
fingerprints than just using the results of the USK4 check. However, this will come at
cost of enrolment time. Given the fact that records containing duplicate fingerprints will
be completely rejected by the VIS, it seems reasonably to invest more time in duplicate
checks within the enrolment application. Hence, the USK2 check was added to the
enrolment application. Future evaluations will show how much the duration will increase
in average.
The last months since the VIS is in operation have shown that operators have to be
forced by software mechanisms to re-acquire fingerprints that were detected as
duplicates by the used uniqueness check algorithms. If not, operators will not re-capture
these fingerprints resulting in a high number of rejections by the VIS.
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Nevertheless, the fingerprint acquisition workflow for visa applications in Austria has
many advantages as it is very fast and reduces the time needed for a visa applicant in
consular posts. This is one of the major outcomes of using the BEA concept in Austria.
Looking at profiles of the BSI Technical Guideline TR-03121 Biometrics for Public
Sector Applications [TR-03121], further profiles for facial image acquisition with regard
to the visa application process, as well as profiles for visa border control using
fingerprints are already available. The BEA implementation by secunet Security
Networks AG and the Austrian Federal Ministry for European and International Affairs
already supports those profiles. Especially for visa border control the concept of the
Biometric Evaluation Authority may be very interesting in order to have the possibility
to quickly react on anomalities or issues occurring on international borders.
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Abstract: This paper discusses the use of betti numbers to characterize ﬁngerprint
and iris images. The goal is to automatically separate ﬁngerprint images from nonﬁngerprint images; where non-ﬁngerprint images of special interest are biometric samples which are not ﬁngerprints. In this regard, an image is viewed as a triangulated
point cloud and the topology associated with this construct is summarized using its
ﬁrst betti number - a number that indicates the number of distinct cycles in the triangulation associated to the particular image. This number is then compared against the
ﬁrst betti numbers of “n” prototype images in order to perform classiﬁcation (“ﬁngerprint” vs “non-ﬁngerprint”). The proposed method is compared against SIVV (a tool
provided by NIST). Experimental results on ﬁngerprint and iris databases demonstrate
the potential of the scheme.

1

Introduction

Recent developments in engineering and other sciences have presented the need for new
mathematical tools in order to tackle even the simplest manual tasks like categorization
of biometric samples. The human brain can easily distuingish between an iris scan and a
ﬁngerprint image; yet doing so for millions of images will undoubtedly take too long to be
practically possible. So a need for automatic processing of images by means of computers
is present. This area of research requires skills from many different disciplines, including
mathematics, computer science and biometrics; where computer science and biometrics
are multi-disciplinary sciences.
Classical tools in mathematical analysis, like Fourier analysis, are often the primary tools
in applying mathematics to a given problem. Unfortunately requirements of continuity
and rigid geometric properties may not always be viable. Mathematicians have recently
been more active in reﬁning considerably more advanced tools from mathematics to suit
applicational needs. The success of these efforts show promising results in areas like
cryptography, statistical mechanics and robotics, to name a few.
The purpose of this article is to present some results indicating the use of modern mathematics to tackle a concrete problem, namely categorization of ﬁngerprint images from a
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database of mixed biometric samples. Instead of using representations like Fourier transforms, a ﬁngerprint will be represented as a network in 3-dimensional Euclidean space. In
topology, a network is called a cell complex which is a generalization of a triangulation.
Once a cell complex is constructed, it no longer matters how long the edges are or if the
cell complex is deformed into another geometric shape, provided edges cannot be crossed.
This means that the analysis will be the same if a given cell complex is equivalent to a triangulation of a cube or if it is equivalent to a triangulation of a sphere. More so the choice of
triangulation is not important, e.g. using 18 or 36 triangles to cover a torus would yield the
same topology. Topology is sometimes referred to as rubber geometry because it studies
properties which persist throughout continuous deformation of objects; such deformations
are called homeomorphisms, which are continuous mappings of topological spaces with
continuous inverses. Metrics are obviously sensitive to such deformations and therefore
a metric is a geometric property. In topology it is not important how far two points are
from each other, what matters is how they are connected. In relation to biometric samples,
the main idea is to construct an information network, a cell complex, which accurately
captures features unique to the particular type of biometric sample, e.g. iris or ﬁngerprint.

1.1

Related work

In 2009 Libert et al. published a detailed validation metric for ﬁngerprint images using Fourier analysis [LGO09]. The peak height of a specially derived power spectrum
was found as the most signiﬁcant classiﬁer based on their analysis on multiple datasets.
Moreover applying a windowing function, speciﬁcally the blackman window function, the
accuracy of the Spectral Image Validation and Veriﬁcation (SIVV) method was greatly improved, see [LGO09]. The authors illustrated results by thresholding on the peak height.
In 2010 an analysis was conducted which is somewhat similar to the usage of the method
proposed here, see [SLL10].
The method SIVV, in its current implementation in NIST Biometric Image Software [NISTNBIS-2012], was used in this work as baseline algorithm to benchmark our own method.

2

Fundamentals of topology and homology

One of the most challenging aspects of the method proposed here is that the mathematical machinary for conducting such an analysis requires knowledge of algebraic topology,
speciﬁcally homology theory. These topics in mathematics are considered modern topics
which means they employ advanced algebraic methods developed as late as the second
half of the twentieth century. It is therefore recommended that the interested reader seek
information from one of the numerous textbooks on the subject. It is recommended that
the reader start with the article [Ghr08].
The way the method presented here differentiates from the usual methods in applying
mathematics is that instead of considering a function which maps some domain to some
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range, say the discrete Fourier transform; a sequence of functions Hn are to be considered. These functions work on both spaces and maps since they induce a structure on
the maps between two spaces. As an example consider the graph in ﬁgure 1. Denote the
triangulation by X.
c

v1

v3

a

v2
b

Figure 1: Example triangulation with three edges and three vertices.

Let C1 (X) be a vector space spanned by the edges {a, b, c} and C0 (X) the vector space
spanned by the vertices {v1 , v2 , v3 }. Assume that the coefﬁcients in the two vector spaces
are real numbers. Let the map
f : C1 (X) → C0 (X)
be one which sends edges of the graph to their vertices. In general homology theories there
are analog maps for sending surfaces to edges etc. but in the current context, where we
only study graphs, it will sufﬁce to only consider the map f . The homology group H1 (X)
consists of 1-dimensional loops in X. Homology ensures that loops in spaces commute,
e.g. it does not matter if one traverses paths abc−1 or b−1 a−1 c, i.e.
abc−1 = b−1 a−1 c,
where the inverse notation means traversing a path in the opposite direction of the arrows
in the graph. The elements in the kernel ker f of the map f are called cycles. The idea of
homology is to count distinct cycles regardless of starting point or direction taken. In the
above example both starting point and direction of the two traversals are different, yet the
cycle is the same. For a ﬁnite graph like X the ﬁrst homology group is given by
H1 (X) = ker f = {x ∈ C1 (X) | f (x) = 0}.
A certain number is associated to each of the groups Hn (X). It is called the n’th betti
number and it is given by the rank of the n’th homology group,
βn = rank Hn (X).
This number is equal to the number of distinct n-dimensional “holes” in the space. For the
example above, the betti numbers are β0 = 1, β1 = 1 and βn = 0 for n ≥ 2.
In relation to biometric samples, the betti number of special interest is β1 . It is important to
note that a homology theory ensures that topological distinct spaces produce algebraically
distinct homology groups, in particular the set of all betti numbers are not the same for
topological distinct spaces.
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It should be clear that empirical data is not ideal, i.e. there will be some variation in
the observations made. In relation to ﬁngerprints and the methodology proposed here, this
means that two biometric samples will most likely produce two distinct topological spaces,
even though the samples are acquired from the same source. As will be observed in a later
section, the variation in the population will typically be centered around a mean.
Since graphs are our primary focus of investigation (1-dimensional cell complexes) a much
simpler way of calculating homology can be used as opposed to the cases where surfaces
and the higher dimensional analogs are taken into account. First of all only one map is of
particular interest, namely the one sending edges to its corresponding boundary vertices.
This is exactly what we illustrated in the above example, yet the actual map is somewhat
unclear at this point. It happens that we can construct this linear map in such a way that the
transformation matrix become explicit. One deﬁnition of f could be to use the orientation
of the edges, e.g. deﬁne the boundary of an edge by a linear combination of the vertices of
the edge with the sign of the individual terms depending on orientation. Deﬁne the starting
vertex to have a negative coefﬁcient and the ending vertex to have a positive coefﬁcient.
Figure 2 illustrates the idea.
−

+

Figure 2: Deﬁnition of boundary map.

With this deﬁnition the edges in X are mapped to their boundary by
f (a) = v2 − v1 ,
f (b) = v3 − v2 ,
f (c) = v3 − v1 .
The map f can then be described by a matrix F given by


−1
1 0
F =  0 −1 1  ,
−1
0 1
The kernel ker f of the map f is the null space of the matrix F. It is a subspace of C1 (X)
and the dimension of this subspace is the betti number β1 of the graph in ﬁgure 1, i.e.
β1 = dim ker f = 1.
We now state a simple relation without proof, which gives us a very easy way to compute
the betti number β1 of a ﬁnite graph, e.g. a 1-dimensional triangulation of a point cloud in
3-dimensional Euclidean space. For a graph it holds that
β1 = 1 + dim C1 (X) − dim C0 (X)
= 1 + (number of edges) − (number of vertices).
Finding the higher betti numbers in higher dimensional cell complexes requires more advanced constructions from homology theory.
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2.1 Application to biometric samples
Consider each grayscale image as a point cloud in R3 , one point per pixel, i.e. the ﬁrst two
coordinates is the position of the pixel and the third coordinate is the grayscale intensity.
A special way of constructing a triangulation of a point cloud called a Witness complex
will be used, see [dSC04]. In loose terms, it limits the number of vertices and edges
in a triangulation by choosing the vertices according to distances to other vertices in a
point cloud. It is a cell complex where a small number of points from the point cloud are
choosen as vertices and edges are then constructed iteratively according to a set of criterias
as described in [dSC04].
Once the triangulation is constructed, the betti numbers are calculated using homology
and the metric will be constructed. For simplicity a weighted Euclidean metric is chosen.
Initially only two types of images are used, e.g. ﬁngerprint or non-ﬁngerprint. The nonﬁngerprint database will be either face samples or iris scan samples.
Assume that a vector is given consisting of n numbers acquired from a sample of ﬁngerprint images, each the 1st betti number of a ﬁngerprint; one for each image in the sample.
Denote this vector by v and let the variance of v be denoted by σ 2 . Given an image, it is
possible to calculate the corresponding 1st betti number β1 . Let x denote the vector where
each element is equal to this betti number for a given image.
Then for a ﬁxed training set v, a metric can be constructed by
1
D(β1 ) = D(β1 ; x, v) =
σ

6

n
A

71/2
(xi − vi )2

.

(1)

i=1

For the topological method presented here, the metric in equation 1 is used. For every
image and corresponding 1st betti number β1 , calculate two numbers: 1) the distance
Df (β1 ) to a sample set of ﬁngerprints. 2) the distance Dg (β1 ) to the sample set of nonﬁngerprints.
Now in order to be able to control the error rates of the overall analysis, a few simple
functions are introduced. The two functions are
F1 (s, β1 ) = sDg (β1 )

and

F2 (s, β1 ) = (1 − s)Df (β1 ) ,

s ∈ [0; 1].

Given a value of s, let F1 ≥ F2 determine a false match increase by 1. Otherwise a false
non match increase of 1. The proportion of the number of false matches (resp. false non
matches) with respect to the number of non-ﬁngerprints (resp. ﬁngerprints) is the corresponding error rate. The value of s can be determined experimentally and thus depends on
the choice of training sets. The variable s is used to calculate the ROC curve in the section
presenting the results.
This method shall be thought of as a way to coarsely characterize a biometric sample or
rather a point cloud.
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3

Results

The results presented here will highlight both strengths and weaknesses of the method
derived from topology which will be denoted TOP and the already known method SIVV.
Some of the most interesting results are found when considering mixed biometric databases,
i.e. databases where both ﬁngerprints, iris and other biometric samples are contained. In
order to see how the constructed metrics work on such databases when categorizing joint
data sets with various ﬁngerprint databases a DET curve is determined and the equal error
rate EER is calculated.
Portions of the research in this article use the database CASIA-FingerprintV5 and CASIAIrisV4 collected by the Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Automation (CASIA),
see [oSIoAC]. A ﬁngerprint database acquired by Association BioSecure is used and referred to here simply as Biosecure. Also used is the MCYT database involving ﬁngerprints
which was collected in a project conducted in 2003, see [OGFAS+ 03].
All calculations are carried out on a computer running Linux (kernel 3.3.2-1) with a Quadcore (3.10 GHz each) Intel Xeon E3-1225 processor and 4 GB memory. The software used
for computation are Javaplex version 4.0 and the SIVVUtility package which is part of
NIST Biometric Image Software version 4.0.1. All algorithms were run in parallel on three
of the cores due to the large number of images needed to be processed. User interfaces
have been rewritten in order to control output formats for both software packages.

3.1

General observations

There are a number of general observations to be made. The classiﬁer used in this section
is the 1st betti number. Considering the betti number of ﬁngerprint images yield a bell
shaped curve when approximating to the histogram in the ﬁgure below. A similar yet
skewed result is found for non-ﬁngerprints. The databases used to produce ﬁgure 3 are the
CASIA-Fingerprint and CASIA-Iris databases.
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Figure 3: Histogram of the 1st betti numbers of CASIA ﬁngerprint and iris images

These bell curve shapes, although one is skewed, may be a product of the method by which
the betti numbers are calculated.

3.2

Mixed biometric (iris vs. ﬁngerprint) database

In this section an analysis of the method is done using the iris database CASIA-IrisV4, see
[oSIoAC]. The ﬁngerprint databases are analyzed separately and the results are highlighted
in a table in the end of this section. To illustrate the difference in the betti numbers a couple
of examples are shown. The ﬁngerprint is taken from the public database FVC2000Db2,
see [MMC+ 02], and the iris is the one from one of the authors. Note that this is meant
merely as an example. The iris images used in the experiment are non-segmented ocular
images.
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(a) 1st betti number 57

(b) 1st betti number 2

Figure 4: Examples of 1st betti numbers of some images via witness complexes.

The examples in ﬁgure 4 indicate the difference of the betti numbers for the two types of
biometric samples.
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Figure 5: ﬁngerprint vs. iris database: EER(TOP) = 2.7%, EER(SIVV)=9.0%.

Comparing with the SIVV method it becomes clear that the topological approach performs
better for ﬁngerprints vs. iris databases. The most interesting aspect of considering mixed
biometric databases is that when Fourier analysis seem to produce misleading features;
coarse topological features tend to correctly partition the database into biometric types.
The following table illustrates how the equal error rate varies between ﬁngerprint databases
for the two methods.
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Database
MCYT dp

SIVV
12.9%

Topological method
0.2%

Biosecure
CASIA

6.2%
9.0%

1.9%
2.7%

Summary
Largest observed difference between methods.
Smallest absolute difference.
Medium difference between methods.

The results clearly suggests that using the TOP-method will produce much better results
when categorizing ﬁngerprints and iris scans. The most extreme case is the MCYT dp
database. It is the database with best performance using the topological approach and
the worst performance when using SIVV. An interesting observation has been made; the
choice of ﬁngerprint reference database, also called training set, does not produce a significant change in the results. So one may choose a subset from either MCYT dp, Biosecure
or CASIA-ﬁngerprintV5 as a sample reference to a ﬁngerprint database. The following
table illustrates the observed equal error rates when utilizing various training sets.

Database

MCYT dp
Biosecure
CASIA

MCYT dp
0.2%
1.9%
2.7%

Training set
Biosecure
0.2%
1.9%
2.7%

CASIA
0.2%
1.9%
2.7%

At least from a statistical point of view it seems that the TOP-method is invariant of ﬁngerprint reference database chosen. That is the equal error rate remains the same under
different training sets. The table only illustrates this observation for the combinations
of the three databases, MCYT dp, Biosecure and CASIA. One should be very careful
before making any inference based on these preliminary observations. Note that the nonﬁngerprint image training set is not varied in this experiment.

3.3

Mixed biometric (face vs. ﬁngerprint) database

A similar analysis as the one from the previous section will be carried out. The nonﬁngerprints in this section consists of facial images from the CASIA-FaceV5 database.
Database
MCYT dp

SIVV
5.0%

Topological method
1.0%

Biosecure
CASIA

2.5%
3.7%

3.0%
4.1%

Summary
Largest observed difference between methods.
Smallest absolute difference.
Medium difference between methods.

It is observed that SIVV performs slightly better for both CASIA ﬁngerprints and Biosecure databases. A signiﬁcant difference is observed when comparing with the MCYT
database. In this particular case the method TOP performs better than SIVV. The results
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shown here simply states that the TOP method does not yield better results than SIVV
for all biometric samples when categorizing. In complete analogy with the study of iris
vs. ﬁngerprint, the equal error rates can be seen to be robust with respect to the choice of
ﬁngerprint training set.

Database

MCYT dp
Biosecure
CASIA

MCYT dp
1.0%
3.1%
4.2%

Training set
Biosecure
1.0%
3.0%
4.2%

CASIA
1.0%
3.1%
4.1%

For the databases used in this study, it can be concluded that the variances imposed by
changing the training set for the ﬁngerprint database is not signiﬁcant.

4

Discussion and conclusions

It has been shown that, given an image, homology of a specially constructed triangulation
of the image, viewed as a point cloud will enable the separation of ﬁngerprint images
from other biometric samples, in particular when categorizing iris scans and ﬁngerprints.
For the iris scans the topological approach seems to perform better than the SIVV method.
When categorizing ﬁngerprints and face samples the method SIVV seem to perform better,
if only slightly, for the databases Biosecure and CASIA-FingerprintV5. For the database
MCYT the method TOP seem to perform signiﬁcantly better. The result indicate that the
acquisition of samples in the MCYT database or some form of processing of the images
may cause this signiﬁcant decrease in equal error rate. Moreover it is observed that the
opposite holds for the SIVV method, where a signiﬁcant increase in equal error rate is
observed for the MCYT database compared against both iris and face databases. Our
method seem to be invariant with respect to the choice of ﬁngerprint training set.
The method of constructing the triangulation from a biometric sample, in this case a ﬁngerprint image, can be improved. The general construction could be to consider particularly
important landmarks in the ﬁngerprint as vertices in the triangulation. Edges should then
be assigned between two vertices in such a way that certain information about the sample
speciﬁc to the landmarks yield a denser network, e.g. more information is retained in the
triangulation, which in turn should indicate a higher quality. This latter part is an extensive
work in progress, requiring many simulations to be run and much statistics to be collected.
It is possible that the method TOP can be extended to categorize the types of ﬁngerprints
as well, e.g. identify whorl or arch structures.
Another possible extension of this study would be to study the same source under varying
conditions, e.g. time, pressure variation and humidity conditions. This would give us an
indication of the ability of the method to identify individual samples as being from captured from the same source. The relation to well-known image features and the importance
of these are still unclear at this point, this being yet another interesting topic to study next.
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Abstract: In this paper EEG signals are employed for the purpose of automatic user
recognition. Speciﬁcally the resting state with closed eyes acquisition protocol has
been here used and deeply investigated by varying the employed electrodes conﬁguration both in number and location for optimizing the recognition performance still
guaranteeing sufﬁcient user convenience. A database of 45 healthy subjects has been
employed in the analysis. Autoregressive stochastic modeling and polynomial regression based classiﬁcation has been applied to extracted brain rhythms in order to identify the most distinctive contributions of the different subbands in the recognition process. Our analysis has shown that signiﬁcantly high recognition rates, up to 98.73%,
can be achieved when using proper triplets of electrodes, which cannot be achieved by
employing couple of electrodes, whereas sets of ﬁve electrodes in the central posterior
region of the scalp can guarantee very high recognition performance while limiting
user convenience.

1

Introduction

EEG recordings can be investigated in terms of rhythmic activity, and it has been shown
that considering speciﬁc frequency bands can lead to analyze brain functions related to
some assigned tasks [Baş99]. In this context, the so called “brain oscillations” have been
analyzed from the beginning of EEG research, when the German neurophysiologist Berger
([Ber29]) ﬁrst observed the dominant oscillations of approximately 10 Hz. In general, ﬁve
main widely studied rhythms can be revealed from an EEG recording: Delta (δ[0.5÷4]Hz),
Theta (θ[4 ÷ 8]Hz), Alpha (α[8 ÷ 14]Hz), Beta (β[13 ÷ 30]Hz) and Gamma (over 30Hz).
EEG measures, acquired through scalp electrodes placed according to the International
10-20 system (Figure 1), have been widely investigated in the previous century in medical
ﬁeld, mainly to facilitate visual inspection and to extract clinically valuable information.
EEG signals present a very high time resolution, which allows dynamic studies to understand the underlying mechanisms by means of complex computational methods. Such
a kind of studies has led in recent decades to the use of the brain signal in EEG-based
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communication systems, like brain machine interface (BMI) and brain computer interface
(BCI), aiming at controlling remote devices by means of brain electrical activity [MW11].
Although early research studies have shown evidence that the EEG carries genetic information, [Vog70], only in the recent years EEG signals have been employed to recognize
people within a biometric framework [CRS12]. The interest in using EEG biometrics for
automatic person recognition is due to some advantageous peculiarities with respect to
other commonly used biometrics, such as privacy compliance, robustness to spooﬁng attacks and universality. Within this context, EEG recordings have been registered using
different acquisition protocols, obtaining promising results in recent works. Some of them
rely on the resting state acquisition protocol, which will be the focus of this paper. There
is evidence that the electrical activity in resting state condition serves to organize and coordinate neuronal functions [SS01], and it carries genetic information [Vog70]. This has
led researchers to further investigate this protocol to extract discriminative information for
person recognition purpose, as it is discussed in the following. Speciﬁcally, in [PRCE99]
1 channel EEG was collected from 4 subjects performing resting with closed eyes (CE).
Ten order AR coefﬁcients in the α band were employed as features. A neural network algorithm yielded a correct classiﬁcation rate of 95%. A set of 40 users has been employed
in [PMBK01], where AR coefﬁcients have been computed to characterize single channel
recordings during resting. Discriminant function analysis was used to evaluate data, obtaining a correct classiﬁcation rate of 82%. Furthermore, in [MSMAS06] Yule-Walker AR
parameters of different orders were extracted from the EEG signals of 10 subjects in a resting state. Then a competitive neural network classiﬁer was tested, training on a partition
of the dataset and testing on the whole dataset. A correct classiﬁcation rate of 100% was
achieved using sets of 3 channels. Also in [ASLA10] 4 channels EEG recordings were
acquired through 4 bipolar measures during resting from 10 subjects. 21 Yule-Walker AR
coefﬁcients were extracted using different sets of channels. A neural network algorithm
was applied and a correct recognition rate of 97% was achieved for the CE condition, using
all channels. Moreover, in [CSB + 11] a database of 48 subjects in a CE resting state was
acquired from triplets of electrodes. A six order AR model has been estimated for each
channel and a polynomial regression based classiﬁcation has been employed, obtaining a
GAR of 96.08%. Spectral features have instead been considered in other EEG biometric systems. In particular, in [MBN08] the fusion of two kind of features, based on the
distribution of EEG spectrum in the α band, has been used to verify identities. Signals
were acquired by means of one frontal channel, from 23 subjects still resting with closed
eyes, achieving a veriﬁcation rate of 79%. Despite the promising results obtained using the
EEG as a biometrics, in all the aforementioned studies a careful analysis aimed at a deep
understanding of the underlying phenomena, and at optimizing the parameters involved in
the acquisition protocol and successive processing is missing. Therefore in this work we
try to ﬁll this gap by focusing on the CE resting state acquisition protocol and speculating
on the number of electrodes to use, their spatial conﬁguration, the subbands to analyze,
and the AR model order to adopt. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
proposed method is detailed along with the protocol deﬁnition, preprocessing, feature extraction, and employed classiﬁer. In Section 3, different sets of electrodes in combination
with different subbands are tested for recognition purposes and conclusions are eventually
drawn.
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2

Proposed method

2.1

Experimental setup

To the aim of the proposed analysis, the EEG recordings of NC = 45 healthy volunteers
have been acquired. Informed consent was obtained from each subject after the explanation of the study, which was approved by the local institutional ethical committee. During
the experiment, the participants were comfortably seated in a reclining chair with both
arms resting on a pillow in a dimly lit room properly designed in order to minimize external sounds and noise, not interfering with the attention and the relaxed state of subjects.
The subjects were asked to perform one minute of “resting state with closed eyes”. Brain
activity has been recorded using a BrainAmp recording system operating at a Sr = 200Hz
sampling rate, thus producing an NT = 200 × 60 samples long record for each channel.
The EEG was continuously recorded from CT = 56 sites on the scalp, positioned according to the International 10 − 20 system as shown in Figure 1, and potentials were
referenced to the average signal from the ear lobes. Before starting the recording session,
the electrical impedance of each electrode was kept lower than 10kOhm through a dedicated gel maximizing the skin contact and allowing for a low-resistance recording through
the skin. A set of NC = 45 EEG digital recordings from CT = 56 channels Vich [n], for
i = 1, · · · , NC , n = 1, · · · , NT , and ch = 1, · · · , CT has been obtained. The recorded
signals have been consequently preprocessed as described in the following Session.

2.2
2.2.1

Preprocessing
Downsampling and ﬁltering

The predominant rhythm that can be detected through EEG recordings during wakeful
relaxation with closed eyes is composed of α waves (8 ÷ 14Hz), originating from the occipital lobe [BCJ + 07]. Nevertheless, also other frequencies still exist, since there isn’t any
exact frequency the brain is operating on. While resting, resulting EEG patterns contain
frequency elements mainly below 30Hz, then the brain rhythms of interest are the δ, θ, α
and β waves. In fact the γ subband is known not to be relevant in a resting state. Moreover,
we empirically observed a very small signal amplitude over 30Hz, also contaminated by
noise such as the 50Hz AC component. In this regard, in a previous work ([CSB +11])
on the use of EEG as biometrics, ratios of the original sampling rate of 200Hz were used
to decimate the signal before extracting features. Results showed the most distinctive information to be held below 33 Hz. Given this evidence, in the herein proposed study a
more systematic analysis has been carried out in order to properly consider the main EEG
waves. In the preprocessing stage a decimation factor has been applied to the collected raw
signals. A sampling rate of Sr = 60Hz and its anti-aliasing ﬁlter were selected, according to the Nyquist theorem, to retain spectral information present in the band [0.5, 30]Hz,
containing the four major EEG subbands referring to the resting state.
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Figure 1: Scalp electrodes positioning according to an extension of the standard 10-20 montage.
Electrodes positioning in the employed protocol is shown by the uncrossed circles.

Subsequently, the downsampled signals Vich [n] = Vich [n × 10/3] |Sr =60 has been bandﬁltered through zero-phase frequency ﬁlters to perform the following analysis both for
the individual subbands δ, θ, α and β and for their combinations (frequency components
from 0.5Hz up to 30Hz, and from 0.5Hz up to 14Hz), obtaining ﬁve tested datasets
Vich [n] |Band , where Band ∈ {δ, θ, α, β, [δ ∪ θ ∪ α], [δ ∪ θ ∪ α ∪ β]}. In Figure 2
the spectral maps related to speciﬁc frequencies of the different rhythms during resting
with closed eyes are displayed in false colors. The strong parieto-occipital α activity at
10Hz can be observed in the related map, while also the spatial distributions on the scalp
of other weaker components (3, 6, 22Hz) are shown beside.

Figure 2: Spectral maps for the CE resting state protocol. The spatial distribution on the scalp of
spectral EEG amplitudes at given frequencies, speciﬁed above each map, is shown. Each circle
represents the top view of a head, where the highest point is the nasion while the lowest is the inion.

A spatial ﬁlter has been then applied to the acquired signals. Speciﬁcally, a common average referencing (CAR) ﬁlter has been employed by subtracting the mean of the entire
electrode montage (i.e.the common average) from channels of interest at any one instant.
CAR ﬁltering can be applied to reduce artifacts related to inappropriate reference choices
in monopolar recordings [SA03] or not expected reference variations, as well as to provide measures as independent as possible from the recording session. This results in an
increased SNR, as showed in [MMDW97], where authors compared spatial ﬁlter meth-
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ods with a conventional ear reference in an EEG-based system. Therefore, in the herein
proposed study each channel has been re-referenced to a common average reference composed of all CT = 56 electrodes placed over the entire scalp (see Figure 1) according to
the formula:
CT
1 '
CAR ch
(1)
Vij [n],
Vi [n] = Vich [n] −
CT
j=1

Vij [n]

is the potential between the j-th electrode and the reference electrode. Blink
where
artifact removal, which is customary in EEG signal processing, was not considered in the
proposed analysis, since we investigated a CE condition. In this regard we empirically
veriﬁed that such events are quite absent in the acquired dataset.
2.2.2

Segmentation and detrend

The so obtained signals are then segmented into M frames. A three second frame length
was empirically selected, in order to achieve a trade-off between the sample size and the
stationarity of features to be extracted. An overlap interval between adjacent frames was
set to increase the sample size. Overlapping percentages of 25%, 50% and 75% of the
frame length have been tested. Subsequently the DC component jointly to the linear trend
ch
}, with i =
was removed from each EEG segment. The so obtained datasets, {CAR Vi,m
1, · · · , NC , ch = 1, · · · , CT , and m = 1, · · · , M was further processed to extract the
distinctive features from each user brain signal, as described in the following.

2.3

Feature extraction

ch
Given the user i and the channel ch, the generic frame m, CAR Vi,m
is modeled by means
ch
(Q) of order
of AR stochastic modeling. Speciﬁcally the AR reﬂection coefﬁcients Ki,m
Q have been estimated using the Burg method [Kay88]. The value for the parameter Q
has been selected according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), to minimize the
information loss in ﬁtting the model according to the formula:
2
AIC(Q) = NT ln σQ
+ 2Q
(2)
2
being NT the sequence length, σQ the prediction error power, and Q the model order.
It has been veriﬁed that the AIC(Q) function, averaged among subjects and channels,
reaches a plateau zone for values of Q from 8 to12, depending on the considered band.
Thus the maximum value of Q = 12 has been selected to ﬁt the AR model, so as to satisfy
the criterion of minimum information loss for all bands. Hence, for the generic user i, the
generic channel ch, the generic frame m, a vector ζ ch
i,m of length Q, composed by the AR
ch
model reﬂection coefﬁcients Ki,m
(Q), for q = 1, . . . , Q, was obtained from each EEG
ch
frame CAR Vi,m
with m = 1, · · · , M :
ch
ch
ch
T
ζ ch
i,m = [K(i,m) (1), K(i,m) (2), · · · , K(i,m) (Q)] .

(3)

Finally, for the i-th user, M features vectors were obtained by concatenating the reﬂection
coefﬁcients vectors related to different sets of channels under analysis. Spatial conﬁgura-
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tions of C = 2, 3 and 5 channels were tested, selecting them with a criteria of symmetry
as discussed in Section 3.

2.4

Polynomial Classiﬁcation

Polynomial based classiﬁcation [Sch96] was successfully employed for speaker recognition in [CAB02]. In order to classify EEG feature vectors we resort to polynomial based
classiﬁers, which allow to apply a simple linear classiﬁcation in a properly expanded space,
as it is brieﬂy summarized hereafter. Let us denote with x = [x1, · · · , xK ]T an observed
vector, which is supposed to be drawn from a probability distribution belonging to a ﬁnite
set of cardinality NC . Lets indicate with pX|Hi (x|Hi ) , i = 1, · · · , NC the probability
density functions describing the NC not necessarily equiprobable classes or hypotheses
Hi , among which to discriminate. Given these assumptions, the classiﬁer we propose estimates the class to which the observed feature vector x belongs to by means of a linear
transformation:
ŷT (G) = xT · G,
(4)
where the matrix G is obtained by minimizing the mean square error (MMSE), according
to the expression:
NC
'
"
&
Pi · Ex|Hi [yi − ŷ(Γ)]T [yi − ŷ(Γ)] .
(5)
G = argminΓ
i=1

Here, assuming the hypothesis Hi holds, the vector yi = [0, . . ., 0, 1, 0, . . ., 0] with the
unique one in the i-th position, indicates the class i x belongs to, while ŷ(G) represents
its estimation. Pi denotes the (prior) probability that x belongs to the i-th class. It can
be easily shown that the employed optimization criterion given in (5) brings to the normal
equations:
Rx · G = Rxy ,
(6)
"
&
where Rx = E xxT is the classical matrix collecting the (auto)-correlations established
#NC
intra the elements of the observation vector x, while Rxy = i=1
Pi · Ex|Hi {x} · yiT . It
is worth noting that (4) states that decision regions are formed through plane intersections
in the space of the observations x. This is non optimal, since the boundary of the decision
regions are nonlinear curves whose forms depend on the actual probability density functions at hand. The approximation through a polynomial regression of these boundaries still
allows to retain the linear classiﬁcation form (4), but letting this latter rather operate on
a suitably nonlinearly expanded observations space z with increased cardinality. Speciﬁcally, given the observation vector x = [x1, · · · , xK ]T , its polynomial expanded counterpart consists of a constant unit term, followed by K linear terms xm , followed by all the
quadratic terms, followed by all the cubic terms and so forth. For instance, the complete
polynomial expansion up to the third order of x = [x1, x2] yields the following expanded
2
3 T
vector: z(x) = [1, x1, x2, x21, x1x2, x22, x!31, x21x
$ 2; x1x2; x2] . The D-degree polynomial
k+D
expansion of a K-vector yields a KD = D vector. When operating on a polynomial
expanded vector, the linear classiﬁer (4) is written as follows: ŷT (G) = z(x)T G, with
Rz · G = Rzy .
(7)
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2.4.1

Dataset

As described in Section 2.3, features vectors ζ to be classiﬁed have been extracted considering the combination of different sets of C = 2, 3 and 5 symmetrically placed channels
which have been listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Given a chosen set of channels, each of the
acquired signals have been pre-processed as described in Section 2.2, segmented into M
frames, and modeled by means of the reﬂection coefﬁcients of an AR model of order Q,
obtaining the set of vectors ζ ch
i,m . More in detail, the acquired EEG signals of duration of
60s, have been segmented into frames of 3s, with an overlap factor of 75%, thus obtaining
a number of M = 77 frames, each of which is represented by the vector ζ i,m of Q × C
elements, being the concatenation of the C vectors ζ ch
i,m . Such a set of vectors ζ i,m for
i = 1, · · · , NC and m = 1, · · · , M , has been extracted for all the 6 bands of interest (see
Section 2.2). Therefore, an identiﬁcation framework has been provided, as described in
the following.
2.4.2

Training and identiﬁcation

It is worth pointing out that datasets have been assorted in order not to have overlapping
between the ones used in the training stage and the ones used in the recognition stage.
Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst consecutive MT = 2M/3 frames have been used to assort the training dataset and the last MC = M/3 ones to assort the testing dataset. Moreover, the
overlapping frames containing samples common to the two datasets have removed to provide disjointed sets. The training stage consists in the estimation of the matrix G in (7)
% −1 · R
% zy , where the matrices Rz and Rzy are estimated through
computed as G = R
z
MonteCarlo runs, considering equal prior probabilities Pi for all the considered classes.
The estimation was obtained performing the following two sample averages:
%z =
R

NC '
NC '
MT
MT
'
'
1
1
% zy =
zi,m zTi,m ; R
zi,m yiT ,
NC MT i=1 m=1
NC MT i=1 m=1

(8)

where zi,m is the expansion of the m-th observed feature vector ζ i,m belonging to the
i-th class, where yi = [0, . . ., 0, 1, 0, . . ., 0]T , with the unique 1 in the i-th position. A
D = 2 degree polynomial regression has been employed to perform a linear classiﬁcation
in the nonlinearly expanded observations space z. This value for the polynomial degree
was selected in order to contain the increased cardinality considering the actual length of
% z, whose dimensions are
the features vector ζ. In fact, to properly estimate the matrix R
[KD × KD ], a number of MonteCarlo runs NC × MT ≥ KD are needed. To avoid failures
and to control accuracy in the estimation of R−1
z , the singular value decomposition based
pseudoinversion has been used for the matrix inversion.
In the classiﬁcation stage, for each of the NC users, a common averaging is applied to
the MC observed features vectors from the test #
dataset. For the i-th user a score vector
MT
ŷi is obtained for each mean vector ζ i = 1/MT m=1
ζ i,m , applying the discrimination
matrix G to ζ i : ŷ i = G · ζ i . Finally the estimation of the user index is obtained locating
the maximum of the score vector ŷi = [ŷi (1), . . . , ŷi (NC )]T according to the criterion
î = argl max yi (l).
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Figure 3: Recognition performance vs AR order model, with overlap factor of 75% for: a) best
couple; b) best triplet; c) best set of ﬁve 5 electrodes.

3

Experimental results and conclusions

A systematic analysis of all the involved parameters has been here performed on the EEG
signals acquired from 45 healthy subjects using a “resting state with closed eyes” protocol. Speciﬁcally, given the 56 employed channels shown in Figure 1, we have considered
different subsets of them in order to ﬁnd the best performing spatial arrangements of electrodes while minimizing their number. To achieve this goal we have considered sets of
two, three, and ﬁve electrodes, listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Symmetrical conﬁgurations
have been selected, spanning the entire scalp for sets of two and three channels (Tables 1
and 2), while considering only the central-posterior areas for sets of 5 electrodes (Table
3). AR modeling has been employed to extract the feature vectors from EEG recordings,
which have been ﬁrst preprocessed as described in Section 2.2. In this stage signals have
been decimated with sampling rate of 60 Hz, in order to maintain the frequency components in the range of interest [0 − 30Hz], and band pass ﬁltered to further extract and
analyze the brain rhythmic activity in the bands δ, θ, α and β and in some of their combinations. A spatial ﬁlter has been then employed to improve the SNR, controlling artifacts
that may occur on the single reference electrode. Furthermore, the so obtained signals
have been normalized, segmented into overlapping frames of Tf s with an overlapping factor OL between consecutive frames, and the linear trend has been removed. Values of
Tf = 3s, and OL = 75% have been selected in order to capture locally stationary and
repeatable features, while providing a proper number of frames to train the classiﬁcation
algorithm. In fact we have experimentally veriﬁed that increasing the dataset size through
the overlapping factors of 25% 50% and 75%, leads to improved performance due to a
better estimation of the matrices involved in the classiﬁcation algorithm. A number of
M = 77 frames has been obtained, and AR reﬂection coefﬁcients have been estimated
from each of them to generate features vectors. The order Q = 12 of the AR model has
been properly estimated using the AIC [Kay88], but different orders Q ∈ {6, 8, 10, 12}
have been tested providing an experimental validation of the adopted model in terms of
performance. In Figure 3 it can be observed that increasing the model order up to Q = 12
leads to improved performance for all the considered sets of channels. For each frame
a template is obtained by concatenating the reﬂection coefﬁcients referring to the signals
from the electrodes set under analysis, thus generating feature vectors of length 24, 48, 60
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electrodes

δ∪θ∪α∪β

δ∪θ ∪α

δ

θ

α

β

Fp1 Fp2
AF3 AF4
F7 F8
FC5 FC6
FC3 FC4
FC1 FC2
T7 T8
C5 C6
C3 C4
C1 C2
TP7 TP8
CP5 CP6
CP3 CP4
CP1 CP2
P7 P8
P5 P6
P3 P4
P1 P2
PO3 PO4
O1 O2
F5 F6
F3 F4
F1 F2
Fpz AFz
AFz Fz
Fpz Cz
Fpz FCz
Fpz Fz
Fpz CPz
Fpz Pz
Fpz POz
AFz FCz
AFz Cz
AFz CPz
AFz Pz
AFz POz
Fz FCz
Fz Cz
Fz CPz
Fz Pz
Fz POz
FCz Cz
FCz CPz
FCz Pz
FCz POz
Cz CPz
Cz Pz
Cz POz
CPz Pz
CPz POz
Pz POz

77.66
83.67
81.18
90.33
90.91
90.39
91.52
89.73
90.71
93.16
89.18
86.41
90.48
86.12
91.98
94.26
92.09
90.65
96.57
95.41
84.10
86.58
87.50
86.15
88.83
93.19
91.86
89.55
88.92
88.98
89.73
93.51
94.52
89.90
91.28
91.89
91.60
95.32
92.78
93.77
95.24
96.59
94.49
95.12
97.09
91.11
93.65
94.89
91.66
92.87
90.22

73.54
78.44
79.48
79.88
82.94
78.35
84.04
76.25
83.64
76.45
82.16
79.28
74.14
70.76
84.44
80.58
82.71
81.15
87.65
87.59
83.15
80.23
73.22
73.28
79.08
85.08
88.23
82.57
83.55
83.41
84.82
85.22
82.37
81.04
84.13
84.56
80.72
85.89
85.22
86.81
89.03
88.23
90.25
88.77
90.07
80.32
86.32
85.89
81.99
88.95
83.75

54.34
57.00
56.28
61.79
56.16
59.71
68.28
58.90
59.37
57.17
64.59
60.06
63.92
56.05
70.79
68.34
62.74
59.71
77.58
72.73
55.18
61.15
52.01
58.99
61.15
69.21
70.74
62.74
65.66
64.88
72.90
67.91
66.87
64.56
64.39
72.73
59.16
66.03
62.68
64.73
74.34
65.02
71.72
73.28
76.68
64.99
68.66
77.66
62.25
73.56
69.87

40.75
43.38
35.99
44.33
44.99
40.89
54.17
44.33
48.31
44.33
55.12
47.36
49.06
41.33
58.07
53.02
51.40
46.52
62.83
56.57
42.22
43.81
45.11
44.18
42.94
53.25
55.21
54.92
51.72
51.98
57.84
48.95
52.18
50.71
44.99
51.86
45.83
53.30
56.02
48.66
55.84
51.23
58.99
55.30
59.51
47.07
55.79
56.05
53.82
58.44
47.79

56.05
57.86
59.02
63.64
61.21
61.15
65.37
62.40
60.52
62.28
67.99
56.97
58.21
54.89
69.61
66.64
67.76
66.12
72.70
74.60
60.52
59.68
57.03
59.51
56.59
67.13
66.61
62.37
64.50
68.57
68.92
65.48
69.47
68.11
70.07
71.20
56.39
62.91
66.06
68.63
69.75
57.63
66.23
75.47
75.18
62.16
71.40
73.02
63.12
71.14
66.61

22.80
24.10
23.84
26.84
32.03
28.51
35.56
32.53
36.19
37.60
29.99
28.17
33.04
29.81
39.08
28.48
27.13
30.68
38.61
41.10
26.55
32.67
30.04
29.47
26.23
33.25
33.07
31.08
33.02
30.68
34.92
32.18
34.83
35.61
34.57
42.97
26.00
36.22
38.27
35.21
43.64
37.60
36.71
37.20
41.10
37.17
39.62
35.93
35.44
40.32
32.53

Table 1: Classiﬁcation results in % obtained for the subbands δ, θ, α, β, and the fusions δ ∪ θ ∪ α ∪ β
and δ ∪ θ ∪ α for sets of two electrodes. OL = 75%, Q = 12.
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electrodes

δ∪θ ∪α∪β

δ∪θ∪α

δ

θ

α

β

Fp1 Fpz Fp2
AF3 AFz AF4
F7 Fz F8
FC5 FCz FC6
T7 Cz T8
C5 Cz C6
C3 Cz C4
C1 Cz C2
TP7 CPz TP8
P7 Pz P8
PO1 POz PO2
PO3 POz PO4
O1 POz O2

79.65
88.25
92.76
95.56
97.75
96.57
97.52
95.50
95.70
96.51
95.04
98.10
98.73

78.47
80.55
89.61
89.93
92.70
89.81
92.70
82.57
90.22
90.10
88.54
93.04
90.59

58.96
63.35
70.97
74.57
81.62
80.58
75.90
65.66
79.54
79.45
78.33
84.68
77.37

45.69
45.25
55.44
62.86
72.67
62.05
67.01
52.09
68.72
67.33
57.32
71.14
61.41

58.61
63.64
71.28
78.93
83.61
77.14
73.42
66.67
78.15
81.76
76.57
84.91
84.79

26.26
26.64
31.75
39.97
47.42
41.24
47.01
45.54
46.18
49.96
45.95
51.66
53.88

Table 2: Classiﬁcation results in % obtained for the subbands δ, θ, α, β, and the fusions δ ∪ θ ∪ α ∪ β
and δ ∪ θ ∪ α for sets of three electrodes. OL = 75%, Q = 12.

for the sets of two, three, and ﬁve electrodes respectively. A polynomial classiﬁer has been
then employed using an expansion factor D = 2. It is worth pointing out that the expansion factor has been kept low, since, given the dimension of the feature vector considered
in this paper, a higher expansion factor would lead to a dimensionality curse resulting
in heavy computational load and matrices estimation problems. In Figure 3 it is shown
the comparison between recognition performances obtained employing a simple linear
classiﬁer based on the MMSE and a 2-degree polynomial classiﬁer. Results showed that
best performance of 97.09% and 98.73% has been obtained setting Q = 12 and D = 2
for sets of two and three channels respectively, while remaining below 90% for D = 1.
Referring to sets of ﬁve channels it should be noticed that the space expansion doesn’t
provide signiﬁcant improvements in the recognition performance. In this case a correct
recognition rate of about 99% is obtained for Q = 10, 12 and D = 2, which differs not
signiﬁcantly from the best performance achieved by using three channels, while requiring
an inconvenient greater number of electrodes. Finally, a cross-validation framework has
been provided for all the considered sets of channels and frequency bands, obtaining results shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The set of frames used for training and test have been
kept disjoint. It should be noticed that the channel spatial conﬁgurations giving the best
performance have been proven to be located mainly in the parieto-occipital area PO of
the scalp (O1-POz-O2, PO3-POz-PO4, Cz-TP7-CPz-TP8-Pz, Cz-P7-CPz-TP8-Pz), while
the worst performing sets of electrodes are placed in the fronto-polar region FP (FP1-FP2,
FP1-FPz-FP2). This is in agreement with the experimental ﬁnding that α and β rhythms
carry individual-speciﬁc traits, claimed to be genetically induced [VPR91], and with the
observation that the oscillatory α activity is the most dominant rhythm which emerges
from the PO region in a condition of relaxation with closed eyes [BCJ + 07], corresponding
with the herein employed experimental protocol. According to this evidence, the most
considerable contribution to the correct recognition performance, for the given dataset,
comes from the α band followed by the β band, as it can be observed comparing the column 3 of each table to the columns 4, 5 and 6. Moreover, as it can be observed in Figure
2, the worst performing FP region doesn’t show α activity, while it is strongly detected
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electrodes

δ∪θ∪α∪β

δ∪θ∪α

δ

θ

α

β

FCz T7 Cz T8 CPz
FCz C5 Cz C6 CPz
FCz C3 Cz C4 CPz
FCz C1 Cz C2 CPz
Cz TP7 CPz TP8 Pz
Cz CP5 CPz CP6 Pz
Cz CP3 CPz CP4 Pz
Cz CP1 CPz CP2 Pz
CPz P7 Pz P8 POz
CPz P5 Pz P6 POz
CPz P3 Pz P4 POz
CPz P1 Pz P2 POz
Pz PO3 PO4 O1 O2

97.84
97.23
98.07
96.91
98.56
97.20
96.83
96.16
97.20
97.92
97.52
97.29
98.21

94.34
94.55
90.68
83.90
94.75
92.50
91.86
86.98
92.44
93.13
90.39
89.64
92.06

86.20
83.55
80.14
72.06
84.16
79.54
79.45
67.73
84.33
82.16
76.80
72.15
79.57

76.10
65.28
72.09
55.93
74.86
67.53
66.90
51.20
71.83
65.28
62.37
53.45
70.10

84.99
77.17
74.43
65.25
84.91
79.62
78.70
73.19
83.98
84.73
83.26
75.38
83.15

57.32
48.83
51.40
46.38
53.65
45.37
51.08
43.20
51.20
48.60
43.32
36.19
52.50

Table 3: Classiﬁcation results in % obtained for the subbands δ, θ, α, β, and the fusions δ ∪ θ ∪ α ∪ β
and δ ∪ θ ∪ α for sets of ﬁve electrodes. OL = 75%, Q = 12.

in the PO area. Besides, eyes movement artifacts mostly affect the FP region, due to the
proximity of the involved muscles.
In conclusion, our analysis achieves more accuracy compared with the works investigating the CE condition cited in Section 1, especially considering the size of the employed
datasets and the separation of the training and the test datasets. A better result is obtained
also respect to other acquisition protocols, such as open eyes condition in [ASLA10]. Our
contribution concerns the investigation of the most characteristic combination of subbands
to analyze, the proper segmentation and spatial conﬁguration of electrodes to employ,
while using an efﬁcient polynomial regression classiﬁer. It proves that a preliminary data
screening is needed for the optimal setting of the involved parameters. Our extensive analysis has shown that, within the employed classiﬁcation framework, the α rhythm can be
successfully employed for recognition purposes, since the used acquisition protocol and
the proper choice of the electrodes number and their positioning allowed reaching recognition rates equal almost to 99% through a second order polynomial regression.
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Abstract: Biometric cryptosystems allow cryptographic privacy protection
for biometric reference data without storing a secret key. However, their security is inherently limited by the discriminative information content of the
biometric feature data. Given the currently exploitable entropy of biometric features, one of the most promising approaches to achieve high privacy
levels is to combine several biometric modalities or several instances of the
same biometric modality. In this contribution, we theoretically analyze multibiometric fusion strategies for biometric cryptosystems with respect to their
impact on security and recognition accuracy. We also introduce hash level as
a new fusion level. Furthermore, we give a more detailed analysis for the most
prominent schemes, the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme and the Fuzzy Vault.

1

Introduction

Biometrics is increasingly used for secure identiﬁcation throughout the world. However, biometric data that is collected and stored is, by deﬁnition, private and, therefore, demands rigorous protection from misuse. So-called biometric cryptosystems
(also known as biometric encryption) are designed to combine the advantages of
biometrics with proven cryptographic techniques so that biometric reference data,
as in password-based authentication, is no longer stored in plain text but as a
protected templates without the need to maintain secret keys for their decryption.
The reconstruction of the biometric information from reference data is impossible
unless a suﬃciently similar feature data is provided for comparison. These schemes
protect the biometric data by binding it to, or extracting from it, a secret string
which is retrieved in case of successful veriﬁcation and can, thus, also be used for
biometrically protected key storage and release. Prominent examples of biometric
cryptosystems are constructions based on the Fuzzy Commitment [JW99] or the
Fuzzy Vault [JS02].
One factor limiting the security of biometric cryptosystems is the entropy of the
biometric feature data. In most schemes, including the Fuzzy Commitment and the
Fuzzy Vault, the private biometric data are recovered upon successful veriﬁcation
and, thus, an attacker can “decrypt” the protected template in an “FAR attack” by
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repeatedly simulating the veriﬁcation with random biometric samples (taken from
a database or generated artiﬁcially) in 1④FAR trials on average. For instance, if a
biometric cryptosystem has a False Accept Rate of 10✁5 and each veriﬁcation (incl.
sample acquisition and feature extraction) takes three seconds, the attack could
uncover the biometric data from a protected template in less than four days. Since
biometric cryptosystems operate on concealed data, achieving very low FAR values
is more challenging than for conventional biometric systems [CS09], [YBdG# 11].
One of the most promising approaches to achieve low FAR values and, thereby,
high privacy levels is to combine the information of several biometric modalities
(e.g. ﬁngerprints with ﬁnger vein, or face with iris) or several instances of the
same biometric modality (e.g. several ﬁngerprints or both irises). Diﬀerent fusion
approaches exist, combining the biometric information on diﬀerent levels of the
veriﬁcation process. In this contribution, we investigate, how multi-modal or multiinstance fusion can be implemented for biometric cryptosystems and to what extent
the recognition accuracy and privacy protection can be increased.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, previous work on multi-biometric
fusion for biometric template protection is discussed. In Section 3 we present a
general description of biometric cryptosystems, and the Fuzzy Commitment and
the Fuzzy Vault as important examples. In Section 4, we present possible multimodal or multi-instance fusion approaches for biometric cryptosystems, and discuss
their ﬂexibility and impact on security in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2

Previous Work

Several publications proposed multi-biometric fusion for biometric template protection, e.g. [NJ08], [KBV# 09], [KZB# 09], [MNS# 10], [YBdG# 11], but did not
provide an analysis of the impact of the fusion level on privacy protection. For
instance, in [YBdG# 11], Yang et. al. consider decision-level fusion for three template protection methods, one of which is based on the Fuzzy Commitment, but
limit their analysis to biometric performance. In [FYLH09], two fusion approaches
- biometric level and cryptographic level, roughly corresponding to feature-level
and hash-level in our terminology - are theoretically investigated with respect to
privacy and recognition accuracy but the privacy analysis is limited to entropy
estimations and does not consider the eﬀort of actual attacks; as our analysis will
show, an increase of the entropy does not necessarily imply an equivalent increase
of the minimum attack complexity. In [NNJ12], Nagar et. al. were the ﬁrst to
observe that decision-level fusion is less secure against exhaustive search attacks
than feature-level fusion, and the authors present a feature-level fusion framework
comprising algorithms for transforming templates into a common metric space and
for fusion of the (transformed) templates.
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3

Biometric cryptosystems

As any biometric authentication methods, biometric cryptosystems comprise procedures for enrollment and authentication.
• Enrollment. The biometric feature data X extracted from a reference sample
are processed by the enrollment function of the biometric cryptosystem, which
outputs a binary veriﬁcation string R and helper data D to be used for
error correction during veriﬁcation. The veriﬁcation string is hashed by a
cryptographic one-way hash function. Both the helper data D and the hash
value h of the veriﬁcation string are stored as protected reference data.
• Veriﬁcation. The biometric feature data Y extracted from a live sample and
the helper data D are processed by the veriﬁcation function of the biometric
cryptosystem, resulting in a candidate veriﬁcation string S. Provided that
X and Y are suﬃciently similar, S equals R. The equality of these strings is
checked using the stored hash value h.
This high level work-ﬂow for biometric cryptosystems is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Processing in a biometric cryptosystem.

Prominent examples of biometric cryptosystems are the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme
and the Fuzzy Vault. While the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme can correct errors that
are bounded with respect to the Hamming metric, i.e. individual bit errors, the
Fuzzy Vault works on an unordered set of features and is, thus, agnostic to permutations and tolerant to omissions an insertions of features. Further examples
are quantization schemes with correction vector (e.g. [LT03] and [BDH# 10]). An
exhaustive survey is given in [CS09].
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Unlike traditional biometric authentication methods, the veriﬁcation procedure of
biometric cryptosystems does not return a similarity score but just a one-bit Accept/Reject decision. However, if error correcting decoding is used, upon successful
veriﬁcation of the bit string, the original biometric feature data used at enrollment
is recovered, and thus, the distance (with respect to some metric) of the biometric
data provided for veriﬁcation to the original feature data can be output as similarity
score. While this a posteriori quantiﬁcation of similarity allows ﬂexible adjustment
of the error rates without the need to re-enroll individuals, it has no impact on
the level of privacy protection as an attacker trying to recover biometric data from
the template would have succeeded already as soon as the error correction was
successful.
Various types of attacks can be mounted on biometric cryptosystems, e.g. see [CS09]
or [KKM# 10]. In this publication, we only consider brute-force attacks on a single
protected template resulting from multi-modal or multi-instance fusion. These
include FAR attacks, which simulate the speciﬁed veriﬁcation function, as well as
attacks that directly exploit the information leakage from the helper data without
simulating the veriﬁcation function.

4

Multi-modal and multi-instance fusion strategies

In this section, fusion approaches for biometric template protection methods are
described. For the ease of reading, we consider the case that two ﬁngerprints are
used, but the generalization to other modalities and more instances is straightforward. In Section 5, the impact on security and ﬂexibility of the individual fusion
strategies are discussed.
Multi-biometric fusion methods can be categorized according to the level in the
processing where the information from the features is combined. Typically, three
levels are distinguished: feature level, score level and decision level.1
The use of biometric template protection techniques, where reference data is only
available in protected form, makes it necessary to reconsider how the data from
diﬀerent instances (of one or several modalities) can be combined. In particular,
the usage of a hash value introduces a new level of fusion.
Feature-level Fusion In feature-level fusion, two feature vectors X1 and X2
obtained from two ﬁngerprints during enrollment are combined to form a new
feature vector X which is given as input to the enrollment function to compute
the helper data D and the hash value h. Similarly, during veriﬁcation, two feature
vectors Y1 and Y2 are extracted from the two probe ﬁngerprints and are combined
1 Some text books like [RNJ06] also mention sensor (or sample) level fusion where the raw data
is fused before any feature extraction is performed. With respect to biometric cryptosystems, this
type of fusion can be considered equivalent to feature level fusion, because the biometric data is
fused before given as input to the enrollment and veriﬁcation functions.
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to form a new feature vector Y . This feature vector Y , along with D, is given to
the veriﬁcation function, which computes the bit string S, which is then veriﬁed
against the hash value h.
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Figure 2: High-level processing of veriﬁcation for feature level fusion

In case of the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme, a simple way to fuse two feature vectors, both represented as binary strings, is concatenation [KZB# 09]. In the Fuzzy
Vault, where feature vectors are represented as sets of attributes each encoding
a feature component, the fusion can be most easily performed by either ordered
concatenation of the sets [NJ08], or by appending to each attribute an index of
the instance, and using the union of the sets of the individual instances [MNS# 10].
For multi-modal fusion, it can be diﬃcult to deﬁne feature representations for all
instances and a fusion method so that the resulting feature vector can be processed
by the biometric cryptosystem and the expected errors are bounded. In [NNJ12],
several algorithms for transforming templates into a common metric space and for
fusion of the (transformed) templates were proposed that facilitate feature level
fusion for modalities with diﬀerent error characteristics.
Hash-level Fusion Since biometric cryptosystems base the success decision on
an equality check of a hash value, the multi-biometric fusion can also be implemented on the hash level. Precisely, the enrollment function is executed on the
feature data of both instances individually, resulting in separate parts D1 and D2
of the helper data and two bit strings S1 and S2 , which are concatenated before
hashing. During veriﬁcation, the stored hash value h♣S1 ⑤S2 # is used to verify the
correctness of the two strings S1✶ and S2✶ computed from the feature data from each
instance and the corresponding part Di of the helper data.
Score-level Fusion In score-level fusion, each instance is processed by the veriﬁcation function separately (using separate helper data), resulting in two similarity
scores which are then combined. For a biometric cryptosystem, score-level fusion is
only possible if a score is computed by an a posteriori quantiﬁcation of similarity of
the feature vector (see Section 3). Since the score is only computed after successful
veriﬁcation of the string S, the bit strings for each instance can be either veriﬁed
by separate hash values or a joint hash value. Thus, score-level fusion can be seen
as a post-processing step after a match is achieved based on hash-level fusion or
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Figure 3: High-level processing of veriﬁcation for hash-level fusion

decision-level fusion.
Decision-level Fusion For fusion at the decision-level, for each instance, separate helper data and hash values are stored. The binary results (“accept” or “reject”)
of the hash string veriﬁcations of both instances are combined at the Boolean level
to obtain the ﬁnal decision.
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Figure 4: High-level processing of veriﬁcation for decision-level fusion

5

Analysis of Fusion Strategies

Ideally, the security level - expressed by the minimum expected run time of attacks
- resulting from the fusion of several instances of one or more biometric modalities
would be the product of the security levels achieved for each single instance, which
would imply an exponential increase of security with the number of instances used.
However, there are two factors that can reduce the security of the fusion:
• The instances fused may not be statistically independent. For example, it is
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known that the patterns types (left/right loop, whorl, arch, etc.) of diﬀerent
ﬁngers of an individual are correlated [Way04]. In this case, the total entropy
of all instances can be much lower than the sum of the entropies of the
individual instances.
• Depending on the fusion approach taken and the biometric template protection method, an attacker may be able to attack each instance individually. Optimally, the success probability of an attacker trying to guess the
features X1 , . . . , Xn of all instances as x1 , . . . , xn is the product over the conditional probabilities P ♣Xi ✏ xi ⑤Xi✁1 ✏ xi✁1 #, and the average number of
guesses needed by an exhaustive search attack is proportional to the inverse
of the maximum of this product, which corresponds to the min-entropy of
♣X1 , . . . , Xn # [DORS08]. However, if the features of the individual instances
can be guessed separately, i.e. if the attacker can verify the correctness of a
guess Xi ✏ xi independent of the other features Xj with j ✘ i, the average
number of guesses needed is only the sum of the inverses of the conditional
probabilities. Even if the statistical dependence of the features is suﬃciently
small so that the total entropy increases linearly with the number of instances,
the security gain against exhaustive search is not exponential but only linear
if the instances can be attacked separately. Therefore, the security of biometric template protection methods applied to multi-biometric features heavily
depends on the approach taken for combining the feature data.
In this section, the fusion approaches feature-level, hash-level, score-level fusion and
decision-level are discussed with respect to their ﬂexibility and impact to security
for biometric cryptosystems.

5.1

Feature-level Fusion

Feature-level fusion does not allow an attacker to conduct an exhaustive search on
a single instance, as the features are combined before the bit strings S are computed on which basis the correctness of the feature data is veriﬁed. The search
spaces comprises all potential combinations of feature vectors from all instances,
and therefore, the level of privacy protection is maximally increased: if the statistical dependencies of the instances are limited, feature-level fusion can induce an
exponential increase of attack complexities with the number of instances.
On the other hand, the impossibility to verify the contributing instances separately
may be considered a disadvantage in some circumstances. For example, when fusing
several ﬁngerprints on the feature-level, it is not possible to perform a comparison
with latent ﬁngerprint of only one ﬁnger. However, this inseparability is exactly
what prevents eﬃcient attacks on single instances.
Regarding maximum achievable recognition accuracy, in theory, combining feature
vectors will lead to the best results. The high-dimensional combined feature space
gives the optimal freedom to separate genuine feature vectors from impostor feature
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vectors. This optimization, however, requires an accurate model of the probability
distributions and obtaining such an accurate model might turn out to be diﬃcult for
fused feature vectors due to an insuﬃcient amount of sample data. An inaccurate
estimate of the model parameters might lead to over-training resulting in reduced
accuracy for measurements that were not in the training set [RNJ06]. However,
in a practical situation the simplifying assumption of statistical independence of
the instances to be fused can be used to generate the combined model from the
individual models. For example, this approach has been used in [MNS# 10] for a
Fuzzy Fingerprint Vault based on minutiae locations, which were assumed to be
independent among diﬀerent ﬁngers. The assumption of statistical independence
is much less problematic if the instances are from diﬀerent modalities.
In schemes applying error correcting codes, feature-level fusion typically implies
that the same code is applied to all instances. As compared to hash-level fusion
or decision-level fusion, where diﬀerent codes or even diﬀerent schemes can be
applied to each instance, this gives less ﬂexibility in selecting the optimal error
correction method with respect to the speciﬁc error distributions of the individual
instances. This can be a particular disadvantage if the instances correspond to
diﬀerent modalities. As a special case, the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme could be
implemented with a cascade of diﬀerent codes, where at the ﬁrst stage diﬀerent
codes are used to address the speciﬁc error distribution of each instance and the
second stage applies a common code for the concatenated codewords of the ﬁrst
stage. However, such cascaded encoding has been shown to be vulnerable to attacks
exploiting the logical structure of the individual codes used [SKvdV09].

5.2

Hash-level Fusion

Regarding maximum achievable recognition accuracy, hash-level fusion can be compared to decision-level fusion with the limitation that hash-level fusion inherently
uses an AND rule which leaves less ﬂexibility, and hence, may lead to a lower overall
accuracy than decision-level fusion with other rules, or feature-level fusion.
Hash-level fusion leaves maximum ﬂexibility to the error correction codes used,
and it is even possible to apply distinct biometric cryptosystems to the individual
instances before the resulting bit strings are fused. In particular for multi-modal
fusion, this ﬂexibility allows tailoring an optimal error correction mechanisms for
diﬀerent modalities. For example, the coeﬃcients of the polynomial P from a Fuzzy
Vault applied to a ﬁngerprint could be hashed together with the random string S
used in the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme for an iris.
The privacy protection of a biometric cryptosystem using hash-level fusion depends
on the relation between feature vectors and helper data: for given helper data an
attacker can therefor exclude those feature vectors that “do not ﬁt” the helper data,
i.e. from which the helper data could not have been computed. Since in hash-level
fusion, the helper data is computed per instance, the exclusion of “unﬁtting” feature
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vectors allows sequential attacking of the instances. For example, if the veriﬁcation
function returns an error for a large fraction of feature vectors, the attacker can
drastically narrow the search space for each instance individually, which can result
in an only linear increase of the attacker’s eﬀort as compared to attacking only
one instance. If on the contrary, an attacker has no other means to verify the
correctness of a candidate feature vector of an individual instance but to check the
hash value of the resulting bit string, hash-level fusion can result in an exponential
increase of security (provided that the statistical dependence among the instances
is small).
In the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme, unless a perfect error correcting code (i.e. a code
attaining the Hamming bound) is used, only a small fraction of possible strings can
be decoded, which implies that an attacker systematically entering bit strings (e.g.
extracted in an FAR attack from random biometric samples) to the veriﬁcation
function or directly to the decoder will in most cases observe a decoding failure
indicating that the string does not match that one used during enrollment. Therefore, the attacker can exclude most of the candidate strings without checking the
hash value. Unfortunately, there are very few perfect codes, all of which are limited in their dimension [Rot06], and hardly any of them is suitable for biometric
feature veriﬁcation. Implementations of the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme for biometric authentication, e.g. [TAK# 05, KGK# 07, KBV# 09], often deploy BCH codes
of length 127 - 511. As shown in Table 5.2, for these codes, the fraction of decodable bit strings can be negligible, which means that an attacker can exclude almost
all incorrect candidate strings without considering the second ﬁnger, and thus, the
security of a scheme using hash-level fusion only increases (at most) linearly with
the number of instances.
Ref.
[TAK# 05]
[TAK# 05]
[KGK# 07]
[KGK# 07]
[KBV# 09]
[KBV# 09]

n
511
511
127
255
255
511

k
85
31
36
63
21
10

t
31
54
15
30
55
127

Q
2.710✁79
1.510✁71
5.410✁9
1.810✁19
1.710✁14
2.510✁28

Table 1: Code length n, message length k, number of correctable bits t and fraction Q
of decodable words from the code space for BCH codes proposed for use with the fuzzy
commitment scheme.

The Fuzzy Vault also allows veriﬁcation of candidate polynomials P ✶ , e.g. interpolated from a subset of points in a polynomial reconstruction attack [MMT09] or
in an FAR attack, without computing the hash value by checking if P ✶ is interpolated by exactly t points in the vault corresponding to this instance. As shown by
Clancy et. al. [CKL03], for reasonable parameters, there exists a k ↕ δ ↕ t so that
the expected number of spurious degree k polynomials interpolated by more than
δ points is less than one. This implies that with overwhelming probability, the
attacker can check the correctness of candidate polynomials by checking if they are
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interpolated by δ (or t, if δ is unknown to the attacker) points in the vault. By this
means, the attacker can apply the brute force attack to each instance individually
and, hence, hash-level fusion can not result in an exponential increase of security.

5.3

Score-Level Fusion

Score-level fusion aims to separate the genuine and impostor scores in a lowdimensional space, the dimension of which equals the number of instances fused. As
compared to decision-level fusion, this approach allows greater freedom in choosing
the classiﬁcation boundary and will therefore lead to better recognition accuracy
as compared to hash-level fusion or decision-level fusion [RNJ06].
Since an attacker trying to recover the biometric data from a protected template
can simply omit the a posteriori quantiﬁcation of similarity, the evaluation of the
score does not contribute at all to the privacy protection. If for each instance
a separate hash value is stored as in decision-level fusion, the instances can be
attacked individually resulting in only a linear increase of security. If, on the
contrary, all strings are concatenated before being hashed, the privacy protection
equals that of hash-level fusion. In any case, the privacy protection is not inﬂuenced
by the threshold(s) applied to the score. For example, the success probability of an
FAR-attack is given by the FAR value resulting from the minimum security level
where no thresholds are applied at all.

5.4

Decision-level Fusion

Decision-level fusion gives more freedom to the matching rule (AND, OR, majority,
etc.) applied for fusion than hash-level fusion, where the AND rule is inherently
implemented. Thus, it allows more ﬂexibility for the separation of genuine comparisons from impostor comparisons. Also, decision-level fusion leaves maximum
ﬂexibility to the error correction codes used and even allows to use distinct biometric cryptosystems for the individual instances.
However, decision-level fusion does not essentially increase the level of privacy
protection: since the template protection method is applied to each instance separately, an attacker can determine the features of the individual instances separately,
resulting in a running time that only grows linearly with the number of instances.

6

Conclusions

Our analysis has shown that score-level fusion and decision-level fusion only result
in a linear increase of privacy and are, thus, not eligible for biometric cryptosystems
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Fusion level

Security gain

Feature level

high

Hash level
Score level
Decision level

high, if most inputs are
decodable, else low
low
low

Implementation diﬃculty
can be high for
diﬀerent modalities
low
low
low

Table 2: Summarizing comparison of feature levels

unless suﬃcient protection is already achieved with a single modality/instance. The
new hash-level fusion approach has the potential to combine exponential privacy
gain with great ease of implementation, allowing even the combination of diﬀerent biometric cryptosystems. Unfortunately, for the most prominent biometric
cryptosystems, the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme and the Fuzzy Vault, this fusion
strategy does not yield an exponential gain of security. For these schemes, featurelevel fusion is the only method that can give an exponential increase of privacy.
However, feature-level fusion implies that a common error correction method is
used for all instances, which gives less ﬂexibility in tailoring the system to the error
distributions of the individual instances. This restriction can make implementation
of multi-modal biometric cryptosystems, where completely diﬀerent error distributions of the instances are expected, quite challenging.
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Abstract: The most common iris recognition systems extract features from the

iris after segmentation and normalization steps. In this paper, we propose a new
strategy to select the regions of normalized iris images that will be used for feature
extraction. It consists in sorting different sub-images of the normalized images
according to a GMM-based local quality measure we have elaborated and selecting
the N best sub-images for feature extraction. The proportion of the initial image
that is kept for feature extraction has been set in order to compromise between
minimizing the amount of noise taken into account for feature extraction and
maximizing the amount of information available for matching. By proceeding this
way, we privilege the regions for which our quality measure gives the highest
values, namely regions of the iris that are highly textured and free from occlusion,
and minimize the risks of extracting features in occluded regions to which our
quality measure gives the lowest values. We also control the amount of
information we use for matching by including, if necessary, regions that are given
intermediate values by our quality measure and are free from occlusion but barely
textured. Experiments were performed on three different databases: ND-IRIS0405, Casia-IrisV3-Interval and Casia-IrisV3-Twins, and show a significant
improvement of recognition performance when using our strategy to select regions
for feature extraction instead of using a binary segmentation mask and considering
all unmasked regions equally.

1 Introduction
Irises possess a very rich pattern that is believed to be different between persons,
therefore iris recognition has become one of the most reliable and accurate biometric
identification systems available. A detailed survey on iris recognition has been published
by Bowyer et al. [BHF08].
The first successful algorithm for iris recognition was proposed by John Daugman
[Da93] and is used in most of today’s commercial iris recognition systems. After a
preprocessing of the iris that includes a segmentation and a normalization step, this
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algorithm uses convolution with two dimensional Gabor filters to extract the texture
from the normalized iris image. Each filter’s phase response is then quantized in a pair of
bits, so the information from the iris image is represented by a binary code. Following
this, different images of irises can be compared by an efficient comparison of their
binary codes using bitwise operations.
It has been shown that recognition performance is the highest when the feature
extraction is done in regions of the normalized iris image that are of good quality,
namely well textured parts of the iris that do not contain artifacts such as eyelid or
eyelash occlusion, specular reflection and excessive blur [Ka06].
Several methods have been tested in the literature in order to prevent the feature
extraction from being performed on noisy regions of the iris. A first strategy is to
systematically exclude the regions that are considered the most likely to contain noise.
For example, in [Da93] Daugman chose to exclude two portions of the iris: one at the
top that is often occluded by the upper eyelid, and another at the bottom where specular
reflection is common. The drawback of such an exclusion strategy is that it does not take
into account the specificity of each iris image. Even though the excluded regions are
those that are the most likely to contain artifacts, these can unpredictably be found in
other regions. This is particularly common when the acquisition conditions have been
loosened, which is the case of most of the public databases available since the 2005 Iris
Challenge Evaluation [Ph08].
In response to this difficulty, it is common to generate a mask that is specific to each iris
image and allows a deterministic decision between what is an artifact and what is not
[Da01, LS09]. It was shown in these works that such masks improve considerably the
performance of recognition. However, when applying a mask, the unmasked regions will
all be considered equally at the extraction step. This can be a problem for two reasons:
firstly, masks are rarely perfect, so some parts of the unmasked regions may still contain
artifacts. Secondly, some regions are more informative than others because they are
highly textured so it would be wise to privilege the feature extraction in those regions.
As an answer to these issues we propose in this paper, a new way of choosing the
regions of the normalized iris image that will be used for feature extraction. This
technique has already been briefly described in the patent we have submitted [Cr10]. The
first step of our algorithm is to use a GMM-based quality measure to estimate the quality
of different regions of the normalized iris image, especially to quantify the amount of
artifacts in each region as well as the amount of texture. Then we sort these regions
depending on their quality and select the N best regions for the feature extraction, where
N is a set parameter that we have determined experimentally. This way, the priority for
the extraction is given to the regions that are free from occlusion and among these, to the
ones that are the most highly textured. Additionally, we can choose N wisely in order to
compromise between keeping too many regions, which would mean taking into account
regions containing artifacts for the feature extraction step, and too few regions which
would give a biased inter-class distribution and decrease recognition performance. We
have chosen to work with three public databases: ND-IRIS-0405 [Ph09], CASIA-IrisV3-
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Interval [Ca] and CASIA-IrisV3-Twins [Ca]. These databases contain a great variety of
deteriorations such as occlusions, blur and specular reflection.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our GMM-based quality measure
and shows how it is correlated to local recognition performance. Section 3 describes our
technique for selecting the regions exploited for feature extraction as well as the related
performance on the three databases mentioned above. Finally, conclusions are given in
Section 4.

2 GMM-based Iris Quality Measure
2.1 Description of the measure
Good quality iris images are the key to high iris recognition performance. For this
reason, many authors have proposed quality metrics for iris images and used them to
improve system performance. Some have defined global quality metrics, meaning
metrics that quantify the quality of an entire iris image. They often measure focus [Zh99,
Da01, Da07], occlusion [LM05] or pupil dilation [LM05]. Recently, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has done an Iris Quality Calibration and
Evaluation (IREX II – IQCE) that is aimed at “defining and quantifying iris image
properties that are influential on performance of iris recognition” [TGS11]. Such global
quality metrics can be used to screen out poor-quality images before recognition, initiate
the acquisition of new data or influence a multimodal biometric fusion process.
Other authors have defined local quality metrics to quantify the quality of different
regions in a given iris image. Chen et al. [CDJ05] proposed a wavelet transform based
quality measure. Krichen et al. [KGD07] as well as Li and Savvides [LS09] proposed a
local (pixel-level) quality measure relying on a Gaussian Mixture Model. Note that Li
and Savvides use two GMMs, which are learned respectively on good and low quality
images while Krichen et al. use only one GMM learned on the “good” quality texture.
Krichen therefore does not need any database of noisy images and can easily adapt his
technique to any type of new artifacts.
The quality measure we have exploited in this paper is based on an extension of the
Gaussian Mixture Model presented in Krichen’s work in [KGD07]. Our measure enables
us to discriminate the noisy iris portions from the good ones as in [KGD07], but also to
distinguish highly textured regions from poorly textured ones. This will be shown in
section 2.2.
In the same way as in [KGD07], we have used a single GMM to characterize high
quality sub-images. However this time we have chosen different sub-images from those
used in Krichen’s work to train our model and we have added local observations to the
input vector xi to enrich the model. The chosen sub-images are not only free from
occlusion and well-focused, but also highly textured. In practical terms, we have selected
50 such sub-images of dimension 11x51 from three different databases ND-IRIS-0405,
Casia-IrisV3-Interval and Casia-IrisV3-Twins. The input vector xi has four components:
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the pixel i grey-level, the local mean, local variance and local contrast measured in a 5x5
neighborhood of pixel i. We define the contrast as the difference between the maximum
and the minimum grey-level values in the neighborhood. As in [KGD07], we do not
explicitly model statistically poor textured or noisy sub-images. Both of these 2 types of
sub-images will be characterized by observations that are different from those of our
good quality model. This means that the likelihood given by the model will be lower
than the one obtained on the high quality images.
The quality measure associated to a sub-image w will be given by the formula:

Q (w ) = e
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1
ab

ab

∑

i =1

log(
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= e

=
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where ab is the size of the sub-image w and xi is the input vector of our GMM described
here above. p(xi/=) is the likelihood given by the GMM ==to the input vector xi and
LLTrain is the mean log-likelihood on the training set. We subtract this mean loglikelihood from the log-likelihood given by the GMM and consider the absolute value of
the result. We call this value the log-likelihood distance d ll . The lower this distance is,
the closest the vector xi is to the training set. We then calculate the mean of these
distances for all the pixels of the sub-image w. Finally, we use a negative exponential to
bring the result Q(w) between 0 and 1. The closest its value will be to 1, the highest are
the chances that the sub-image w is of good quality, namely free from occlusion and
highly textured.
2.2 Experiments and results
We have analyzed the values given by our quality measure to sub-images belonging to
different categories: sub-images containing eyelash occlusion, eyelid occlusion or
specular reflection and sub-image that are poorly or highly textured. Figure 1 presents,
for each category, one example of a sub-image from this category (localized by a white
or black rectangle), the local quality measure Q(w) associated to this example and the
mean of the local qualities of 500 sub-images from this category that have been chosen
manually. The images were chosen from the three databases mentioned earlier. We can
see that the lowest values are given to occluded sub-images, whether the occlusion
comes from eyelashes, eyelids or specular reflections. Regions of the iris that are free
from occlusion but very lowly textured are given intermediate values. The highest values
are given to highly textured sub-images that are free from occlusion.
We have done experiments to verify that the sub-images of highest quality, according to
our measure, are the ones that lead to the best performance. To do this, we have
considered 900 intra-class and 900 inter-class couples of normalized irises selected
randomly in the ND-IRIS-0405, CASIA-IrisV3-Interval and CASIA-IrisV3-Twins
databases. We consider 72 sub-images per image and perform Daugman’s feature
extraction on them, namely convolution with Gabor filters and quantization of the output
phase in a binary code. For each of the 1800 couples of irises we calculate 72 local
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normalized Hamming distances that are the normalized Hamming distances between the
binary codes of the 72 couples of sub-images (wgal, wprob) . On the other hand, we also
computed the quality of all the sub-images we consider and associated to each couple of
sub-images the minimum value of the two qualities.

Figure 1: Sub-images from different categories and value of the corresponding local quality. The
mean local quality value on each category is also provided in the last column.

We have analyzed how the local normalized Hamming distances are linked to these
quality values. More precisely, we have divided the couples of sub-images into 6
categories according to the value of their quality and calculated the mean local
normalized Hamming distance for each category. The results are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Mean local normalized Hamming distance for intra-class and inter-class comparisons of
sub-images, for different quality values of these sub-images.

As we can see, for the intra-class comparisons, the mean local normalized Hamming
distance between the couples of sub-images increases when their quality decreases. On
the other hand, for the inter-class comparisons the mean of the local normalized
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Hamming distance stays stable except for the lowest quality values (Q(w)<0.4) where it
increases slightly. So the higher the quality of the sub-images according to our measure,
the higher is the matching accuracy between these sub-images. This proves that it is
relevant to use our quality measure to select the sub-images used for feature extraction
and matching, following Daugman’s approach, which is what we will present in the
following section.

3 Exploiting our quality measure for pertinent feature extraction
3.1 Description of the method
We have seen in the previous section that the higher is the quality of sub-images in the
normalized iris images, the more discriminating are these sub-images for matching
according to Daugman’s technique. Consequently, we wish to exploit our quality
measure to select the regions in the normalized iris images that will be used for feature
extraction.
One way of proceeding would be to use our quality measure to mask regions of the iris
that have a bad quality, similarly to what is done in [LS09]. In this case, we would
experimentally define a threshold for the quality value and sub-images that have a
quality below the threshold would be masked. However, by doing so, we would
transform our real-valued quality measure into a binary one by separating abruptly iris
sub-images into two categories: good quality and bad quality ones. So we would lose
information. Furthermore, we would also lose control on the number of regions we wish
to select for feature extraction: some irises would have a big portion of masked regions
and others would not have any at all. Daugman has shown in [Da07] that this can lead to
a biased inter-class distribution and therefore degrade recognition performance. More
precisely, it is important to choose aptly the amount of information that we use for
matching. Too much information would be unnecessary and increase the chances of
including noisy information and too few information would increase the false acceptance
rate.
For these reasons, we have chosen to couple our quality measure to Daugman’s
algorithm in a new and original way that gives us full control over the number of regions
we use for the feature extraction. Consequently, we control the amount of information
used for matching. Our final goal is to match the gallery and the probe iris in order to
decide if they belong to the same person or not. The algorithm we propose follows the
isolation and normalization steps of the gallery and probe images and precedes the
bitwise matching stage. It can be cut into six steps:
- Step 1: we choose to consider M points in each one of the gallery and probe
normalized iris images. These points are identically located in the two images
and uniformly distributed through each image.
- Step2: we compute the local qualities Q(wi) i ∈ [ 1 ; M ] of the sub-images wi
centered at each of these M points in the gallery and in the probe image. As a
result we have M quality values for the gallery image and M quality values for
the probe image.
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Step 3: Given that our final goal is to match the gallery and the probe iris in
order to decide if they belong to the same person or not, when extracting
features and matching them, we are interested in the quality of the probe image
as well as the one of the gallery. Therefore the third step of our algorithm is to
fuse the quality values of the gallery and probe images. It is quite obvious that
when matching the features corresponding to a gallery and a probe sub-image,
one of both sub-images containing an artifact is enough for the chances of false
rejection to increase drastically. So the most relevant way to fuse the quality
measures is to select the minimum value between the gallery and the probe
quality value. This is done for the M couples of gallery and probe sub-images.
As a result, we have M fused quality measures associated to the M (gallery,
probe) couples of sub-images.
Step 4: we sort the M fused quality measures in decreasing order. Each quality
measure being associated to one of the M points, this sorting enables us to
associate a rank to each one of these points.
Step 5: we select the points that have the N lowest ranks, so they correspond to
the sub-images with the N highest quality values.
Step 6: These points are used for feature extraction in the sixth step. More
precisely, a convolution with Gabor filters is done around them. Each filter’s
phase response is then quantized in a pair of bits, so the information from the
iris image is represented by a binary code, of which the length is proportional to
N.

As explained before, the parameter N that is directly linked to the amount of information
used for the matching is very important. Setting it too high or too low would reduce
recognition performance. Consequently, we have conducted experiments for determining
the best value for N. This will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.
The bitwise matching that follows the sixth step of our algorithm is the one that was
originally proposed by Daugman [Da93] and that computes the normalized Hamming
distances between the binary codes associated to each iris. To take into account the
variations of rotation of the iris from one image to another we perform all of the six steps
described here above, as well as the bitwise matching, for seven different translations of
the probe normalized image along the angular coordinate. The minimum computed
normalized Hamming distance is assumed to correspond to the correct alignment of the
gallery and probe images.
3.2 Experiments and results
This section presents the experiments we have conducted to test the method that we have
presented here above and that enables us to select the regions in the normalized iris
image exploited for performing feature extraction.
As explained in Section 3.1, our algorithm follows a segmentation step and a
normalization step. These are not the topic of this paper, therefore the input to all of our
experiments are normalized iris images and in some cases the segmentation masks that
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are associated to them. In this paper, these images have been obtained by isolating the
iris manually by two circles that represent its inner and outer boundaries and then
normalized by applying Daugman’s rubber-sheet model to generate a rectangular image
of pre-set dimensions [Da93]. The segmentation masks associated to them have been
obtained by applying the active contour segmentation of OSIRIS-V2 [Kr08] initialized
by the manually-determined circular boundaries of the iris (by using the manual
initialization option in OSIRIS-V2). However we also could have used normalized
images coming from different isolation and normalization methods as well as
segmentation masks coming from different segmentation techniques, the important point
being that we use the same normalized images and associated masks when comparing
different protocols for feature extraction.
For a start, we have compared our feature extraction algorithm to the one in OSIRIS-V2,
our reference system implementing Daugman’s approach based on bi-dimensional Gabor
filter feature extraction. In OSIRIS-V2 the features of the normalized iris images are
extracted around M points that are uniformly distributed. To the contrary, in the feature
extraction algorithm that we propose, we select the N (out of M) best quality sub-images
and extract the features around the N points located at the centers of these sub-images. In
OSIRIS-V2, it is possible to take into account the segmentation mask associated to the
normalized iris images, which improves recognition performance. However in the
algorithm we propose, it is unnecessary to use this mask, since we choose the application
points used for feature extraction wisely. In both cases, the feature extraction is done by
a convolution with the same two-dimensional Gabor filters.
We have compared our feature extraction algorithm to the one in OSIRIS-V2 with and
without using the segmentation masks. More precisely, since both feature extraction
techniques lead to a binary code representation of the iris, we have followed the different
feature extractions by a bitwise matching step in which we calculate the Hamming
distance between their binary codes. We have then compared the performance of the
different iris recognition methods thus obtained when taking as input the same
normalized iris images.

Figure 3: ROC curves of 3 iris recognition algorithms based on the same implementation of
Daugman’s approach but using different strategies for feature extraction’s point selection on the
ND-IRIS-0405 database.
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Since the segmentation module of OSIRIS-V2 has been optimized on images from ICE2005, it performs well on ND-IRIS-0405 (a superset of ICE-2005 and ICE-2006). We
wish to compare our feature extraction algorithm to the one in OSIRIS-V2 when the
latter performs best, so we have used images from ND-IRIS-0405 for this comparison.
The images we have used are 2136 images from the ND-IRIS-0405 database, 6 images
for each of the 249 subjects, selected randomly. These input images have previously
been normalized as explained before.
To evaluate performance of each algorithm, we have plotted its ROC curve, presenting
the False Rejection Rate (FRR) as a function of the False Acceptance Rate (FAR). The
closest the ROC curve is to the axis, the better are the performance of the algorithm.
Figure 3 presents the results of the ROC curves of OSIRIS-V2 with and without using
the segmentation masks and of our algorithm that does not use the segmentation masks.
As we can see, the lowest performance is obtained when using OSIRIS-V2, without
segmentation mask. Adding this mask improves recognition performance considerably,
since the FRR at an FAR = 10-4 is 36% lower with mask than without mask. However,
using our feature extraction algorithm in which we select the N (=M/2) best quality subimages for the two dimensional Gabor filters convolution gives an even better
performance, especially at low FAR. For an FAR=10-4, the FRR is 59% lower than
OSIRIS-V2 without mask and 36% lower than OSIRIS-V2 with mask.

Figure 4: ROC curves for different values of N (number of selected points for feature extraction)
and a set value of M (number of intital points) for the ND-IRIS-0405 database.

As explained in Section 3.1, the choice of parameter N is very important because it
determines the length of the binary code and the quantity of information that is used for
matching. In the first experiment we have pursued, we had chosen an arbitrary value for
N, equal to M/2. To analyze the impact of N on recognition performance, we have
compared the performance of our algorithm on the ND-IRIS-0405 database for different
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values for N, and a set value of M. In other words, we have changed the proportion of the
initial normalized iris image that is kept for feature extraction when applying our
quality-based region selection strategy. The results of this experiment are presented in
Figure 4. We can see in this experiment with images from the ND-IRIS-0405 database,
that the best value for N is M/3. For this value of N, the FRR at an FAR=10-4 is 48%
lower than with OSIRIS-V2 with mask.
We have also plotted in Figure 4 the points of the ROC curves that correspond to a fixed
threshold for the normalized Hamming distance equal to th=0.36. We can see that
decreasing the image proportion that is kept for feature extraction and matching
decreases the FRR and increases the FAR at this threshold. So it affects both the intraclass and inter-class distributions. The FRR decreases fastly at first, then it becomes
stable, when all the bad quality regions have been eliminated. To the contrary, the FAR
increases slowly at first, then sharply when too few information is kept for the matching
to be discriminatory. The best value of N is a trade-off between these two effects.
In order to generalize this result, we have pursued the same experiment on all the images
from the CASIA-IrisV3-Interval and the CASIA-IrisV3-Twins databases. Figure 5
presents, for the three different databases, the FRR at a FAR equal to 10-4 for different
values of N and a set value of M. It shows that the performance of our algorithm on the
two CASIA-IrisV3 databases for different values of N with a set value of M follows the
same trend as it does on ND-IRIS-0405 meaning that it is best for N =M/3.

Figure 5: False Rejection Rate (for FAR = 10-4) for different databases and for different values of
N (number of selected points) given in function of M ( initial number of points).

So as to verify that the best value of N is a function of M, we have conducted the
experiment described here above for different values of M. Table 1 presents the values
of M we have considered as well as, for each value of M: the values tested for N, the
value of N that optimizes performance (Nopti) and the value of the ratio Nopti/M. We can
see that the value of Nopti changes, but the ratio Nopti/M stays constant and equal to 1/3.
This demonstrates that the parameter that has an influence on performance is the
proportion of the normalized iris image that is exploited and that this parameter stays the
same whatever is the density of the uniformly distributed points considered in the
normalized iris images.
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It is interesting to see that when choosing the application points for feature extraction
wisely, the best performance is obtained when keeping only 1/3 of the initial application
points. When more points are selected, the chances of performing feature extraction in
bad quality regions rises, which increases the false rejection rate. To the contrary, when
keeping fewer points, the amount of information available for the matching decreases
too much, which tends to increase the false acceptance rate.
Table1: Values tested for N (number of selected points), values of N that optimize performance
(Nopti) and values of Nopti/M, for different values of M (initial number of points).

Values of M

Values tested for N

Nopti

Nopti/M

240

40, 80, 120, 160, 200

80

1/3

480

80, 160, 240, 320, 400

160

1/3

720

120, 240, 360, 480, 600

240

1/3

960

160, 320, 480, 640, 800

320

1/3

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new method for choosing the regions of normalized
iris images that will be used for feature extraction. Our method uses the GMM-based
local quality measure we elaborated that gives the highest values to sub-images that are
highly textured and free from occlusion, the lowest ones to noisy sub-images and
intermediate values to regions that are free from artifacts but barely textured. The idea is
to select the best sub-images of the iris according to this quality measure for the feature
extraction. More precisely, after evaluating the quality of M sub-images in the
normalized gallery and probe iris images that we wish to compare, the quality values of
each couple of gallery and probe sub-images are fused and the couples are sorted
according to their quality. The N best couples are then selected for the feature extraction.
We have tested this method for selecting the regions in normalized iris images used for
feature extraction on three different databases: ND-IRIS-0405, CASIA-IrisV3-Interval
and CASIA-IrisV3-Twins. We have demonstrated that the achieved recognition
performance depends highly on the proportion of the initial normalized image that is
selected and that there is a value of this proportion that optimizes performance. For this
value, the recognition performance was considerably better than the one obtained when
using the feature extraction module of OSIRIS-V2, a reference system based on
Daugman’s recognition algorithm. Our solution, in the same way as the OSIRIS-V2
algorithm when used with a segmentation mask, chooses the regions for the feature
extraction specifically for each couple of irises we wish to match, and avoids taking into
account regions containing artifacts. It has the additional advantage of exploiting a realvalued quality measure, which allows us to quantify the amount of texture in the artifact-
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free portions of the iris in order to privilege the highly textured regions for the feature
extraction. Furthermore, our method gives us full control on the amount of information
used for matching which also tends to increase the performance of our iris recognition
algorithm, in opposition to the methods that use segmentation or quality masks.
In this paper, we have chosen to use the same value for N for all the couples of images
we compare. We have demonstrated how to choose N to achieve optimal performance
when following this strategy. In future work, we will consider a different strategy in
which we will adapt the value of N to each couple of images : this way the value of N
will be selected according to the quality of the corresponding images.
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Image Metric-based Biometric Comparators: A
Supplement to Feature Vector-based Hamming Distance?
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Abstract: In accordance with the ISO/IEC FDIS 19794-6 standard an iris-biometric
fusion of image metric-based and Hamming distance (HD) comparison scores is presented. In order to demonstrate the applicability of a knowledge transfer from image
quality assessment to iris recognition, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural
Similarity Index Measure (SSIM), Local Edge Gradients metric (LEG), Edge Similarity Score (ESS), Local Feature Based Visual Security (LFBVS), and Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) are applied to iris textures, i.e. query textures are interpreted as
noisy representations of registered ones. Obtained scores are fused with traditional HD
scores obtained from iris-codes generated by different feature extraction algorithms.
Experimental evaluations on the CASIA-v3 iris database conﬁrm the soundness of the
proposed approach.

1

Introduction

Iris recognition takes advantage of random variations in the iris. The details of each iris are
phenotypically unique yielding recognition rates above 99% and equal error rates of less
than 1% on diverse data sets. In past years the ever-increasing demand on biometric systems operating in less constrained environments entails continuous proposals of new iris
feature extraction methods [BHF08]. Still, the processing chain of traditional iris recognition (and other biometric) systems has been left almost unaltered, following Daugman’s
approach [Dau04] consisting of (1) segmentation and preprocessing, (2) feature extraction,
and (3) biometric comparison.
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) speciﬁes iris biometric data to be
recorded and stored in (raw) image form (ISO/IEC FDIS 19794-6), rather than in extracted
templates (e.g. iris-codes) achieving more interoperability as well as vendor neutrality
[DD08]. Biometric databases, which store raw biometric data, enable the incorporation
of future improvements (e.g. in segmentation stage) without re-enrollment of registered
users. While the extraction of rather short (a few hundred bytes) binary feature vectors
∗ This work has been supported by the Austrian Science Fund, project no. L554-N15 and the Austrian FIT-IT
Trust in IT-Systems, project no. 819382.
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Figure 1: Proposed Fusion Scenario: image quality metric-based scores are combined with Hamming distance-based feature-level scores in order to obtain a ﬁnal comparison score.

provides a compact storage and rapid comparison of biometric templates, information loss
is inevitable. This motivates a fusion of comparators operating in image domain (e.g.
image metrics) and traditional HD-based comparators requiring binary feature vectors.
The contribution of this work is the proposal of a fusion scenario combining image metrics
and traditional HD-based approaches. In contrast to common believe that original iris
textures exhibit too much variation to be used directly for recognition we proof that (1)
quality metrics, interpreting iris textures as a noisy reproduction of the reference sample,
can be employed for recognition, and (2) global features extracted by image metrics tend
to complement localized features encoded by traditional feature extraction methods.
This paper is organized as follows: related work is reviewed in Section 2. Subsequently,
the proposed fusion scenario is described in detail in Section 3. Experimental results are
presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

In the context of iris biometrics, image quality metrics are largely understood as domainspeciﬁc indicators to be considered for quality checks rejecting samples if insufﬁciently
suited for comparison [TRLJRPFS11]. Such metrics have also been applied for dynamic
matcher selection in biometric fusion scenarios [VSNR10], i.e. quality is employed to
predict matching performance and to select the comparator or adjust weighting of the
fusion rule. In contrast, in the proposed work general purpose image quality metrics and
their ability to measure the degree of similarity between an original (enrollment sample)
and degraded version of an image (sample) are employed. In the proposed model, the
degradation of a sample to be compared does not result from compression, but by biometric
noise factors (time, illumination, etc.), and the stored biometric gallery template represents
the (updated) ideal representation of the biometric property of an individual.
Information fusion in biometrics is an efﬁcient means to enhance the accuracy of a biometric system by employing multiple modalities, sensors, or comparators [RJ03]. Compared
to other types of fusion, score level fusion enables transparent enhancement of biometric
systems by combining the matching scores of multiple comparators yielding a score vector
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)m
S = (s1 , . . . , sm ), which is combined using a fusion rule, e.g. sum rule s =
i=1 si or
*m
product rule s = i=1 si [UW09]. Park et al.[PP07] investigate this fusion type for local

and global Gabor feature-vector based algorithms and found their proposed SVM-based
fusion of HD scores to outperform each single Gabor ﬁlter when restricting the features to
reliable regions. In previous work [RUW11], we have investigated score level fusion for
combining best with worst HD-based alignment of iris codes for enhanced iris matching.
If comparators are weakly dependent and still contain rich discriminative information, the
combined score can be expected to provide better discrimination between genuine and
imposter comparisons. An essential step before employing such fusion rules is a normalization of scores [RJ03], which has been conducted manually by normalizing the mean of
impostor score distributions for image metric-based comparators to 0.5 in this work.

3

Fusion of Iris Recognition Algorithms and Image Quality Metrics

The proposed fusion scenario is shown in Fig. 1. At the time of authentication, segmentation and pre-processing is performed on a given pair of iris images. Subsequently,
resulting iris textures are compared applying a distinct image metric. The image quality
metric-based comparison score, SM , is normalized and fused with the according HD-based
score, SHD , after feature extraction has been applied to both iris textures, in order to obtain the ﬁnal score SMHD . The biometric fusion is performed by applying sum-rule fusion
[RJ03]:
SMHD =

1
(S + SHD ).
2 M

(1)

In the following subsections modules of the proposed system, which comprise segmentation and pre-processing, iris-biometric feature extractors, and image metrics, are described
in detail. All of the applied image metrics1 are full reference metrics, meaning they utilize information from the original image O and impaired image I , both of size W × H to
calculate an assessment of the visual similarity.
3.1

Pre-processing and Feature Extraction Algorithms

We apply multi-stage iris segmentation using a weighted version of adaptive Hough transform for iterative iris center detection at the ﬁrst stage and pupillary and limbic boundary
detection by applying an ellipsopolar transform and assessing gradient information for
ﬁnding the second boundary based on the outcome of the ﬁrst [UW12]. After having obtained a parametrization of inner and outer iris boundaries, the iris texture is unwrapped
and normalized to a 512×64 pixel texture using Daugman’s doubly dimensionless representation [Dau04] and enhanced using contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization
[Rez04]. Pre-processing is illustarted in Fig. 2.
1 Implementation available at www.wavelab.at/sources/VQI/, except for VIF for which we used
MetriX MuX from foulard.ece.cornell.edu/gaubatz/metrix mux.
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(a) Image

(b) Iris Detection

(c) Unrolled Texture

(d) Enhanced Texture
Figure 2: Preprocessing: (a) image of eye (b) detection of pupil and iris (c) unrolled iris texture (d)
preprocessed iris texture.

In the feature extraction stage we employ custom implementations of two different algorithms used to extract binary iris-codes. The ﬁrst one was proposed by Ma et al.
[MTWZ04]. Within this approach the texture is divided into 10 stripes to obtain 5 onedimensional signals, each one averaged from the pixels of 5 adjacent rows, hence, the
upper 512×50 pixel of preprocessed iris textures are analyzed. A dyadic wavelet transform is then performed on each of the resulting 10 signals, and two ﬁxed subbands are
selected from each transform. In each subband all local minima and maxima above an
adequate threshold are located, and a bit-code alternating between 0 and 1 at each extreme
point is extracted. Using 512 bits per signal, the ﬁnal code is then 512×20 = 10240 bit.
The second feature extraction method follows an implementation by Masek2 applying ﬁlters obtained from a Log-Gabor function. Here, a row-wise convolution with a complex
Log-Gabor ﬁlter is performed on the texture pixels. We use the same texture size and
row-averaging into 10 signals prior to applying the one-dimensional Log-Gabor ﬁlter. The
2 bits of phase information are used to generate a binary code, which therefore is again
512×20 = 10240 bit.

3.2 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
The PSNR is still widely used because it is unrivaled in speed and ease of use. However,
it is also well known that the correlation to human judgment is somewhat lacking.
2 L. Masek: Recognition of Human Iris Patterns for Biometric Identiﬁcation, Master’s thesis, University of
Western Australia, 2003
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The following steps are performed to calculate the PSNR, where M is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.
1
WH

Step 1: Calculate the mean squared error MSE =

∗

)W )H
i=1

j=i (I(i, j) − O(i, j))

2

Step 2: The PSNR is calculated:
PSNR = 10 log10

' M2 &
.
MSE

(2)

3.3 Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)
The SSIM by Wang et al.[WBSS04] uses the local luminance as well as global contrast
and a structural feature.
Step 1: Each image is transformed by convolution with a 11 × 11 Gaussian ﬁlter.
Step 2: The luminance, contrast and structural scores can be calculated and combined in
one step as follows.
SSIM(I, O) =

(2µI µO + c1 )(2σIO + c2 )
,
2 +c )
(µ2I + µ2O + c1 )(σI2 + σO
2

(3)

where µI is the average pixel value of image I , σI2 is the variance of pixel values of image
I and σIO is the covariance of I and O. The variables c1 = (k1 M )2 and c2 = (k2 M )2 , with
k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03, are used to stabilize the division.

3.4

Local Edge Gradients Metric (LEG)

The image metric based on local edge gradients was introduced by Hofbauer and Uhl
[HU11] and uses luminance and localized edge information from different frequency domains.
Step!
1: First the global luminance difference between I and O is calculated as LUM(I, O) =
|µ(O)−µ(I)|
,
M

where µ(X) =
of image X at position x, y .

1−

1
WH

)W

x=1

)H

y=1 X(x, y),

and X(x, y) is the pixel value

Step 2: One step wavelet decomposition with Haar wavelets resulting in four sub images
for each image X denoted as X0 for the LL-subband, and X1 , X2 , X3 for LH, HH and HL
subbands, respectively.
Step 3: A local edge map is calculated for each position x, y in the image, reﬂecting the
change in coarse structure. LE(I, O, x, y) = max(0, EDC(I, O, x, y) − 6)/2, i.e. LE = 1
if EDC = 8, LE = 0.5 if EDC = 7 and 0 otherwise. In this case EDC(I, O, x, y) =
)
p∈N (x,y) ED(I, O, x, y, p), where N (x, y) is the eight neighborhood of the pixel x, y , with
ED(I, O, x, y, p) = 1 if edge directions for I and O match, i.e. if I(x, y) < I(p) and
O(x, y) < O(p) or I(x, y) > I(p) and O(x, y) > O(p), otherwise ED(I, O, x, y, p) = 0.
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Step 4: In order to assess the contrast changes a difference of gradients in a neighborhood is calculated by LED(I, O, x, y) =

1
8

)

$

p∈N (x,y)

1−

!

|LD(I,O,x,y,p)|
M

(2

, with

LD(I, O, x, y, p) = (O(x, y) − O(p)) − (I(x, y) − I(p)).

Step 5: The edge score is calculated by combining local edge conformity (LE) and local
edge difference (LED) into
H

W

3
2
2
&
4 % %'
1%
ES(I, O) =
LE(I0 , O0 , x, y) ∗
LED(Ii , Oi , x, y) .
WH
3
x=1 y=1

(4)

i=1

Step 6: The LEG visual quality index is calculated by combining ES and LUM.
LEG(I, O) = LUM(I, O) ES(I, O).

3.5

(5)

Edge Similarity Score (ESS)

The ESS was introduced by Mao and Wu [MW04] and uses localized edge information to
compare two images.
Step 1: Each image is separate into N blocks of size 8 × 8.
Step 2: For each image I a Sobel edge detection ﬁlter is used on each block i to ﬁnd the
most prominent edge direction eiI and quantized into one of eight directions (each corresponding to 22.5◦ ). Edge direction 0 is used if no edge was found in the block.
Step 3: Calculate the ESS based on the prominent edges of each block:
)N
w(eiI , eiO )
ESS = )i=1
,
N
i i
i=1 c(eI , eO )

(6)

where w(e1 , e2 ) is a weighting function deﬁned as
"
w(e1 , e2 ) =

0
|cos(φ(e1 ) − φ(e2 ))|

if e1 = 0 or e2 = 0
otherwise,

where φ(e) is the representative edge angle for an index e, and c(e1 , e2 ) is an indicator
function deﬁned as c(e1 , e2 ) = 0 if e1 = e2 = 0 and c(e1 , e2 ) = 1 otherwise. In cases where
)N
i i
i=1 c(eI , eO ) = 0 the ESS is set to 0.5.

3.6

Local Feature Based Visual Security (LFBVS)

The LFBVS was introduced by Tong et al. [TDZL10] utilizes localized edge and luminance features which are combined and weighted according to error magnitude, i.e. error
pooling.
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Step 1: Separate an image I into N blocks BiI of size 16 × 16.
Step 2: Calculate the average µ(BiI ) and standard deviation σ(BiI ) of the pixel luminance
values in the given block. Calculate the local luminance feature LUM(I, O, i) = (|µ(BiO )−

µ(BiI )| + |σ(BiO ) − σ(BiI )|) / 2Lmax .

Step 3: For each pixel in the macroblock (excluding borders) calculate the (luminance)
edge directions δx (x, y) = L(x+1, y)−L(x−1, y), δy (x, y) = L(x, y+1)−L(x,
y−1). Gener#
ate a histogram HiI [d] = A of cumulative edge amplitude strength a = δx (x, y)2 + δy (x, y)2
over edge directions d(8-bins for 360o ) for each block. And using the histogram calculate
)
)
local edge density feature ED(I, O, i) = 8d=1 |HiO [d]−HiI [d]| / 8d=1 max(HiO [d], HiI [d])
Step 4: Calculate a local visual score, i.e. local luminance and edge density LV S(I, O, i) =
0.2LU M (I, O, i)+0.8ED(I, O, i). Order local visual features OLVS(I, O, j) = LVS(I, O, ij )
such that ∀x < ij LVS(I, O, x) ≤ LVS(I, O, ij ) and ∀x > ij LVS(I, O, x) ≥ LVS(I, O, ij ).
Step 5: Weigh the ordered local visual feature scores to further increase the prominent
errors,
LFBVS(I, O) =

N
%

i

exp N −0.5 OLVS(O, I, i) /

i=1

N
%

i

exp N −0.5 .

(7)

i=1

3.7 Visual Information Fidelity (VIF)
The VIF by Sheikh and Bovik [SB06] uses a reﬁned model which starts with the modeling of the reference image using natural scene statistics (NSS). Furthermore, the possible
distortion is modeled as signal gain and additive noise in the wavelet domain and parts of
the HVS which have not been covered by the NSS are modeled, i.e. internal neural noise
is modeled by using a additive white Gaussian noise model. While the VIF can not be
described in the available space the calculation roughly consists of the following steps.
Step 1: NSSs are calculated based on Gaussian scale mixture (GSM) model based on the
wavelet domain.
Step 2: Calculate a model for the distorted image based on the GSM model from the
original image combined with signal gain and additive noise in the wavelet domain (this
compensates for white noise and image blur in the image domain).
Step 3: Extend the model to include information from HVS, i.e. optical point spread,
contrast sensitivity and internal neural noise, which is not covered by the NSS model.
Step 4: Calculate the amount of the original signal, taking into account different wavelet
subbands, which can be reconstructed from the distorted signal given the NSS and the
HVS model, this reconstructible fraction of the original signal is termed VIF.
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Figure 3: Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) curves for image metrics, and selected fusion
scenarios of these.

4

Experimental Study

Experiments are carried out on the CASIA-v3-Interval iris database3 using left-eye images
only. The database consists of good quality 320×280 pixel NIR illuminated indoor images
where the applied test set consists of 1307 instances, a sample is shown in Fig. 2 (a).
Recognition accuracy is evaluated in terms of false none match rate (FNMR) and false
match rate (FMR). The FNMR deﬁnes the proportion of veriﬁcation transactions with
truthful claims of identity that are incorrectly rejected, and the FMR deﬁnes the proportion of veriﬁcation transactions with wrongful claims of identity that are incorrectly conﬁrmed (ISO/IEC FDIS 19795-1). As score distributions overlap the EER of the system is
deﬁned (FNMR = FMR). At all authentication attempts 7 circular texture-shifts and according bit-shift are performed in each direction for all comparators. Image metric scores
3 The Center of Biometrics and Security Research, CASIA Iris Image Database,
http://www.idealtest.org
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Figure 4: Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) curves for traditional algorithms, and selected
fusion scenarios of image metrics and these.

are normalized in a way that mean impostor scores are 0.5 and low scores indicate high
similarity. Obtained performance rates in terms of EERs for single and paired combination
of comparators are summarized in Table 1. According ROC curves of individual image
metrics and selected fusion scenarios are plotted in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 ROC curves for the
described feature extraction algorithms as well as selected fusion scenarios of image metrics and these are shown. It is important to note, that all combinations (IrisCode-Metric
and Metric-Metric) represent a challenging single-sensor multi-algorithm fusion scenario.

4.1

Combination of Image Metrics

Focusing on obtained EERs most individual image metrics do not represent an alternative
to traditional iris-based feature extraction algorithms, see Table 1. While an exclusive
application of best image metrics yield EERs > 2% (see Fig. 3 (a)-(b)), traditional feature
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Table 1: Obtained results for the proposed fusion scenario.

EER (%)
Ma et al. Masek PSNR SSIM LEG ESS LFBVS VIF
Ma et al.
Masek
PSNR
SSIM
LEG
ESS
LFBVS
VIF

1.43

1.46
1.77

1.56
1.97

1.53 1.32 2.51
1.72 1.58 2.43

2.01
2.12

1.65
1.78

4.21

3.08 3.34 4.69
3.40 3.40 4.51
3.99 5.76
9.61

3.60
2.71
3.46
4.90
5.54

2.11
2.18
2.10
2.20
1.86
2.06

extraction algorithms obtain EERs < 1.5% (see Fig. 4 (a)). However, as shown in Fig. 3
(c)-(d) distinct combinations of image metrics yield signiﬁcant improvement in accuracy,
e.g. a fusion of LFBVS and VIF yields an EER of 1.86%.

4.2

Combination of Metrics and Traditional Algorithms

For the applied simple sum-rule, a combination of applied feature extraction algorithms
does not yield improvement with respect to recognition performance, see Fig. 4 (a). In
addition, image metrics do not supplement traditional iris recognition algorithms in general. While the incorporation of most image metrics (e.g. PSNR, ESS and LFBVS) decreases performance distinct image metrics represent adequate complements (e.g. SSIM
and LEG), see Table 1 and Fig. 4 (b)-(d). In particular, combinations of the LEG metric
and applied feature extractors show signiﬁcant improvements achieving EERs of 1.32%
and 1.58%, respectively. Obtained results appear promising since image metrics are applied without any adaption using the most simple fusion rule to the proposed application
scenario, i.e. adjusted implementations of image metrics are expected to further improve
recognition accuracy.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper a fusion of image metrics and traditional HD-based comparators is presented.
It is demonstrated that the incorporation of distinct image metrics in a fusion scenario is
able to signiﬁcantly improve recognition accuracy of iris biometric systems.
Future work will comprise biometric fusions of several image metrics and traditional biometric comparators as well as an adaption of image metrics to biometric systems, e.g. by
applying image metrics only to distinct parts of biometric data. Regarding security issues,
image metrics will be assessed for comparing iris images in encrypted domain.
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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the authentication of people on
smartphones using fingerphoto recognition. In this work, fingerphotos are captured
with the built-in camera of the smartphone. The proposed authentication method is
analyzed for feasibility and implemented in a prototype as application for the
Android operating system. Algorithms for the capture process are developed to
ensure a minimum of quality of the captured photos to enable a reliable
fingerphoto recognition. Several methods for preprocessing of the captured
samples are analyzed and performant solutions to evaluate the photos are
developed to enhance the recognition rates. This is achieved by evaluating a wide
range of different parameters and configurations of the algorithms as well as
various combinations of preprocessing chains for the captured samples. The
operations for preprocessing are selected with respect to their computational effort
to guarantee that they can be executed on a smartphone with limited computation
and memory capacity. The developed prototype is evaluated in user tests with two
different smartphones. Additionally, a biometric database containing photos of the
two test devices from 41 test subjects is created. These fingerphotos are used to
evaluate and optimize the procedures.

1

Motivation

Smartphones are nowadays very popular and the smartphone-market is growing rapidly.
These devices have many advanced functions that go beyond telephone communication.
Due to the versatile functions, many personal data like e-mails, photos or even
passwords are stored on these personal assistants. Such data must be protected. The
common methods for authentication on smartphones are PIN, password or recognition
pattern, which are all based on knowledge. But a survey from Breitinger and Nickel
[BN-2010] shows that 86% of the participants use as protection mechanism only a
keylock or even no lock-mechanism on their phone. The main reasons are that the access
to the phone is faster and that no thoughts on security are made. According to the
mentioned survey, 54% of the participants would use biometric authentication methods
and would prefer fingerprint recognition as modality.
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This work proposes a biometric authentication with fingerphoto recognition. For this
purposes, the built-in camera of the smartphones is used. The latest smartphones have at
least one integrated high resolution camera to capture the finger in sufficient quality and
enough computational capacities to process the photos and execute algorithms for the
fingerphoto recognition. Hence, there are no extra devices needed to perform the
solution proposed in this work. The capture process with fingerphotos is performed
touchless. Hence, no latent fingerprint is left, which is an advantage over many classical
fingerprint sensors. Additionally, the biometric authentication method has clear
advantages with reference to security compared to the knowledge-based method.
Biometric characteristics cannot be delegated, forgotten or copied like e.g. passwords.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work to our work
is briefly presented. The challenges of the fingerphoto recognition are discussed in
Section 3 and the objectives of this work as well as the approach to achieve the
objectives are addressed in Section 4. In the following Sections 5 to 9 we introduce the
solutions of the capture process, the finger recognition, the preprocessing of the images,
the minutia extractor and the template comparator. Finally, the evaluation and results of
the developed prototype is shown in Section 10 as well as the conclusions and future
work in Section 11.

2

Related Work

The development of an authentication system for smartphones using fingerphotos and
the research of fingerphoto recognition under daily circumstances has very recently
raised a lot of attention. Previous work includes [SN-2011], where we have tested five
smartphones for their suitability for fingerphoto recognition. Due to the inability of most
cameras to focus on the finger, only one of the five evaluated smartphones was able to
capture suitable fingerphotos. The work by Derawi et al. [DYB-2011] is concerned with
fingerphoto recognition with two different smartphones. But the results are not
comparable with this work because the photos were taken only in one session and under
different conditions and processing was done offline on a PC. Moreover one smartphone
was placed on a fixed hanger to capture the fingerphotos. The achieved EER was 4.66%.
The other one was held by a (third) human operator. The result was an EER with
14.65%. Both conditions do not correspond to a realistic scenario.
Fingerphoto recognition with a low resolution camera in a fixed position under
laboratory conditions was tested in [HTY-2010]. A continuous shooting mode for the
camera was used to capture multiple photos at once from test subjects in one session. A
low EER up to 1.23% with preprocessing of the captured photos was achieved under the
mentioned circumstances. The work of Müller and Sanchez-Reillo [MS-2009] shows
that fingerphoto recognition is even possible with web cams. Web cams without autofocus have the ability to focus on very close objects. A low resolution of 640x480 Pixel
of the fingerphotos is sufficient. A False Acceptance Rate (FAR) of 0.18% and a False
Rejection Rate (FRR) of 10.29% were achieved.
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3

Challenges

From the previous Section it can be concluded that the main problem is that smartphone
cameras are not designed for biometric use. Not all cameras are able to focus on the
necessary close distance to capture the pattern ridges of the finger and the depth of field
is very limited. Without a proper focus on the finger, it is impossible to detect the pattern
ridges of the finger. If the finger is too far away from the camera, the effective usable
resolution of the fingerphoto is reduced and the risk that the finger cannot be detected
increases. Additionally, the low amount of configuration possibilities of the smartphone
cameras tightens the conditions for the fingerphoto recognition. Another problem is that
the sensors of the cameras are usually small due the compact design of the smartphones.
Thus, these cameras tend to produce higher noise having a high impact on the photo
quality. It must be also kept in mind that smartphones have limited computing resources.
Hence, the computational costs of the processing algorithms must be within the scope.
Besides the challenges of the capture device, the capture process offers further ones.
Various potential poses of the finger must be considered: The orientation angle, pitch
angle and position of the finger are variable as well as the distance of the finger to the
camera and the background (see Figure 1). The fingerphotos are also affected of
different light conditions that have impact of the fingerphoto recognition. In addition, the
structure and the consistency of the finger, like bulge, peculiarity of the finger ridges,
wear and dirt, have also influence of the quality of the fingerphoto recognition.

Figure 1: Different orientation angles (1), pitch angles (2) and positions (3) of the finger
as well variable distances of the finger to the camera (4) and different backgrounds (5)
are challenges of the capture process.
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4

Objectives and Approach

Primary objective of this work is to develop a reliable authentication system for
smartphones using fingerphotos. The proposed solution is realized as Android
application. Algorithms for quality assurance (see Section 6) as well algorithms for
finger recognition and finger segmentation (see Section 7) are developed for this
purpose. Several preprocessing steps are evaluated to enhance the fingerphotos (see
Section 8) before the minutiae are extracted and the template is generated. A template
comparator is implemented to determine the number of matching minutiae (see Section
9). The application is integrated as a module for the Modular Biometric Authentication
Service System (MBASSy) [WN-2010]. MBASSy is a framework which allows the user
to utilize various biometric authentication methods. Finally, the developed application is
evaluated regarding recognition rates, performance and usability (see Section 10).

5

Capture Process

The intention of the fingerphoto recognition is
that for authentication the user simply positions
his finger close in front of the camera in order
to capture a biometric sample (see Figure 2).
The focus is set to “macro mode”, such that the
camera uses the closest possible focus. The
LED is switched on during the capture process
and a two-flash system mode (similar to the
“red-eye-reduction mode” on digital cameras)
is used. The LED spotlights the finger such
that it appears brighter than the background.
This simplifies the segmentation of the finger
against the background. Another advantage is
the reduced camera noise and risk of blurring
caused from hand-motion due the high
brightness from the LED. The LED also
stabilizes the lighting conditions and creates
more homogeneous illumination.
The algorithms for finger detection and quality Figure 2: Active capture process with
assurance check continuously the preview sight on the graphical user interface
images of the camera after the capture process of the application.
has been initiated by the user. The results of
the algorithms are calculated in real-time and are displayed on the graphical user
interface of the developed prototype. A photo is automatically taken when all criteria
(see Section 7) for the fingerphoto recognition are fulfilled.
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6

Quality Assurance

The most important criterion of the quality of a fingerphoto is the sharpness level, which
must be high in order to detect the ridges of the finger. We propose an edge-based
approach to determine the sharpness of an image. The Sobel filter is used for this
purpose, which calculates the edges (gradient magnitudes) in the image. High-frequent
transitions (strong edges) can only appear in sharp images and are clearly visible as
bright lines in the edge image (see Figure 3). Blurred images do not contain sharp edges
and therefore there are almost no visible lines on the edge image (see Figure 4). An own
defined metric, the “edge density”, is used to measure the sharpness in the images.
Equation (6.1) provides a suitable metric which is resulting in higher values for sharp
images.

Figure 3: Sharp fingerphoto (left) and the
belonging edge image (right); only the
few pixel in the center (within the marked
rectangle) are analyzed.

Figure 4: Blurred fingerphoto (left) and
the belonging edge image (right); only
the few pixel in the center (within the
marked rectangle) are analyzed.

E(x,y): gradient-magnitude of the pixel at position (x,y) in the edge image
M:
number of columns of the edge image
N:
number of rows of the edge image
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It is sufficient to calculate the edge density based on a small area of e.g. 50x50 pixels in
the center of the photo to reduce the computing time. The luminance of the pixels in the
red color channel is compared to a threshold to guarantee that all analyzed pixels belong
to the finger. A photo is only taken when this color check is passed and the edge density
exceeds an empirically defined threshold. The edge density is calculated on the final
fingerphoto again due to the possibility of motion or shakes during the shutter delay of
the camera.
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7

Finger Recognition

This Section covers the required processing steps to localize the finger in the captured
image.
7.1

Finger Detection on the Preview Image

First, the finger must be detected in the preview image. Our algorithm uses the color
information of the pixel to determine the finger area. Only the red channel is evaluated to
reduce the computational effort. The red channel is most relevant for the finger
recognition because the skin-color of the inner finger side is mainly red. The color of the
pixel is analyzed starting at the four image borders (left, up, right, down) and continuing
towards the center of the image until a certain threshold for the red value is exceeded.
When the red value of a pixel exceeds the threshold, then the border for that direction is
set. The four set borders determine the Region of Interest (ROI). The steps of this
algorithm are illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Procedural steps of the algorithm for finger detection on the preview image.
7.2

Rotation of the Fingerphoto

The user is allowed to hold his finger at any desired orientation
in the camera. But to compare the features of two fingers, it is
necessary that the fingerphotos have a uniform orientation.
Therefore, a correction angle must be calculated and applied to
the fingerphoto. This is realized with two points P1 and P2
which are set near the center of the image (see Figure 6). The
red values of the pixels are analyzed starting from these points
and continuing towards the borders until the red value
threshold is exceeded. The distances P1x and P2x between the
respective start point and the point where the red value exceeds
the red threshold are calculated. The correction angle can be
calculated using the distance Py between P1 and P2 and the Figure 6: The angle
is calculated by using
distances P1x and P2x according to the following formula:
the distances P1x, P2x
E)
and Py.
B / C(C% D
H
EF= G E0=
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7.3

Finger Detection and Segmentation on the Final Fingerphoto

The ROI must be recalculated on the final fingerphoto because the calculated values can
differ from the preview image due the shutter lag. The finger recognition works similar
to the algorithm on the preview image. The difference is that the startpoint for the checks
for a red value of the pixel starts in the center of the image and continues to the borders.
This allows detecting the border of the upper finger segment. Hence, the ROI is reduced
by the pixels beyond the upper finger segment which do not possess any essential
features for the fingerphoto recognition.
The finger is segmented from the background after the ROI is determined. This can be
achieved, when all values of the ROI below a defined red value are set to black. All
other red values remain unchanged. This results in the segmented finger foreground area.
7.4

Plausibility Checks

The calculated finger foreground area of the fingerphoto undergoes additional
plausibility checks. The width and height as well their ratio is checked. The area must
exceed a minimum width and a minimum height. Otherwise it can be assumed that an
error occurred during finger recognition and the calculated area is too small and does not
provide enough information for fingerphoto recognition. Additionally, the height of the
area must be greater than the width because a finger is always taller than wide. If this
criterion is not met, the calculated correction angle is likely to be wrong and a uniform
orientation is not given. The photo is discarded when at least one criterion is not fulfilled
and the user is notified about the reason.

8

Preprocessing of the Finger Foreground Area

The finger foreground area is preprocessed after the algorithms of the quality assurance
are passed. The preprocessing is necessary for a reliable detection of the minutiae.
A very long finger foreground area indicates that the first finger segment was not
properly detected. In this case the lower part of the finger foreground area is removed,
such that it does not exceed a defined maximal height. Then the finger foreground area is
scaled to a fixed width. The ratio between width and height is kept (by scaling the height
with the same scale-factor). This is an important step to compensate the different
distances of a finger from the camera resulting in different dimensions of the
fingerforeground area. Next, the median filter is applied to reduce the camera noise. At
last the finger foreground is binarized with a local binarization filter. The calculation is
done by analyzing the red values of the neighborhood pixels of a certain block size to
determine the average value. A pixel is set to “white” if this average is above the
threshold; otherwise it is set to “black”. The output of an optimal binarization is that the
ridges of the fingerlines are set to “white” and the valleys are set to “black”.
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9

Minutia extractor and Template comparator

The minutiae are extracted from the
preprocessed finger foreground area by
applying the open source minutia extractor
FingerJetFX from DigitalPersona [DP-2012].
The generated templates are stored according
to the standardized format ISO/IEC 19794-2.
Each extracted minutia that is stored in the
template contains the information about
position, orientation angle, minutia type and
quality score.
These properties can be exploited, when a
template is submitted to the comparison
subsystem (comparator). But only the two
basic minutia types ridge-ending and ridgebifurcation are detected from the extractor. An
examination of the extracted minutiae has
shown that the accuracy is not very high.
Many false minutiae are detected and often a
high error of the calculated orientation angle
could be observed after manual inspection
(see Figure 7). This deficiency of the extractor
is most likely due to the fact that the
DigitalPersona algorithm was designed to Figure 7: Minutiae extracted from
operate on images from optical or capacitive the preprocessed sROI.
sensors. Moreover, all extracted minutiae
obtain a high to very high quality score making this information useless. The strength of
the extractor is the low computational effort allowing a performant execution on
smartphones.
A simple comparator optimized for the generated templates from the minutia extractor
has been developed in our work. The comparator is based on the common method to find
the corresponding minutiae pairs in the reference and probe template. For this purpose,
local comparisons are executed for each minutia in the probe template. The more
minutiae pairs are found the higher is the similarity score of the templates. A minutiae
pair can be found when the following criteria are met: The minutiae type is the same and
the Euclidian distance as well as the orientation angle of the two minutiae does not
exceed the defined tolerances of the comparator. If several minutiae are found that fulfill
these criteria, the one with the lowest Euclidian distance is paired. The tolerance for the
Euclidian distance and for the difference of the angle as well the amount of minutiae
pairs to be found for positive authentication are parameters of the comparator which
have to be configured.
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10

Evaluation and results

The described algorithms are implemented in an application for the Android operating
system. The application was evaluated in a user test with 41 subjects using the
smartphones Samsung “Nexus S” and “Galaxy Nexus”. The photos are taken with the
highest supported resolution of the camera with five megapixels but were reduced to half
of their dimension such that they could be processed despite the limited heap1. The user
tests were scheduled on two sessions for each subject. The data capture took place on
two different days. The enrolment was performed in the first session. Three templates
were created from the left and right index finger of each subject. Two photos are
captured for one template. The template is generated from the photo with the highest
edge density.
The authentication was performed in the second session. Six suitable photos (passing the
quality assurance) for fingerphoto recognition were taken from the left and right index
finger per person. All captured photos during the tests are stored to create a biometric
database for advanced tests with several preprocessing steps on the photos and different
parameters for the template comparator to investigate the impact on the recognition rates
and to optimize the parameters. In addition, a survey about the usability was performed
to get the participant’s opinions on the application and the fingerphoto recognition.
10.1

Recognition

On this database different configuration settings are benchmarked according to their
Equal Error Rate (EER). The database is divided into training and test set for each
device. The data from the two sessions is used separately. Figure 8 shows the Detection
trade-off (DET) curves from the “Galaxy Nexus” with different preprocessing steps with
a distance tolerance of 50 pixels and an angle tolerance of 45 degree for the comparator.
The best EER of 19.1% is achieved with a threshold of 20 identified minutiae pairs for
positive authentication. The optimal preprocessing chain on the finger foreground area
consists of cutting the height, scaling to a fixed width, applying a median and
binarization filter. It should be noted that a reliable extraction of the minutiae on
unprocessed fingerphotos was not possible with the extractor from DigitalPersona.
The DET curves in Figure 9 show the impact of different distance tolerances and
comparators on the EER. The curves are determined with the photos from the “Galaxy
Nexus” and the optimal preprocessing chain. It can be clearly seen that a lower distance
tolerance increases the EER. Hence, it is necessary to choose a comparative high
tolerance due to the free capture method. An alternative comparator using the Modified
Hausdorff-distance (MHD) [DJ-1994] was also evaluated. The achieved EER of 33.7%
shows that this technique is not suitable for minutiae comparisons. Adding the criteria of
the minutia type to the comparison process, as it is done in our proposed comparator,
does not decrease the EER significantly (33.7% to 31.3%). The EERs from the slightly
older “Nexus S” are similar to the “Galaxy Nexus”. The lowest EER is 22.3% and was
achieved under the same conditions.

1

Amount of access memory that Android assigns an application.
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10.2

Finger detection and Segmentation Errors

In total, 1494 fingerphotos in the user tests on both devices passed the algorithms for
quality assurance and were processed with the finger detection and segmentation
algorithms. Manual inspection showed that 51 finger foreground areas were not properly
calculated. This results in a low error rate of 3%. The errors were either false detected
borders of the area, such that it does not contain the whole finger, or a falsely calculated
orientation angle that results in an incorrect rotation of the area.
10.3

Duration of the Capture Process and Processing Time

The duration of the capture process and the processing time was measured in the user
test. The average duration for both devices of the enrolment process is approximately 50
seconds and for the authentication process 22 seconds (see Figure 10). The reason for the
longer duration of the enrolment is that two photos are taken for the template generation.
It must be mentioned that all participants were new to the system. They did not have any
experience with fingerphoto recognition before and need to learn the handling of such a
system. Hence, it can be assumed that the time to complete the capture process gets
significantly lower the more experience with the system is made.
The measured average processing time of the photo after it was taken is shown in Figure
11. The total processing time with 1.9 seconds for the “Nexus S” and with 1.5 seconds
for the “Galaxy Nexus” is low. The “Galaxy Nexus” is faster due to the faster CPU. The
most processing time is used for the preprocessing of the photos.
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Conclusions and Future Work

A complete authentication system for a mobile operating system based on fingerphotos
was developed and evaluated. It has been shown that fingerphoto recognition on
smartphones is possible. A capture process for fingerphotos in combination with
efficient postprocessing algorithms was developed. The implemented algorithms provide
a very good detection and segmentation of the finger and ensure the suitability of the
captured photos for fingerphoto recognition. The capture process allows the user to
present the finger to the camera at any desired orientation angle. The EER measured
under ordinary circumstances with optimized parameters and preprocessing of the photos
is less than 20%.
Because many device dependent variables exist, thresholds for the parameters of the
algorithms must be determined empirically for each device. This can be implemented as
training-mode for automatic calibration and optimization of the parameters on the
device. There is potential to improve the recognition rates by using a different minutia
extractor which is optimized for fingerphotos. In the future, more powerful smartphones
will be available that can process even more complex algorithms and will allow further
techniques for fingerphoto recognition. Also the cameras of the smartphones will be
improved in the next generations of smartphones and lead to better recognition rates.
Even capturing the fingerprint pattern by using a video could be possible, because more
and more smartphone cameras are able to capture high resolution videos. This technique
could achieve better usability and spoof-protection because much more captures (with
different orientations) can be conducted in a short time frame of a single transaction.
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Abstract: Automatic border control at airports using automated facial recognition for
checking the passport is becoming more and more common. A problem is that it is not
clear how reliable these automatic gates are. Very few independent studies exist that
assess the reliability of automated facial recognition for border control. In this evaluation study the reliability of automated facial recognition for automatic border passage
was investigated. To investigate the quality of the images and face recognition, during
2 weeks data of real passengers were acquired at Schiphol Airport using 2 different
automatic gates of about 950 passengers for both gates. This data alone already makes
the evaluation study of great value. The evaluation experiment consisted of comparing
live images of every passenger to the digital photographs stored on their passports.
Every live image is compared to every digital passport photograph. In this way we can
estimate both the False Accept Rate as well as the Veriﬁcation Rate. In spite of the
critical analysis in this study, the prospects for automatic border passage using face
recognition are very good. We expect that, provided that the quality of the live images
acquired by the gates is improved and if possible the quality of the digital photographs
stored on the passport, excellent recognition results can be obtained with Veriﬁcation
Rates (VR) of above 99% at a False Accept Rate (FAR) of 0.1% or even lower.

1

Introduction

This study attempts to provide insight into the reliability of automatic border control/ passport checks by special gates using automatic face recognition at e.g. airports. These gates
could partly replace human passport checks and possibly increase throughput. A point of
concern is that there are very few objective studies on the reliability of these gates. This
study addresses exactly the question of the reliability. It was carried out in the framework of the No-Q project [rMoSJ10] of the Dutch Ministry of Justice by the University
of Twente. The ofﬁcial report of the evaluation study [SH11] can be requested from the
Dutch Ministry of Security and Justice.
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The construction of an automatic gate includes more than just automatic face recognition. Important factors are for example the ”protocol” used by the gate (e.g. ﬁrst show
passport, then walk to camera to make a picture, etc”), opening and closing of the gate,
user-friendliness/ease of usage etc. Factors inﬂuencing the face recognition are e.g. the
illumination, placing and quality of cameras etc.
This study only addresses the performance of the face recognition process. Data from 2
gates at Schiphol were used for the evaluation of face recognition algorithms of 5 different
vendors. These data were actual passenger data using the gates in a normal way, which
makes these data extremely valuable, as there are few datasets like these available.
There are three major factors inﬂuencing performance of the automatic face recognition:
1. Quality of the facial image digitally stored on the passport (the reference image)
2. Quality of the live recorded facial image by the gate (the probe image)
3. Quality of the face recognition algorithm used.
All three are investigated in this study. Beforehand, we already knew that there are some
quality issues with the digital passport photographs.
In the subsequent sections, ﬁrst the data used in the evaluation study is described. Next
the evaluation setup is explained. Consequently, the results and ﬁnally conclusions are
presented.

2

Gates and vendors

Two gates for automatic border passage and passport checking were used for the acquisition of the data used in this evaluation study. The gates are denoted gate 1 and 2.
In this study 5 vendors submitted face recognition algorithms for evaluation. In the study
they are denoted vendor A-E. Some of the vendors submitted more than 1 algorithm. In
that case, the algorithms are denoted A1, A2 etc. If a vendor submitted a single algorithm,
it is simply denoted algorithm A, B etc. All vendors were given the opportunity to submit
multiple algorithms. The vendors did not (ofﬁcially) have knowledge about the used gates
and the conﬁguration. Several vendors complained that they had very little insight in the
errors made. Unfortunately, because there was not enough data available and because of
privacy issues, we could not make data available to them.
Gates and face recognition algorithms were available for this evaluation under the condition that results are published anonymously, hence no further details can be given here.

3

Data

The data for this evaluation study were acquired at Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands in June and July 2010. The data were acquired using two different fully
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operational gates for automatic border passage. These gates will be called gate 1 and gate
2 from now on. The gates were placed next to the ”normal” border passage/passport check
desks. Normal passengers were asked to take part in this evaluation study. They would
then sign an agreement that their anonymised passport data would be used in this study, but
that no data would be made public. They then presented their passport to the reader on one
of the automatic gates, would position themselves in front of the built-in camera and the
face recognition software in the gate would try to match the digitally stored photograph on
the passport with the live recorded image. If a match was found, the gate would open and
the passenger could proceed (and receive a small present to thank him for his cooperation).
If the match failed, a ﬁxed number of retries was attempted where new live images were
recorded (in this case 2). If after the retries there is still no match, the subject is labelled
by the face recognition software as an imposter. In normal operation the digitally stored
photo on the passport and the live photographs are not stored. For this evaluation study, the
gates were adapted in order to store the images. In addition to the digitally stored image
from the passport and the live images, a scan of the printed photograph of the passport
was stored. Three corresponding images (passport digital image, live image and scanned
passport image) will be called a triplet in this study. The ﬁgures 1 and 2 show examples
of the triplets recorded by respectively gate 1 and gate 2. From these ﬁgures, it can been
seen that the live scans made by gate 1 are gray images, whereas those made by gate 2 are
colour images.
From gate 1 a total of 1434 triplets or 4302 images were recorded from 959 subjects. From
gate 2 a total of 993 triplets or 2979 images were recorded of 964 subjects.
Gate
gate 1
gate 2

#subjects
959
964

#triplets
1434
993

#images
4302
2979

Table 1: Number of subjects, triplets and images recorded by the gates

The data set contains a mix of Dutch (≈ 80%) and European travellers (≈ 20%) and some
from outside Europe. A small number of the recorded triplets were not from passengers,
but from people from the Dutch Immigration Service (IND), people employed at Schiphol
or otherwise involved in the No-Q project. The images shown in ﬁgures 1 and 2 were
selected from these triplets and the imaged persons have given their consent to use their
images in this study.
Some of the triplets are not genuine triplets (i.e. the live image shows the face of a different
subject than depicted on the digitally stored image on the passport). These are denoted
impostors as opposed to genuines. In total 75 of the triplets of gate 1 were identiﬁed
as impostors and 15 triplets of gate 2. Most of the imposter triplets were employees at
Schiphol or persons otherwise involved with the No-Q project who were asked to test the
gates’ reaction on imposter attempts. A few imposter attempts were caused by partners
who accidentally swapped their passports. A single imposter attempt was caused by an
identical twin who were asked to swap their passports as a test.
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digital image

live image

scanned image

Figure 1: Examples of acquired images from gate 1

digital image

live image

scanned image

Figure 2: Examples of acquired images from gate 2

3.1

Quality of images

The two gates use different techniques to acquire the images from the passport and the live
images. Therefore, image quality was assessed separately for the two gates.
Each individual image was annotated using a number of quality labels: blur, eyeglasses,
illumination, pose, scan lines, quality (normal, low, very low) and failed scan. They are
detailed below.
Blur The subject moved his head during the acquisition of the live image. This results in
unsharp live images. In very rare cases, the digital passport images are slightly unsharp
due to an improperly focused camera. Most of the scanned passport images are somewhat
unsharp. The latter two types of blur are not considered here.
Eyeglasses The subject is wearing eyeglasses on the image. The reason for using this
quality label is that some face recognition algorithms may have problems properly recognising subjects with glasses (e.g. if the glasses he is wearing on the live image are different
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from those on the digital passport photograph, or he is wearing glasses on only one of the
images).
Illumination Poor illumination includes low contrast images, over exposure and shadows.
Poor illumination can be found in the live images and in the passport images as well.
Pose This refers to images that show faces in a non frontal pose. Images showing faces
with a rotation of 20 degrees or more around the vertical axis (looking to the left or to the
right) and those with 30 degrees or more around the horizontal axis (looking up or down)
are assigned this label.
Scan lines It turned out that many of the digital passport images contain vertical lines of
constant colour across the full height of the image.
Quality An overall quality was assigned to each image. Three different quality levels were
distinguished: normal, low and very low quality.
Failed scan In rare cases, the live scan failed and returned an empty image.
The results of the annotations are shown in table 2. Note that multiple labels can be
assigned to a single image.
Label
Blur
Eyeglasses
Illumination
Pose
Scan lines
Normal quality
Bad quality
Very bad quality
Failed acquisition

Affected
images
Live
All
All
All
Digital
All
All
All
Live

#Images
gate 1
221
494
121
69
264
4086
162
54
0

#images
gate 2
131
379
39
93
135
2886
47
7
13

Table 2: Annotation results for images acquired by gate 1 resp. 2

3.2

Discussion and conclusions

Firstly, many of the acquired live images of both gates show motion blur (about 15% for
both gates). Poor illumination occurs more often for live images from gate 1 (about 9%)
than from gate 2 (about 4%). Most illumination problems are due to over exposure or
too dark images. A signiﬁcant number of digital passport images also show illumination
problems, generally low contrast. Pose problems are present in about 5% of the live images
recorded by gate 1 and in 9% of the images recorded by gate 2. The scan lines problem
was observed in digital passport images from both gate 1 (18%) as well as gate 2 (13.5%).
It is therefore likely that the lines are present in the digitally stored photographs on the
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passport. The lines are probably caused by defective image scanning devices that are used
to scan the paper photographs (which were printed from a digital original). Low quality
images include images with not completely (but almost completely) visible faces (but no
occlusions), images distorted by the camera lens (especially gate 2) and some of the images
with more severe illumination problems. Very low quality images include live images with
partly occluded faces (by a hand, passport etc.), faces of which a large part is not visible,
faces that are very dark or show severe motion blur or pose deviation from frontal. Except
for the blur and failed acquisition, all of the above quality issues occur not only for the live
images, but also for the digital images stored on the passports, albeit less frequently. The
following quality issues were observed with the digital passport images:
• Photograph cut out around the face and pasted on a white background. This leads to
very sharp edges around the hair.
• Non frontal pose.
• Wrong eye colour due to compression or red eye correction.
• Cracks in photo or dust/hairs on photo.
• Colour smudges or stains on photographs.
• Poor contrast. This is the most frequent issue.
• Scan line failures.
• Very high contrast and over exposure.
• Compression artifacts resulting in blocks/posterising. A signiﬁcant number of the
images show moderate to heavy compression artifacts.
• Distorted aspect ratio (i.e. the face is vertically stretched or compressed).
• Combinations of the above artifacts.
All these deﬁciencies were on passports from different countries except for the bad scan
lines which were mostly found on the Dutch passports. Because the handling of photographic material has changed since, new Dutch passports don’t show this deﬁciency
anymore.
The scanned passport images are generally of lower quality as well, because they are
partly covered by (sometimes shiny) marks on the passport and the images on the passport
are already of suboptimal quality. For this evaluation study we actually do not use these
images, so this is not a real problem.
Summarising, we conclude that:
1. The images captured by the two gates show several artifacts that could have serious
impact on recognition performance. Blurred images, non-frontal images and poorly
illuminated images are the most frequent problems. Live images recorded by gate 2
often show quite severe lens distortion effects. These errors could have been avoided
easily by using a more professional camera and illumination setup.
2. A large number of the digital facial images stored on passports (around 5%) shows
quite severe quality deﬁciencies that could have serious impact on the recognition
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performance. Most occurring deﬁciencies are poor contrast, compression artifacts
and scan line failures.

4
4.1

Evaluation setup
Division of data into subsets

There are two data sets available from the two gates with respectively 1434 triplets of 959
subjects (gate 1) and 993 triplets from 964 subjects (gate 2). First, all imposter data were
removed (75 resp. 15 triplets) and also the triplets with failed live scans were removed (13
for gate 2) and the triplets with bad quality and very bad quality images (216 resp. 54 for
gate 1 and 2).
Next the remaining data of each of the two gates are subdivided into four sets: a clean set,
a realistic set, a challenging set and a last in series set. The clean set only contains images
of normal quality and without blur, illumination and pose or scan line problems. The
realistic set contains in addition the images with illumination and scan line problems. The
challenging set in addition also includes blurred images and images with faces with large
pose variations. The last in series set always takes the last triplet of a series of triplets of the
same subject (if there are multiple subsequent recordings of the same subject). Multiple
subsequent triplets of the same subject are recorded if the subject was not recognised using
previous ﬁrst triplets. Normally, the last in a series is expected to be the best quality of the
series. This selection is made by the face recognition software running on the gates. It has
to be noted that the face recognition used in this selection was unknown to the vendors of
the face recognition algorithms tested. In the last in series set, the bad and very bad quality
images are included. The subsets are summarised in table 3.
Set
Clean
Realistic
Challenging
Last in series

Description
No blur, pose, illum., scan lines
No blur, pose
All except bad quality images
Last triplet from sequence

#gate 1
741
862
952
982

#gate 2
513
687
911
967

Table 3: The four subsets and the number of triplets

Two experiments are carried out for each algorithm available: a ROC test and a FAR
stability test. They are described in the subsequent sections.

4.2 ROC test
For the ROC test, all live images are compared to all digital passport images. Each comparison results in a score. The score is compared to a threshold. If the score is above
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the threshold and the comparison is an imposter pair (i.e. the live image and the digital
passport image are from different subjects), this results in a False Accept. The number of
false accepts divided by the total number of imposter comparisons gives the False Accept
Rate or FAR. Likewise, the number of genuine comparisons (both images are from the
same subject) where the score is above the threshold divided by the total number of genuine comparisons gives the Veriﬁcation Rate or VR. The number of genuine comparisons
where the score is below the threshold divided by the total number of genuine comparisons
gives the False Rejection Rate or FRR. By deﬁnition: V R = 1 − F RR. By varying the
threshold and plotting the VR against the FAR, we obtain the Receiver Operating Curve
or ROC. The ROC shows the trade-off between the FAR and the VR, i.e. between a high
recognition rate and the probability that an imposter is accepted.
A common choice for the FAR is 0.001 (0.1%), i.e. 1 out of 1000 impostors is allowed.
A FRR of more than a few percent (i.e. several out of 100 genuines are not recognised
and must be rechecked by a human) will lead to delays and longer queues. The threshold
resulting in the selected FAR is a parameter setting for the face recognition algorithm that
is ﬁxed in normal operation of the gate and can be optimally chosen using the ROC.
For each of the subsets of the data and for each of the face recognition algorithms, the
ROC has been determined. The results are presented in section 5.

4.3 FAR stability test
The ROC gives the trade-off between FAR and VR and allows us to choose a threshold
for the score for a certain desired maximum FAR. However, if the data set that is used
to determine this threshold is too small or deviates in some way from the actual data, the
true FAR can be different from the chosen FAR. In order to investigate the stability of the
FAR, we used the clean subset and split it into two equally large parts. One half was used
to determine the ROC and the threshold for a FAR of 0.001. The second half of the data
were then used to measure the FAR. We repeated this experiment 50 times by randomly
splitting the clean data set in two equally large parts. We report the average measured FAR
and its standard deviation and the maximum and minimum of the measured FAR for both
gates and all face recognition algorithms. The results are presented in section 5.

4.4

Accuracy considerations

The FAR, FRR and VR are estimated from data. If we have N triplets of N distinct subjects,
we have N genuine comparisons and N*(N-1) imposter comparisons, i.e. for each subject
there is exactly one genuine comparison and there are N-1 imposter comparisons. In the
data set of gate 2 there are hardly any subjects with more than 1 triplet. In the data set
of gate 1 the situation is a bit more complicated, because for about 20% of the subjects
there are 2 or 3 triplets. For a subject with K triplets, there are K*K genuine scores and
K*(N-K) imposter scores.
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Some rough calculations then show that for gate 2 there are around 500-1000 genuine
comparisons for the clean set to the challenging set and around 250000-1000000 imposter
comparisons. If we require a reasonably accurate estimate of the FAR or FRR we need at
least 10 comparisons. This means we can only estimate a FAR of above 10/250000=0.04%
to 10/1000000=0.01% accurately and FRR of above 10/500=2% and 10/1000=1%. Thus
we should take into account that an estimated FAR below 0.01-0.04% and a FRR below
1-2% might be inaccurate.
Likewise for gate 1 we can roughly estimate the number of genuine comparisons for the
clean set as: 0.8*750+0.2*750*3=1050 to for the challenging set: 0.8*950+0.2*950*3=1330.
The number of imposter scores for the gate 1 data set becomes: 0.8*750*749+0.2*750*(7503)=561450 for the clean set to for the challenging set: 0.8*950*949+0.2*950*(950-3)=901170.
Thus for the gate 1 data set the accuracy boundaries are around 10/1000=1% to 10/1300=0.8%
for the FRR and 10/500000=0.02% to 10/1000000=0.01% for the FAR.
These calculations show that with the given data sets we cannot estimate the FAR accurately below around 0.05% and the FRR below around 1%-2%.
The estimation of the stability of the FAR using the described method has one disadvantage: the data used were all recorded in a small interval of time during about 2 weeks. If
circumstances change (e.g. illumination, background), the data may change which may
cause the FAR (and FRR) to change. With the given data, however, the described method
provides at least some insight in the stability of the FAR. In the ideal case, the gate should
be tested regularly using a similar approach as in this evaluation study: record data from a
number of passengers and measure the FAR and FRR for the threshold setting in the gate.

5

Results

5.1 ROC tests
The ROC’s for all algorithms for the four subsets of the data from gate 1 and 2 were
determined by performing an all-to-all comparison experiment. This means all live images
of a subset were compared to all digital passport images of the same subset.
Some of the images could not be processed by some of the algorithms (Failure to Enrol=FTE). Table 4 shows the Failures To Enrol (FTE’s). In the determination of the ROC’s
these images were not included, which means that for algorithm B and D, which have the
most FTE’s the actual FRR may be up to 4% (algorithm B) and 8% (algorithm D) higher
(the Veriﬁcation Rate VR is 4%, resp. 8% lower) than shown in the ROC’s.
From the ROC’s we determined the VR at FAR=0.1%. The results for all algorithms and
data sets for the two gates are shown in table 5.
Firstly, we can observe that overall the algorithm of vendor B performs best. However, we
have to take into account that due to FTE’s, the actual veriﬁcation rate can be up to 4%
lower for gate 1 and up to 1% lower for gate 2. This means that the results are much closer
to those of algorithm C1, especially for the important last in series sub set.
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Algorithm
A1-A4
B
C1-C4
D
E

gate 1
# FTE live # FTE digital
0
0
39
1
3
0
72
4
0
0

gate 2
# FTE live # FTE digital
0
0
5
4
3
0
15
3
0
0

Table 4: Failures To Enrol (FTE) of live images and digital passport images

Algorithm
A1
A2
A3
A4
B
C1
C2
C3
C4
D
E

clean
Clean
83.6%
84.4%
87.4%
87.7%
97.1%
88.3%
76.6%
81.7%
86.0%
58.3%
86.5%

VR gate 1
reachallen
listic
-ging
80.5% 79.4%
81.4% 80.6%
84.1% 83.3%
84.9% 83.7%
98.1% 97.5%
85.7% 84.5%
74.5% 73.2%
78.7% 77.2%
82.6% 81.6%
55.2% 53.9%
83.8% 82.4%

last in
series
90.4%
91.4%
93.1%
92.8%
99.2%
95.3%
86.8%
90.1%
93.3%
65.8%
92.5%

clean
Clean
93.9%
94.9%
95.9%
95.4%
99.7%
97.1%
91.3%
94.2%
95.6%
74.5%
94.9%

VR gate 2
reachallen
listic
-ging
93.9% 92.4%
94.7% 93.0%
95.3% 94.2%
95.1% 93.5%
99.6% 98.6%
97.0% 95.4%
91.0% 89.2%
94.0% 92.3%
95.3% 93.7%
74.1% 71.4%
94.9% 93.5%

last in
series
92.4%
92.9%
93.9%
93.4%
98.5%
95.4%
89.1%
92.4%
93.7%
71.5%
93.4%

Table 5: Comparison of all algorithms for FAR=0.1% for the different subsets. Note: Algorithms
B has many FTE’s and the actual VR is up to 4% lower for gate 1 and up to 1% for gate 2!

Secondly, in general the performance on gate 2 is signiﬁcantly better than on gate 1. It is
likely that this difference is caused for a large part by the better illumination of the live
images of gate 2 (see table 2).
Interestingly, the last in series sub set for gate 1 gives signiﬁcantly better performance than
the other sub sets for all algorithms, but for gate 2 the performance for the last in series sub
set is slightly worse. Apparently, repeated attempts help to remove poor live recordings
for gate 1, while for gate 2 they do not contribute to obtaining better live images.

5.2 FAR stability tests
For the FAR stability tests, the clean sets were divided into two equally large subsets. One
of them is used to determine the threshold for a FAR of 0.1% while the other is used to
measure the FAR on an independent set. This was repeated 50 times for random divisions.
The resulting average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum measured FAR’s are
reported in table 6.
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From the results we can see that the average of the measured FAR is very close to the FAR
chosen in the ROC. We can also observe that one can expect a maximum value for the
FAR of about 0.15% instead of the selected 0.1% (for some algorithms even up to 0.18%).
This suggests, that if we want to ensure the maximum operational FAR is below 0.1%, we
should set a somewhat higher threshold for the matching scores. This however, will lead
to lower veriﬁcation rates. We did not investigate what FAR should be chosen in the ROC
in order to ensure a measured FAR of 0.1%.
Another important consideration is that the data used in this test were all acquired in a
period of approximately 2 weeks. If the gates are operated during a longer period of
time, there may occur larger differences between the FAR used to select the threshold
using the ROC and the actually measured FAR. It is, therefore, advisable to repeat FAR
measurements regularly.
Algorithm
A1
A2
A3
A4
B
C1
C2
C3
C4
D
E

Mean
0.101%
0.100%
0.100%
0.099%
0.101%
0.102%
0.101%
0.100%
0.102%
0.128%
0.096%

Measured FAR gate 1
St.Dev
Min
0.018% 0.064%
0.023% 0.058%
0.020% 0.062%
0.018% 0.070%
0.015% 0.070%
0.017% 0.069%
0.016% 0.062%
0.018% 0.067%
0.013% 0.077%
0.029% 0.085%
0.022% 0.054%

Max
0.145%
0.160%
0.145%
0.147%
0.138%
0.151%
0.138%
0.133%
0.130%
0.181%
0.154%

Mean
0.102%
0.100%
0.098%
0.100%
0.102%
0.101%
0.103%
0.099%
0.101%
0.130%
0.103%

Measured FAR gate 2
St.Dev
Min
0.020% 0.065%
0.017% 0.054%
0.024% 0.062%
0.017% 0.068%
0.017% 0.061%
0.014% 0.076%
0.016% 0.068%
0.015% 0.068%
0.016% 0.071%
0.022% 0.065%
0.023% 0.066%

Max
0.148%
0.147%
0.186%
0.158%
0.141%
0.130%
0.130%
0.129%
0.138%
0.171%
0.161%

Table 6: FAR stability test for the clean subset from gate 1 and 2

6

Conclusions

In this evaluation study we investigated the reliability of automatic facial recognition for
automatic border passage using specialised gates.
Concerning the quality of the digital passport images: it is shocking to see the poor quality of the images. About 5% of the images of the data set contains serious deﬁciencies.
Major issues include: poor or too high contrast, compression artifacts, dust and hairs on
photographs and cracks, bad scan lines, non frontal pose, colour smudges and stains and
blurred images. The introduction of a better approach to capture and store the images on
the passport could easily reduce the fraction of poor quality digital passport images from
currently 5% to close to 0%.
Two different gates were used to acquire 2 separate data sets. Gate 1 acquires gray images and gate 2 colour images. The live images of especially gate 1 suffered from poor
illumination: many images showed large areas with over exposure and many images were
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very dark. Both gates used slow shutter times resulting in a signiﬁcant number of images
with motion blur. The lens of the camera in gate 2 caused signiﬁcant deformation of the
acquired facial images. Better illumination control and better quality cameras can signiﬁcantly improve the quality of the live recorded facial images by the automatic gates. These
recommendations were taken into account with the implementation of automatic border
control at Schiphol Airport.
A total of 11 algorithms of 5 vendors were evaluated using 2 tests: an ROC test and a FAR
stability test. The ROC test showed that algorithm B performed best on data from both
gate 1 and gate 2. Algorithm C1 followed and then A3 and E). Algorithm D performed
poor on all data. The results show that at a False Accept Rate (FAR) of 0.1% a Veriﬁcation
Rate (VR) of up to 97.5% can be achieved (the measured VR was even higher, but there
were some Failures To Enrol (FTE’s) which have to be taken into account). In practice this
means that 1 out of 1000 impostors is not recognised as an imposter and can pass, while
3 out of 100 genuines are stopped, because they are not recognised as genuine owners
of their passports. The best results were obtained for gate 2. Gate 1 results were worse
probably because of the poor illumination of the faces. The FAR stability test showed
that if the threshold, that is used to compare matching scores to (above threshold means
positive recognition, below negative), is selected for a ﬁxed FAR using the ROC, the actual
FAR may be up to 50% higher. If this is unacceptable, a higher threshold should be chosen.
There are two important considerations concerning the accuracy of this evaluation study.
The ﬁrst is about the size of the data sets. The number of samples allows us to calculate
the FAR down to about 0.05% and the VR up to 98-99% (FRR of down to 1-2%). For
reliable estimates of FAR, VR and FRR beyond these limits, larger data sets are required.
A second consideration concerns the fact that all data were acquired within a period of
two weeks. If the gates are operated during a longer period of time, it is likely that the
characteristics of the live recorded images will change over time (due to changes in illumination, background), which will inﬂuence the FAR and VR. It is therefore advisable to
repeat FAR and VR measurements regularly.
If the live image acquisition is improved signiﬁcantly, we can expect Veriﬁcation Rates of
above 98% at False Accept Rates below 0.1%. In our opinion, these are very acceptable
numbers for operating an automatic border passage gate. If a better process is used to
acquire and store the digital photographs on the passport, the results will further improve
to above 99% Veriﬁcation Rate.
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Abstract: The identification and subsequent utilisation of regions of interest
within biometric sample images can provide useful information that can benefit
recognition performance. If a specific area of a biometric sample is data-rich in
terms of feature quantity or quality then these regions of specific interest can be
exploited, for example in terms of processing algorithm selection and information
weighting. Also, if intra-area stability/feature repeatability can be obtained a-priori
this information may be used to enhance biometric systems. The objective of the
work documented in this paper is to develop a best practice framework for the
utilisation of sub regions of interest within biometric signature images to enable an
optimisation of systems. Our hypothesis is that by sub-dividing a signature image,
information richness within sub-divisions can be exploited by weighting grid
zones. Signature images were divided using 14 experimental template patterns.
Using the GPDS-960 off-line signature corpus, the verification performance
achieved using each weighted method was compared against a non-gridded
baseline implementation. Significant improvements were noted for a number of the
defined grid zones indicating the potential for the approach.

1. Introduction
Automated biometric systems, wherein physical or behavioural characteristics of a
person are used for the purposes of identification (1:N matching) or verification (1:1
matching) are widely deployed for a wide range of applications [JP99]. Biometric
systems use a variety of modalities collected from different facets of human
characteristics. Selection of modalities is often of function of required security levels, the
required performance of the system in terms of accuracy and speed, the public
acceptance of the particular biometric modality and circumvention rates (how easily the
system can be fooled using fraudulent methods) [JP04]. Signature is an interesting case,
as although it is not as widely deployed as other modalities (for example face or
fingerprint) it has a high level of public acceptance, is non-invasive to the donor of the
sample, and is considered legally binding [IP08]. There are two main forms of
automated biometric signature recognition – online or dynamic, wherein constructional
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elements of the signature production are assessed, and offline or static where the image
of the completed signature is analysed.
In this paper, we will be exploring a method of improving upon the verification
performance of the offline signature images by defining and utilising regions of interest
within each image. The concept of regions of interest in biometric images is widely used,
particularly in fingerprint and iris recognition [IP08] [Pa03]. Poon et al [PWS04], while
working with palm prints, noted that different people will have vastly different palm
sizes, and therefore used a more dynamic approach towards defining a region of interest.
The region of interest is defined as the area where the maximum amount of information
is located [KB10] and in many cases the region of interest will be in similar inter-image
locations and of the same dimensions across different samples of different people [Bi08].
Signatures also differ greatly between different people, and as such exhibit very different
regions of interest. Pirlo and Impedovo [PI10] defined two areas of “Local Stability” in a
signature as the upper and lower contours of the signature, noting that the upper
produces more discriminant data than the lower. In our present work a novel approach is
suggested in which the regions of interest are defined on a subject-specific basis for
static signature samples. In this way, the selection and weighting of regions of interest
are dynamically modified according to the profile of each users’ signature shape and
size. Our hypothesis is that dynamic allocation will lead to an improvement in
verification accuracy. In assessing this method we wished to define a framework for the
treatment of signatures using regions of interest as a method of optimising systems.
Rico-Juan and Inesta [RI12] used a weighted classifier voting system to improve off-line
signature verification accuracy, and we have applied the weighted voting concept to
decisions for each sector the idea being that by dividing signature images into different
grid patterns which are then weighted, the optimal division and utilisation could be
determined and applied to enhance a signature verification scenario.

2. Experimental Procedure
In this section the concept of using grids to assess regions of interest in signature images
for biometric verification is explained, and furthermore the method for dividing
signatures into grids for verification is defined.
2.1 Datasets
Across the experimentation we have used signature data from the GPDS-960 dataset
offline dataset [BFV10]. This dataset contains 960 subjects’ signatures (300 of which
were randomly selected for these experiments) and for each subject 24 genuine and 30
forged signatures were collected using a standard ink pen. Each signature was scanned
from the original paper copy at a resolution of 300dpi. Forged signatures were collected
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by providing forgers with randomly selected static images of original signatures. The 30
forgeries for each subject were produced by 10 separate forgers from 10 different
genuine samples. The forgers were allowed to practise the signatures as many times as
required before submitting a sample.
The verification experimental procedure relied upon using disjoint training and testing
sets. 5 genuine images per person were initially used for enrolment/training, and this
number was later reduced to assess the impact on smaller enrolment sizes replicating the
commercial constraints of implementing such a system. The first 10 genuine images for
each subject were reserved for calculating the intra-subject weighting configuration, and
the rest of the genuine and forged images were kept for verification training and testing.
2.2 Gridding and Weighting Concept
Our hypothesis is that by dividing a signature image using a regularised grid structure,
the regions of information richness can be identified and utilised. Our experimental
methods used 14 different grid patterns wherein a bounding box was applied to each
individual signature and the grid pattern comprising a number of equally sized horizontal
and vertical divisions were applied Table 1 shows the gridding divisions applied to
signatures. The grid patterns were chosen to represent a range of variations on horizontal
and vertical sections. Figure 1 shows a signature with Grid Pattern 3 applied to it.

Figure 1: Signature image divided using Grid Pattern 3

Grid
Pattern

Number of
horizontal
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Number of
vertical

Identifier

sections

sections

1

2

1

2

2

2

3

3

2

4

3

3

5

4

2

6

4

3

7

4

4

8

5

3

9

5

4

10

6

3

11

6

4

12

7

3

13

7

4

14

8

3

Table 1: Horizontal and Vertical Grid Definitions

Each grid structure was applied in turn to each individual signature to form a series of
regions. The grid sections were given a weighting based on their projected stability
calculated by examining each section of the signature in an average taken from the 10
genuine images that were reserved for this purpose. The first step in the weighting
process was to find the number of black pixels (i.e. foreground pixels representing
signature data) in each grid sector. The grid sectors were then ordered from lowest
number of pixels to highest.
The sector with the lowest number of pixels was given the weighting value of 1. The
next sector was given the weighting value of 2, and so on, up to the number of sectors
present in the current grid pattern. For the image above, as the image is divided into 6
sectors, the sector with the lowest number of pixels would be given the value of 1 and
the sector with the highest number of pixels would be given the value of 6.
2.3 Verification Method
The verification system used for these experiments is based upon a method proposed by
Kumar et al [KKS10]. First, signature images were prepocessed by normalising for both
scale and rotation. Next, a 7x7 pixel morphological opening (morphological erosion,
followed by morphological dilation) was performed using the below equation (Equation
1)
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2  / · 2 ] / _ /

(Eq. 1)

where A is the 7x7 pixel window of the signature and B is the structuring element, in this
case a 7-bit binary number (‘1111111’), used as a sliding window. The binary number
was chosen by testing all 27 combinations on a small sample set of 20 subjects to identify
the optimal setting in terms of verification accuracy. All combinations of window size
were also tested, but as was suggested in [KKS10] 7x7 is the optimal window size to
give maximum verification performance. Having applied this opening, the number of
remaining foreground pixels in each row was calculated, resulting in a feature vector
comprising one feature for each row of the image. Feature vectors for each signature
image were created for all genuine and forged signatures of an individual. To enable a
comparison vector-pairs were size-normalised to ensure that they were the same length.
This was done by interpolating a smaller vector to match the size of the larger vector
(equivalent to an enlargement of the smaller signature image)...
To assess verification performance, genuine signature images in the dataset was divided
into disjoint enrolment, verification (probe images) and grid weight configuration sets,
the latter being described above in Section 2.2. 5 genuine images per subject were used
for enrolment, 10 for weighting, with the remaining 9 genuine images used for
verification. For error rate calculation the first 9 forged images per subject were used.
Verification performance was established by independently comparing the feature vector
from a probe image against vectors from the 5 enrolment images. A distance was
calculated between the probe image and each of the enrolment images separately by
finding the absolute difference between each pair of points in the two vectors and then
calculating the mean of the resulting vector. An image pair with a distance greater-than
or equal-to a decision threshold was rejected as a forgery whilst an image pair with a
difference lower than the threshold was accepted as being genuine. The decision
threshold was dynamically defined for each individual, by examining the differences
between the feature vectors for the 5 different enrolment samples from the same subject.
The mean and standard deviation of the absolute differences between the enrolment
samples were calculated, and these two numbers were multiplied together. This was
found to be the threshold that would give the best verification accuracy rate across the
dataset. Assessing the distances separately across the 5 enrolment images, a majority
decision was taken, i.e. if 3 or more images were determined to be forgeries, the probe
image was deemed a forgery, and if 3 or more were determined to be genuine, the probe
image was deemed genuine.
Implementing the above system without introducing a grid structure (i.e. treating the
signature image as a global entity) provided a baseline results against which gridding
performance could be compared.
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2.4 Experimental Gridding System
Our experimental gridding system can be described in four stages, as shown in Figure 2.
Firstly, each signature image was gridded using the process described in Section 2.2.
Each grid section was treated as a separate sub-image. Next, each grid section from a
verification image was compared with its corresponding grid section and the enrolment
image of the claimed identity. The verification system either accepted or rejected each
sector of the image by applying the method described above to each individual grid
sector. The weight for each person was then calculated and each decision was then
combined with its corresponding weight (‘Weighting Process’). For example, if a sector
had a decision of accept (1) and a weight of 3, the weighted decision would be 3. If the
sector was rejected, the decision would be -1, making the weighted decision -3. Once the
decisions for all sectors were combined with their weights, they were combined using
the equation below (Equation 2). This gave a final decision score that took into account
the information-richness in each grid section, and therefore would possibly lead to a
more accurate verification result.

Enrolment
Signature Images

Grid Section 1
Grid Section 2
Gridding Process
Grid Section n
Verification
System

Grid Section 1
Probe Signature
Image

Gridding Process

Decision 1
Decision 2

Weighting Process

Final
Decision

Decision n

Grid Section 2
Grid Section n

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed system

¼XPzQ tsvX£XNP ·

PX¸ tsvX£XNPX ¾ sXqY¢X 
PX¸ sXqY¢X 
(Eq. 2)

where n is the number of grids under investigation, decisioni is the outcome of the
decision making process as to whether the signature is genuine or forged (1 = genuine, 1 = forgery) in the i-th grid, and weighti is the score assigned to the i-th grid based on the
data richness of that specific grid section. If the final decision score is above zero, the
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verification result is an acceptance. If the final decision is below zero, the verification
result is a rejection.

3. Results
The equal error rate of the unmodified verification system used for these experiments,
without implementing our gridding system, was 23.1%, so this provided a baseline on
which improvements could be monitored. Initially, all of the grid patterns discussed in
Section 2.2 were tested to evaluate the overall performance of each pattern. Table 2
shows the equal error rates obtained applying the different grid structures.

Grid
Pattern
Identifier
1

EER %
18.80

2

18.70

3

14.90

4

13.70

5

17.71

6

17.59

7

19.13

8

19.54

9

20.14

10

21.86

11

19.00

12

19.98

13

20.66

14

19.70

Table 2: All grid patterns - weighted by person

It can be seen from Table 2 that the error rate can be reduced by implementing our
weighted-gridding methodology. However, it must be noted that performance started to
deteriorate consistently after Grid Pattern 6, so subsequent experiments were conducted
only using the first 6 grid patterns.
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In assessing the performance of assigning weights to grid areas we assessed two
independent strategies. Firstly we wanted to assess whether the weighting of the
signatures could be applied across all subjects (i.e. there was significant inter-subject
stability in area weight assignments to ensure performance enhancement) – we labelled
the ‘Generic Weight’ strategy. Secondly, we adopted a strategy were weights were
assigned to each individual independently – labelled the ‘Person Specific’ strategy.
Table 3 shows the error rates for the first 6 grid patterns weighted generically and using
the person specific method. It was noted that the person specific method performed
significantly better in most cases.
Grid
Pattern
Identifier
1

EER %(Generic
Weight)

EER % (Person
Specific)

18.80

18.80

2

18.70

18.70

3

16.10

14.90

4

14.41

13.70

5

28.23

17.71

6

28.60

17.59

Table 3: Grids 1-6 weighted generically and per person

These experiments were initially performed using 5 training samples per person.
However, in a real world scenario, taking this many enrolment samples may be
prohibitively time consuming, particularly for use in large scale applications. Therefore,
in order to improve the usability of the system, tests were performed using fewer training
images for enrolment. Table 4 shows the results for the first 6 grid patterns when the
number of enrolment images was reduced. The experiments were performed using
person specific weighting only, as this showed a much higher accuracy rating than the
generic weighting method.
While these results are still, for the most part, an improvement upon those produced
using the baseline system, there is a significant drop in accuracy between these results
and those that used 5 enrolment images. The worst affected were Grid Patterns 3 and 4,
which had previously shown the best results. This may be due to the fact that smaller
sections would be slightly less robust to minor changes between images and would
therefore require more enrolment images to overcome this deficiency. As such, if the
system was being used in a scenario in which a smaller number of enrolment images was
required, while it is still worthwhile to use our system as the error rates are still lower
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than those of an unmodified system, Grid Pattern 2 produces the optimal performance. If
the system usability was still acceptable when using 5 enrolment images, Grid Pattern 4
would be optimal.

1

EER 1
Image
Enrolment
(%)
20.70

EER 2
Image
Enrolment
(%)
20.70

EER 3
Image
Enrolment
(%)
20.70

EER 4
Image
Enrolment
(%)
20.70

2

18.99

18.48

18.48

18.48

3

23.20

22.95

19.38

19.37

4

23.09

22.83

20.20

19.86

5

29.21

33.44

34.30

39.22

6

23.78

25.40

28.03

30.45

Grid
Pattern
Identifier

Table 4: Weighted System with Fewer Enrolment Images

While these results are still, for the most part, an improvement upon those produced
using the baseline system, there is a significant drop in accuracy between these results
and those that used 5 enrolment images. The worst affected were Grid Patterns 3 and 4,
which had previously shown the best results. This may be due to the fact that smaller
sections would be slightly less robust to minor changes between images and would
therefore require more enrolment images to overcome this deficiency. As such, if the
system was being used in a scenario in which a smaller number of enrolment images was
required, while it is still worthwhile to use our system as the error rates are still lower
than those of an unmodified system, Grid Pattern 2 produces the optimal performance. If
the system usability was still acceptable when using 5 enrolment images, Grid Pattern 4
would be optimal.

4. Conclusions
By dividing signatures into regions of interest, and weighting them based on the data
richness of each region, our aim was to improve system accuracy of off-line signature
verification by giving a higher level of decision contribution to areas containing a larger
quantity of features. In undertaking our experiments we have used a standard off-line
verification algorithm. Although this may not produce state-of-the-art baseline
performance it does provide a rate against which improvements can be monitored.
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Pirlo and Impedovo [PI10] assessed local stability as a method for this, however we
found that although this data was backed up by our research, the regions of interest were
variable between different individuals – as shown by the fact that it was found that this
system is particularly effective when weights are assigned on a case by case basis,
although assigning weights across the entire population also yielded better results than
the unmodified system. When the weights are assigned on a Person Specific basis, the
error rate of a signature system with a baseline error rate of 23.1% can be reduced in
some cases to as low as 13.7%.
14 different grid patterns were tested, but those that divided a signature into more
sections than a 3x3 pattern had a significant drop-off in accuracy. In assessing why this
is the case it is hypothesised that the sections were divided into such small areas that
there was not enough information present in any one section to enable feature stability.
The first two patterns showed no improvement from the weighting being assigned per
person, whereas Grid Patterns 3 and 4 showed not only a significant improvement from
the weighting being assigned per person, but also a significant improvement on the
original error rate of the system.
While signatures with a smaller verification enrolment training set still performed better
than the baseline system when using the gridding concept, the performance dropped
substantially when compared with the system using the full 5 image per person training
set that was used for the initial experiments. As such, this system could be utilised with
less training images and would still improve performance, but for optimal results it is
better to have a larger training set.
In future work, signature metadata (for example, size or complexity) could be used to
determine which grid pattern will give optimal system performance for each individuals'
signature. Another study would be to use signatures of similar sizes (for example, those
constrained within a box) and a rigid grid structure of boxes of a certain size, to see how
the results would be affected. The application of this work to dynamic signature data
could also be examined, although the gridding and weighting process would create a
significant increase in processing time, which would have to be accounted for.
It would also be interesting to investigate how this system works with other databases,
particularly those using a different written language or alphabet.
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Abstract: In order to evaluate authentication methods for keystroke dynamics, it
is necessary to create new datasets. We present in this paper an analysis study of
the factors, involved during the acquisition process, which affect the performance of
keystroke-based authentication systems. More generally speaking, we are looking for
the optimal keystroke data acquisition scenario which may deeply affect the performance of such systems.
Results show that (1) it is better to choose passwords based on short, simple and
known words; and (2) during the acquisition process of a new keystroke dynamics
dataset, there is no signiﬁcant preference for displaying or telling to a user the text to
type.

1 Introduction
Keystroke-based authentication systems are considered as a promising solution to be used
for web services logical access control such as e-commerce or betting applications [Bou09].
In comparison to morphological-based solutions (e.g., face or ﬁngerprint), keystroke-based
authentication systems have two main advantages: 1) keystroke dynamics is a low cost
solution: no additional sensor is required; and 2) keystroke dynamics is a non intrusive solution: as shown in previous works [GEAR12], keystroke-based authentication solution is
acceptable by users. However, the performance of such systems is not as efﬁcient as other
modalities such as ﬁngerprint or facial authentication systems. Therefore, enhancing the
performance of keystroke-based authentication systems is still an important challenge in
order to use this modality in real life applications. In order to evaluate keystroke dynamics
methods, it is necessary to create new keystroke dynamics datasets. These datasets are
used in an ofﬂine way, to compute the biometric reference of each individual and the comparison scores by testing test samples to these biometric references. Thanks to these test
samples, we compute the performance of the implemented method on the dataset. However, the recognition performance of one method varies depending on the datasets [KM11].
The reasons of the variations can be (i) because of the difference in the population of the
various datasets, (ii) or because of the way we ask to the individuals to type the required
password in the acquisition tool of the dataset. We are interested by the second case.
Towards this goal, we present in this paper an analysis study of the factors involved during
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the acquisition process which affect the performance of keystroke-based authentication
systems. More generally speaking, we are looking the optimal keystroke data acquisition
scenario which may deeply affect the performance of such systems. This paper is original
because, so far to our knowledge, there is no work in the literature which analyses the
relationship between the recognition performance and the way the biometric sample is
acquired. The results obtained in this work will help the future creation of keystroke
dynamics dataset, or the proposal of new authentication systems based on the typing of
spontaneously generated passwords by the authentication system.
Section 2 presents the various datasets used in keystroke dynamics in the literature and
their variations. Section 3 presents the protocol used in this study. Section 4 presents the
results of the study, while section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Keystroke Dynamics Datasets
Various dataset exist in the literature. Here is a short description of the public ones. Montalvão et al. has used the same keystroke databases in several papers [FF06]. The maximum number of users in a database is 15, and the number of provided samples per user is
10. Each database contains the raw data. The database is composed of couples of ASCII
codes of the pressed key and the elapsed time since the last key down event. Release of a
key is not tracked. Four different databases have been created. Most of them were built under two different sessions spaced of one week or one month (depending on the database).
Each database is stored in raw text ﬁles. The databases are available at:
http://itabi.infonet.com.br/biochaves/en/download.htm
Killhourhy and Maxion propose a database of 51 users providing four hundred samples
captured in eight sessions (there are ﬁfty inputs per session) [KM09]. The delay between
each session is one one day at minimum, but the mean value is not stated. This is the
dataset having the most number of samples per user, but, a lot of them are typed on a
short period (50 at the same time). Each biometric data has been captured when typing the
following password: ”.tie5Roanl”. The database contains some extracted features: hold
time, interval between two pressures, interval between the release of a key, and the pressure
of the next one. It is stored in raw text, csv or Excel ﬁles. The database is available at:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜keystroke/
Giot et al. propose the most important public dataset from the literature if considering
the number of users. It contains 133 users and, 100 of them provided samples of, at
least, ﬁve distinct sessions [GEAR09]. Each user typed the password ”greyc laboratory”
twelve times, on two distinct keyboards, during each session (which give 60 samples for
the 100 users having participated to each session). Both extracted features (hold time and
latencies) and raw data are available (which allow to build other extracted features). It is
stored in an sqlite database ﬁle. The database is available at:
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http://www.ecole.ensicaen.fr/˜rosenber/keystroke.html
Allen has created a public keystroke dynamics database using a pressure sensitive keyboard [All10]. It embeds the following raw data: key code, time when pressed, time when
release, pressure force. 104 users are present on the database, but, only 7 of them provided
a signiﬁcant amount of data (between 89 and 504), whereas the 97 other have only provided between 3 and 15 samples. Three different passwords have been typed: ”pr7q1z”,
”jeffrey allen” and ”drizzle”. The database is available in a csv or sql ﬁle at:
http://jdadesign.net/2010/04/
pressure-sensitive-keystroke-dynamics-dataset/
We have seen that several databases for static password authentication with keystroke dynamics are publicly available. Although, it would be the best kind of dataset, no public
dataset has been built with one different couple login/password for each user. Table 1
presents a summary of these public datasets.
Dataset

Type

Information

Users

[FF06]
[KM09]

Various
1 ﬁxed string

< 15
51

[GEAR09]

1 ﬁxed String

> 100

60

[All10]

3 ﬁxed strings

Press events
Duration and 2 latencies
Press and release
events. Duration and
3 latencies
Press and release
events and pressure

Samples
/users
< 10
400

7/97

(89504)
/(3-15)

Sessions
2
8
5
few months

Table 1: Summary of keystroke dynamics datasets
Although, several databases have been publicly proposed, there is no explanations on the
way how the text has been proposed to the volunteer. We can suppose that 100% of the
acquisition softwares write the text on the screen not far away of the input ﬁeld. We think
this is important information to provide. In our investigations (on keystroke dynamics
authentication on tactile smartphones), we encountered bad performances because of the
way we present the text to type for a user. The next section presents the protocol we used
to analyse the impact of the way of presenting the text on the recognition performances.

3 Experimental Protocol
The objective of this protocol is to acquire a dataset for keystroke dynamics which follows
different acquisition scenarios. The aim of this dataset is to compare the different scenarios
as well as their impact on the performance of keystroke-based authentication systems.
Thanks to this study, two advances are expected:
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1. The creation of less noisy datasets (abnormal timing delays or too much stable patterns in comparison to real world data) by avoiding unrealistic acquisition conditions.
2. The selection of the most appropriate acquisition method to maximize the performance of keystroke-based authentication systems.

3.1

Variable data

Several parameters can vary in an authentication system based on keystroke dynamics.
3.1.1

Different kinds of password

We can identify different types of passwords:
• The passwords with words or sentences which can be separated in different subcategories:
– Known words: It is assumed that the volunteer knows this word and has probably typed it before. Such passwords must be quite easy to remember.
– Unknown words: These words are assumed to be unknown to the volunteer,
or even randomly generated ; they can also use symbols or numbers instead of
some letters. Such passwords must be quite hard to remember.
• The passwords based on numbers for which we can also ﬁnd two different subcategories:
– Structured numbers: They represent information not necessary known, but
structured according to a known format (phone number, credit card numbers,
etc.). These numbers are assumed to have a structure that makes them easier
to memorize.
– Unstructured numbers: These numbers can represent anything and have any
size. They can be difﬁcult to memorize.
These different kinds of passwords may be thought to lead to different typing difﬁculty.
3.1.2

Different ways to ask a password to type

Each kind of password can be presented with different ways of presentation. These ways
of asking to type the text can depend on the kind of text to type. We can list the following
ones:
• Common ways of presentation, whatever is the text to type:
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– Display it in the graphical user interface (can be read when typing).
– Display it in a modal window1 before typing (it requires memorization).
– Display it with different graphical presentations (font sizes, font colors, etc.).
• Speciﬁc ways of presentation of textual data:
– Listening to the pronunciation of the words.
– Listening to the spelling of the words.
• Speciﬁc ways of presentation for numerical data:
– Display the number by sets of L digits (i.e ddd ddd ddd with d representing a
number when number displayed by sets of 3).
– Listening to the pronunciation of the numbers.
– Listening to the pronunciation of the numbers by packet of L digits.

3.2 Acquisition constraints
Data are acquired by means of a dedicated application developed for this study (ﬁgure 1).
The basic principles of the application is to present a password (word, number) and to
record keystroke dynamic information of volunteers. The way to present the password is
the varying factor of this study. To avoid dependencies between results and passwords,
several passwords are tested for each way of presentation. Each password must be entered
several times to reduce the risk to have noisy data. Data acquisition should be performed
on a keyboard with a numeric keypad.
Let M be the set of passwords selected for the experiment, Mc the set of passwords supposed beings known, and Mi the set of passwords supposed to be unknown.
M = M i ∪ Mc

(1)

Let N denotes the set of numbers selected for the experiment, Ns the set of structured
numbers, and Nn the set of unstructured numbers.
N = Ns ∪ Nn

(2)

The data acquisition must be made in several sessions. The organization of the sessions
should be as follows:
• Each session at time i must be identical for each user (Siua = Siub , ∀ua , ub , i), so
they can be represented as Si , with i the session number:
Si = {Ei1 , Ei2 , . . . , Ei# }

(3)

1 a modal window is a child window that requires users to interact with it before they can return to operating
the parent application
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the data acquisition application.
where Eik is the kth event to be recorded in the ith session.
An event is characterized by a pair: (i) the information to type, and (ii) the way to
present this information.
3 k
Ii ∈ M ∪ N
k
k
k
(4)
Ei = {Ii , Pi },
Pik ∈ P(Iik )
where P(password) the set of ways to present a password for a speciﬁc type.
Each event in a session must be presented at least F times.
A
1{Eik = Eil } ≥ F
∀k,

(5)

l

• Each session Si must be unique (they are different from the others), to limit the
habituation factor (Sia 4= Sib , ∀ia , ∀ib , ia 4= ib ).
∀i,j,j0=i ∃k

Eik 4= Ejk

(6)

• As it is not possible to be exhaustive in an unique session (because of the time
it would take), each possible pair must appear in at least two sessions of all the
sessions.

3.3 Selected Acquisition Protocol
The following protocol has been applied from the constraints previously speciﬁed. For
obvious reasons of feasibility, it cannot be exhaustive, and not all the combinations of
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the points presented before have been used. 28 volunteers participated for the experiment
during 2 sessions. The minimum delay between the acquisition of the sessions is of 1
week. The targeted machine is a laptop. The Text is typed on an AZERTY keyboard
and we asked participant to type number with the numerical keyboard. We have selected
3 passwords by type of complexity of password and there are 10 presentations of each
combination of password. The words selected are:
• Known words:
MC1 “voiture”
MC2 “poisson”
MC3 “appartement”
• Unknown words (they are based on anagrams of the known words):
MI1 “vertuio” (simplest anagram of “voiture”)
MI2 “ospsoni” (most complex anagram of “poisson”)
Mi3 “entappremat” (anagram of “appartement” with the same complexity)
• Numbers:
MF1 “118218”
MF2 “982491840”
MF3 “234567”
The kinds of presentation selected are:
• Known words (in French as typists are French)
PC1 Display in the graphical user interface.
PC2 Listening to the pronunciation of the words.
• Unknown words (based on permutations of the known words):
PI1 Display in the graphical user interface.
PI2 Listening to the spelling of the words.
• Numbers:
PF1 Display in the graphical user interface, all digits together.
PF2 Display in the graphical user interface, by packet of 3 digits.
PF3 Listening to the pronunciation of the numbers by packet of 3 digits.
There is then 3 ∗ 2 + 3 ∗ 2 + 3 ∗ 3 = 21 scenarios per session in average which gives
21 ∗ 5 = 105 inputs per sessions. For the choice of the unknown words, a complexity
measurement in terms of typing difﬁculty has been used. With a password composed of
L characters denoted Ci , i = 1 : L, its complexity of typing is related to the distance
between keys of characters composing it2 . The complexity is computed with the equation
(7).
Complexity(password) =

L−1
AD

(XCi+1 − XCi )2 + (YCi+1 − YCi )2

(7)

i=1

where XCi and YCi are the locations of the character Ci on the keyboard. Figure 2 shows
a possible quantiﬁcation of the locations of each character in an AZERTY keyboard.
2 However, the method does not take into account the use of the two hands at the same time, more investigations must be done on this point
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Figure 2: Locations of characters in an AZERTY keybord.
3.4

Validation of the results

For each scenario, we want to analyse the performances with the following error rates:
• The Equal Error Rate (EER) which gives the recognition error when the ratio of accepted impostors is the same as the ratio of rejected genuine users. It is a commonly
used metric.
• The Failure To Acquire Rate (FTAR) which gives the ratio of acquisition problems.
In keystroke dynamics, an acquisition problem is a typing mistake which forces
the individual to type again the text from scratch. As this ﬁgure is important for
this biometric modality, it also annoys a lot the user in keystroke dynamics, it is so
mandatory to analyse it.
In order to determine whether there is a signiﬁcant relationship between each acquisition
scenario, we use the Kruskal-Wallis test (KW) [Hig]. It is a non-parametric (distribution
free) statistical test, which is used to decide whether K independent samples are from the
same population. In other words, it is used to test two hypothesis given by Equation 8: the
null hypothesis H0 assumes that samples originate from the same population (i.e., equal
population means) against the alternative hypothesis H1 which assumes that there is a
statistically signiﬁcant difference between at least two of the subgroups.
3

H0 : µ1 = µ2 =. . . = µk
H1 : ∃ (i, j) with i 4= j, µi 4= µj

(8)

The KW test statistic H is given by Equation 9, and the p − value is calculated using a χ2
distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom.
H =

g
A
12
ni r¯i.2 − 3 (N + 1)
N (N + 1) i=1
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(9)
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Figure 3: Equal Error Rate for each kind of text and way of presenting it.
where ni is the number of observations in group i, rij is the rank of observation j from
group i, N is the total number of observations across all groups.
( ni
1
j=1 rij
and r̄ =
(N + 1)
r¯i.2 =
ni
2
The decision criterion allowing to choose the appropriate hypothesis is given in Equation 10.
3
p − value ≥ 0.05
accept H0
(10)
otherwise
reject H0

4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of the proposed study3 . 28 users participated at the
two distinct sessions. The users have different background and some of them have difﬁculties to use a keyboard. Each session was done in approximately 10 minutes. The Equal
Error Rate (EER) is computed by using the ﬁrst 5 samples to compute the biometric references and the 5 last samples to compute
B with the statistical method presented
! the scores
|q−µ|
1
in [HRC07] (d(q, {µ, σ}) = 1 − N exp − σ , with q the query, µ the mean sample of
the user and σ its standard deviation sample). We merge the two sessions together for the
statistical analysis. Figure 3 presents the Equal Error Rate (EER) for each text and way
of typing it, while table 2 presents the results of the KW comparisons. By analysing these
results, we make the following assertions:
• Known words give better performances than randomized ones (p-value=0.00394).
We must use real common words in keystroke dynamics, instead of complicated
ones as for non keystroke dynamics password authentication.
• Keystroke dynamics authentication based on numbers, instead of known words,
gives worst performance (p-value=0.00146). It may be not a good idea to use
3 The

conﬁgurable acquisition software and the collected database can be given on demand
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Table 2: Kruskal-Wallis comparison table. Two sources are compared together.
S1
EER easy passwords
EER easy passwords
EER hard passwords
EER easy written
EER hard written
EER numbers written
FTAR text
FTAR easy passwords
FTAR easy written
FTAR hard written
FTAR numbers written

S2
EER hard passwords
EER numbers
EER numbers
EER easy oral
EER hard oral
EER numbers oral
FTAR numbers
FTAR hard passwords
FTAR easy oral
FTAR hard oral
FTAR numbers oral

avg(S1)
21.49
21.49
34.34
21.86
31.69
36.73
12.81
11.89
10.35
16.06
6.74

avg(S2)
37.37
36.58
36.58
21.13
43.04
36.27
7.06
16.26
12.03
16.46
7.70

p-value
0.00394
0.00146
0.906
0.8272
0.049
0.6055
0.1023
0.2623
0.5126
0.8282
1

Conclusion
S1 < S2
S1 < S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 < S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 ≃ S2
S1 ≃ S2

keystroke dynamics in PIN based contexts. But, there is no signiﬁcant difference
between numbers and unknown words (p-value=0.906). We could have expected a
difference.
• Oral presentation increases the EER for the randomized words (p-value=0.049). It
may be explained because we are not used to hearing messages when using a computer. However, there is no difference for the known words (p-value=0.8272) or the
numbers (p-value=0.6055).
Figure 4 presents the Failure To Acquire Rate (FTAR) for each text and way of typing it.
We make the following assertions:
• FTAR is lower for numbers than texts. It can be explained by the fact that there are
fewer keys to use in order to type it and less activities for the brain and the hands.
However, the KW test does not prove it statistically (p-value=0.1023). We believe
it is because there are not enough available examples. If we remove “appartement”,
which behaves as an outlier, as well as its anagram, p-value=0.55, so there is still no
differences. However if we compare hard word to numbers, we see there is fewer
errors for numbers (p-value=0.00321).
• FTAR is lower for known words than other words. It can be explained by typing
habits for known words. Once again, the KW test does not prove it statistically
(p-value=0.26).
• Smaller text size holds in smaller FTAR (cf. ﬁgure 4).
• Oral presentation does not increase the FTAR, in comparison to textual comparison (p-value=0.5126 for known words, p-value=0.8272 for unknown words and
p-value=0.8272 for numbers). However, we have noticed during the acquisition
procedure, that after a certain amount of typing, people remembered the passwords
and typed them without listening for the whole password.
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Figure 4: Failure to Acquire Rate for each kind of text and way of knowing it.
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Figure 5: Failure to Acquire Rate and Equal Error Rate for each couple of text and way of
giving it
The average EER among all the couples is 32%, while the mean FTAR among all the
couples is 11%. These values are quite important. EER value is bad because there are
not a lot of samples used for the enrollment, and there is a big difference between the
text performing the better and the text performing the worst. FTAR value is quite bad
too. Keystroke dynamics must be the biometric modality having the highest FTAR, as any
typing mistake implies to start again the typing from scratch. The ratio of typing errors
is also quite different between the various texts. There is no correlation between the EER
and the FTAR among the various couples (Pearson correlation coefﬁcient of 0.005). This
can be conﬁrmed in the ﬁgure 5 displaying the couples of EER/FTAR for each couple of
presentation/text.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have analysed the performance of keystroke dynamics systems by varying
the type of text to type and the way to present it to the user. We have shown that:
• It is better to choose passwords based on short, simple and known words.
• During an acquisition procedure of a new keystroke dynamics dataset, there is no
preference to ask vocally the user to type a password.
These results are useful for people planning to acquire new datasets, or for people planning
to produce systems generating spontaneous passwords in order to let them generate and
present passwords allowing to have a good authentication performance.
It would be interesting to increase the size of the database with more words in order to
apply statistical analysis on the results. These statistical analysis would help to prove or
refute the presented facts.
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to study the performance of human reidentiﬁcation based on multi-shot SURF and to assess its degradation according to the angular
difference between the test and reference video scene view angles. In this context, we
propose a new automatic statistical method of acceptance and rejection of SURF correspondence based on the likelihood ratio of two GMMs learned on the reference set and
modeling the distribution of distances resulting from matching sequences associated
with the same person and with different persons respectively. The experimental results
show that our approach compares favorably with the state of the art and achieves a
good performance.

1 Introduction
Human re-identiﬁcation has been a fast evolving research topic over the last years because of its diverse applications (subway stations, hospitals, shopping centers, etc.). Reidentiﬁcation is an important video surveillance task. In a camera network, and given two
cameras possibly having different scene views, if a person leaves the view of one camera
and reappears in the other, the re-identiﬁcation system must be able to re-identify him/her
and continue monitoring. The performance of a human re-identiﬁcation system can be
affected by several factors such as the variability of illuminations and diversity of viewing
angles: the subject may look different due to change in camera viewing angles and lighting
conditions.
Since re-identiﬁcation is a recent research topic, a few existing studies are found. Methods
of re-identiﬁcation can be single-shot based (one image is used to build a person signature
[GT08, ZGX09]) or multiple-shot based (multiple images are exploited to build a person
signature [GSH06, Ham10]).
Overall, methods of re-identiﬁcation can be classiﬁed into two main approaches: appearance approaches and local approaches. Appearance approaches commonly used in the
state-of-the-art include color and texture. These features may be combined for obtaining a
more representative descriptor [MTCar].
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Color is the most used appearance primitive, usually in the form of histograms, cumulative histograms which are invariant to scale [BSM+ 10] or dominant color description.
Among color features, the Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD) [BCBT10] and the Major Color Spectrum Histogram Representation (MCSHR) [MCP07] compute the recurrent
RGB color values used to represent a patch. [FBP+ 10] considers Maximally Stable Color
Regions (MSCR) representing a person by patches having a homogenous color. Among
texture features, [BCBT10] used the AdaBoost scheme to ﬁnd out the most discriminative
Haar-like feature textural information set for each individual. [BSM+ 10] used the ratios
of colors, ratios of oriented gradients and ratios of saliency as textural features.
The second category of re-identiﬁcation approaches is based on local features. It consists
of representing an image by local interest points. Several interest points detectors have
been considered (Harris [HS88], Harris-Laplace [MS04], and Fast Hessian [BETVG08]).
For interest point description, Scale Invariant Features Transformation (SIFT) [Low01],
Speed-Up Robust Features (SURF) [BETVG08], Shape Context [BMP02] and Gradient
Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH) [MS05] are used. Interest points are employed in different ﬁelds such as object recognition [Low01], face recognition [BLGT06]
and pedestrian detection [SLMS05]. Geissari et al. [GSH06] extracted spatio-temporal
interest points described by color and structural information. Arth et al. [ALB07] used the
PCA-SIFT for re-identiﬁcation in large networks of cameras. Hamdoun et al. [Ham10]
performed person re-identiﬁcation by matching SURF interest points extracted at each
frame and accumulated through short video sequences and a KD-tree was used in order
to speed up the matching process. [JA10] used SIFT to build an Implicit Shape Model
(ISM). In [JA11], person re-identiﬁcation is performed in three stages. In each of the ﬁrst
two, matching serves as a ﬁltering stage for the following one. A Bag of Words of SIFT
is used in the ﬁrst stage. Spatial information is added in the second stage and SIFT are
used directly in the third stage. In this last stage, only ﬁltered SIFT are used for matching.
Moreover, the authors detected the angle view of test sequence and applied a mirror transformation to SIFT descriptors in order to convert the test view feature description into one
closer to training sequence feature description.
One of the main observations regarding state of the art re-identiﬁcation methods is that
there is no approach systematically outperforming the others: each approach has its own
strengths and limitations. Color features are easy to extract and to exploit. The problem of
these features is that people may wear similar clothes and in this case color features will
be insufﬁcient to discriminate people. However, they are useful when combined with other
features (Haar-Wavelets and DCD in [BCBT10]). In addition, these features are sensitive
to camera parameters and illumination conditions. In fact, differences in illumination
cause measurements of object colors to be biased towards the color of the light source
[Kvi11]. Texture-based approaches also may extract easily a rich information (encode
information of the entire frame). One of the main drawbacks of these approaches is their
sensitivity to the camera view. On the other hand, Interest Points are detected in a way
they are invariant to scale (like SIFT) or scale and rotation (like SURF). For two images
temporally close, we expect that the detected points have close positions in both images.
Visually, however, it is not the case, since interest points are not stable.
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The objective of this paper is to study the performance of person re-identiﬁcation from
video sequences and its degradation depending on the reference and test view angles as
well as on their differences. To this end, we consider a re-identiﬁcation scheme based on
local interest points, namely SURF, because of their relative robustness towards camera
view angle change. To overcome the instability of these points, we follow the multishot re-identiﬁcation approach using all images in order to increase the reproducibility of
interest points between two similar video scenes. Several works based on the multi-shot
approach have been considered [Ham10, BCP+ 10, BCBT11, BCPM12]). This work is
different from [Ham10, BCP+ 10, BCBT11, BCPM12] where each person is represented
by few frames.
To design a re-identiﬁcation system based on interest points, the matching step is crucial. Hamdoun et al. [Ham10] choose an empirically preset number of best matched
points between query and reference and use them in a majority vote scheme to validate
a re-identiﬁcation. In [dOdSP09], two interest points p0 and p1 (p0 ∈ Reference and p1
∈ Query) are matched if d(p1 , p0 )<c d(p1 ,pi ) ∀ pi ∈ Reference, where c is a preset coefﬁcient c<1 and d(.,.) is the Euclidian distance. The two approaches above estimate
a threshold, empirically, during the matching process. In this work, we propose a new
method that avoids such an empirical setting and automatically accept/reject an interest
point pair according to a statistical modeling of distances between interest points.
The method is based on two Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) modeling the distribution
of distances between interest points associated with same person in the ﬁrst case, and with
different persons in the second case. The decision to accept or reject a pair is then taken
upon whether or not the likelihood ratio between the two GMMs above is higher or lower
than one. To train the two GMMs, the reference video sequences can be conveniently
exploited as it will be explained in Section 2.3.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present the major stages of our reidentiﬁcation system. The experimental results of our approach are given in section 3. A
conclusion and a perspective are ﬁnally presented.

2 Person Re-identiﬁcation System Description
Our approach basically consists of four stages: 1) Detection of the Region Of Interest
(ROI), 2) Feature extraction using SURF, 3) Interest Points matching and ﬁltering using
GMMs and 4) human re-identiﬁcation based on majority vote rule. The following ﬁgure
(Figure 1) shows the ﬂowchart of our approach.

2.1 Detection of the ROI
Our approach takes as input the region of interest containing the human silhouette. The
detection of the ROI can be based on background subtraction or on a machine learning
method such as the one proposed by Dalal et al. taking as input HOG descriptor [DT05].
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Figure 1: Re-identiﬁcation stages

In the database used for our experiments (CASIA-A Database), the background subtraction
result is available. Figure 2(a) shows a screenshot of an original image; Figure 2(b) shows
its binary silhouette and Figure 2(c) shows its ROI.

Figure 2: Figure 2: a) original image, b) binary silhouette, c) ROI image

2.2

Feature Extraction

State of the art shows that many interest points’ detectors and descriptors are used. Each
method differs from the others in terms of description, invariance criteria and running time.
Some evaluations of different Interest Points show conﬂicting results. In [Ham10], SURF
outperforms SIFT. However, in [BS11], GLOH and SIFT outperforms both Shape Context and SURF. Our own evaluation of SIFT and SURF on CASIA-B database [CAS01]
showed that SURF outperforms SIFT. Hence, SURF is used in this paper. SURF descriptors [BTG06] are the accompanying descriptors of the fast-hessian interest points’ detectors [BTG06]. A SURF descriptor is computed as a sum of local intensity differences
within a 4x4 grid around the interest point. These intensity differences are calculated as
responses to ﬁrst-order Haar-Wavelets. For illumination invariance, the descriptor is normalized to unit length. Figure 3 shows the detected SURF points within a frame ROI.
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Figure 3: Feature extraction

2.3 Correspondence Acceptation/Rejection based on GMM
To develop a robust interest point pair matching for re-identiﬁcation, it is important to set
a mechanism that is able to automatically discard any matched pair likely to be associated
with two different persons and to accept any matched pair likely to be associated with the
same person. To this end, we consider two Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs): GM M1
modeling the distribution of distances between interest points associated with the same
person in the ﬁrst case, and GM M2 modeling the distribution of distances between interest
points associated with different persons in the second case. The decision to accept or reject
a pair with distance d is then taken upon whether or not the likelihood ratio LR between
the two GMMs above is higher or lower than one.
LR =

P (d/GM M1 )
P (d/GM M2 )

The pair is retained if LR >1 and is discarded if LR ≤ 1. As shown, this decision mechanism is automatic and no empirical threshold setting is needed.
GMMs is a probabilistic model which can approximate any distribution, given a sufﬁcient
number of mixture components. It is a special case of the generative graphical Model
HMM (Hidden Markov Model) [Rab89] having one state. For the case where the covariance matrices are diagonal, the associated probability density function is deﬁned as
follows:
p(x) =

G
A
g=1

cg

F
=
f =1

D

6

1
2
2πσgf

exp

−1
2

?

xf − µgf
σgf

@2 7

where G is the number of mixture components, cg is the weight associated with component
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g, F is dimension of the feature vector x, and µgf and σgf are the mean and standard
deviation of x with respect to component g. GMMs are trained using the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm [DLR77].
In our case, both GM M1 and GM M2 are univariate and model distribution distances
between matched interest points. The likelihood of a distance d with respect to each GMM
is:
p(d/GM Mi ) =

G
A
g=1

cgi D

1
2
2πσgi

6
exp

−1
2

?

d − µgi
σgi

@2 7
i = 1; 2

where µgi and σgi are the mean and standard deviation of component g for GM Mi .
To train the two GMMs, the reference video sequences can be conveniently exploited as
explained below. The training of the two GMMs is performed on a reference database
consisting of 20 persons.
Each person provides one sequence for each of the six viewing angles (Figure 4). For each
combination of viewing angles in the reference database (angle1 , angle2 ) (36 combinations) and for each person ”P1 ” from the reference database, we apply the following two
steps:
1. Matching 1: We consider the two sequences of the person ”P1 ”, corresponding to
the two viewing angles (angle1 and angle2 ). Then, interest points of these two
sequences are matched and distances of correspondences are added to set Ssame
consisting of the distances resulting from matching sequences from the same person.
2. Matching 2: We choose, randomly, another person ”P2 ” from the reference database
and we select the sequence of ”P2 ” with view angle ”angle2 ”. Distances resulting
from the interest points’ matching between the sequence of person ”P1 ” with view
angle ”angle1 ” and the sequence of person ”P2 ” with view ”angle2 ” contribute to
set Sdif f consisting of distances resulting from matching sequences of two different
persons.
This strategy raises one issue: when angle1 and angle2 are equal, only one reference
sequence is available and Matching 1 is no longer possible. To overcome this issue, we
divide, in this case, the sequence into two sub-sequences, one containing the odd frames
and the other containing the even frames (in order to keep the temporal aspect of the video)
and perform matching between them in order to generate the data (distances) contributing
to Ssame . Although the number of interest points to be matched is halved in average,
this scheme allows us to estimate conveniently the distribution of distances resulting from
matching sequences of the same person with the same view angle even though only one
reference sequence is available.
After sets Ssame and Sdif f are generated in this way, the parameters of GM M1 and
GM M2 are estimated by considering a number of mixture components that is close to the
number of the view angles available in the re-identiﬁcation dataset.
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2.4 Human Re-identiﬁcation
Human re-identiﬁcation basically consists of three stages. 1) matched pairs’ selection, 2)
GMMs decision and 3) majority vote decision rule. Given a test sequence and a reference
database, the objective is to assess whether a sequence from the same person as the test
sequence is within the reference database. The ﬁrst step, matched pairs selection, consists
on the following scheme: for every interest point from the test sequence, the closest point
in the reference database is determined. In the second step, matched interest points are
ﬁltered using the GMM-based likelihood ratio criterion as detailed in section 2.3. In the
third stage, the retained interest point pairs are submitted to the majority vote decision rule.
For each retained pair, a vote is added to the person associated with the reference interest
point. The person obtaining the majority of votes is claimed as the re-identiﬁed person.

3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Database
CASIA Dataset-A [CAS01] was created in 2001 and consists of 20 persons. Each person
has 12 image sequences, 4 sequences for each of the three directions, i.e. parallel, diagonal
and frontal to the image plane. This database is suitable for evaluation of multi view reidentiﬁcation because it includes people moving in the scene along 6 different directions:
0°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 270°and 315°(see Figure 4).

Figure 4: The CASIA-A dataset

3.2

Test Protocol and Conﬁguration

For evaluation, two sequences are available for each walking direction. One is used as
reference and the other as test. For GMM-based likelihood ratio decision, two GMMs are
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learned on the reference database, as detailed in section 2.3; the number of Gaussians is 5
for each GMM. Re-identiﬁcation performance is presented with the Correct Classiﬁcation
Rate (CCR) deﬁned by the ratio of the number of persons correctly recognized over the
total number of tested persons.

3.3 Results
In this section, we present the results of our approach based on SURF matching and correspondence selection based on GMM likelihood ratio. Evaluation is performed for every
possible combination (test view, reference view). Since the database contains 6 test view
angles and 6 reference view angles, 36 experiments are performed. Results are shown
in Figure 5 and Table 1. Figure 5 shows re-identiﬁcation performance according to the
angular difference between test view and reference view, regardless of the actual test and
reference view angles. Table 1 shows results for different combinations of reference views
(columns) and test views (rows).

Figure 5: Re-identiﬁcation performance according to the angular difference between test view and
reference view on the CASIA-A Database

Figure 5 shows that re-identiﬁcation is nearly perfect when test and reference views are
identical or symmetric (angular difference = 180°). This proves the robustness of SURF
matching for re-identiﬁcation when reference and test sequences are similar. Moreover, reidentiﬁcation performance decreases with increasing angular difference. Performance is
better when test and reference share some visible part. For instance, considering the angle
”0°” as a reference angle, Table 1 shows that the best results are obtained for test view
”0°” and ”180°” (100% and 100%) then results decrease slightly with test view ”135°”
and ”315°” (90% and 100%) and then more signiﬁcantly with test view ”90°” and ”270°”
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Table 1: Correct Classiﬁcation Rate for different combinations of view angles on the CASIA-A
database.

Angle
0°
90°
135°
180°
270°
315°

0°
100
75
90
100
70
100

90°
40
100
70
50
95
60

135°
90
100
100
95
95
100

180°
100
75
100
100
75
85

270°
35
90
70
30
100
70

315°
90
95
100
85
95
100

(75% and 70%). This result is compatible with the example in Figure 4 where we can see
that view ”0°” is similar to view ”180°” and that it shares a common part with views ”135°”
and ”315°”; the shared part then decreases even further with view ”90°” and ”270°”.
Figure 6 compares our results with those of the approach in [JA11] based on Implicit Shape
Model and SIFT features (to the best of our knowledge, this is the only work reporting
results on the same dataset for human re-identiﬁcation).

Figure 6: Re-identiﬁcation performance comparison

Figure 6 shows that our method signiﬁcantly outperforms [JA11], especially when reference and test view angles are different. This shows the robustness of SURF matching
under different view angles when the redundancy of whole reference and test video sequences is fully exploited for matching and a proper mechanism for rejecting/accepting
matched interest point pairs is considered.
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4 Conclusions and Perspectives
This paper has studied the performance of a multi-shot SURF based person re-identiﬁcation
system and assessed performance degradation according to the angular difference between
test and reference video scenes. It proposed also an automatic method of acceptance and
rejection of SURF correspondence based on likelihood ratio of two GMMs learned on
the reference set, which avoids selection of matching SURF pairs by empirical means.
The results obtained in our experiments show the relative robustness of SURF for different camera views when whole video sequences are exploited for effective interest point
matching. Our approach compares favorably with the only one work found in the literature using the same database [JA11].
In the future, we will investigate the task of feature combination. Speciﬁcally, the aim will
be to seek cooperation strategies of re-identiﬁcation methods based on color, geometry of
the shape and interest points matching in order to optimize the re-identiﬁcation performance and/or select automatically the method suitable for each re-identiﬁcation scenario.
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Abstract: This paper proposes an adaptation of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator for the design of the precise face localization technique. Presented approach is
divided into three main stages: face detection, detection of eye regions and localization of eye pupils. Introduced optimization principles and the discriminative power
of the LBP signiﬁcantly reduces the number of features used to describe the classes
and simpliﬁes the structure of the utilized classiﬁer, namely, artiﬁcial neural network.
The combination of the reduced dimensionality of the feature space and the presented
histogram-based sliding window makes the proposed algorithm well applicable for
the task of precise face localization in high resolution images. The parameters of the
algorithms are evaluated on a color FERET database.

1 Introduction
The precise alignment of the facial region in the input image is one of the most important
aspects in many applications, such as face recognition, iris recognition, eye tracking and
others. The performance of many automatic face recognition systems depends on the
precision of the face localization stage [NG12]. Most of the existing alignment methods
rely on the position of the eyes and, hence, require the reliable eye localization approach.
A novel face detection and localization methodologies are proposed in this paper.
The proposed detectors are based on the combination of the Local Binary Pattern operator [OPH96] and artiﬁcial neural network (ANN). LBP histograms are rather insensitive to
such aspects as skin color and illumination conditions [Rod06], which reduces the negative
impact of these factors [KSY03] onto the performance of the described detectors.
The key contributions of the proposed research are the development of the effective classiﬁers for the task of face detection and eye localization. The effectiveness of the introduced
methodology is based on the reduction of the feature space dimensionality and the selection of the robust features in order to simplify the structure of the ANN. Another positive
aspect is the independence of the feature vector length from the resolution of the input
image, which makes the algorithms well applicable for the task of face detection in high
resolution images, where straightforward methodologies dramatically increase the dimen-
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sionality of the feature space and the complexity of the classiﬁer. Introduced detectors
utilize the histogram-based sliding window, therefore an aspect of sliding window optimization is also covered. Apart from the developed face and eye detectors a novel eye
pupil detection technique is introduced in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: preliminaries about the LBP operator are provided in
section 2; section 3 introduces the details of the LBP based face detection algorithm; section 4 formulates the details of the LBP based face localization and eye pupil detection
algorithms; the experimental results and conclusive remarks are discussed in sections 5
and 6. The parameters of the proposed algorithms are evaluated on a color FERET
database [FER].

2 Local Binary Pattern operator
The original LBP operator was introduced in [OPH96] as a texture descriptor. In the input
image each pixel is labelled by thresholding its 3 × 3 - neighborhood with the center value
and representing the result as a binary number. An example of the labeling procedure for
3 × 3 region of an input image is illustrated in Figure 1. The histogram of labels is used
as the descriptor of the image. Later extensions of the LBP operator [OPM02] use neighborhoods of different sizes. The notation (P, R) is usually used for the neighborhoods
description [OPM02], where P is the number of sampling points on a circle of radius R.
A histogram of the labelled image fl (x, y) can be calculated:
Hi =

A

I{fl (x, y) = i}, i = 0, . . . , n − 1,

(1)

x,y

where n = 2P is the number of different labels and I{true} = 1, I{false} = 0. In order
to save spatial information about the object the division of LBP transformed image into
small regions R0 , R1 , . . . , Rm−1 is required. A spatially enhanced histogram is calculated
by the substitution of region histograms into a single feature histogram:
A
I{fl (x, y) = i}I{(x, y) ∈ Rj }, i = 0, . . . , n − 1, j = 0, . . . , m − 1. (2)
Hi,j =
x,y

Figure 1: Labeling example of 3 × 3 neighborhood, (P = 8, R = 1)
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3 Local Binary Pattern based face detection
Face detection task is a ﬁeld of extensive research, but it still remains a difﬁcult recognition
problem because it has lots of variations of image appearance, such as pose of the head,
image orientation, facial expression and illumination conditions [KSY03].
Many face detection algorithms have been developed. Among the most popular approaches
are color-based detection [KSY03], boosting-based [Cy08], [VJ01], texture operatorbased algorithms [Rod06], [Cy08], [NG12].
Proposed face detection methodology combines the principles of texture operator namely
Local Binary Pattern and artiﬁcial neural network. The key contributions of our research
are the following: the reduction of the feature space dimensionality; the independence
of feature vector length from the resolution of the input image; selection of the robust
features in order to simplify the structure of the neural network; development of the efﬁcient histogram-based sliding window. These aspects makes the proposed algorithm well
applicable in the parallel computing systems and effective for the task of face detection
in high resolution images, where straightforward methodologies dramatically increase the
dimensionality of the feature space and the complexity of the classiﬁer.

3.1

Robust LBP features for face detection

The proposed face detection algorithm is based on a classical sliding window approach.
First the LBP transformation of the input image is performed. At each position of the
window the spatially enhanced LBP histogram is calculated, Equation 2. This histogram
is next classiﬁed by the previously trained neural network as a face or non-face pattern.
The output of the detector is the position of the scanning window with highest probability
of being a face. In this realization the number of faces in the input image is one, however
this idea could easily be enhanced for the detection of multiple faces. The main issues
to be resolved in such approach are the reduction of LBP histogram dimensionality, the
simpliﬁcation of the classiﬁer structure and the effectiveness of histogram-based sliding
window. All of these aspects affects the overall speed of the detection process.
The spatially enhanced histogram from the Equation 2 effectively represents both global
and regional features of the object. An intuitive example of the LBP face feature histogram
calculation process is displayed in Figure 2, where the number of regions is equal to k 2 =
6 · 6 = 36. The idea of LBP-based face detection is not novel [Rod06], [Cy08], [NG12],
however the original LBP operator with the number of sampling points P = 8 is utilized in
these publications. The length of the feature vector is equal to: N = k 2 · 2P , so the length
of the original spatially enhanced histogram is equal to N = 256 · k 2 . In order to reduce
the dimensionality of the feature space the LBP operator with parameters (P = 4, R) is
selected. Two structures of LBP labels are evaluated: ”x”-shaped and ”+”-shaped, see
Figure 3 for details. The resulting dimensionality of the feature space is N = 16 · k 2 .
The number of parameters to be optimized for the development of the robust neural network based face detector is large. The next aspects to be evaluated are the structure and
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Figure 2: The process of LBP face feature histogram forming with the regioning of LBP image 6 × 6

Figure 3: ”x”-shaped and ”+”-shaped LBP labels with variable radius R

the radius R of the LBP operator. The introduced methodology for the adjustment of R is
based on the following equation:
F (R) =

(m (m

f
nf
i=1
j=1 d(H(R)i , H(R)j )
(m (m
(m (m
nf
f
f
n
i=1
j=1 d(H(R)i f, H(R)j )
i=1
j=1 d(H(R)i , H(R)j ) +

(m − 1)/m

(3)

The notation d(H(R)fi , H(R)nf
j ) stands for the Euclidean distance between face hisf
togram H(R)i and non-face histogram H(R)nf
j , where i = 1, . . . , m, and j = 1, . . . , m,
m - number of face / non-face examples. In this case face and non-face histograms are calculated without regioning, according to the Equation 1. An intuitive idea of the Equation 3
is to select the R value, which maximizes the ratio F (R) between average inter class and
intra class Euclidean distances.
Once the parameters P and R of the LBP-operator are selected the evaluation of the regioning factor k is needed. This stage is performed in conjunction with the selection of the
structure of the neural network, because these aspects are strictly related. Small value of k
and simple neural network structure results in high bias problem due to low dimensionality
of the feature space and insufﬁcient complexity of the hypothesis of the classiﬁer. The opposite assumption leads to the high variance of the classiﬁer and increases the computation
time. The purpose is to ﬁnd the compromise between the performance and the complexity
of the system.
The neural network with one hidden layer is selected. The dimensionality of the input
layer is (N + 1), including bias unit. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is equal
to sl and the dimensionality of the output is sL = 1 (binary classiﬁcation). The sigmoid
activation function is selected for all neurons. Other details are discussed in Section 5.
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3.2

Histogram-based sliding window

An issue for the proposed face detection methodology is the development of the effective
histogram-based sliding window for the calculation of spatially enhanced histograms
at each scanning position. Similar approaches are discussed in [WT10], however our
methodology is optimized for the computation of spatially enhanced histograms, see Figure 2.
The ﬁrst step of the proposed sliding window methodology is to calculate two banks of
histograms: H y and H x , see Figure 4 for details. Each row of H y is the histogram of
the corresponding row in the LBP transformed region Ry . Similarly rows in H x are the
histograms of corresponding columns of Rx region. The dimensionality of the matrices:
P
P
H y ∈ Rm×2 , H x ∈ Rn×2 , Ry ∈ Rm×a and Rx ∈ Ra×n , where m and n are respectively the number of rows and columns in the LBP image, a - the size of square LBP
region, see Figure 2 for details.
Banks H y and H x are next utilized in the process of histogram calculation of the region
R (Figure 4, white square) for all possible positions of that region. The histogram at the
starting position, row number i = 1 and column number j = 1, is equal:
Hstart = H1,1 =

a
A
l=1

hyl ,

where hy and hx are respectively the rows of the H y and H x : H y = {hy1 ; hy2 ; . . . ; hym }
and H x = {hx1 ; hx2 ; . . . ; hxn }.
The sliding window R is ﬁrst shifted vertically. For the recalculation of the histogram
Hi+1,j of the region R at the position (i + 1, j) the following operations are performed:
Hi+1,j = Hi,j − hyi + hyi+a ,
at the same time the bank H y is updated: hyi,(I LBP +1) ← hyi,(I LBP +1) − 1 and
i,j

hyi,(I LBP +1)
i,j+a

←

hyi,(I LBP +1) +1,
i,j+a

LBP
where the notation Ii,j

i,j

stands for the value of LBP im-

age at the position (i, j). The Hstart value is updated when horizontal shift is performed:
H1,j+1 = Hstart ← Hstart − hxj + hxj+a

The result of the proposed scanning methodology is a three dimensional array with hisP
tograms Hi,j : H ∈ R(m−a)×(n−a)×2 . These histograms are used to calculate the spatially enhanced histogram at any position of the sliding widow. For the position of the slids
ing window in the Figure 4 the spatially enhanced histogram is Hi,j
= {HA , HB , HC , HD },
where the vectors HA , HB , HC , HD are corresponding entries of the H array. The hiss
togram Hi,j
is analyzed by the neural network in order to classify it as a face or non-face
pattern.
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Figure 4: The process of calculation of the spatially enhanced LBP histogram

4 Local Binary Pattern based face localization
The term face localization in literature is treated differently. In our context face localization - determination of precise face position in the input image based on the coordinates of
the reference points of the face. The most popular localization technique is based on the
detection of eyes centers/pupils. The same principle is implemented in our approach, so
the face localization term is equal to the detection of eye pupils.
The knowledge of the precise position of the face in the image is a key knowledge for many
applications, such as face recognition, iris recognition, eye-tracking and others. The performance of many face recognition algorithms depends on the precision of the localization
stage [NG12].
The proposed face localization methodology combines many aspects in order to develop
high performance face localization algorithms: the discriminative power of LBP, artiﬁcial
neural network (ANN) classiﬁer, empirical information about possible eye positions in the
face, quantitative data about the color of eye pupils.
The ﬁrst stage of the localization algorithm is very similar to the proposed face detection
approach. The LBP transformation of the face image with the size sf ace is scanned with
the sliding window of the size equal to the expected eye dimensions seye = 0.4·sf ace . The
spatially enhanced histogram is calculated at each position of the window. This histogram
is classiﬁed by the previously trained neural network as the eye or non-eye pattern. An
example of the proposed scanning methodology for eye detection is displayed in Figure 5,
where white spots in the ANN output image correspond to the maximum similarity of the
region to the eye class. Further processing of the result is still a challenging task, because
mouth region is often misclassiﬁed as eye region. The output matrix D of the ANN
network is divided into left and right halves: D = {DL , DR }. The maximum in each
matrix DL and DR is next detected. The coordinates of maximums refer to the most likely
positions of the eyes {xL , yL } and {xR , yR }:
{xL , yL } = f ind(DL = max(DL )), {xR , yR } = f ind(DR = max(DR )).
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Figure 5: An example of the result of the proposed scanning methodology for eye detection

Figure 6: An example of the result of the proposed scanning methodology for eye detection

To avoid possible localization mistakes two empirical veriﬁcations are performed next: the
slope of the interocular line must be less then predetermined threshold: αeye < αt ; the
detected eye regions should not overlap. These principles are schematically displayed in
Figure 6.
The ﬁrst stage is angle check (Figure 6): suppose, that the ﬁrst pair of detected points
is (1, 3), then the condition α1,2 > αt is satisﬁed. The point with highest probability is
selected next from the detected set (1, 3), if this point is 1, then all values in region A
are set to zero. The optional maximum is determined in DR - point 2. If the condition
α1,2 < αt is satisﬁed, then the coordinates of the eyes correspond to points (1, 2).
The second stage called overlap check is performed if the angle check is passed without
mistakes (Figure 6): if the detected eye regions are very close to each other, points (3, 4),
then these points are considered as a mistake and all values in region A are set to zero.
The next pair of points is detected in regions DL and DR - (1, 2) and the coordinates of
the eyes correspond to this set.

4.1

Detection of eye pupils

Previously described face localization technique is quite insensitive to small detection offsets, a few more steps are needed to achieve the desired localization performance. These
steps are based on the detection of eye pupils in the segmented eye images and are schematically displayed in Figure 7. First, bright spots in the eye image are set to black, which
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Figure 7: The process of eye pupil detection in the eye image

is needed to reduce the effect of light - striking, Figure 7, image 2. The resulting image
is blurred with Gaussian low-pass ﬁlter. Next, the disc shaped region of interest (ROI) is
selected. The radius of the ROI RROI is selected according to the localization precision of
the proposed eye detector. The optimal value of the RROI will be evaluated in Section 5.
Coordinates of the minimum (Figure 7, image 4) deﬁne the position of the eye pupil center,
which is the ﬁnal step of face localization procedure.

5 Simulation results
Evaluation of both face detection and face localization stages is performed on a color
FERET database [FER]. The modiﬁed images from the color FERET database are also
utilized in the process of the ANN training and optimization of the parameters of the
algorithms. Only frontal face images are selected from the database (fa and fb sets), which
results in the total of nf = 2722 face images.

5.1

Face detection stage

The ﬁrst aspect to be resolved is the selection of optimal parameters of the LBP operator.
The known argument is P = 4. The unknown parameters are the radius R and the structure of the LBP label: ”x”-shaped or ”+”-shaped (Figure 3). For evaluation purposes face
and random non-face regions are extracted from all frontal images of the FERET database.
Next, LBP parameters are evaluated according to the criteria in the Equation 3. The resulting dependencies F (R) are displayed in Figure 8. An explicit maximum is observed for
the parameters: R = 4 with ”+”-shaped structure. These values are later used in all stages
of the algorithm (P = 4, R = 4, ”+”-shaped LBP label).
The next issue is the development of the face / non-face classiﬁer, which is based on the
neural network. For this purpose the synthetic training data is generated from the color
FERET database. First, all frontal face images images (nf = 2722) are horizontally mirrored. This stage is needed for the clear separation of the training and test data, because all
results of the algorithms performance will be reported for non-modiﬁed FERET database
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Figure 9: An example of learning curves for N = 64 and sl = 5

in order to make the results accessible to the research community. Next, 15 variations of
the mirrored images are produced by rotating them by the angles α = {−10, −5, 0, 5, 10}
degrees and scaling them by the factor s = {0.8, 1, 1.2}. The initial set is now augmented
to a set of 40830 images. From these images face regions and random non-face regions are
extracted. The LBP transformation with previously determined parameters is applied to
the images in the resulting database of face and non-face images. The spatially enhanced
histograms are calculated for LBP patterns, Equation 2 and Figure 2. The dimensionality
of the feature space is N = 16 · k 2 , where k is the regioning factor. The resulting number
of face and non-face histograms is 81660 and they are split into 3 sets: Training, Cross
Validation (CV) and Test sets with proportions 60%, 20% and 20%.
The ﬁrst sequence of experiments is performed with k = 2 (sliding window is divided into
4 regions), then the length of the feature vector is N = 64. The number of neurons in the
hidden layer sl of the ANN is varied from 1 to 500. The learning curves are utilized for
the optimization of the classiﬁer. Learning curves show the dependencies of the value of
the ANN cost function for the train Jtrain and CV JCV sets from the number of training
examples mtrain utilized in the learning process. The gap between Jtrain and JCV curves
is stabilized for the values mtrain > 2000 and the value of Jtrain (mtrain > 2000) is
relatively high, Figure 9. This observation indicates the high bias problem in the classiﬁer
and the augment of sl does not improve the performance signiﬁcantly. One of possible
solutions to avoid high bias problem is to increase the dimensionality of the feature space,
or in the case of the proposed face detector the regioning factor k. For k = 3 the length of
the feature vector is N = 144. The learning curves for N = 144 and sl = 5 neurons in the
hidden layer are displayed in Figure 10. The value of Jtrain is decreased signiﬁcantly and
the gap between Jtrain and JCV curves decreases when mtrain is increased. These classiﬁer parameters ensures high classiﬁcation precision and computational efﬁciency. The
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following criteria are employed to measure the performance of the proposed face detection
methodology: ηf ace = δf ace /(2deye ), where ηf ace is the relative displacement of face region center; δf ace stands for the value of an absolute displacement of detected face center
from the actual position; (2deye ) - the size of the face is equal to the doubled value of the
interocular distance deye . The detection results are evaluated on a color FERET database
(fa and fb sets) and are presented in the form of empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the vector ηf ace , Figure 11. For comparison the results from [NG12] are
added in Figure 11, where the combination of LBP and nearest neighbor classiﬁer (NNC)
is utilized for the task of face detection. The eyes may not be located in the detected face
region if the value ηf ace > 0.25. The probability of correct detection for ηf ace = 0.25 is
Pf ace = 99.1%.

5.2

Face localization stage

For the face localization stage the same parameters of the LBP operator are used in order to
provide a good compatibility with a face detection stage. Similar process of synthetic eye
/ non-eye data generation is employed, however in this case two eye regions are extracted
from each input image and non-eye patterns are extracted from the face regions only. The
resulting number of the histograms in the database is 163320 and they are split into 3 sets:
Training, Cross Validation (CV) and Test sets with proportions 60%, 20% and 20%. The
optimization of the ANN for the task of eye detection is similar to the process described in
the Subsection 5.1. The selected value of the regioning factor is k = 2 and the number of
neurons in the hidden layer is sl = 5. The following criteria are selected for performance
evaluation of the face localization / eye detection stage: ηeye = δeye /(deye ), where ηeye
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and δeye are corresponding relative and absolute displacements of detected eye pupil center
from the actual position. Assume that the acceptable value of the error ηeye ≤ 0.1. First,
the value of RROI (Figure 7) is evaluated in order to achieve highest localization rate of
lef t
right
lef t
right
both eyes for ηeye ≤ 0.1: P̄eye (ηeye = 0.1) = (Peye
+Peye
)/2, where Peye
and Peye
are the probability of correct detection of the left and right eyes with the error ηeye ≤ 0.1.
relative
relative
The dependency P̄eye (RROI
) is displayed in Figure 13, where RROI
= RROI /seye
is the value of the radius of the ROI relative to the size of the eye seye .
relative
An explicit maximum is observed in Figure 13 for the RROI
= 0.25, which is the
best choice in further evaluations. The localization statistics are displayed in the form of
ECDF of the vector ηeye for both eyes, Figure 12. The parameters of the face localization
relative
algorithm are k = 2, sl = 5, P = 4, R = 4, ”+”-shaped LBP label, RROI
= 0.25.

The probabilities of correct localization of the left and right eyes for ηeye = 0.1 in Figlef t
right
ure 12 are Peye
= 94.8% and Peye
= 96.6%. For proper operation of the face localization algorithm the detection rate for both eyes should not exceed the ﬁxed value of
relative eye displacement. The comparison of correct face localization rates PL (condilef t
right
tion: ηeye
≤ 0.1 and ηeye
≤ 0.1) with methods from [NG12], [VSP11] is given in the
table:
Method:
PL , Both eyes

Haar
44.7

ASEF
66.1
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NNC+LBP
74.3

PSEF
83.0

OUR
92.8

6 Conclusion
This paper proposes an extension of the LBP operator scope to the tasks of the face detection and localization. The key contributions of the research are the development of the
robust class features in order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and the
design of the effective ANN-based classiﬁers. Additionally an aspect of the optimized
histogram-based sliding window is also covered in the paper. We have presented that the
proposed face localization technique outperforms other popular localization methods. All
stages of the algorithm are tested on the color FERET database.
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Abstract: The Discriminative Generalized Hough Transform (DGHT) is a general
method for the localization of arbitrary objects with well-deﬁned shape, which has
been successfully applied in medical image processing. In this contribution, the framework is used for eye localization in the public PUT face database. The DGHT combines the Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) with a discriminative training procedure to generate GHT shape models with individual positive and negative model point
weights. Based on a set of training images with annotated target points, the individual
votes of model points in the Hough space are combined in a maximum-entropy probability distribution and the free parameters are optimized with respect to the training
error rate. The estimated model point speciﬁc weights reﬂect the important model
structures to distinguish the target object from other confusable image parts. Additionally, the point weights allow for a determination of irrelevant parts in the model,
which can be eliminated to make space for new model point candidates from training
images with high localization error. The iterative training procedure of weight estimation, point elimination, testing on training images, and incorporation of new model
point candidates is repeated until a stopping criterion is reached. Furthermore, the
DGHT framework incorporates a multi-level approach, in which the searched region
is reduced in 6 zooming steps, using individually trained shape models. In order to further enhance the robustness of the method, the DGHT framework is, for the ﬁrst time,
extended by a linear model interpolation for the trained left and right eye model. An
evaluation on the PUT face database has shown a success rate of 99% for iris detection
in frontal-view images and 97% if the test set contains a large head pose variability.

1

Introduction

The eyes are two important and clearly visible features of the human face, whose position
can be used to deduce further relevant information like the head pose or size. Many face
related applications rely on an exact and reliable eye localization, making this ﬁeld an
important research area with many different approaches.
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Interestingly, most state-of-the-art systems combine an existing method for face localization with specialized techniques to determine the exact eye position in the given face. In
addition, many systems make extensive use of prior knowledge about the shape and appearance of the eyes and their distance and can therefore not be easily generalized to other
object detection tasks.
The most popular face detector, used by many eye detection frameworks, is the method
developed by Viola and Jones [VJ04], which applies a combination of Haar-like features in
a boosted cascade of classiﬁers to provide a face bounding box. Additionally, many techniques make use of a-priori knowledge about the localization task. This can, for example,
be achieved by restricting the search space to certain areas of the previously localized face
([KHM08, KS10]) or by using a-priori constraints between facial landmarks, mostly both
eyes like in [KS10]. Only in a few approaches, those constraints are learned from training
data, like in [CCS04], where 15 facial features are combined to enhance the robustness
of the localization procedure. Other approaches use a-priori knowledge about the typical
shape and appearance of an eye, e.g. by searching for dark circular objects. In [TB11] a
vector ﬁeld of image gradients is analyzed to identify the center of circular structures in a
previously localized face. An additional weighting of the gradients, depending on the gray
values of the hypothesized target center, supports the detection of particularly dark circles
like the pupil. An alternative to this approach is the application of the Hough Transform
for the localization of circular objects, like in [DLCD04].
An extension of the Hough Transform, which can be applied to arbitrary shapes, is the
Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) [Bal81]. This technique, which has already been
applied to eye localization [Sch00], measures the match between a shape model and a
feature image by using a simple voting procedure. The method is general but heavily
relies on the quality of a given point model for the target shape.
The GHT is a well-known and widely applied approach for object localization, which
is why many extensions have been developed. Some of the extensions produce a scale
or rotational invariant GHT to reduce the necessary transformations. An overview about
some of these extension can be found in [KTT99]. Other approaches (such as [GL09,
Oka09, LLS08]) split the target object into parts and combine them in a discriminative
manner in order to ease the localization of objects with a high variability.
To this end, we developed the Discriminative Generalized Hough Transform (DGHT)
[RLS+ 11], which automatically learns discriminative shape models with individual positive and negative model point weights for usage in a standard GHT voting procedure. The
technique has been successfully applied to various object detection tasks in medical image
analysis and has recently been ported to the problem of eye detection [HRB+ 12]. In this
work, the robustness of the DGHT framework is further improved by (1) utilizing a joint
detection of both eyes with individual GHT models and (2) incorporating prior knowledge
about the vector between the eyes, which has been obtained from training data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the used method, including
the GHT (2.1), the discriminative training (2.2), a zooming strategy to improve the robustness and processing time (2.3), and the new extension of linear model interpolation (2.4).
Section 3 contains a description of the used database and Section 4 describes the experi-
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mental setup. The results are presented in Section 5, followed by a discussion in Section
6. Section 7 concludes our contribution.

2
2.1

Method
GHT

The GHT, introduced by Ballard in 1981 [Bal81], is a general and well-known approach
for object localization, which belongs to the category of template-matching techniques. It
uses a point model M to represent the structure of the searched-for object in relation to a
reference point, which is the target point for the localization task.
The GHT transforms a feature image into a parameter space, called Hough space, utilizing
a simple voting procedure. The Hough space consists of accumulator cells (Hough cells),
representing possible target point locations and, potentially, shape model transformations.
The number of votes per accumulator cell reﬂects the degree of matching between the
(transformed) model and the feature image.
Since each additional parameter in a model transformation leads to an additional dimension in the Hough space, no model transformation, apart from translation, is considered in
this work. Instead, moderate object variability with respect to shape, size, and rotation is
learned into the model. Although in general arbitrary features could be used in the GHT,
our framework applies the standard Canny edge detector [Can86] to extract simple edge
features.
The voting procedure which transforms a feature image Xn into the Hough space H by
using the shape model M can be described by
%
A
A
1, if x = ei − mj and arccos(< ei , mj >) ≤ ϑϕ
H(x) =
(1)
0,
otherwise.
∀e ∈X ∀m ∈M
i

n

j

The combination of an edge point ei with a model point mj increments the appropriate
accumulator cell at position x if the scalar product of ei and mj is below a given threshold
ϑϕ .

2.2

Discriminative Training of GHT Models

The usage of a representative and discriminative shape model in the GHT is crucial for a
good localization result. Therefore, the discriminative training procedure, applied by our
DGHT framework, aims at optimizing the model with respect to the error rate on training
images. This includes the estimation of individual model point weights as well as the
addition of relevant new structures to the model or the removal of unimportant points. The
latter takes place during an iterative training procedure which is explained in Section 2.2.2.
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2.2.1

Estimation of Model Point Weights

It is quite evident that the model points of a given shape model are of different importance
for the localization problem. While points that allow for a good discrimination between
the target object and other confusable structures are particularly useful, others may even
mislead the detection procedure by ﬁtting to wrong image parts. Therefore, the application
of a model point speciﬁc discriminative weighting scheme appears to be a reasonable
measure when using the GHT.
The estimation of the individual weights for the J points, contained in a given shape model,
is achieved by (1) separating the Hough space votes coming from every single model
point, (2) recombining those contributions in a weighted manner, and (3) optimizing the
introduced weights with respect to an error measure.
The theory is based on describing the GHT as a probabilistic framework, in which the
Hough space is interpreted as a posterior probability distribution p(ci |Xn ). This distribution can be estimated, for example, from the relative frequencies of votes in each Hough
cell ci . The GHT-based localization task, which searches for the cell with the highest
number of votes, can now be formulated as the Bayes classiﬁer ĉ = arg maxci p(ci |Xn ).
In order to identify the individual importance of each single model point, it is necessary
to split the Hough cell votes into model point speciﬁc parts. To this end, the characteristic
function
(2)
fj (ci , Xn ) = vi,j
is introduced, which denotes the number of votes vi,j from model point mj in Hough cell
ci for a given feature image Xn .
Since the feature functions only consider the contributions of single model points they
must be recombined in order to preserve the constraints from the GHT voting procedure
for the entire model. In the DGHT framework this is achieved by using the maximum
entropy distribution [Jay57], which assures maximum objectivity and introduces model
point speciﬁc weights λj .
B
!(
exp
j λj · fj (ci , Xn )
!(
B
(3)
pΛ (ci |Xn ) = (
k exp
j λj · fj (ck , Xn )
The estimation of the free parameters Λ = {λ1 , λ2 , ..., λJ } from the side conditions (2)
leads to an optimal approximation of the training data distribution but not necessarily to a
minimal error rate. Therefore, the parameter optimization in the DGHT follows a minimal
classiﬁcation error (MCE) training approach [JK92], ﬁrst applied in the ﬁeld of automatic
speech recognition [Bey98]. This technique minimizes a smoothed error measure over a
set of N training images and I Hough cells.
E(Λ) =

N A
I
A

pΛ (ci |Xn )η
ε(ci , >
cn ) · (
η
k pΛ (ck |Xn )
n=1 i=1

(4)

Here, η controls the inﬂuence of alternative location hypotheses on the error measure
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Figure 1: Illustration of the iterative training procedure.

and ε(ci , >
cn ) denotes the error between the Hough cell ci and the target cell >
cn which
is determined by the Euclidean distance :ci , >
cn :2 .
The optimization of the model point weights Λ over the error measure E(Λ) is achieved
by applying the method of steepest descent. Although this technique does not guarantee
to reach a global minimum, recent experiments [RLS+ 11, HRB+ 12] clearly demonstrate
signiﬁcant improvements over other state-of-the-art weighting strategies.
The estimated model point weights are directly incorporated into a standard GHT voting
procedure by incrementing the value of a Hough cell ci by λj · fj (ci , Xn ) for each model
point mj .
J
A
HΛ (ci |Xn ) =
λj · fj (ci , Xn )
(5)
j=1

The localization result ĉ is then given by ĉ = arg maxci HΛ (ci |Xn ). This leads to the
same results as applying the log-linear feature combination (3), used for the training, since
neither the normalization term in the denominator nor the exponential function has an
inﬂuence on the result of the arg max function.
2.2.2 Iterative Training
Assigning optimized weights to a given static shape model can substantially improve the
localization performance as shown in [RLS+ 11]. Since the assigned weights are directly
incorporated into the GHT weighting scheme, it is furthermore obvious that the elimination of model points with a small absolute weight does not have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
the ﬁnal localization result. Consequently, an initially given shape model can be substantially reduced, keeping only a small amount of the most relevant positively and negatively
weighted structures. In an iterative procedure, illustrated in Figure 1, this technique can
be applied in order to repeatedly expand the model with the shapes of unrecognized target
objects and, for negative weighting, the most important confusing structures contained in
the training corpus.
The framework of the training is described in more detail in the following. In the ﬁrst step
of the iterative training, a small subset of training images is randomly selected, and an
initial shape model is created by overlaying edge points from a predeﬁned region around
the annotated target point. This model is subsequently used with equal point weights
in a standard GHT procedure to localize the target points in all training images. The
features fj (ci , Xn ) and error measures ε(ci , >
cn ) are extracted from the resulting Hough
spaces and utilized to compute the updated weights. In the next step, model points with a
low absolute weight are removed from the model, which is afterwards tested on the whole
training dataset. Since the estimation of this ﬁrst shape model is based on very few images,
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Figure 2: Image extracts with different resolutions in the multi-level approach.

it can most likely not cover the whole variability contained in the training data. Therefore,
in our framework, the model is expanded by additional structures taken from images with
high localization error. To this end, edge points from a region around the target object and
the most confusable object are added to the model for the next iteration. The integration
of structures from confusable objects into our shape model allows for the identiﬁcation
of anti-shapes since our weighting scheme is capable of assigning negative weights to
those model parts, thus increasing the discrimination capabilities. In the next iteration the
expanded model is again applied for target point localization on the training corpus, and
new weights are estimated using the described method. The iterative training procedure
stops when the localization error on all training images is below a given threshold or if all
training images have been used for model generation.

2.3

Multi-Level Approach

A high performance detection of very small structures, like the pupil, can only be achieved
in high resolution images. However, a clear drawback of using the highest available resolution level lies in a large processing time and memory demand, which hampers the
utilization of the method in a practical application. Additionally, the feature extraction in
high resolution images will produce many noisy details which may mislead the localization procedure. Therefore, a reasonable tradeoff between the level of detail, required for a
reliable localization, and the necessary suppression of irrelevant structures is required. To
this end, the DGHT framework uses a coarse-to-ﬁne strategy based on a Gaussian image
pyramid as described in [RKL+ 11].
The procedure begins with a low resolution image, which assures fast processing times and
provides the most relevant structures for a coarse orientation with an appropriately trained
GHT model. Since a reliable localization with high accuracy is not possible on this level,
an image extract is cut around the detected point and is further processed on an increased
resolution (see Figure 2). The reﬁned search region has half of the size of the original
image and twice of the resolution such that the number of pixels stays approximately
the same. The procedure can be repeated several times, each time using a level-speciﬁc
model for the object localization, cutting an image extract of half of the previous size, and
doubling the resolution. Due to the gradual increase of the resolution, the method can be
viewed as a zooming procedure.
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2.4

Linear Model Interpolation

To further increase the robustness of the localization framework, different landmark detectors, e.g., for the right and left eye, can be combined with prior knowledge about their
expected distance vector within the face. A straightforward technique for combining different knowledge sources into a single distribution, which has, for example, been used in
the ﬁeld of natural language modeling [KS93], is the linear model interpolation
pΩ (ci |Xn ) =

K
A

ωk · pk (ci |Xn ).

(6)

k=0

Here, a parameter ωk from the set Ω = {ω0 , ω1 , ..., ωK } can be interpreted as
(the probability that the model k produces the observation ci , whereas 0 ≤ ωk ≤ 1 and k ωk = 1.
Alternative combination schemes, like the log-linear interpolation [Kla98], may also be
used for this purpose but will not be considered in this contribution. Note that the different
probability models pk (ci |Xn ) address the same task, e.g., right eye detection, but may be
obtained in different ways. They can for example be trained on different datasets or by
using varying parameterizations. Another interesting way of obtaining alternative models,
investigated in this contribution, is to (1) train detectors for other landmarks in the face lk
for k > 0 and (2) to employ prior knowledge about their distance to the target point ci .
Note that l0 is used to denote the target landmark. To this end we assume for model k
pk (ci |Xn ) =

I
A
j=1

p(ci , ckj |Xn ) =

I
A

p(ci |ckj , Xn ) · p(ckj |Xn ), ∀k > 0,

(7)

j=1

where ckj denotes a potential position cj of landmark k in the Hough space. The distribution p(ckj |Xn ) is obtained by applying a GHT with a model, speciﬁcally trained for
landmark lk . The second distribution, p(ci |ckj , Xn ), is assumed to be independent of the
feature image Xn and therefore results in the prior probability p(ci |ckj ) of the target point
ci , given the position of landmark lk . This model can be obtained from the annotated
landmark positions in the training dataset and has been estimated by p(ci − ckj ) in order to
compensate for different face positions. Here, c denotes the vector to the center of cell c.
For a ﬁrst test of this approach, the detection of one eye l0 is combined with a detector for
the other eye l1 , resulting in the following simpliﬁed distribution.
pΩ (ci |Xn )

=
=

ω0 · p0 (ci |Xn ) + ω1 · p1 (ci |Xn )
ω0 · p0 (ci |Xn ) + ω1 ·

I
A

p(ci − c1j ) · p(c1j |Xn )

(8)

j=1

For example, if l0 denotes the right eye, p0 (ci |Xn ) is obtained by using the standard
DGHT model for right eye detection, while p(c1j |Xn ) is a distribution obtained from a
DGHT-based left eye detection procedure. Note that the free parameters Ω in Equation (8)
should ideally be optimized on training data but have been set to equal values in this ﬁrst
attempt.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the large head pose variability contained in the PUT database.

3

Data

For training as well as evaluation, the publicly available PUT face database [KFS08] is
used, which provides 9971 images from 100 subjects, a sufﬁciently large amount of data
for the experiments. The high image resolution of 2048 × 1524 pixels unveils various
ﬁne structures and therefore enables the modeling of minute details. The images were
taken in front of a uniform background and under controlled illumination conditions in
ﬁve different series with various head poses to provide a large variability (see Figure 3).
Furthermore, an additional frontal view subset with 22 images per subject is also provided.
The database contains 30 landmarks amongst other both eyes, nose, mouth or lips, but
these are only set if the corresponding landmark is visible. Consequently, only images
with annotations for the left and right eye center were used in the described experiments.
The training was performed on a dataset of 600 images, which were randomly chosen by
selecting 10 images from 60 subjects. The evaluation was performed on the images of
the remaining 40 subjects. The whole evaluation corpus comprises 3830 images and the
frontal view subset 869 images.

4
4.1

Experimental Setup
Baseline System

For the work presented here, a 64 bit system with Intel Xeon W3520 with 2.66 GHz and
24 GB Ram was used. For our experiments, we use the DGHT-Framework with a multilevel approach (see Section 2.3) with 6 zoom levels and the iterative training procedure
described in Section 2.2.2. For each zoom level a constant image resolution of 64 × 48
pixels is used, from which feature images are generated by applying the Canny edge detection [Can86]. The localization of the left and right eye was performed by independently
using two speciﬁcally trained GHT models [HRB+ 12]. The error measure used in the experiments takes the worse localization result of both eyes and normalizes it with respect
to the eye distance as proposed by [JKF01]. Therefore, an error of less than 0.1 / 0.25
corresponds approximately to a location within the iris / eye.
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Table 1: Experimental results for eye localization on the evaluation corpus comparing the baseline
system with the model interpolation framework. Results are provided for different data sets and fault
tolerances.

Test Set
Setup
Baseline
frontal view subset
system
large head pose variation
Model
frontal view subset
interpolation large head pose variation

4.2

e < 0.1
99.1%
95.0%
99.2%
96.6%

e < 0.15
99.1%
95.4%
99.2%
97.1%

e < 0.2
99.3%
96.0%
99.4%
97.6%

e < 0.25
99.4%
96.5%
99.5%
98.1%

Model Interpolation

For a further improvement of the system performance, localization results of a right and
left eye detector are combined by applying Equation 8. To this end, the required distribution over the distance vectors p(ci − c1j ) was estimated from the annotated eye positions
in the training corpus. In order to restrict the processing time, the model combination was
performed only for a number of highest peaks in p0 (ci |Xn ) and p1 (ci |Xn ). Furthermore,
no combination is done at zoom level 3 and higher since in these image extracts only a
single eye and very few confusing structures are visible (see Figure 2). Consequently,
approaches to increase the robustness have the highest inﬂuence in the ﬁrst zoom levels.

5

Results

The results of our experiments are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that a comparably high
iris localization accuracy of 95% was already achieved with the baseline system, which
worked without additional a-priori knowledge or model interpolation. It is, however, noticeable that in 61% of an incorrect localization in the baseline the same eye was found
by the left and right eye localization model. Such errors can be easily prevented by the
integration of knowledge about the distance vector between both eyes, which is why we
extended the baseline system with the linear model interpolation, described in Section 2.4.
This measure signiﬁcantly improved the iris localization accuracy to 96.6% for the corpus containing a large head pose variation. For further illustration of our results, Figure 4
presents an example from the test set with all zoom levels, applied models, feature images
and the resulting Hough spaces.
Since after the ﬁrst zooming step only image extracts are considered (see Figure 2), severe
mislocalizations, which lead to a loss of the target point in the subsequent level, can not
be corrected by a later step. Therefore, it is interesting to study the distribution of those
errors over the different zooming levels, given in Table 2. It can been seen that the number of severe errors in the ﬁrst three levels could be substantially reduced by the model
interpolation.
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Figure 4: An example over all six levels, showing the model, the localization result, the feature
image and the Hough space
Table 2: Number of image extracts with lost target points in each zoom level. Note that no errors
may occur in level 0 which contains the whole image.

Setup
Baseline system
Model interpolation

6

Zoom 0
-

Zoom 1
3
0

Zoom 2
26
14

Zoom 3
101
54

Zoom 4
21
21

Zoom 5
60
59

Discussion

The experiments clearly show that in frontal view situations a high iris localization rate of
99% can be achieved by using the DGHT methodology. In case of facing the challenge
of a large head pose variability, the combination of two localization models signiﬁcantly
improves the absolute accuracy by about 1.5% for all fault tolerances. This has been
achieved by reducing the amount of lost target points in the ﬁrst three zoom levels, as
shown in Table 2). This table also demonstrates that zoom level 3 is the most error-prone
level since both eyes but hardly any global head contours, supporting the orientation, are
visible. The resulting confusion of both eyes could be substantially reduced by the applied
right and left eye model interpolation.
The high amount of lost target points at level 5 is related to slightly inaccurate annotations
(see ﬁgure. 5). Those inaccuracies naturally have the strongest impact on the smallest image extracts and play an important role already during the training phase. Here, the slight
random character of the annotations prevents a good discrimination between important and
unimportant structures which is why an optimal model cannot be generated.
For comparison of our system with a state-of-the-art method we refer to [KS10], where
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Figure 5: Illustration of image extracts and annotations in the last zooming step

the PUT face database has also been used for training and evaluation. Here, Haar-like
features are utilized in a boosted cascade of classiﬁers [VJ04] for face detection as well as
for the subsequent eye localization within the detected face region. This method reached
a localization precision of 94% for a large head pose variation and 99% in case of the
frontal-view subset. Especially for the images with a high variability of the head pose,
the method of interpolated DGHT models performs signiﬁcantly better without exploiting
manually deﬁned constraints and heuristics.

7

Conclusion

In this contribution, we propose the usage of the Discriminative Generalized Hough Transform (DGHT) for eye localization. The DGHT is a general method for the detection of
arbitrary objects with well-deﬁned shape, which was already successfully applied for medical image analysis. Since the iterative training method simply requires a set of images
with annotated target points, the DGHT can be easily adapted to new localization tasks
without the need of utilizing task-speciﬁc constraints or expert knowledge.
Additionally, a further extension was presented here to efﬁciently incorporate several
speciﬁcally trained landmark detectors in a single DGHT framework by a robust linear
model interpolation. A ﬁrst experiment, combining a left and right eye model, signiﬁcantly improved the localization rate and outperformed state-of-the-art experimental results, achieved by [KS10] on this dataset. Future work will focus on enhancing the robustness of the proposed method by incorporating a larger number of landmark detectors as
well as on dealing with non-uniform backgrounds, which can be expected in real-world
conditions.
Acknowledgments. This work is partly funded by the Innovation Foundation SchleswigHolstein under the grant 2010-90H .
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Abstract: Face recognition based on 2D images is a widely used biometric approach.
This is mainly due to the simplicity and high usability of this approach. Nonetheless, those solutions are vulnerable to spoof attacks made by non-real faces. In order
to identify malicious attacks on such biometric systems, 2D face liveness detection
approaches are developed. In this work, face liveness detection approaches are categorized based on the type of liveness indicator used. This categorization helps understanding different spoof attacks scenarios and their relation to the developed solutions.
A review of the latest works dealing with face liveness detection works is presented.
A discussion is made to link the state of the art solutions with the presented categorization along with the available and possible future datasets. All that aim to provide a
clear path for the future development of innovative face liveness detection solutions.

1

Introduction

Biometrics tries to identify or to verify individuals based on their behavior or physical
characteristics. Face recognition is a widely used biometric technique with promising
solutions and application ﬁelds. Face recognition approaches can be classiﬁed by the type
of used acquisition. 3D face recognition is known for achieving high recognition rate and
for being highly secure, especially against spoof attacks [ZSBF08]. 3D face recognition,
however, requires the use of highly complicated and expensive devices. It also requires a
large computation effort and, in most cases, the collaboration of the user.
2D face recognition approaches provide a low cost and highly usable recognition system.
This is due to the simple hardware needed for acquisition (e.g a simple optical camera),
the low computation effort needed for the algorithms and the non-required collaboration
of the user. This makes 2D face recognition a perfect solution for ubiquitous biometrics
and biometric solutions for embedded and mobile devices.
Being easily spoofed by face images is one of the main problems in the ﬁeld of 2D face
recognition solutions. In an effort to prevent spooﬁng attacks, many researchers presented
different approaches to classify face images into real faces and fake or printed face images.
Those approaches are usually referred to as face liveness detection.
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Although liveness detection may refer to the detection of the faces properties of being alive
(not dead), in this work, liveness detection refers to identify real faces from fake (non-real)
faces unless otherwise mentioned.
In the next section, an approach categorization scheme based on liveness indicator types
is introduced. In section 3, a review of the most interesting face liveness detection works
is presented. Then, a discussion is built to link liveness indicator types, state of the art
approaches, datasets, and future work. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.

2

Methodologies and Categorization

Solutions such as liveness detection can be discussed from different points of view. Those
solutions can be categorized by the machine learning technique they use, their application ﬁelds, or the information (features) used. In this work, different types of information
extracted from face data are discussed. That information will be referred to as liveness
indicators. That information affects the performance of the solutions under different scenarios and application ﬁelds and is very important to avoid different types of spooﬁng.
Representing liveness detection with respect to the type of information used will help later
identify different spooﬁng attacks and therefore different liveness detection algorithms to
be developed, as well as the speciﬁcation of future datasets that should be gathered to
develop such solutions.
Here, face liveness detection approaches are separated into three main categories based on
the type of liveness indicator used.
• Motion analysis - based on the clue, that planar objects (2D) move differently from
real faces (3D objects). Those approaches are usually associated with optical ﬂow
calculations between different frames in a video sequence. Different patterns of
optical ﬂow ﬁelds are assumed to represent the differences between the movement
of 3D faces and 2D faces. Here, real faces are assumed to have depth information
(3D) and fake faces are assumed to be planar (2D).
• Texture analysis - based on the assumption that printed faces contained detectable
texture patterns. Here, texture features are extracted from face images (single images or sequences) under the assumption that fake faces are printed, and the printing
process or the material (paper) printed on produces certain texture patterns that do
not exist in real faces.
• Life sign detection - tries to analyze signs of life from user images (eye blinking, lips
movements). The developed algorithms under this approach focus on the movement
of a certain identiﬁed part of the face. Challenge response approaches, where the
user interaction is required, will also be dealt with as a sign of life.
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3

Literature

In this section, some of the most interesting liveness detection approaches are presented.
One of those methods was introduced by Jee et al. [kJuJhY06]. The proposed algorithm
for liveness detection is based on the analysis of the eyes movement. The basic assumption
is that because of blinking and uncontrolled movements of the pupils in human eyes, there
should be big shape variations. This should be suitable for optical ﬂow calculation. This
algorithm is further presented in the following. First, the center points of both eyes in the
input image are detected. This step must be precise, because it is the initial step and it has
much effect on the performance [kJuJhY06]. The authors used the fact that the intensity
of the eye region is respectively lower. In order to ﬁnd the candidates, a Gaussian ﬁlter
is applied and then the local minimas of the intensities are found using a gradient descent
algorithm. In the next step the candidate regions of interest are classiﬁed using Viola-Jones
AdaBoost [VJ01] classiﬁer and as a result, invalid eyes are removed.
After the centers of both eyes are found, a normalization of the face region around the
eyes is required. Found regions are normalized to one size and a high pass ﬁlter (SQI-self
quotient image [WLW04]) is applied. The results are 20x20 pixels images based on the
centers of eyes. Then, the regions are binarized using a threshold obtained from the mean
pixel values of the eye region. Eye regions from real faces have bigger variations in shape
than regions obtained from fake faces.
Next step is the calculation of liveness score, those scores were calculated using hamming
distances. In their experiment authors compared 5 left and 5 right eyes. Liveness score
(hamming distance) between two frames is the number of different pixels between both
regions. After the calculation of 10 liveness scores of both eyes, the average of scores is
taken. If this average liveness score is bigger than a threshold, then the input image is a
live face, otherwise it is a fake.
The authors captured 100 live faces and 100 fake faces of 10 persons. For the fake faces
they used a photo printer and the size of the photographs was 120*100 mm. Results of the
experiment are shown in Table 1. It can be concluded that live faces have a bigger distance
and therefore larger variation and score than fake faces. The best results were achieved by
setting the threshold to 21. In this case the FAR is 0.01 and FRR is 0.08.

Table 1: Obtained hammingdistances [kJuJhY06]
Another algorithm was introduced by Bao et al. [BLLJ09]. The method proposed in this
work uses optical ﬂow. It analyzes the differences and properties of optical ﬂow generated
from 3D objects and 2D planes.
As seen in the Figure 1 the motion as it appears in images is a combination of four basic
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Figure 1: Four basic types of optical ﬂow ﬁelds as presented by Bao et. al. [BLLJ09] a)
Translation at constant distance from the observer b) Rotation at constant distance about
the view axis c) Moving forward or backward d) Swing or rotation of a planar object
perpendicular to the view axis
movement types: Translation, rotation, moving and swing.
The authors found that the ﬁrst three basic types generate quite similar optical ﬂow ﬁelds
for both 2D and for 3D images. The fourth type creates more differences. Their approach
is based on this idea. The optical ﬂow ﬁeld for 2D objects can be represented as a projection transformation. The optical ﬂow allows to deduce the reference ﬁeld, thus allowing
to determine whether the test region is planar [BLLJ09]. For this, the difference between
optical ﬂow ﬁelds is calculated. To decide whether a face is a real face or not, this difference is thresholded. The Experiment was done on three groups of sample data. The ﬁrst
group contained 100 printed face pictures that were randomly rotated and translated, the
second were 100 pictures from group 1 that were folded and curled before the test, the
third group included faces of real people (10 people, each 10 times) doing gestures like
swinging, shaking, etc.
The time for the experiment was 10 seconds. The camera had sampling rate of 30 frames
per second. The system made calculation every 10 frames. Figure 2 shows examples of
each group ((a)-group1, (b)-group 2 and (c)-group3) as well as the results obtained.

Figure 2: Examples (a)-group1, (b)-group 2 and (c)-group3 and Results: the ratio of successful detection in each experiment (0 to 1) [BLLJ09]
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As shown in Figure 2, the greater the threshold (T) is, the higher the ratio of successful detection. But at a certain point the ratio will drop [BLLJ09], it must be noted that
the authors did not mentioned any false acceptance rates. Another disadvantage is, that
because the method is based on the precise calculation of the optical ﬂow ﬁeld, illumination changes will have a negative impact on the results. This method will also fail for
3-dimensional objects, because it is based on the assumption, that a fake face is a planar.
Therefore, authors give advice to use this algorithm with other liveness detection methods [BLLJ09]. Another technique for liveness detection is introduced by Kollreider et al.
[KFB]. It analyzes the trajectories of single parts of a live face. Obtained information can
be used to decide whether a printed image was used. This approach uses a model-based
Gabor decomposition and SVM for face parts detection [KFB]. To determine a liveness
score, the authors combined face parts detection and an estimation of the optical ﬂow of
lines. This estimation is able to differentiate between motion of points and motion of lines.
A detailed review of existing techniques for optical ﬂow is given in [BFB94].
The idea of this method is based on the assumption that a 3D face generates a 2D motion
which is higher at central face regions than at the outer face regions (e.g ears). Therefore,
parts closer to the camera move differently from parts which are on a greater distance. In
contrast to that, a photograph generates a constant motion on different face regions. With
the knowledge of the face parts positions and their velocity, it is possible to compare how
fast they are in relation to each other. This information is used to discriminate a live face
against a photograph.
The authors proposed algorithms for the computing and implementation of the optical
ﬂow of lines (OFL). For this, they use the main Gabor ﬁlters that are linear ﬁlters for edge
detection. The authors also introduce two approaches for the face parts detection: one is
based on optical ﬂow pattern matching and model-based Gabor feature classiﬁcation. The
second method extracts Gabor features in a non-uniform retinotopic grid and classiﬁes
them with trained SVM experts.
The used database contained 100 videos of Head Rotation Shot-subset (DVD002 media)
of the XM2VTS database. All data was downsized to 300x240 pixels. Videos were cut (3
to 5 frames) and used for live and non-live sequences. The last frame from each person was
taken and was translated horizontally and vertically to get 2 non-live sequences per person.
Therefore 200 live and 200 non live sequences were analyzed. Most of the live sequences
achieved a score of 0.75 out of maximum 1, whereas the non-live pictures achieved less
than 0.5. It was also observed that glasses and moustaches lowered the score, because they
were near to the camera. The authors mentioned that by using sequences containing only
horizontal movements the system is error free. By considering a liveness score greater
than 0.5 as alive, the system separates 400 test sequences with error rate of 0.75 % [KFB].
Kollreider et. al. introduced in [KFFB] an approach for face detection based on facelandmarks. One part of their work focuses on liveness detection using the detected facelandmarks. The method analyzes lip movements classiﬁcations (used SVM to classify lip
dynamics) and lip-reading for the purpose of liveness detection in a dialogue scenario.
The authors proposed to locate the mouth region and extract OFL in real-time. They
presented results on the XM2VTS database simulating required scenarios (persons were
recorded speaking digits from 0 to 9). The goal was to recognize the digits by lip-motion
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only. As a database they used 100 short videos for every digit. The dataset was divided
into 60 videos for training (SVM classiﬁer, cross validation) and 40 for testing. During
experiments features vectors are extracted from mouth regions and given to a 10-class
SVM (for each of digit videos). As a result of the experiment, confusion matrices are
obtained. Successful recognition rate out of 100 individuals is 0.73 (73%). The authors
proposed it as indication of liveness. Face/mouth detection were also analyzed. Further
results and details for the algorithms of this approach can be found in [KFFB].
In the context of the competition on counter measures to 2D face spooﬁng attacks [CAM+ 11],
six teams have participated. A database was collected and made publicly available (PRINTATTACK) 1 [AM11]. The database contains 200 videos of real accesses and 200 videos
of attack attempts of 50 individuals, more details about the dataset is presented in Section
4.2. The speed and complexity of the developed algorithms was not considered. Every
participant was supposed to deliver a score after processing 230 frames of each video in
the test data set. In the following a short overview of the algorithms of participants is
presented.
The Ambient Intelligence Laboratory (AMILAB) team combined all three indicators of
anti-spooﬁng attacks (motion, texture and liveness). They analyzed each frame of video
and computed a conﬁdence score of being real or fake. In the process, they extracted
different types of visual features (color, texture, edges) and used a set of SVMs for the
calculation of conﬁdence score. Two more sources of classiﬁcation scores were used, one
is based on the average movement for which motion detection technique [LHGT03] is
used. The other source uses eye blink detection [CB05]. The scores are combined by the
means of the Dynamic Score Combination Methodology [TGR09] that dynamically ﬁnd
the weights of scores. After this step they analyze liveness degree of the person. This team
achieved good results with only one false rejection on the test set in the competition.
The research group of the Institute of Computing UNICAMP, Brazil, combined in their
approach all three indicators. They extracted robust set of low level features from regions
within the faces. These are descriptors based on the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
[DT05], Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [cit73] and histograms of shearlet coefﬁcients (HSC)[SdSDP11]. The feature descriptors are weighted with partial least square
regression (PLS). To exploit those features, video sequences are divided into parts, faces
are detected, cropped and rescaled.
IDIAP team used only texture indicator in their approach. At ﬁrst, videos are converted
into gray-scale, then local binary patterns (LBP) operator (with R=1 and 8 neighbor pixels)
is applied to every single image in the stream, and as a result, a global histogram is build
with 256 bins where the outputs from LBP operator (2D) are accumulated [TPM02]. This
global histogram is compared with a reference histogram generated and trained by using
all available fake videos in the training set.
The approach proposed by CASIA team was based on three observations that build the
basis for the classiﬁers used in the challenge.
• Classiﬁer 1 - Non-rigid Motion. The idea here is that the real videos have non-rigid
1 http://www.idiap.ch/dataset/printattack
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motions, especially in the mouth and eyes, while printed photos have only rigid
motions (translation, scaling and rotation). Therefore, they can be well modeled by
this transformations. For the detection of non-rigid motion in video, the research
group used the RASL technique proposed in [PGW+ ] that is able to align a series
of afﬁne transformed images (spooﬁng videos). Hence, the classiﬁer is trained on
the differences of aligned frames.
• Classiﬁer 2 - Noise. This classiﬁer is built on the noise differences between real and
spoof videos. According to the authors, the spoofed videos have usually more noise.
Noise in images is evaluated by Haar wavelets.
• Classiﬁer 3 - Face-Backgroound Dependency. This classiﬁer is based on the idea
that the motion of head in real video is independent of the background motion. In
the spoof video the small area of background around the face is moving with the
face (printed image). Therefore, this classiﬁer is trained on the ratio of motion in
the face and background.
The fusion of the three classiﬁers depends on the background. If the background is complex, the classiﬁer 1 and 3 are fused for score computation. If the background is uniform,
classiﬁer 1 and 2 are fused. This approach achieved good results and appears to be robust,
but this comes with high complexity cost.
The approach presented by UOULU team relies on the detection of printing quality defects
using texture information. This approach only considers single frames. This is achieved
by applying Sobel ﬁlter followed by the calculation of LBP features histogram and the
classiﬁcation decision is made by SVM classiﬁer.
The SIANI team used the evolution of face appearance and location as a liveness clue.
The motion of certain areas (face, non-face, mouth and eyes) between frames is analyzed.
Classiﬁcation decision is built by a Bayesian Network based on the motion statistics. The
results of the six approaches participating in the competition [CAM+ 11] are shown in
Table 2.

4

Discussion

In this section, the expected performance and challenges facing solutions based on different types of liveness indicators are discussed. This is linked to different possible spoof
attack scenarios. In this framework, a comparison between the different discussed works
is presented. Moreover, the main used datasets are discussed.

4.1

Liveness Indicators and Spoof Attacks

In this work, liveness detection approaches are categorized based on the type of liveness
indicator (clue) used to assist the liveness of 2D faces. Three main types of indicators
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where introduced, motion, texture and life sign. Each of those indicators represents certain clues of the liveness of the face. Each can act as anti-spooﬁng measure in certain
scenarios. However, each can be prone to certain spooﬁng situations. Here, the three types
of liveness indicators are discussed and their advantages and disadvantages in different
attack scenarios are presented.
Motion analysis tries to differentiate the motion pattern between 3D and 2D faces. The
assumption here is that real (live) faces are 3D structures, while spoof attack faces are 2D
images. Those images can be printed on paper or displayed on screens. Motion analysis
usually depends on optical ﬂow calculated from video sequences.
Texture analysis identify real (live) faces by having different texture qualities than printed
face images. This approach assumes that fake faces are printed on paper, and the printing
process and/or the paper structure produce texture features that can differentiate those
printed images from real face images.
Detection of life signs can be categorized itself into two categories. First that assumes
certain known interaction from the user (subject to be veriﬁed). In this situation the user
performs a certain task to verify the liveness of his face image. This task can be a certain
move that can be considered as a challenge response or a motion password. Users who will
perform their task correctly are assumed to be real. The second category does not assume
interaction from the user, but focuses on certain movements of certain parts of the face,
such as eye blinking, and will consider those movements as a sign of life and therefore a
real face.
The selection of liveness indicator type to build a liveness detection solution around is
directly related to the expected application scenario and spoof attacks. In the following,
different attack scenarios are assumed and the expected performance of the different liveness indicators is discussed.
The usually assumed face spoof attacks are the printed face attack. Here, the user face is
printed on a paper and presented in front of the camera for veriﬁcation or identiﬁcation.
Using texture analysis to identify real faces is possible in this situation, as the printing procedure and paper usually contains high texture characteristics. Nonetheless, very diverse
paper and printing textures can occur, and the systems built on texture analysis must be
robust to different texture patterns. This requires the existence of a very diverse dataset.
It is also possible that the attack is performed using a photo displayed on a screen, in this
case very low texture information is in hand. Using motion analysis or life sign detection
approaches will not be challenged by the diversity of texture information as it does not
depend on the texture but rather on movement information.
As mentioned above, using motion analysis as liveness indicator will help get over the
dependency on certain texture patterns. However, motion analysis may face problems
when low motion information is in hand. This can happen because of the behavior of the
user, high noisy images and low resolution. Motion analysis might also failed when spoof
attacks is performed using more sophisticated methods, just like 3D sculpture face model.
One the other hand, life sign detection based on the movement of certain face parts can
produce a robust system that is independent on the texture information and is secure against
attacks using 3D face models. However, this method may face challenges detecting the
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Work
AMILAB*
CASIA*
IDIAP*
SIANI*
UNICAMP*
UOULU*
[kJuJhY06]
[BLLJ09]
[KFB]

Motion
X
X
X
X

Texture
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

[KFFB]

Life
Dataset
sign
X
PRINT-ATTACK
X
PRINT-ATTACK
X
PRINT-ATTACK
PRINT-ATTACK
X
PRINT-ATTACK
PRINT-ATTACK
X
100 sampels, 10 objects
100 samples, 10 objects
XM2VTS
database,
200 live and 200 fake
X
XM2VTS database +
simulated scenarios

Result
FAR=0.00 FRR=1.25
FAR=0.00 FRR=0.00
FAR=0.00 FRR=0.00
FAR=0.00 FRR=21.25
FAR=1.25 FRR=0.00
FAR=0.00 FRR=0.00
FAR=0.01 FRR=0.08
betw. 83% - 100%
error rate 1% by 400
test sequences
succesfull recog 0.73
for 100 persons

Table 2: Overview of the discussed approaches. *[CAM+ 11].
certain motions considered.
Life sign detection based on user interaction and performing speciﬁc tasks can produce
very robust and secure anti-spoof solutions. This solution does not depend on the texture
information and is respectively robust to image properties. However, this solution requires
the collaboration of the user and is not suitable for ubiquitous systems.
Table 2 presents a comparison between the different discussed works. This table presents
the different approaches and the liveness indicator used. It also shows the dataset used
for development and evaluation and the performance reached. One can notice the high
accuracy achieved when using dataset (scenario) that matches the liveness indication used.
This is clear with the use of, the texture rich, PRINT-ATTACK dataset and texture based
solutions. Moreover, one can notice the high performance of solutions combining more
than one liveness indicator type. Those solutions are also expected to have higher robustness to different spoof attacks. Table 3 lists a brief comparison between the different
liveness indicators.

4.2

Datasets

In order to develop and test a face liveness detection solution, an informative and diverse
dataset that imitate the expected application scenarios is needed. The application scenario
and expected spoof attacks are linked with the developed solutions through the type of
information extracted from the images and used for liveness detection (liveness indicators).
Two publicly available datasets were mainly used for the development of the presented
face liveness detection solutions. One is the more recently available PRINT-ATTACK
[AM11] dataset that was explicitly built to develop and evaluate face liveness detection
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Liveness
Indicator
Texture

Motion

Life sign

pros

cons

simple implementation, good results in known scenarios, possible
decision from one frame, no usercollaboration needed
very hard to spoof by 2D face
image, independent of texture, no
user-collaboration needed

needs data that covers all possible
attacks, problem with low textural
attacks

very hard to spoof by 2D face images or 3D sculpture, independent
of texture

needs video sequence, can be
spoofed by 3D sculptures, needs
high quality image, challenged by
videos with low motion activity
may need collaboration from user,
depends on landmark detection in
the face, needs video sequences

Table 3: Overview of the discussed approaches
approaches that assumes an attack by printed face images. The other is the XM2VTS
dataset [MMK+ 99], this dataset was initially built for the development and evaluation of
person identiﬁcation and veriﬁcation based of frontal and proﬁle faces, as well as, speech
analysis.
The PRINT-ATTACK database consists of 200 videos of printed face photo attacks and
200 videos of real access attempts. The videos where collected from 50 different persons
under different lightning conditions. Videos are captured by having a real person or a
printed photo trying to access a laptop through a webcam. The color videos sequences
where at least 9 seconds each and were taken under two illumination scenarios, a controlled
scenario and a diverse scenario with more complex background and natural light.
Attack videos where recorded under two conditions. First, the videos where taken of
printed face photos hold still on a stand. A second attack set was captured while the
attacker holds the face image by hand. The data was split into four groups, training,
development, testing and enrolment.
One can notice the highly visible texture patterns in the attacks paper. This might produce
high liveness detection accuracy when the solutions based on texture features are tested,
as one can see in table 2. The non-interactive nature of this dataset makes it not suitable
for developing interactive liveness detection solution but suitable for detection of life signs
under realistic conditions as it contains no intended movement. The structure of the dataset
is very helpful for developing motion analysis based liveness detection solutions. As the
data set contains two types of attacks, ﬁxed and hand held pictures, this help analyzing the
differences of motion patterns between real faces and the different attacks.
The XM2VTS dataset was used in some works to develop face liveness detection solutions
[KFB] [KFFB]. This dataset was initially developed for person identiﬁcation based on
speech analysis, frontal faces and proﬁle faces. The dataset contains data collected from
295 individuals.
Two parts of the dataset are interesting for the face liveness detection solutions. First, the
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rotation shots. Those video sequences capture the rotation movement of individuals heads.
The second part is the speech shots. Those video sequences capture individuals reading
three predeﬁned sentences. Spoof attacks based on this dataset can be built by printing a
certain frame of the sequences and capture a video of it in a spoof attack scenario [KFB].
This dataset is suitable to be used in developing liveness detection that is based on life
signs detection especially when interactive users are expected [KFFB]. On the other hand,
as this dataset was not explicitly built for liveness detection, it does not contain a standard
subset of spoof attack video sequences.
Many Self-captured datasets were used for the development and evaluation of liveness
detection algorithms [kJuJhY06][BLLJ09].
For the future development of public databases, the three types of liveness indicators (information) should be considered. Non-interactive video sequences for motion analysis and
non-interactive life sign detections must include along with a set of interactive sequences
where the users performs certain tasks. Future attack datasets must consider the weaknesses of the available solution. Those weaknesses are limited representations of possible
textures, static or unrealistic movement of printed images attacks and their representation,
and the possibility of more sophisticated attacks such like 3D sculpture faces.

5

Conclusion

This work provided an overview on the problem of 2D face liveness detection. It presented
a categorization scheme for the possible solutions based on the type of liveness indicator
used. A review of diverse solutions was presented and discussed in the framework of
the presented categories. A discussion was built to link the possible attack scenarios, the
current and future solutions, as well as the available and future datasets. This work aimed
to provide basic framework for understanding the problem of face liveness detection, the
state of the art solutions, and the future challenges under different spoof attack scenarios.
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Abstract: Spooﬁng attacks are one of the security traits that biometric recognition
systems are proven to be vulnerable to. When spoofed, a biometric recognition system
is bypassed by presenting a copy of the biometric evidence of a valid user. Among
all biometric modalities, spooﬁng a face recognition system is particularly easy to
perform: all that is needed is a simple photograph of the user.
In this paper, we address the problem of detecting face spooﬁng attacks. In particular, we inspect the potential of texture features based on Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) and their variations on three types of attacks: printed photographs, and photos
and videos displayed on electronic screens of different sizes. For this purpose, we introduce REPLAY-ATTACK, a novel publicly available face spooﬁng database which
contains all the mentioned types of attacks. We conclude that LBP, with ∼15% Half
Total Error Rate, show moderate discriminability when confronted with a wide set of
attack types.

1

Introduction

Spooﬁng attack is the action of outwitting a biometric sensor by presenting a counterfeit
biometric evidence of a valid user [NAR08]. It is a direct attack to the sensory input of a
biometric system and the attacker does not need previous knowledge about the recognition
algorithm. Most of the biometric modalities are not resistant to spooﬁng attacks: the biometric systems are usually designed to only recognize identities without concern whether
the identity is live or not. Despite the existence of very sophisticated biometric authentication and veriﬁcation systems nowadays, implementing anti-spooﬁng schemes for them
is still in its infancy.
Depending on the biometric modality being attacked, fabricating fake biometric data can
have different levels of difﬁculty. While creating an artiﬁcial ﬁnger to spoof a ﬁngerprint
recognition system, or printing contact lens to spoof an iris recognition system may require
some expertise, it is very easy to create a copy of someone’s face. All that is needed is a
photograph of the person, which can be easily found on the Internet or taken directly from
the user at distance. The assumptions that the artiﬁcial biometric evidence can bypass a
biometric recognition system, are not only chimerical: in [DM09] the authors have shown
how to successfully spoof a laptop authentication system using only a printed photograph.
Since face spooﬁng attracted the attention of the biometric community, a number of pub-
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lications which address the problem in different ways have appeared [NAR08]. Possible
options include engaging additional devices to detect if there is a live person in front of the
camera, or asking the user to respond to some challenge, like making a particular gesture.
However, completely automatic systems which do not rely on additional hardware and are
not intrusive are cheaper and more convenient for the user.
The development of new algorithms to solve the problem is not possible without a public
database which catalogs many different types of attacks. The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we introduce a novel publicly available database, called REPLAY-ATTACK,
with three types of attacks and accompanied by a protocol and a baseline study of its
effectiveness in bypassing biometric recognition systems. Secondly, we study the strength
of texture features based on Local Binary Patters (LBP) to discriminate between real access
and a spoof attack. In support of the idea for reproducible research, the database is freely
available for public use, while the method is simple and easy to re-implement. Its source
code is also freely available for reproduction of results.
In what follows, we give a brief overview of the state-of-the-art anti-spooﬁng measures
and the efforts in creating face spooﬁng database up to now in Section 2. In Section 3 we
present REPLAY-ATTACK and its companion protocols. Section 4 describes the studied
counter-measure, followed by experimental results in Section 5. Conclusions and directions for future research are given in Section 6.

2

Related work

Summary of existing anti-spooﬁng methods. The existing anti-spooﬁng methods generally move towards one of three directions: analyzing the texture of the image captured by
the sensor, detecting any evidence of liveness on the scene or combining both approaches
together. Focusing on the texture based methods, the ﬁrst attempt towards spooﬁng detection was made in [L+ 04], where the authors argue that the frequency distributions on
the image of a live person and the image of an attack are different. In [B+ 10], the authors decompose the face image into a specular (reﬂectance) and diffusion component.
They conclude that recaptured images show reﬂectance characteristics of paper and ink
and achieve Equal Error Rate (EER) of 6.7%. Using the Lambertian reﬂectance model
and Difference of Gaussians (DoG) ﬁltering, [T+ 10] extracts two types of latent samples which are representatives of the texture of the image. The algorithms achieves an
Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) value of 0.95. The DoG approach is also employed
in [Z+ 12], where the image is processed with 4 DoG ﬁlters with different values of σ and
the achieved EER is 17%.
Most recently, the approach proposed in [MHP11] exploits yet another texture feature,
LBP. Each image is represented with a feature vector which is a concatenation of a LBPu2
16,2
histogram over the whole image, LBPu2
8,1 histograms of 9 overlapping blocks in which the
u2
image is divided, and a LBPu2
8,1 histogram over the whole image. In the notation LBPP,R ,
the superscript stands for uniform LBP, while the subscripts refer to the number of points
P which form the LBP code and are taken on a circle of radius R around the central pixel.
The resulting multi-scale LBP based feature vectors have dimensionality of 833 and are
fed to an SVM for a ﬁnal classiﬁcation.
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Another category of anti-spooﬁng methods focus on detection of a live-face speciﬁc motion on the scene, such as eye-blinking, mouth movements or head movements. Examples
of methods using eye-blinking detection are proposed in [PWS08] and [JUY06]. There
are a number of publications which analyze speciﬁc properties of the human head as a 3D
object and its movements, like [KFB09] or [B+ 09]. Both methods use optical ﬂow ﬁeld
for motion estimation and report EER of 0.5% and HTER of 10% respectively. [AM11]
states that in the case of an attack using a photograph, there should be high correlation
between the total amount of movement in the face region and the scene background. The
algorithm achieves HTER of 8.98%.
Most of the mentioned papers test their methods on attacks with printed photographs.
Both motion-based and texture-based anti-spooﬁng measures have conﬁrmed their discriminability in such cases. In this work we go one step further: we exploit the capabilities
of texture-based features to reveal the difference between real accesses and attacks with
photographs and videos.
Summary of existing face spooﬁng databases. Many of the previously mentioned papers test their proposed counter-measures on databases which they have developed, but
are not publicly available. The lack of publicly available databases and protocols obstructs
fair evaluation and comparison of the different anti-spooﬁng methods. The ﬁrst database
designed speciﬁcally for development of anti-spooﬁng algorithms, is the NUAA Photograph Imposter Database (from this point onwards referred as NUAA) which accompanies [T+ 10] and consists only of attacks with printed photographs. Its main disadvantage,
besides the limited number of identities (15 in total), is the provision of still images instead
of videos, which makes it unusable for motion-based algorithms. The protocol provided by
NUAA can not be considered as complete, because it contains only training and test data
and overlooks development data for ﬁne tuning of the classiﬁers. In [Z+ 12] the authors
propose a face anti-spooﬁng database (from this point onward referred as CASIA-FASD)
with three types of attacks: warped printed photographs, printed photographs with perforated eye regions and a video playbacks. In a certain sense, CASIA-FASD can be considered as an addendum of NUAA database, solving its two main drawbacks and adding
attacks with video playbacks. However, it inherits the lack of a complete protocol. PRINTATTACK [AM11] is the ﬁrst database which provides precise protocol with training, development and test set. It contains videos of attacks only with printed photographs to 50
different identities.
A database adequate for developing anti-spooﬁng algorithms should provide attacks capable of penetrating unprotected face recognition systems. Each database should provide an
evaluation of the scores that a baseline face recognition system generates for spoof attacks
to one identity. So far, NUAA and CASIA-FASD databases do not provide such evidence.
In Section 3 we present REPLAY-ATTACK, a novel face-spooﬁng database targeting to
challenge the most advanced spooﬁng counter-measures. Not only it enriches PRINTATTACK by adding more diverse spooﬁng attacks, but it also provides a protocol for fair
counter-measure comparison and proves the vulnerability of a face recognition system to
its attacks.
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3

The REPLAY-ATTACK database

The REPLAY-ATTACK biometric (face) database1 consists of short video recordings of
both real-access and attack attempts to 50 different identities. In this section we give the
setup for database recording, describe the set of companion protocols and evaluate the
effectiveness of the collected attacks.
Setup for database recording. To create the dataset each person recorded a number of
videos at 2 different stationary conditions: (1) controlled (the background of the scene
is uniform and the light of a ﬂuorescent lamp illuminates the scene); and (2) adverse
(the background of the scene is non-uniform and day-light illuminates the scene). People
were asked to sit down in front of a custom acquisition system built on an Apple 13-inch
MacBook laptop and capture two video sequences with a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels
(QVGA), at 25 frames-per-second and of 15 seconds each (375 frames). The acquisition
process is the same as for the PRINT-ATTACK database and it is thoroughly described
in [AM11].
Collecting samples and generating the attacks. Under the same illumination and background settings used for real-access video clips, the acquisition operator took two highresolution pictures of each person using a 12.1 megapixel Canon PowerShot SX150 IS
camera and with an iPhone 3GS (3.1 megapixel camera), that would be used as basis
for the spooﬁng attempts. To realize the attacks, the operator forges an attack as described in one of the following scenarios: (1) print (the operator displays hard copies of
the high-resolution digital photographs printed on plain A4 paper using a Triumph-Adler
DCC 2520 color laser printer); (2) mobile (the operator displays photos and videos taken
with the iPhone using the iPhone screen); and (3) highdef (the operator displays the highresolution digital photos and videos using an iPad screen with resolution (1024 by 768
pixels). Each attack video is captured for about 10 seconds in two different attack modes:
(1) hand-based attacks (the operator holds the attack media or device using their own
hands); and (2) ﬁxed-support attacks (the operator sets the attack device on a ﬁxed support
so they do not move during the spoof attempt). The ﬁrst set of (hand-based) attacks show
a shaking behavior which can sometimes trick eye-blinking detectors [PWS08]. Figure 1
shows some frames of the captured spooﬁng attempts.
Protocols. The total set of videos in the database is decomposed into 3 subsets allowing
for training, development and testing of binary classiﬁers. Identities for each subset were
chosen randomly, but do not overlap, i.e. people that are on one of the subsets do not
appear in any other set. Moreover, each attack subset can be sub-classiﬁed into two groups
that split the attacking support used during the acquisition (hand-based or ﬁxed-support).
Counter-measures developed using this database can report error ﬁgures that consider both
separated and aggregated grouping, from which it is possible to understand which types
of attacks are better handled by the proposed method. Table 1 summarizes the number of
videos taken for both real-access and attack attempts and how they are split in the different
subsets and groups.
In the case the developed counter-measure requires training, it is recommended that training and development samples are used to train classiﬁers. One trivial example is to use
1 http://www.idiap.ch/dataset/replayattack
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Figure 1: Examples of real accesses and attacks in different scenarios. In the top row, samples from
controlled scenario. In the bottom row, samples from adverse scenario. Columns from left to right
show examples of real access, printed photograph, mobile phone and tablet attacks.
Table 1: Number of videos in each database subset. Numbers displayed as sums indicate the amount
of hand-based and ﬁxed-support attacks available in each subset when relevant.

Type
Real-access
Print-attack
Phone-Attack
Tablet-Attack
Total

Train
60
30+30
60+60
60+60
360

Devel.
60
30+30
60+60
60+60
360

Test
80
40+40
80+80
80+80
480

Total
200
100+100
200+200
200+200
1200

the training set for training the classiﬁer itself and the development data to estimate when
to stop training. The test set should be solely used to report error rates and performance
curves.
Effectiveness of Attacks. The REPLAY-ATTACK database provides an extra set of 100
videos that are not part of the “spooﬁng” scenarios deﬁned above. The videos correspond
to enrollment sequences for each of the 50 clients, in the two illumination conditions as
described above. The enrollment videos are grouped respecting the same deﬁnitions for
the data in spooﬁng attacks - identities do not overlap between training, development and
test subsets. The videos should be used to train a baseline face-recognition classiﬁer which
can then be used to estimate the quality of attacks contained in the database.

4

Anatomy of the studied counter-measure

Simple visual inspection of an image of a real user and a recaptured image of the same
user shows that the two images can be very similar and even the human eye may ﬁnd it
difﬁcult to make a distinction at ﬁrst glance (see Figure 1). Yet, some disparities between
the real face and spoof-attack images may become evident once the images are translated
into a proper feature space. These differences come from the fact that the human face as a
3D object, as well as the human skin, have their own optical qualities (absorption, reﬂection, scattering, refraction), which other materials (paper, photographic paper or electronic
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed LBP based anti-spooﬁng algorithm

display) do not possess [PDT05]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the texture
properties of real accesses and spoof-attacks will be different.
In this work, we try to capture the texture properties of the images with features based
on the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) operator introduced in [OPM02]. The most simple
LBP pattern for a particular pixel, usually denoted as LBP3×3 , is formed by comparing the
intensity values of that pixel with the intensity values of the pixels in its 3x3 neighborhood.
In this way, each pixel is assigned a label with value from 0 to 28 − 1. In the case of
uniform LBP (LBPu2 ), only the labels which contain at most two 0-1 or 1-0 transitions
are considered. The feature vector of an image, or a region of the image, is formed by
calculating a histogram of the pixel labels.
Figure 2 displays a ﬂow diagram for a complete overview of the counter-measure. The
feature vectors are computed per frame. In this way, each frame of the videos in REPLAYATTACK and CASIA-FASD databases is considered as an independent sample in both
training and testing sets. This choice enables fair comparison with the NUAA database
which only provides images. The computed feature vectors apply to face bounding boxes
normalized to 64x64 pixels. Unfortunately, the face detection process is not error free. In
case a certain frame in the input video stream presents no detected face, the face detection
is borrowed from any previous frame which had one. If there is no previous frame with
detected face, the frame is discarded from further analysis.
The feature vector which is used for spooﬁng detection in this work is a simple normalized histogram of LBPu2
3×3 codes, as opposed to the concatenation of more complex
parametrized LBP proposed in [MHP11]. As depicted in Figure 2, we calculate the LBP
histogram in two different ways, and perform all the experiments separately on the both
versions of the feature vectors. The ﬁrst option is to calculate the LBP features for all pixels in the image and distribute them in one histogram (per-image calculated features). In
this case, the total number of bins in the histogram, and thus the number of dimensions of
the feature vector is 59. The second option is to divide the image into 3x3 blocks, calculate
the LBP histograms for each of the blocks separately and form the ﬁnal feature vector by
their concatenation (per-block computed features). This results in a feature vector with
531 dimensions. The motivation for using blocks comes from the fact that the texture artifacts of the spoof attacks may be more visible in small and local uniform areas of the
image, such as the forehead or the cheeks [MHP11].
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Our work also includes experimentation with alternative LBP features, namely, the set of
extended LBP as proposed in [TM10]. It includes transitional (tLBP), direction-coded
(dLBP) and modiﬁed LBP (mLBP). The tLBP operator forms the binary patterns by comparing two consecutive neighboring pixels of the central pixel circularly in clockwise direction. The dLBP encodes the intensity variation along the four base directions through
the central pixel in two bits. The mLBP, similarly to Modiﬁed Census Transform (MCT)
features proposed in [FE04], compares the values of the neighboring pixels to the average
of the intensity values in the 3x3 neighborhood. Unlike MCT, it discards the comparison
of the central pixel with the average from the ﬁnal code.
Since the feature vectors that we obtain from the images are histograms, the ﬁrst classiﬁer
applied to the extracted features is χ2 histogram comparison. We create reference histograms for the real accesses by averaging the histograms of the corresponding training
samples. Reference histogram of attacks is not considered because the attacks are of many
different types and hence their mean histogram is not a good overall representative of the
cluster of attacks. Then, the feature vectors of the probe images are assigned a score as
a result of χ2 comparison with the reference histogram. A similar approach has already
shown very good performance on the PRINT-ATTACK database [C+ 11].
More complex classiﬁers were examined as well: a linear one, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and a non-linear one, Support Vector Machine (SVM) with radial kernel basis
function.
The studied algorithm is implemented using the free signal-processing and machine learning toolbox Bob2 [A+ 12] and the source code of the algorithm is available as an antispooﬁng satellite package3 .

5

Experiments and results

In this section we give a performance evaluation of the studied anti-spooﬁng algorithm.
Before proceeding with the experiments, we give an overview of the methodology we use
to report the results and we report on the effectiveness of the attacks in REPLAY-ATTACK
to spoof a baseline face recognition system.
5.1 Performance measure
A spooﬁng detection system is subject to two types of errors, either the real access is rejected (false rejection) or an attack is accepted (false acceptance). Its performance is often
measured with Half Total Error Rate (HTER), which is half of the sum of the False Rejection Rate (FRR) and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR). Since both the FAR and the FRR
depend on a threshold τ , increasing the FAR will usually reduce the FRR and vice-versa.
For this reason, results are often presented using the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve, which plots the FAR versus the FRR for different values of τ . Another
widely used measure is the Equal Error Rate (EER), deﬁned as the point along the ROC
curve where the FAR equals the FRR. The threshold τ should be chosen on the development set and the HTER reported using the test set. As means of uniforming reports, we
2 http://www.idiap.ch/software/bob/

3 https://github.com/bioidiap/antispoofing.lbp
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recommend choosing the threshold τ on the EER at the development set.
5.2

Measuring the effectiveness of the attacks

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the REPLAY-ATTACK spoofs to get through a face
recognition system, we implemented a Parts-Based Gaussian Mixture Model (PB-GMM)
baseline4 [CSM03]. According to a recent experimental evaluation of face recognition
methods [W+ 12], this method provides a trade-off in terms of complexity and performance
accuracy. For this system, if one sets a threshold on the EER of the development set, the
number of attacks that would be incorrectly classiﬁed as clients would be slightly above
82%. This validates the attacks in REPLAY-ATTACK as valuable for further investigation
of counter-measures. As no enrollment data is provided for NUAA and CASIA-FASD
databases, it is not possible to do such an evaluation for these databases.
5.3 Performance evaluation of the studied anti-spooﬁng algorithm
We provide a number of performance evaluation tables which give the results of the classiﬁcation with respect to different criteria. Firstly, we compare the effectiveness of the different types of LBP to detect spooﬁng attacks. Secondly, taking only the best-performing
type of LBP from the ﬁrst experiment, we compare the performance of features computed
per-image and per-block. Our third experiment evaluates the classiﬁcation methods. It
also compares the algorithm’s performance to the reimplementation of the algorithm proposed in [MHP11]. Finally, we apply the studied counter-measure and the algorithm given
in [MHP11] to all the available databases.
Comparison of the types of LBP. Inspired by the performance that the χ2 statistics
based classiﬁer has shown on attacks with printed photographs [C+ 11], we made an evaluation of regular LBPu2
3×3 and the extended set of LBP [TM10] using this classiﬁcation
method on REPLAY-ATTACK. The HTER of the classiﬁcation for both the development
and test set for per-image computed LBP histograms is given in Table 2.
Table 2: HTER (%) of classiﬁcation with χ2 for different types of LBP features

LBPu2
3×3
dev
test
31.24 34.01

tLBP
dev
test
29.37 35.35

dLBP
dev
test
36.71 40.26

mLBP
dev
test
32.29 33.68

Although very efﬁcient for printed spooﬁng attacks, probably due to apparent printing artifacts, LBP is not as discriminative with the other types of attacks in REPLAY-ATTACK.
As it can be seen from Table 2, the lowest HTER on the test set is achieved by using mLBP,
u2
followed by LBPu2
3×3 . Despite the very tight superiority of mLBP over LBP3×3 , we will
u2
continue the further evaluation only using LBP3×3 . The motivation for this lies in the fact
that LBPu2
3×3 is much more commonly used then mLBP and this makes the comparison of
the algorithms more consistent. Furthermore, computing mLBP requires one additional
operation for calculating the average of the intensity values in the 3x3 neighborhood of a
given pixel.
Per-image vs. per-block calculated features. Our second experiment compares the
performance of χ2 classiﬁer with respect to the features computed per-image and per4 Code

available at: https://github.com/bioidiap/antispoofing.verification.gmm
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block. Their dimensions are 59 and 531 respectively. The results are given in Table 3. We
can conclude that enlarging the feature vector 9 times does not improve the performance,
as the HTER in the ﬁrst case is about the same as in the second case on both development
and test set. Therefore, in the rest of the experiments with REPLAY-ATTACK we will
consider only the features computed on the full image, which is more optimal in terms of
computational and memory resources.
Table 3: HTER (%) of classiﬁcation with χ2 for LBP codes computed per-image and per-block

per-image computed LBPu2
3×3
dev
test
31.24
34.01

per-block computed LBPu2
3×3
dev
test
33.66
34.30

Comparison of the classiﬁers. In the following experiment, we compare the simple
χ2 statistics method to more sophisticated classiﬁers (LDA and SVM). We also reimplemented the algorithm proposed in [MHP11], where the feature vector with length of 833
is composed of concatenated LBP histograms and the used classiﬁer is also a SVM. The
results are given in Table 4 .
Table 4: HTER (%) of classiﬁcation with different classiﬁers

2
LBPu2
3×3 + χ
dev
test
31.24 34.01

LBPu2
3×3 + LDA
dev
test
19.60
17.17

LBPu2
3×3 + SVM
dev
test
14.84
15.16

LBP [MHP11] + SVM
dev
test
13.90
13.87

While the improvement of the results when using LDA over the classiﬁcation with χ2 is
notable, introducing non-linearity with SVM into the classiﬁcation system decreases the
HTER on the test set by only 2%. This comes with the cost of a very large SVM with a lot
of support vectors, which means low computational performance during the classiﬁcation.
For example, the total number of support vectors is 25717 for feature vectors of length 59.
Features proposed in [MHP11] bring additional improvement of 1.3%, but they are 14
times bigger then our features and the total size of the SVM is even larger in this case.
Performance of the algorithm on different databases. Finally, in Table 5 we present
the performance of the algorithm on all the available face-spooﬁng databases. As an addition, we report the results that we obtained with the reimplemented version of the method
proposed in [MHP11].
It should be remarked that, due to the lack of development set on NUAA and CASIAFASD databases, the only option was to evaluate the algorithm using cross-validation by
randomly dividing the training data into 5 folds. The results presented for these databases
are actually the average HTER on the test set over 5 iterations of the algorithm with different folds playing the role of a development set.
It is also interesting to point out that when experimenting with NUAA and CASIA-FASD,
better results were achieved with per-block computed features. Therefore, in Table 5, the
features for REPLAY-ATTACK are computed per-image, while the features for the other
two databases are computed per-block.
From Table 5, we discuss three crucial matters. Firstly, we observe the generalization
capabilities of the algorithm on the NUAA database. Secondly, we examine the gain in
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Table 5: HTER (%) of the classiﬁcation on different databases. The average standard deviation of
the HTER over the 5 cross-fold validation iterations on NUAA and CASIA-FASD is at most 1%.
∗Features replicated from [MHP11] using Bob and classiﬁcation performed using Bob.
‡Result reported in [MHP11]: features generated using the Matlab implementation of LBP and
classiﬁcation performed using LIBSVM.
§Features from [MHP11] provided by the authors and classiﬁcation performed using Bob.

LBPu2
3×3 + LDA
LBPu2
3×3 + SVM
LBP [MHP11] + SVM ∗
LBP [MHP11] + SVM ‡
LBP [MHP11] + SVM §

REPLAY-ATTACK
dev
test
19.60
17.17
14.84
15.16
13.90
13.87
-

NUAA
dev
test
0.06 18.32
0.11 19.03
0.11 13.17
2.5
3.21 4.23

CASIA-FASD
dev
test
17.08 21.01
16.00 18.17
15.43 18.21
-

precision versus the complexity of the classiﬁer. Lastly, we highlight a disparity between
the results obtained with our reimplementation of the method in [MHP11] and the results
reported by the authors.
The ﬁrst thing to notice in Table 5 is the tendency of the classiﬁers to overﬁt on the training
set of the NUAA database. Both LDA and SVM yield high performance on the development set, but are less effective on the test set. This can be explained by the fact that the
classiﬁcation threshold is chosen on the development set, which for NUAA is actually a
subset of the training set, as we perform cross-validation. This problem can be taken as an
indication for the necessity of a precise protocol with separate training, development and
test set in spoof-attack databases.
From Table 5 we can also observe that the non-linear classiﬁer gives just minor improvement over LDA not only in REPLAY-ATTACK, as shown before, but also on NUAA and
CASIA databases. Moreover, expanding the feature vector to very high dimensionality
like in [MHP11] does not guarantee good generalization for NUAA, nor does help for
better performance on CASIA database.
Table 5 contains two additional rows. The ﬁrst one is the HTER on the NUAA database
as reported in [MHP11]. We can observe that there is a difference between the HTER
we obtained by reimplementing the method in [MHP11] (13.17%) and the reported value
(2.5%). Therefore, we asked the authors to send us, for comparison purposes, their features
generated using the Matlab implementation of LBP5 . The last row of Table 5 gives the
HTER of the algorithm that we obtained with the features they provided to us, and it
amounts 4.23%. The small difference between this value and the value reported in the
paper is probably due to a different cross-validation schemes in the both settings. However,
the question remains what causes the disparity between the results obtained with the two
implementations.
After thorough investigation, we found that the Matlab implementation of LBP responds
unexpectedly in certain conditions. On the contrary, the LBP implementation of Bob ap5 http://www.cse.oulu.fi/CMV/Downloads/LBPMatlab
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pears to handle these conditions correctly. Namely, when calculating the circular LBPu2
8,1
and LBPu2
16,2 required for the features in [MHP11], there is a need for calculating interpolated values of particular points in the image. The Matlab implementation of LBP does not
handle correctly bilinear interpolation in some cases due to precision problems, leading to
completely different LBP codes. The anomaly seems to affect ∼4% of the LBP codes for
some of the test images. We informed the authors about this issue for further investigation,
especially to understand why the anomaly produces better performance.

6

Conclusion

Spooﬁng and anti-spooﬁng has become a prevalent topic in the biometrics community.
Regardless of the sophistication of a particular face recognition system, it should not be
completely trusted if it does not have a protection against spooﬁng attacks.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. Firstly, it introduces
REPLAY-ATTACK, a novel spooﬁng attack database containing three types of possible
attacks using three different media and two different recording conditions. The database
includes a protocol for training, development and testing purposes, and also proves the
vulnerability of a baseline face recognition system to its attacks. Secondly, it proposes
simple and easily reproducible LBP based face spooﬁng counter-measure and explores
its efﬁciency against a variety of attacks. Variants of LBP were also investigated, but
the regular LBPu2
3×3 shows the best performance/complexity tradeoff. The simple setup
and low-dimensional features manage to reach reasonable performance even without using complex non-linear classiﬁers whose size can be inconvenient for fast computation.
In support of reproducible research, the database, its protocols, as well as the source code
will be made publicly available.
The LBP based anti-spooﬁng method guarantees different levels of certainty for different
types of attacks and different databases. Some attacks can deceive this counterfeit more
easily then others. There is no consistency in the results with regards to the types of attacks,
nor the attacks from different databases. Our belief is that this is not valid only for texturebased methods, but also for methods that approach the problem from different aspect. The
various face spooﬁng attacks differ from the real accesses in their own particular manner:
the devices that are used introduce different artifacts and the amount and type of movement
they possess is different. In other words, the cues that distinguish two different types of
face spooﬁng attacks from real accesses differ in their essence and should be grasped
in their own unique way. There is not a single notion which describes all the types of
attacks. Hence, we believe that the future work in the ﬁeld of anti-spooﬁng should focus on
addressing as more spooﬁng attacks as possible with separate attack-speciﬁc approaches.
Another option is to congregate the characteristics of all the real accesses into a single
model to which none of the spooﬁng attacks will relate in any sense.
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Abstract: Biometrics and cryptography are two tools which have high potential for
providing information security and privacy. A combination of these two can eliminate their individual shortcomings, such as non-revocability, non-diversity, and privacy issues in biometrics and need of strong authentication in cryptography. Cryptobiometric systems combine techniques from biometrics and cryptography for these
purposes, and more interestingly, to obtain biometrics based cryptographic keys. In
this paper, we address the problem of sharing these keys. We propose a cryptobiometric scheme in which two clients can share a session key securely and establish a secure communication session. The scheme involves a Central Authority for
Registration and Authentication (CARA) with which the clients are registered. The
CARA stores biometric data only in transformed, cancelable form, allowing for easy
revocation of the templates and protecting privacy. There are two distinctive features
of this protocol (1) it achieves mutual authentication and starts secure communication
between two clients which may be previously unknown to each other, and (2) this protocol works even if the two clients use different biometric modalities in the same (as
well as in different) session.

1

Introduction and Background

Nowadays, information exchange via electronic means is a widely employed task. While
the transfer of inﬁrmation is a day-to-day need, it is also required to protect the privacy of
this information. The information may be sensitive and be meant for use of only designated
entities. In order to protect the privacy of this information, its transmission is generally
secured through cryptographic means. The information is ﬁrst converted into unreadable
form through a process called as encryption before sending it. The receiver needs to perform a decryption operation to retrieve the information after receiving it. The encryption
and decryption operations depend on long cryptographic keys. Generally, only those who
have the correct keys in possession can recover the transmitted information. However, because these keys are long (e.g., the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [aes01] requires
keys of sizes 128, 192, or 256 bits), these need to be stored somewhere. Therefore, in order
to maintain the secrecy and privacy of the information, these keys should be kept secret
and access control mechanisms are required to share the keys only with the designated
entities.
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Traditionally, knowledge (e.g., passwords) or possession (e.g., tokens) based authentication is used in cryptographic systems. These authenticators are assigned to the user
identity, and thus, are not strongly associated with the user identity. Therefore, it is possible that the authenticator gets stolen or lost. It can also be willfully shared making it
easy for the user to repudiate. Biometrics, deﬁned as automatic recognition of persons
based on their physical or behavioral characteristics, can help in this regard. In biometrics,
person’s biological (e.g., ﬁngerprint, iris, face, etc.) or behavioral (e.g., signature, gait,
etc.) characteristics are used to establish his identity. These characteristics are strongly
bound to the user’s identity and are difﬁcult to steel and/or forge. Because of this ability of
biometrics, in recent years (since 1998), researchers have been trying to combine it with
cryptographic systems in order to obtain cryptographic keys strongly linked to the user’s
identity. Such systems combining biometrics with cryptography are denoted as cryptobiometric (or biometric crypto) systems. Details about crypto-biometric systems can be
found in [Mar10, KPDD12].
A straight-forward and the easiest way to integrate biometrics into cryptographic systems
is ﬁrst to carry out biometrics based user veriﬁcation, and on successful veriﬁcation, release a stored cryptographic key. However, this mode of employment results in a two-stage
system the link between them being the biometric system veriﬁcation result. This result is
a one bit (yes/no) response. In this way, it forms a bottle-neck in the system and can be
easily attacked (e.g., by a Trojan horse replacing the biometric system module to replace
the one-bit information).
Additionally, biometric system have problems of their own such as non-revocability, nondiversity, and possibility of privacy compromise. Non-revocability relates to the fact that
biometric characteristics are permanently associated with the user. If the biometric information stored in a database is compromised, it cannot be replaced with a new one.
Therefore, it becomes unusable in that system and possibly in all other biometric systems
based on that characteristic. Moreover, the templates obtained from the same biometric
characteristic stored in different databases are substantially similar resulting in lack of
diversity. This can allow cross-database matching and can compromise privacy.
The problems of non-revocability, non-diversity, and possibility of privacy compromise
of biometric systems can be resolved with the techniques denoted as cancelable biometrics [RCCB07, LN07, BSW07, KPDD09]. A general idea behind these systems is to apply
a user speciﬁc (one-way) transformation to the reference biometric template before storing it in the database. The same transformation is applied to the biometric information
at the veriﬁcation time and the comparison is done in the transformed domain. Since the
transformation is unique for each user, in case of compromise, it can be changed and the
compromised template can be revoked. However, the veriﬁcation result in this case is also
a one-bit (yes/no) response. Therefore, the problem of weak link between biometrics and
cryptography described above still exists in these type of systems and these systems cannot
provide strong cryptographic keys.
Fortunately, there are other ways of combining biometrics with cryptography, in which, a
multi-bit cryptographic key is obtained with the help of biometrics. The key thus obtained
is denoted as crypto-biometric key. One way to obtain these crypto-biometric keys is to
extract it directly from biometric information. These systems are denoted as biometrics
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based cryptographic key generation systems. Some examples of key generation systems
are [DFM98, MRW99, ATIS09]. Since the keys are multi-bit information, the entropy is
much higher than using the classical biometric veriﬁcation system.
Other widely studied approach of obtaining crypto-biometric keys is to bind a random
bit-string with the biometric data during enrollment and regenerate it using another set
of authentic biometric data at the time of veriﬁcation. This method is denoted as key
regeneration or key binding [JNN08]. Some examples of these system can be found
in [JW99, JS02, DRS04, HAD06, KCK+ 08].
However, when it comes to applications to cryptography, the crypto-biometric systems still
need some mechanism to share the crypto-biometric keys. There are two main types of
cryptography: symmetric-key cryptography and public-key cryptography. In symmetrickey cryptography, the same key is used for encryption and decryption. Therefore, both (or
all) the parties involved in cryptographic information exchange need to have this symmetric key. On the other hand, public-key cryptography involves a pair of keys, a public key
and a private key, which are mathematically related. Generally, the public key is shared
with others and is used for encryption. The private key is kept secret and is required to decrypt the information encrypted using the associated public key. However, the public-key
cryptography cannot be used for real-time applications because of its speed and hence, in
widely used protocols such as the Transport Layer Security (TLS) [DR08], a symmetric
key is shared with the help of public-key cryptography. Moreover, for security reasons, a
new symmetric key, called as session key, is used during each communication session.
Many systems can be found in literature which can obtain crypto-biometric keys. However, there are very few which address the problem of using them for establishing secure
communication sessions. Some of these systems are summarized below.
Boyen et al. [BDK+ 05] proposed a biometrics based remote authentication protocol in
which fuzzy extractors [Boy04] are used. Tang et al. [TBCP08] also proposed an authentication protocol based on fuzzy extractors. This protocol provides security by employing
the ElGamal public-key cryptosystem [Elg84]. It can generate and share Cryptographic
keys while preserving some aspects of the user privacy. However, both these systems
require storage of classical biometric templates. Additionally, the Tang et al. [TBCP08]
scheme needs a secure communication link between the parties for exchanging information.
Ueshige and Sakurai [US06] proposed a one-time authentication protocol which can create
biometric authentication based secure sessions. In this protocol, a one-time transformation is generated which is unique to the session. This transformation is applied to the
stored templates as well as to the fresh biometric data. The comparison between the two
transformed templates is carried out to establish the authenticity of the subject. Bringer
et al. [BCI+ 07] employed the Goldwasser-Micali cryptosystem [GM82] for biometric authentication. This system allows the biometric comparison to be carried out in the encrypted domain. In order to protect the privacy, the system makes sure that the biometric
data stored in the database cannot be explicitly linked to any user identity, but it only detects whether the data belonging to an identity is present in the database. Recently Barni
et al. [BBC+ 10] proposed a scheme for privacy preserving authentication based on ﬁn-
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gerprints. This scheme employs the ElGamal cryptosystem which facilitates biometric
comparison in encrypted domain. Upmanyu et al. [UNSJ10] proposed a blind authentication protocol which is also based on homomorphic encryption. The drawback of these
authentication protocols is that they can only authenticate the subject. But they cannot
produce the cryptographic keys required for secure communication.
The “Secure Ad-hoc Pairing with Biometrics: SAfE” protocol proposed by Buhan et
al. [Buh08] employs the fuzzy extractor scheme and can be used to establish a secure
link between two parties. This protocol is different than the others described above because it does not involve a biometric template database or server. However, the drawback
of this protocol is that it shares the biometric data between the two parties and requires
mutual trust among them. It also requires a secure channel for exchanging the biometric
data.
Abid and Aﬁﬁ [AA09] proposed an ePassport authentication protocol based on elliptic
curve cryptography. They proposed to employ biometrics, speciﬁcally ﬁngerprints, to
securely generate the parameters of the elliptic curve. These parameters are used for the
ePassport bearer’s authentication. The practical difﬁculty of this approach is that it requires
a stable input from biometrics.
Following the concept of session keys, Scheirer and Boult [SB08, SB09] proposed “bipartite biotokens”. In this scheme, their earlier proposal of revocable biotokens [BSW07] is
combined with fuzzy vaults [JS02] which enables to securely share keys using biometrics.
A series of transformations is shared between the client and the server. A new transformation (in succession) is applied in every communication session. The bipartite biotokens are
session speciﬁc and make it possible to share session speciﬁc data between two parties.
Recently, we proposed a multi-Biometrics based Session-Key Generation and Sharing
(BSKGS) protocol [KPDD11]. This protocol has important features such as: (1) secure
generation and sharing of multi-biometrics based session keys, (2) cancelability/revocability,
template diversity, and privacy protection, (3) mutual authentication between the two parties, (4) no sharing of biometric data and other sensitive information.
However, this protocol cannot work in two situations: (1) to establish a secure communication link between two parties or clients which are unknown to each other, and (2) when
these two parties do not want to use a common biometric modality. The BSKGS protocol above is for establishing secure communication session between a client and a server
where the client is, a priori, enrolled with the server. Additionally, the two parties may
not be willing to use the same biometric modality. There may be situations where one of
the parties does not possess a particular biometric modality which the other party intends
to use, e.g., one may lack voice.
In this paper, we address these two issues. Here, we propose a crypto-biometric scheme
which can establish secure communication sessions between two clients which are enrolled in a common database with biometric modalities of their choice. It uses the BSKGS
protocol from [KPDD11] and inherits all its features. Moreover, the two parties do not
need to use the same biometric modality. They can choose their own biometric modality
to authenticate with.
This paper is organized as follows: the multi-biometrics based session key generation
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and sharing (BSKGS) protocol from [KPDD11] is ﬁrst summarized in Section 2. The
proposed scheme for establishing secure communication sessions between two clients is
then presented in Section 3. Security analysis of this scheme is given in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusions and perspectives are given in Section 5.

2

Multi-Biometrics Based Session-Key Generation and Sharing (BSKGS)
Protocol

This protocol for multi-biometrics based session key generation and sharing, shown in
Fig. 1, was recently proposed by the authors in [KPDD11]. It uses the multi-biometrics
based key regeneration system [KPDD10] for obtaining crypto-biometric keys. Figure 1
shows a schematic diagram of this protocol.
The enrollment process, which is securely carried out off-line, is not shown in Fig. 1. During enrollment, individual cancelable templates (collectively denoted as θic for simplicity)
of the user i for different modalities are generated and stored. In addition, a part of the
transformation key, Kix , is also stored.
At the time of authentication and session establishment, following procedure is performed:
1. The client and the server decide on the security level and choice of biometric modalities to use for authentication during the current session.
2. The client captures fresh biometric data and ﬁrst creates cancelable templates using
his transformation key. Using these cancelable templates and a randomly generated
key Kr , he can create a new locked code θlock using the algorithm in [KPDD10].
The random key Kr is hashed twice to obtain H(H(Kr )) and is sent to the server
along with θlock .
3. The server attempts to regenerate a trial value Kr′ of the random key, from the locked
code θlock , Kix , and the stored cancelable templates θic .
4. A comparison between double hashed version of the random and the regenerated
keys (i.e., between H(H(Kr )) and H(H(Kr′ ))) is carried out. Ideally, if the server
has the template of the client (or conversely, if the client provides correct authentication information) it can regenerate the random key correctly. If the two hash values
are equal, the server considers the client to be genuine and sends a single hashed
version of the regenerated key, H(Kr′ ), to the client.
5. When the client receives the single hashed version H(Kr′ ), it is compared with
H(Kr ). If these are found to be equal, then the client can be assured that the server
has actually received the key Kr . Now they can start secure communication with
Kr as the crypto-biometric session key.
As can be noted, this protocol establishes secure communication session between the client
and the server. The scenario we are addressing in this paper is communication between
two clients where this protocol cannot work.
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Figure 1: Multi-biometrics based Session Key Generation and Sharing (BSKGS) protocol [KPDD11].

3

Proposed Protocol for Establishing Secure Session Between Two
Parties

The proposed crypto-biometric scheme involves a Central Authority for Registration and
Authentication (CARA) with which the parties need to be registered. As in the BSKGS
protocol, the client registration procedure is carried out off-line at a secure place. During
registration, CARA saves cancelable templates of each client in a database.
When two parties, Client A and Client B, want to communicate with each other securely,
they follow the protocol shown in Fig. 2 which has following steps:
1. Client A sends a request for secure communication to Client B.
2. Client B responds with a accept signal.
3. Client A then communicates with CARA to establish a secure session by employing
s
the BSKGS protocol and obtains a session key KA
. Similarly, Client B obtains his
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Figure 2: Proposed scheme for establishing secure communication sessions between two clients.
s
from CARA.
session key KB

4. Client A informs CARA about the forthcoming communication request between A
and B.
c
of
5. CARA then applies the cancelable transformation on the stored template θA
s
K
c
s
A
Client A based on his session key KA to obtain θA . Note that the template θA
of Client A is already a cancelable template. Which means that the transformation
Ks
is applied a second time on the biometric data. This double transformed data θA A
x
along with the shufﬂing key part KA
is sent to Client B.
Ks

6. Client B now has a cancelable template θA A of Client A. Client A has all the data
Ks
necessary to obtain θA A , which include his own biometric information, his ﬁrst
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transformation key which he obtains during enrollment with CARA, and the current
s
. With this information, Client A and Client B follow the BSKGS
session key KA
protocol above to generate a crypto-biometric session key and start secure communication with that key.
In this way, the two clients can share a session speciﬁc cryptographic key with the help
of CARA. Note that, in the protocol shown in Fig. 2, only client B obtains a cancelable
template of client A. There is no obligation on the clients to use the same biometric modality. In fact, the Client A and Client B can decide which biometric modalities to use for
authentication with the CARA. CARA will send a template corresponding to that modality
to the other client. This is an important feature of the proposed scheme which can allow
people to chose their own biometric modality for authentication. It is also a practically
viable solution since the two clients may not be able to use the same biometric modality
because of physical or health issues.

4

Security Analysis

Security of the proposed cryptosystem relies on the security of the the BSKGS protocol
and the key regeneration system it uses. The key regeneration system used in this protocol
was proposed by the authors in [KPDD10]. This key regeneration system can obtain long
crypto-biometric keys based on multi-biometrics (illustrated by iris and facial biometrics
combination in particular). The entropy of this scheme is estimated using the method
described by Hao et al. [HAD06]. It calculates the degrees of freedom in the biometric
data by the procedure given in [Dau03] and then based on the sphere packing bound,
calculates the number of brute force attacks needed to obtain the key from the template
without having the speciﬁc authentication data. The entropy estimated in this way is 183
bits. This entropy indicates the difﬁculty an attacker will have in obtaining the cryptobiometric key when he has access to the locked code templates without having the required
authentication data of the clients. Note that the initial data transmission takes place through
unprotected links. However, the data transferred at that time is communication requests,
locked codes, and hash values of the random keys, none of which reveals the information
about the session key or biometric data.
Both the clients are needed to be registered with the CARA in order to start secure communication. Additionally, both must authenticate themselves with CARA to obtain the
temporary cancelable templates of the other party using the BSKGS protocol. Thus, an
attacker cannot obtain the templates of any client (e.g., Client A) without having authentication data of the other client (e.g., Client B).
There is an option that Client A can also request a cancelable template of Client B from
CARA. In this case, the BSKGS protocol is run twice between Client A and Client B. This
additional step can signiﬁcantly enhance the security of the system.
Even if an attacker obtains the temporary cancelable template of a client, e.g., of Client A,
it has to be used in that session only. The template that is transferred by CARA to the other
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client B is generated by applying a transformation on the stored cancelable templates. The
transformation key used for this operation is the temporary session key of Client A which
is not sent to Client B. Thus the attacker cannot obtain the biometric data even if he obtains
the temporary cancelable template.

5

Conclusions and Perspectives

The crypto-biometric system proposed in this paper facilitates secure communication between two clients with the help of a Central Authority for Registration and Authentication
(CARA). They can achieve mutual authentication which is backed up by the involvement
of biometrics. The two parties do not need to use the same biometric modality for authentication. The biometric data is stored in cancelable form at the CARA and is not shared
with anyone. A new transformation is applied to the cancelable data before sharing it with
others. In this way, the system possesses revocability, diversity, and privacy properties.
The proposed system can be used for secure communication between two clients. It has
a potential to replace existing protocols such as TLS. Alternatively, it can be used along
with the existing protocols adding another layer of security.
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Abstract: This article describes how the fields of biometrics and forensic science
can contribute and benefit from each other. The aim is to foster the development of
new methods and tools improving the current forensic biometric applications and
allowing for the creation of new ones. The article begins with a definition and a
summary of the development in forensic biometrics. Then it describes the data and
biometric modalities of interest in forensic science and the forensic applications
embedding biometric technology. On this basis it describes the solutions and
limitations of the current practice regarding the data, the technology and the
inference models. Finally, it proposes research orientations for the improvement of
the current forensic biometric applications and suggests some ideas for the
development of some new forensic biometric applications

1 Introduction
Forensic science is defined as the body of scientific knowledge and technical methods
used to analyse and interpret traces, in order to answer questions related to criminal, civil
and administrative law. It focuses in particular on the demonstration of the existence and
the investigation of an offence, on the individualization of a perpetrator and on the
description of a modus operandi. The practice of forensic science is founded on 4 basic
inferences: identification, individualization, association and reconstruction [IR98]. These
inferences are structured in 3 levels: the source level, the activity level and the offence
level [Co98]. The source level focuses on the question of the origin of a trace, the
activity level concentrates on the activity that leads to a trace and the offence level
adresses the question if an activity is constitutive of an offence.
Biometrics is the set of automated methods used for the recognition of human beings,
measuring and analyzing statistically their distinctive physical and behavioural traits.
The method consists of the extraction and comparison of biometric features from a
reference and a test sample, followed by the computation of a score representing a
distance or a similarity between the two samples [Wh10].
Currently scores are used in 3 types of forensic inferences at source level: identification
and identity verification, individualization, and association. Identification and identity
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verification are decisions about the identity of a person. Individualization is a description
of the evidential value of a trace, in the light of a pair of mutually exclusive hypotheses
related to the source of this trace. Association consists of linking and selecting objects,
people and events. More concretely biometric technology plays a role in several forensic
applications: the identity management and the identity verification in the criminal justice
chain, the identification of missing persons from a mass disaster, the forensic
investigation and intelligence as well as the forensic evaluation of biometric evidence in
court. Together these applications form the field of forensic biometrics.
A lot of biometric solutions are implemented in the forensic practice, often as the result
of a request of the law enforcement agencies towards industrial and academic partners.
But the field still faces severe practical limitations due to an insufficient understanding
of its context and needs for an optimal implementation of tools and methods. Even
comprehensive documents on biometrics addressing the forensic aspect do not use the
forensic inference models to describe the challenges and opportunities in forensic
biometrics [Wh10]. A cause may be found in the immaturity of the forensic research
culture [Mn11] and in the rarity of the literature addressing this specific topic [DC08].
The aim of this article is to describe how the fields of biometrics and forensic science
can contribute and benefit from each other, in order to foster the development of new
methods and tools improving the current forensic biometric applications and allowing
for the creation of new ones.

2 Development
Methods like forensic anthropometry [Be86], forensic dactyloscopy [Ga92] and le
portrait parlé [Re05] exist from the end of the 19th century. They exploit physical and
behavioural traits for the individualization of perpetrators of criminal infringements.
From the 1960’s the development and implementation of automatic fingerprint
identification system (AFIS) constitutes the first forensic biometric application: the
automation of the identity verification on basis of ten print cards [BS01]. In the 1980’s
the discovery of forensic DNA profiling led to the development and implementation of
similar tools and applications: the identity verification on basis of DNA reference
material using a computerized DNA database, the selection of subsets of individuals and
the individualization of persons from biological traces.
In the 1990’s speaker, face and gait recognition became of interest for forensic
biometrics, as a consequence of the development of mobile telecommunication and
camera surveillance technologies (CCTV). During the same decade the first solutions
combining biometric technologies and the Bayesian likelihood ratio inference model
were proposed for evidence evaluation [CM00].
After 2001 the interest rose for soft biometric modalities such as body measurements
(height, width, weight) and proportions, gender, hair, skin colour and clothing
characteristics. This interest was mainly motivated by the possibility of capturing these
features in unconstraint environments. However, the limited distinctiveness and
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permanence of these features enhanced the necessity to consider a multimodal approach
[JDN04].
In the current decade the development of new biometric modalities can be expected, for
instance modalities exploiting spectroscopic properties of the biological tissues outside
of the visible range or being spin-offs of the unprecedented development of mobile
communication technology. Their potential for forensic biometrics will be investigated.

3 Data and modalities
In the forensic context a reference sample is sometimes named control material or
known item, when a test sample collected on a crime scene is often denoted as crime
scene sample, trace material, questioned or unknown item. Case related biometric data
are the reference and test samples collected and used for casework purpose by law
enforcement agencies. They are also of great interest for forensic biometric research.
Some biometric traces and marks are captured physically (biological traces, fingermarks,
earmarks, bitemarks, lipmarks), other digitally (face, voice, body measurements, gait).
Some attributes closely related to the human body like clothing and footwear are often
treated as biometric modalities in forensic science, because they are collected, analyzed
and interpreted in the same way as biometric traces and exploited using the same
inference models. The stability of a modality over time determines the obsolescence of
the case related data for investigation, from lifetime for fingerprint and DNA, to some
months or years for face and speaker recognition.
In order to be of forensic interest, the biometric modality has to be available as a trace
and needs to be distinctive. On a crime-scene, fingermarks and biological traces are
searched in priority because they are often available and can be very distinctive. On the
other hand the iris pattern, even if very distinctive, is only very rarely available as a
digital trace. Digital traces may embed information about the body length of a
perpetrator, but this modality is only privileged if no other option is available, due to the
its poor distinctiveness [Al08]. The modality also needs to be stable and robust to the
forensic conditions. Face recognition is commonly exploited for forensic investigation,
but suffers from severe limitations. The facial features can change significantly over
even short periods of time and the unconstrained video captures constituting the main
part of the trace material can loose a substantial part of the distinctiveness of the
modality.
The overall performance of a biometric technology is largely influenced by the quality of
the input data conditioned by the acquisition and environmental conditions. These
factors are common in all biometric deployments, but forensic processes tend to
maximize their variability [DC08].
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4 Applications
This section describes the forensic biometric applications and details the role of
biometric technology in each of them. In preamble it has to be stressed that the reliability
of any forensic biometric application relies on the integrity of the identity management
used by the criminal justice chain [Me10]. The identity infrastructure in place needs to
able to create, challenge and end biometric identities reliably. For example, before the
use of biometric solutions in the Dutch prisons, some individuals were serving sentences,
substituting themselves to the convicted criminals. Nowadays, the Netherlands have
implemented a system combining the fingerprint and face modalities to identify and
verify, in case of serious crime, that the person behind a claimed identity remains the
same along the whole criminal justice chain, from the arrest to the detention to serve the
sentence [PG11].
4.1 Forensic identification of missing persons
The identification of missing persons from a mass disaster depends on the form of this
disaster, closed or open. A closed disaster relates to a known number of individuals from
a defined group, like an aircraft crash with a passenger list. Open disasters like traffic
accidents, natural disasters, technical accidents (fires, explosions), terrorist attacks and
events occurring within the context of war relates to an unknown number of individuals
from an undefined group. Combinations of these two forms are also conceivable (e.g.
aircraft crash in a residential area) [In09]. When the prior probabilities can be assigned,
the evidential value of the biometric features can be assessed and the decision thresholds
can be determined. Closed-set identification (1 to N) and open-set identification (1 to
N+1) frameworks apply, respectively, to these two types of disaster. When the prior
probabilities cannot be assigned and the decision thresholds cannot be determined, the
likelihood ratio inference model applies to assess the evidential value of the biometric
features [Bu11, BTM12].
4.2 Forensic investigation
Biometric technology contributes to forensic investigation in associating traces to
persons present in a database, producing ranklists and selecting subsets of persons from
which the trace may originate. For instance an automatic fingerprint identification
system or a computerized forensic DNA database are used for comparing a trace to the N
individuals of a database and selecting the M individuals most similar to the trace
(closed-set selection, M from N). In a second phase forensic examiners refine the results
of the automatic selection excluding some more reference samples, based on criteria that
are not addressed by these methods at present. The importance of the human-based phase
increases with the complexity of the trace, e.g. superimposed fingermarks or biological
traces containing partial DNA profiles from more than one contributor. This combined
combined approach (automated and human-based) can be described as an open-set
selection (M from N+1).
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4.3 Forensic intelligence
Biometric technology is used for forensic intelligence to associate traces from different
cases, producing ranklists and selecting subsets of cases with traces that may be from the
same origin. Only comparing trace material is the most challenging application from the
point of view of biometrics [RWM06]. For instance the information system (IS) of
Europol will integrate in the near future forensic intelligence capabilities for the DNA,
fingerprint and face modalities [Eu11].
4.4 Forensic evaluation
The evaluation of biometric evidence in court consists of applying the biometric
technology for forensic individualization. The score computed is considered as forensic
evidence (E) and the evidential value of E is assessed in the light of a pair of mutually
exclusive hypotheses about the origin of the trace material. Generally the first hypothesis
(Hp) is supported by the prosecution and states that the trace material originates from the
suspected person. The second hypothesis (Hd) is supported by the defence and states that
the trace material originates from another indivual, randomly chosen within the relevant
population of potential sources of the trace. The evidential value is calculated as the ratio
of two probabilities: the probability of the evidence when the prosecution hypothesis is
true divided by the probability of the evidence when the defence hypothesis is true. I
represents the relevant background information about the case, for instance the selection
process of the suspected person and the nature of the relevant population [DC08]. The
result is expressed as a likelihood ratio, calculated as follows:
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The posterior probability ratio is calculated as the multiplication of the prior probability
ratio by the likelihood ratio. The role of the forensic practitioner is limited to the
assessment of the likelihood ratio. To provide the prior probability ratio and to make
decisions on basis of the posterior probability ratio is the duty of the court. This
approach is considered as logical and balanced [Ev98] and the LR can be seen as the
metric describing the evidential value [Go91].
A biometric LR-based system is a software system that combines the use of biometric
databases, technologies and the likelihood ratio approach to assess statistically the
evidential value of a biometric trace associated to a reference sample. The quality of the
inference strongly depends on the quantity and properties of the data used to estimate the
within and between-source variability [Me06]. Such an automatic approach
complements the human-based approach using knowledge and experience to assign
personal probabilities. The strength of a LR-based system is to provide statistical
probabilities on the set of distinctive features that can be extracted automatically. The
strength of human beings is to also consider features that cannot be handled yet by the
biometric technology, like the third level details in fingermarks or sociolinguistic aspects
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of speech. Statistical probabilities are considered as more objective and personal
probabilities more subjective.
The classical “forensic identification” disciplines relying mainly on personal
probabilities for the assessment of the evidence are being increasingly challenged
[SK05], especially because of the development of evidence based on DNA profiles
governed by statistical data and the evolving requirements for the admissibility of
evidence following the Daubert decision by the Supreme Court of the USA [DC08]. The
LR approach is considered as promising in forensic biometrics. It has been firstly
implemented for the DNA modality [Ev98], followed by LR-based systems developed
for the speaker recognition modality [GR06] and more recently for the fingerprint
modality [NES12]. In this respect, forensic biometrics can be considered as a forerunner
in the “forensic identification science paradigm shift” [SK05].

5 Improving the current applications
5.1 Modalities
Despite the widely spreaded usage of the biometric technologies within forensic science,
some biometric modalities have escaped to catch the attention of the biometric
community, probably due to the fact that they are only exploited for specific forensic
purposes. For instance the size and shape of hard tissues (soft bones, bones and teeth)
and the results of dentistry and surgery on these tissues are exploited by forensic
anthropologists, mainly for post-mortem identification. These features are considered as
very distinctive, but more systematic statistical research is desirable to be able to assess
their evidential value. Together with fingermarks and biological traces, earmarks and
footwear marks are collected in high volume crime and workable for forensic
investigation, intelligence and individualization purpose. But contrarily to the
fingermark and DNA modalities, no analytical model is available yet to describe the
distinctive features present in ear and footwear marks. They still represent a challenge
for pattern recognition and statistics, limiting de facto the possibility to build forensic
biometric systems based on these modalities [RWM06].
5.2 Technology
Biometric feature extraction and comparison algorithms are generally fully automatic
and optimized to minimize processing time. In the forensic context the need for speed
has a lower priority and semi-automatic feature extraction can be considered. Specific
implementations designed for the feature extraction and comparison from forensic data
should focus on the amount of distinctive information usable in the forensic data, even at
the cost of increasing the processing time. For instance, the feature extraction and
comparison of fingermarks and fingerprints focuses on the minutiae (position and angle),
but a systematic use of the extended fingerprint feature set (EFS) as defined in the
ANSI/NIST ITL-1 2011 standard may improve the performance [IHK11]. In the same
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way the automatic processing of higher-level speaker dependent features from speech
samples of forensic quality may be beneficial [GR12].
5.3 Data and testing
Biometric data intrinsically involve some privacy issues, meaning that their use for
research implies authorizations. Their statute of real data raises the question of the
ground truth of their origin, which is formally unknown for trace samples. The amount
of case related data depends on the forensic process. They may be collected in large
quantities and structured in databases for forensic investigation. For forensic evaluation,
the amount of data is strongly case dependent. The requirement in terms of quantity and
quality of data depends on which forensic application the technological development is
intended. When approaching the quality of real data, simulated data should be used in
the training phase, because their production is controlled and the ground truth of their
origin is known. The test phase should at least contain some sets of real data, and the
validation of a system should be performed using mostly real data. Research databases
constituted of case related biometric data remain unfortunately too rare [Le06, Kr09].
The limitation of access to real forensic data for research purpose is a reality, but
improvement is possible in line with the new EU open data strategy “Data is the new
gold”. A way to provide an indirect access to the data without compromising their
security and privacy consists of developing online evaluation platforms. Such a
mechanism allows for the evaluation of biometric systems using real forensic data
against appropriate performance metrics without direct access to the data. It requires,
firstly, to make explicit the forensic biometric processes and to agree on the relevant
metrics for their evaluation. Secondly, it requires implementing the evaluation
mechanisms and sharing the data and resources. Finally, it requires a coordination action
to feed the most relevant results to standardization bodies, in order to improve
international standardization. The EU project “Biometric Evaluation And Testing”
[Be12], develops such an approach, but not for forensic biometrics.
5.4 Applications
Closed-set (1 to N) and open-set (1 to N+1) forensic biometric identification processes
are evaluated in standard operational conditions with standard error measures (false
identification rate / false acceptance and false rejection rates) and performance metrics
(Cumulative Matching Curve-CMC / Equal Error Rate-EER, Detection Error Trade-off
curve-DET). But in the forensic context more transparency is needed in the way the prior
probabilities are assigned, the evidential value from the biometric data is assessed and
the thresholds are determined, globally or personally.
The scalability of the technology in the forensic biometric processes depends on the
modality. But within a modality, it also largely depends on the process and the quality of
data involved. The US National DNA Index (NDIS) contains reference DNA profiles
from more than than 107 individuals. The performance of this technology is sufficient to
implement an identity verification application based on the comparison of reference
samples, but more performance studies are desirable for forensic intelligence and
investigation dealing with test samples mimicking the limited quality of the traces
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[Hi10]. Appropriate performance metrics are also needed to characterize selection
processes. The rank of a target as a function of the quality of the test data may be studied
using cost functions based on the CMC, in order for the size of the short list (M) not to
be fixed but being a function of the quality of the data.
For forensic individualization, the absence of underpinning statistical data in the “classic
forensic identification disciplines” is viewed as a main pitfall that requires a paradigm
shift [SK05]. Outside of the DNA modality, the results computed by LR-based systems
using biometric technology are rarely integrated in the forensic evaluation. Firstly, no
general method is currently described and available to evaluate and calibrate the results
of LR-based systems. Agreement exist on the use of Tippett plots [MD01] and the
measure of the rates of misleading evidence in favour of Hp and Hd [Ne06] to measure
the performance of such systems and on the use of the cost log likelihood ratio (Cllr) for
their discrimination and calibration. Calibration is a measure of reliability of the LR
value. The evidential value of calibrated LRs tends to increase when the discrimination
power of the LR-based system increases [RC07]. The way to evaluate some other aspects
of LR-based systems, like their robustness, coherence and generalisation is still work in
progress.
Secondly, the development of methods to combine the evidential value computed by
automatic approaches and assessed by human-based approaches is still in progress.
Technical solutions exist within biometrics to combine results at different levels (feature,
match score and decision), using rule based approaches (majority voting, sum rule,
product rules), or algorithms based on Support Vector Machine (SVM), fuzzy clustering,
radial basis neural networks or even to fuse information between different levels
[SVN07]. These solutions may be tested and adopted for soft biometric multimodal
approaches developed for forensic investigation and intelligence and for the fusion of the
modalities used for the identity verification and identification in the criminal justice
chain. But for forensic evaluation there are some particular demands in terms of logic
and transparency for the methodology used to combine results [AF09]. The solution
currently explored by the forensic community relies on the use Bayesian Networks, but
despite providing logic and transparency to the process, its complexity is a major
obstacle to its implementation [Ta06].
5.5 Challenges
The table 1 summarizes a series of current challenges for a set of biometric modalities
relevant for the 4 forensic applications defined supra. The level of these challenges
depends mainly on the availability of the modality and on the maturity of the technology;
they are at a much lower level for the soft biometric modalities than for the fingerprint
modality. For forensic identification the challenge focuses on the development of
reference databases and on their management, increasing the integrity, quality and
interoperability of the data. For forensic investigation and intelligence, the challenge
focuses on the automation of the processes, on the improvement of the performance for
real trace samples, generally of low quality, and on the scalability of the technology for
large databases. For forensic evaluation the challenge focuses not only on the
development of semi-automatic methods based on the likelihood ratio framework, but
also on the integration of expert-based and semi-automatic methods into hybrid methods.
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Forensic
application
Forensic
identification

Finger
Improve the databases integrity and
the quality of reference samples

Biometric modality
Face
Speaker
Gait
Soft modalities
Develop the concept of Not relevant regarding the weak
forensic
face/speaker distinctiveness of these modalities
database

Improve interoperability
Forensic
investigation
and
intelligence

Forensic
evaluation

Improve technolo- Improve technology scalability
gy scalability (da- Diminish the constraints on the trace
tabases > 106 fin- sample:
gerprints)
Location,
Noise,
Improve
perfor- Position,
lighting,
clothing
channel,
mance for very
aging
aging
partial fingermarks
(5 - 8 minutiae)
Build, validate and calibrate semi-automatic Explore the
possibility to
LR-based methods
Improve
and
harmonize
expert-based develop semiautomatic
protocols
Develop hybrid LR-based methods (expert- LR-based
methods
based and semi-automatic)

Evaluate
the
possibilities to
combine
the
modalities,
considering their
availability and
dependence
Early
developments:
try to combine
information
from several soft
modalities

Table 1: Challenges of different biometric modalities regarding the forensic applications

5.6 Implementation
At local and national level, numerous biometric solutions are implemented within law
enforcement but the forensic biometrics field remains a fragmented reality. For instance,
countless face recognition products have been acquired locally, tested and implemented
independently along the last decade to support forensic investigation and intelligence,
despite known poor results [Br02], confirmed again for the UK riots of 2011 [Fi11].
Research and development provides solutions to improve the capture of biometric data,
like intelligent cameras that can automatically detect, zoom in and follow faces. But
organisational aspects like complying with minimal quality requirements and technical
standards are necessary to stimulate the implementation of new technology.
AFIS systems and computerized DNA databases are at best operable at national level.
But ensuring their interoperability at a larger scale, like the connection of the EUnational fingerprint and DNA databases under the umbrella of the Prüm Treaty or the
international exchange of biometric information through Interpol remains a challenge.
Both technological and organisational dimensions prove to be difficult on a local scale
and barely manageable on national and European scales. The cause has to be found in
the number of parties increasing greatly and in the differences of culture, legislation and
IT infrastructure” [PG11].
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6 Development of new applications
The current forensic research mainly focuses on identification, individualization and
association at source level, trying to answer to the question: who is the origin of a trace?
Less attention has been given to reconstruction at activity level, trying to answer to the
questions: how and when the trace was made? But analysing and interpretating the
position of fingermarks, the quantity of DNA, the movement of a body or the expression
of a face to an activity is of great forensic interest. Exploiting properties of biometric
traces to date is a similar challenge, and spectroscopic properties of physical traces
outside of the visible range may contribute to it.
The flaws of the identity management infrastructures and processes offer a new role to
play for forensic biometrics: contribute to investigate identity fraud and find remedies
against it. The role is not limited to criminal cases like the substitution of convicted
persons in prison, but also extends to civil cases like family relatedness claims
(paternity, lineage) or administrative cases like residence or social benefits claims. DNA
can certainly play a central role in the enrolment phases of these processes, but for the
verification phases other modalities seem more suitable because of the complex and long
analytical process of DNA and its risk of contamination.

7. Conclusion
Making forensic biometrics one community improving the current forensic biometric
applications and developing new forensic biometric applications is a challenge. It
necessitates collaboration to set up research directions embedding several aspects,
generally in the hands of different actors: the relevant data, the relevant inference
models, the relevant technology and the relevant evaluation framework. But this is the
challenge identified by the European Council to face the field of high tech and cyber
crime in its conclusion on the vision for European Forensic Science 2020. It recognizes
the central role of the exchange of information including biometrics and other data
generated by forensic processes in the prevention of and fight against crime and criminal
activities. It also emphasises the need to define commonly accepted minimum forensic
science standards for the collection, processing, use and delivery of forensic data relating
inter alia to data concerning DNA profiles, as well as dactyloscopic and other biometric
data.
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Abstract: Modern artiﬁcial face detection shows impressive performance in a variety of application areas. This success comes at the cost of supervised training, using
large-scale databases provided by human experts. In this paper, we propose a face
detection system based on Organic Computing [vdM08] paradigms that acquires necessary domain knowledge autonomously and learns a conceptual model of the human
face/head region. Performance of the novel approach is experimentally compared to
state-of-the-art face detection, yielding competitive results in scenarios of moderate
complexity.

1

Introduction

Humans with their social perception skills are quite adept in vision-based face identiﬁcation and interpretation of other peoples’ facial expressions. Although the biological foundations of these abilities are still hardly understood it can safely be assumed that these
skills rely on fast and robust cerebral face detection (FD) mechanisms. Recent technical
solutions mimicking human abilities in face detection show good performance and target
a prospering market.
This success comes at a cost: artiﬁcial FD solutions are critically dependent on the availability of purposeful face models. These patterns can be provided in a variety of ways
(cf. [YKA02]), nevertheless, but are always based on domain knowledge [Wal11] provided by human supervisors. This is a tedious, time-consuming and costly task, and the
resulting databases often have to be tailored to the system’s expected operating conditions.
Worse, the vast majority of FD solutions are unable to extend such restricted databases
autonomously; thus, failure in unforeseen scenarios is programmed.
The above problems seem to have no counterpart in the biological systems: the visual
cortex acquires useful domain knowledge ‘from the input itself’ [Gor06] in a completely
autonomous manner. Herein, sophisticated ‘concept building’ [Wal11], ‘generalization’,
and ‘nontrivial learning’ [PB04] mechanisms are of prime importance. Endowing standard
face detection with these central abilities will potentially reduce human effort and render
the resulting systems more reliable in novel scenarios. This is studied within the Organic
Computing [vdM08] (OC) domain; recently, OC principles have been used to enhance
autonomy in articulated human body modeling [Wal11]. Linking to and extending this
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work, the current paper modiﬁes elements of the meta model proposed in [Wal11] in order
to form an autonomously assembled, OC-inspired face detector based on ‘Gabor wavelet’
information.

2

Learning meta models of the upper human body

The face detection scheme proposed here relies on an autonomously learned, abstract representation of the human body, the so-called meta model [Wal11]. Assume an array of
NM unlabeled input video streams of 150 − 300 frames, capturing a single human subject
performing smooth, fronto-parallel upper-body motion in front of a static and moderately
cluttered background. Using basic motion segmentation techniques in combination with
graph cut [BJ01] allows to separate the moving foreground subject reliably. Afterwards,
a set F = {f0 , ..., fNF −1 } of trackable features is distributed uniformly on the extracted
foreground entity; Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracking [TK91] yields motion trajectories for
each feature. A self-tuning[ZMP04] variant of spectral clustering [vL07] groups features according to the similarity of their trajectories, resulting in a set of feature groups
Gi , i ∈ {0...NG − 1}. Assuming body parts to move as coherent entities allows to correlate each feature group with an observed limb; kinematic constraints between the identiﬁed
feature groups are introduced using a modiﬁed version of the skeleton assembly techniques
found in [Kra03]. To complete limb extraction, the sparse feature groups have to be converted into compact limb templates; on that behalf, each foreground pixel x is assigned to
limb template i via (cf. [Wal11])
i = arg

min

min :fj − x: .

k∈{0,...,NG −1} fj ∈Gk

The derived limb templates and the skeleton structure are combined within a sequencespeciﬁc [Wal11] ‘pictorial structure’ [FH00] (PS) model of the observed upper human
body. Repeating the above model extraction procedure for each input sequence yields a
PS model array M = [M0 , ..., MNM −1 ]. Each single Mi can be expected powerless for
matching purposes in generic scenarios (see [Wal11]). However, sophisticated learning
strategies can be employed to combine all sequence-speciﬁc PS models to form a much
‘more generic and powerful meta model’ [Wal11]Mmeta . This process is described elsewhere [Wal11]. For this paper we describe the involved Gabor limb prototypes [Wal11].
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3

Gabor prototypes

Gabor wavelets represent a widespread method to access spatial frequency information in
gray scale images [LVB+ 93, WFKvdM97]) and deﬁned as
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Like in [WFKvdM97, Wal11] scales are sampled according to ν ∈ {0, ..., 4} and orientations are discretized by µ ∈ {0, ..., 7}.
A Gabor jet [WFKvdM97] ‘collects wavelet ﬁlter responses at a dedicated image position
from all ν · µ subband images’ [Wal11]. Image features based on such Gabor jets are
widespread in ‘biologically motivated’ [KS07] face recognition based on ‘elastic (bunch)
graph matching’ [WFKvdM97]. Herein, single jets correlate to dedicated ‘facial landmarks’ [Wal11] and are attached to the nodes of a deformable ‘face graph’ [WFKvdM97].
The edges of this graph employ spring-like constraints to ensure spatial coherence of the
face model (cf. [WFKvdM97]). Face recognition is eventually based on graph comparison; similarity of the connected jets is evaluated by a variety of ‘comparison functions’
[Wal11]. Within the current context, access to the jets’ absolute values will be sufﬁcient
for jet comparison; nevertheless, more sophisticated comparison methodologies exist (cf.
[GW09]).
For face detection purposes autonomously learned grid graphs of Gabor jets (the aforementioned Gabor limb prototypes) allow for reliable face detection in complex images.
Note that the system proposed in [Wal11] originally learns Gabor prototypes for all observed NG body parts. Leaving detailed discussion of this procedure to [Wal11], assume
that the nodes of the generated Gabor prototypes GG,i , i ∈ {0, ..., NG − 1} carry texture
information that remains stable across all input sequences. As Gabor wavelets are not
rotationally invariant [Gün11] and cloth texture varies ‘signiﬁcantly between sequences’
[Wal11], stable texture samples will evolve exclusively in the face region (due to negligible
head rotation and stable face texture) of the meta model’s torso element. Thus, all Gabor
prototypes GG,i except the torso become depleted of nodes and are eventually pruned.
The remaining GG,torso ‘turns into a generic texture-based torso detector that optimally
responds to human torsi in upright position’ [Wal11]. To actually perform torso detection
in an input image I(x), GG,torso is swept (at scales s ∈ {0.7, ..., 1.0}, discretized in Ndis
steps, with upright orientation) over a Gabor jet representation GI (x) of some query image I(x). Comparing Gabor jet information from the swept graph’s nodes with Gabor jet
information from GI (x) yields a ‘Gabor cue map’ [Wal11] Gtorso
(x); minima of this map
s
correlate to the barycenters of putative torso candidates in I(x). Fig. 1b demonstrates
application of GG,torso to the query image in ﬁg. 1a; the pronounced bluish minima indicate reliable detection of each observed torso, grayish regions correspond to areas where
‘the projected Gabor graph has at least one node outside the image area’ [Wal11] and thus
could not reliably be evaluated. In [Wal11], use of the described torso detection scheme
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(a) Query image

(b) Gabor cue map

(c) Face detection

Figure 1: The face detection cycle: Gabor information is in heat map style; red color indicates high values, while blue color corresponds to minima. Detected faces are highlighted
by green rectangles.
was deliberately restricted to search space reduction in articulated posture analysis. By the
modiﬁcations described below, however, GG,torso demonstrates potential in multi-person
face detection and will experimentally be shown to compete with state-of-the-art ViolaJones face detection [VJ04] in moderately complex scenarios.

4

Gabor-based face detection

Turning GG,torso into a reliable face detector is quite straightforward, the powerful OpenCV
[Bra00] library provides most of the necessary algorithms. In a ﬁrst step, the face region
of the meta limb’s torso is localized: given ideal circumstances, this could be achieved by
ﬁnding the bounding rectangle of all nodes in GG,torso . However, stable nodes of the torso’s
grid graph might not evolve exclusively on the true face area, but also on the head/shoulder
transition; such ‘outlier’ nodes would unnecessarily inﬂate the face rectangle, as indicated
in ﬁg. 2a.
The initial bounding rectangle can seed an ‘active contour model’ [KWT88]: evolving this
‘snake’ [KWT88] over < 1000 time steps, it eventually yields a tight perimeter (shown as
green line in ﬁg. 2b) that ﬁts all graph nodes. During the evolution process, nodes close to
the convex hull of GG,torso are charged with higher attraction weights, in order to prevent
the snake from excessive shrinking. Morphological opening of the perimeter’s inside area
(sketched as white overlay in ﬁg. 2b) eliminates outlier inﬂuences and gives a compact
approximation of the true face region (white overlay in ﬁg. 2c). This compact structure
can well be represented by a single encompassing rectangle Rface (overlaid as green line
in ﬁg. 2c). Let bface be the barycenter of this face rectangle in torso-centric coordinates.
With that, the torso detection method of [Wal11] can directly be employed as a singleface detection scheme: by adding bface to the position of the most pronounced Gabor cue
map minimum (across all sweeping scales), Rface can be projected into the query image
domain.
However, multi-face detection requires a more sophisticated approach: assume that minima in each Gtorso
(x) cluster tightly around the true barycenter positions of all torsi obs
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(a) Bounding rectangle

(b) Evolved snake

(c) Face rectangle

Figure 2: Face rectangle evolution for Gabor-based face detection: rectangle and snake
perimeters are shown in green, Gabor graph nodes are indicated as red dots.
served in I(x). Multiway spectral clustering (cf. [MX03],[vL07]) based on Euclidean
distances reliably identiﬁes the single clusters and provides, via the eigengap [vL07] criterion, a good estimate of the cluster number K. This allows to perform K-means clustering
on the ‘spectral embedding’ [vL07] coordinates of all minima positions and thus identiﬁes
the ﬁnal torso clusters. Each cluster’s most pronounced minimum is then extracted and
stored; this procedure is repeated on all scale levels. In a concluding spectral clustering
step, the stored minima are re-grouped; clusters with less than Ndis members can safely
be deemed instable across scales and are eliminated. The most pronounced minima of the
remaining Kr clusters are considered true torso detections and are charged with bface to
arrive at the ﬁnal face detections diface , where i ∈ {0, ..., Kr − 1}. Using diface to project
Rface into the query image plane is straightforward and demonstrated in ﬁg. 1c; observe
that the projected face rectangles (green overlays) trace the true face/head regions neatly. It
remains to assess the quality of the proposed Gabor-based face detection (GBFD) scheme
w. r. t. other state-of-the-art face detection approaches; competitive behavior of the former
method will be demonstrated in the following experiments.

5

Experimental evaluation

Being popular in the computer vision community (cf. [ZZ10]), the Viola-Jones face detection (VJFD) scheme is a good contemporary candidate to compare Gabor-based face
detection to. Coarsely speaking, VJFD ﬁnds multiple faces in a given query image by
cascaded evaluation of ‘Haar-like features’ [VJ04] within a ‘sliding window’ [ME07] approach. Here, the VJFD method implemented in OpenCV is employed; threshold-based
skin color detection (cf. [EMH09]) in the Lab color space biases this standard VJ scheme
and counters detection of false positives. To the same end, the proposed GBFD method
is enhanced with autonomously acquired color information from the meta model’s color
prototypes; for details on this technique, refer to. [Wal11]. Comparison of VJFD and
GBFD is performed on the INIPURE (Institut für NeuroInformatik – PostURe Estimation)database [Wal11]; using this proprietary database instead of publicly available ones
(cf., e. g., [SR03] or [HRBLM07] for a comprehensive overview) has three main reasons:
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Figure 3: Examples where both methods detected all faces successfully.
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Figure 4: Some more successful examples (4a through 4h). In 4i GBFD failed to ﬁnd the
leftmost person and VJFD failed to ﬁnd the person in the center. In ﬁgures 4j through 4l,
VJFD misdetected the face, while GBFD found it correctly.
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Face detection scheme
VJFD
GBFD

µQ
0.44347
0.66675

σQ
0.86635
0.19107

Table 1: Face detection results
ﬁrst, complexity of most public datasets is either too low (close to plain mug shots) or
unacceptably high (e. g., including strong horizontal and vertical face tilt or large scale
variation). Second, the GBFD approach is, in its current form, too slow for processing
the large numbers of images found in the aforementioned databases. Last not least, hardly
tractable copyright conditions hamper use of many of the most interesting face detection
benchmarks.
For the following experiments, a subset of NI = 54 images is picked from the INIPURE
collection; each picture shows upper body shots of people of varying gender, ‘physique
and worn attire’ [Wal11]. Shots either contain single individuals or groups of people;
herein, ‘background clutter and scene illumination are assumed unconstrained’ [Wal11].
Running VJFD and GBFD on the INIPURE images yields the results shown in ﬁg. 3
and ﬁg. 4: faces detected with the color augmented Viola-Jones method are drawn as
red rectangles, detections from the color augmented Gabor-based approach are sketched
as green rectangles. The yellow rectangles indicate manually supplied ground-truth face
regions.
Qualitatively, GBFD is shown to be at least on par with VJFD when run on the INIPURE
test set, locking reliably on single or multiple face instances. To quantitatively underpin
this impression, the ground-truth face rectangles in benchmark image I i (x) are used to set
up a binary ground-truth foreground map MFi . Let NFi be the number of ‘1’-pixels in MFi .
Further, use the inverse of MFi to construct a binary ground-truth background map MBi . In
addition, let OFi be the overlap between all face rectangles (retrieved either by VJFD or
GBFD) and MFi . Similarly, OBi identiﬁes the overlap between all face rectangles and MBi .
With that, the face detection quality Qi for any benchmark image i can be deﬁned as
Qi =

OFi − OBi
NFi

(2)

Running i over all images in the chosen INIPURE subset allows to ﬁnd the detection quality mean µQ and the corresponding detection quality standard deviation σQ . High values
of µQ indicate a good average face detection performance, while a low σQ shows stable
behavior of the selected face detection scheme. In ideal case, µQ should approach 1, while
σQ should tend to 0. Table 1 shows that the proposed, color-augmented GBFD method is
not only on par with, but seems to outperform color-augmented VJFD w. r. t. to both µQ
and σQ on the INIPURE database. However, some care has to be taken in the interpretation
of these ﬁgures: due to the strikingly different training methodologies used in VJFD and
GBFD, the former tends to generate detections that tightly encompass the ‘pure’ face area
(the region between forehead and chin), whereas the latter prefers detections that embrace
the whole head area. As the manually provided ground-truth rectangles tend to extend
beyond the pure face region, inherent positive bias is given to the GBFD method. Further,
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spurious false positives in VJFD (which could have been eliminated using a more sophisticated color augmentation scheme or appropriate size restrictions) tear up the statistics via
integration of OBi in eq. 2. With that background information, it is reasonable to assume
that an appropriately tuned VJFD approach is going to leave behind GBFD on larger, more
unconstrained datasets. Nevertheless, tbl. 1 shows that Gabor-based face detection principles can well compete with one of the most powerful face detection paradigms currently
available, on benchmark images of moderate complexity.

6

Concluding remarks

By the promising results given above, Organic Computing ideas seem to have at least
a threefold impact when applied to the face detection domain: ﬁrst, Gabor-based face
models can be learned in a completely autonomous manner using techniques that already
proved useful in articulated body modeling [Wal11]. By that, human supervision is no
longer required for face model construction, having GBFD the edge over most contemporary face detection solutions concerning system autonomy. Second, GBFD experimentally
proved on eye level (using the INIPURE benchmark) with one of the most popular, stateof-the-art face detection schemes, namely the Viola-Jones algorithm. Accounting for the
massive amount of manually provided training data fed into VJFD, this result shows the
potential assistance that OC might provide in face detection and computer vision as such.
Last not least, GBFD could be modiﬁed to enter nontrivial learning loops: reliable face
detections from moderately complex input images were then used to update the Gaborbased face concept, thereby allowing for reliable FD in query images of high complexity.
However, it should be made absolutely clear that the current paper is basically a proof of
concept and the enumerated OC advantages do not come for free: the proposed GBFD
approach is still way behind Viola-Jones methods (and most other modern face detection schemes) w. r. t. computational speed (ﬁnding the faces with the readily trained model
takes about 1 minute per image). Thus, the employed INIPURE test set had to be restricted
to small size and moderate complexity; other, more complex and extended databases will
have to be tested in order to assess the ‘real-world’ behavior of Gabor-based face detection. Further, GBFD currently learns from a single individual; on the one hand, this renders
the detection results above even more impressive w. r. t. generalization capabilities of the
proposed system. On the other hand, the resulting face model does integrate information
beyond the true face region (s. above). Left to future work, learning from a larger variety
of individuals likely amends this issue: the resulting face models are expected to become
more compact and to allow for precise detection of the true face area.
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Abstract: Face recognition based on thermal images has minor importance in comparison to visible light spectrum recognition. Nevertheless, in applications such as
livelyness detection or fever scan, thermal face recognition is used as a stand-alone
module, or as part of a multi-modal biometric system. This paper investigates combinations of many methods, used for thermal face recognition, and introduces some new
and modiﬁed algorithms, which have not been used in the area as of yet. Moreover, we
show that the best method is always limited to a certain database (input data). In order
to address this problem, the multi-algorithmic biometric fusion, based on the logistic
regression, is deployed.

1

Introduction

Face recognition is widely used in access control and surveillance biometric systems. Standard visible spectrum cameras are used as he sensors in these applications. Recently, there
has been an increased interest in face recognition in the thermal infra-red spectrum, because it solves some problems of the visible spectrum recognition. Thermal images are
remarkably invariant to light conditions, and, most importantly, provide higher level of
liveness detection. On the other hand, intra-class variability is higher due to variations in
environment and face temperature, emotions and health state [ABB06, Che03].
According to recent studies, there are several algorithmic approaches used for thermal face
recognition [ABB06, HRdSVC12]. The appearance based methods [SS06, FY02, Che03]
deal with suche aligned images as a matrix of numbers. They are computationally efﬁcient,
but have some problems with head pose variance. Another approach is to extract features
using Gabor ﬁlter bank [BPK04]. In [BPTB07], authors present thermal face recognition
by vascular network extraction.
Some papers use a fusion of visible and infrared face images at the decision or feature level
[AH06, FY02, SVN08]. Contrary to other papers, which describe multi-algorithmic fusion
[KS08], we evaluate our proposed algorithm using images from several databases. The
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Figure 1: The overview of a generalized recognition pipeline. Any path from the left to the right
yields a possible recognition algorithm.

theoretical background of a general multi-biometric fusion, especially the link between
the correlation and variance of both the impostor and genuine distribution between the
employed recognition methods, is described in [PB05].
In contrast, we perform the fusion by combining both appearance approaches and feature
extraction approaches for infrared images. In addition, we present a new approach to geometrically normalize images before performing the feature extraction. This normalization
uses a 3D model back-projection in order to deal with different head poses.

2

Thermal face recognition

Almost every biometric system consists of four major parts – sensor, feature extraction,
comparison, and the ﬁnal decision. In order to address speciﬁc parts of the process, we use
a slightly more complex pipeline structure (see Figure 1). The numbers in the following
list refer directly to the numbers in Figure 1.
1. The detection of facial features involves the localization of important facial landmarks. These landmarks are used in subsequent steps. In this paper, we are using
manually annotated data, because precise detection of facial features is still a challenge. Moreover, we are focusing on algorithm performance, rather than detection
accuracy.
2. The face can be normalized into some predeﬁned position by afﬁne transformation,
based on the detected points (2D-warping). The other solution (3D-projection) involves a 3D model that is adapted to the input image.
3. Some of our testing databases contain the IR images, captured in dynamic range
mode. Due to this fact, intensity normalization is needed.
4. The feature vector extraction is a simple vectorization of the normalized image. The
other possibility is the application of a ﬁlter bank. Either the Gabor ﬁlter [Lee96] or
the Laguerre-Gaussian ﬁlter banks [JN95] may be used.
5. In order to reduce space dimensionality, as well as to increase inter-class variability
and/or reduce redundancy, the feature vector may optionally be passed onto some
statistical projection technique. The PCA, LDA, and ICA [TP91, BHK97, Hyv99]
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were used for this purpose.
6. Feature vector post-processing involves additional processing of the feature vector.
For example, a selection of the best components (in terms of recognition performance) may be used. Individual components may obtain weights, or the components
may be normalized.
7. A comparison of two processed faces (feature vectors) is accomplished by calculating the distance between them. Any distance-metric function may accomplish this
task. In our paper, we are using Euclidean, cosine, city-block (Manhattan, sum of
absolute differences), and correlation metric.
8. The ﬁnal decision is simply a thresholding of the achieved comparison score.

2.1 Pose normalization
The pose normalization is a function that transforms points pR of the raw input image,
R, to its new positions, pG , of the normalized image, G. This transformation tries to
eliminate intra-class variance, caused by a different head pose. Geometrical transformation
usually needs an additional information, such as a minimal face bounding box, or the
locations of some important facial landmarks.
This paper presents two methods for geometrical normalization: 2D-warping and 3Dprojection (see Figure 2(a)). Both use a set of important facial landmarks, F = (f1 , f2 , ...fn ).
Let pI,f be the coordinates of a landmark f in an image I. The position of pR,f is obtained
during facial feature detection, while the pG,f is the same for all input images.
The 2D-warping using afﬁne transformation is a well-known normalization approach. The
three important facial points (typically eyes and mouth or nose) are selected as landmarks,
F. The afﬁne transformation matrix, AM, can be computed by solving a system of three
equations (see [Rat95]). This matrix is used to map an input image to the normalized
template as follows:
G[AM · pR ] = R[pR ],

(1)

where R[pR ] is the pixel intensity at position pR of image R.
Human heads have an irregular ellipsoid-like 3D shape, therefore, the 2D-warping method
works well, when the head is scaled or rotated in the image plane. In case of any other
transformation, the normalized face is deformed. Possible solution is to normalize the
head, using 3D head model [Bla06]. This is a complex approach, and needs some manual
assistance.
The proposed 3D-projection method works with the average 3D model of a human head,
M , consisting of vertices vM . A geometrical transformation, τ (vM ), can be applied to
each vertex. τ (vM ) usually consists of translation, rotation and scaling. A transformed
model point τ (vM ) can be perspectively projected by ϑ(τ (vM )) to the 2D plane. The
coordinates vM,f of each landmark f have to be known within the model M .
Next, the model alignment according to the image I is required. It is aimed at ﬁnding a
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2.3 Feature extraction
Feature extraction involves the transformation of the input image data into some vector
representation. The simplest approach is vectorization. The image is considered as a
matrix I with r rows and c columns. The vectorization transforms I to the feature vector
fv ∈ Rr·c , by simple row/column concatenation.
In this paper, we apply ﬁlter banks to feature extraction. This approach has been previously
described in [YJW07, SSC09]. The normalized image is convolved with a bank of 2D
ﬁlters, which are generated, using some kernel function with different parameters. Each
response of this convolution forms a ﬁnal feature vector.
The Gabor ﬁlter bank is one of the most popular banks [Lee96]. We employed the
Laguerre-Gaussian ﬁlter bank as well, due to its good performance in the face recognition area [JN95]. In case of the Gabor bank, we use 3 different scales and 4 different
orientations. The Laguerre-Gaussian ﬁlter bank consists of 4 ﬁlters, generated by 2 kernel
functions, using both real and imaginary parts.

2.4

Statistical projections

The statistical projection methods linearly transform the input feature vector from an mdimensional space into an n-dimensional space, where n < m. They are usually integrated
into the feature extraction part of the pipeline, but we have decided to split feature extraction and statistical projections. We have used the following methods:
• Principal component analysis (PCA, Eigenfaces)
• PCA followed by linear discriminant analysis (LDA of PCA, Fisherfaces)
• PCA followed by independent component analysis (ICA of PCA)
Every projection method has a common learning parameter, which deﬁnes how much variability of the input space is captured by the PCA. This parameter controls the dimensionality of the output projection space. Let the k eigenvalues, computed during the PCA
calculation, be denoted e1 , e2 , . . . , ek , (e1 > e2 > · · · > ek ). These eigenvalues directly
represent the variability in each output dimension. If we want to preserve only 98% of
variability, then only the ﬁrst l eigenvalues, and corresponding eigenvectors are selected,
(k
such that their sum forms only 98% of the j=1 ej .
There is an optional step to perform a per-feature z-score normalization after the projection, such that each vector fv is transformed into fv′ = fv−fv
σ , where fv is the mean vector
and σ is the vector of standard deviations.
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2.5 Feature selection and weighting
An optional processing, after the application of the statistical projection methods, is the
feature weighting. We can consider the decorrelated feature vectors, since the PCA, ICA,
or LDA was applied. Suppose that we have a set FV of all pairs of feature vectors, fvj , and
their corresponding class (subject) labels, idj : FV = {(id1 , fv1 ), (id2 , fv2 ), . . . , (idn , fvn )}.
The individual feature vector components, f vj1 , f vj2 , . . . , f vjm , of the vector fvj do not
have the same discriminative ability. While some component may have positive contribution to the overall recognition performance, the other component may not. The optimization criterion in feature weighting is achieved EER with speciﬁc feature weights
w = w1 , . . . , wm .
We have implemented and evaluated two possible feature-weighting techniques. The ﬁrst
option is to consider individual feature vector components as a standalone one-dimensional
feature vectors, and then to evaluate the equal error rate EERi for each speciﬁc component i, separately. The resulting discriminative ability, that we call EER potential of the
component i, is:
EER potentiali = 1 − EERi

(2)

The individual EER potentials are linearly transformed, such that the smallest value becomes 0 and the greatest is transformed to 1. These new values EERi′ directly forms a
′
weight vector w = EER1′ , . . . , EERm
.
The second option is to make an assumption that the appropriate feature vector component
has stable values across the different scans of the same subject, and, on the other hand, the
mean value of a speciﬁc component across different subject differs as much as possible.
Let the intra-class variability of feature component i be denoted as intrai , and expresses
the mean of standard deviations of all measured values, for the same subjects. The interclass variability of component i is denoted as interi , and expresses the standard deviation
of means of the measured values for the same subject. The resulting discriminative potential of component i, therefore, can be expressed as follows:
Discriminative potentiali = interi − intrai

(3)

Further, in our tests, we have used only the discriminative potential, because it yields
almost the same result as an EER potential, but due to its deﬁnition, it is much faster to
compute.
While, EER calculations for each feature vector component have to be performed for the
EER potential evaluation, the discriminative potential can be computed only within one
iteration over a training set. For example, our implementation of a discriminative potential
in C++ takes about 2 seconds to compute discriminative potential of 1000 feature vectors
(images) of length 4080 in contrast to 20 seconds that are needed for an EER potential
calculation (Measured on an Intel Core i3 CPU, 2GB of RAM).
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3

Evaluation

We use four databases to evaluate the performance of the described methods. First, two
databases were captured at Brno University of Technology (BUT database I and BUT
database II). They are not public, and together contain more than 600 images of 60 persons.
The BUT database II contains high intra-class variability, caused by various head poses
and facial expressions. The other two databases are Equinox [equ] and the Notre Dame
University database [CFB03, FBP03]. Equinox contains 243 scans of 74 subjects, while
the Notre Dame database consists of 2292 scans of 82 subjects.
The evaluation scenario was as follows. We divided each database into three equal parts.
Different data subjects were present in each part. The ﬁrst portion of the data was used
for training of the projection methods. The second portion was intended for an optional
calculation of the z-score normalization parameters, feature weighting, and training of
fusion classiﬁers. The last part was used for evaluation.
To ensure that particular results of the employed methods are stable and reﬂect real performance, the following cross-validation process was selected. The database was divided
into three parts randomly, where all three parts had equal number of subjects. This random
division and subsequent evaluation was processed n times, where n depends on the size of
the database. The smaller databases (BUT I, BUT II, and Equinox) were cross-validated
10 times, while the Notre-dame database was cross-validated 3 times. The performance
of a particular method was reported as the mean value of the achieved equal error rates
(EERs).

3.1

Comparison of standalone methods

The evaluation procedure involves comparing two different normalization approaches:
2D-warping and 3D model projection. The achieved results are given in Table 1. Based on
these baseline tests, several conclusions are deduced. In most tests, the best combination
of the statistical projection method and distance comparison function is the independent
component analysis (ICA) and cosine metric. Thus, in further tests, we focus mainly on
this combination.
The second conclusion concerns the comparison of the 3D-projection pose normalization
and simple 2D-warping. Except the Notre-dame database, the recognition results, expressed in EER, are always better, when 3D-projection normalization was employed. The
decrease of recognition performance for 3D-projection in Notre-dame is caused by the fact
that 3D projection performs better on images with higher head pose variance, while it has
slightly worse performance on frontal images, because of an imprecise alignment.
After the evaluation of the standalone methods in their basic form, we have selected the
best candidates for further improvement: PCA and ICA, using the cosine distance function. For both PCA and ICA, we have evaluated the recognition performance, without
any additional feature vector processing. Moreover, the z-score normalization of feature
vector components and weighting, based on discriminative potential, have been added.
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Table 1: The EER (in %) for various single methods applied on the Equinox and Notre-dame
databases, and selected results from both BUT databases, given various pose normalizations, statistical projections, and distance functions.
Projection

Euclidean

PCA
LDA
ICA

7.27
7.77
7.46

PCA
LDA
ICA

6.69
7.76
7.77

PCA
LDA
ICA

24.11
26.84
21.98

PCA
LDA
ICA

24.24
27.27
21.80

ICA
None

9.86
6.11

ICA

20.16

Warp2D
Projection3D
city-block
cosine
correlation
Euclidean
city-block
cosine
Database: Equinox, PCA selection threshold: 0.98
6.40
5.90
5.69
5.60
5.17
5.00
6.76
6.31
6.42
5.93
5.69
5.51
6.93
4.21
4.44
6.66
6.33
4.06
Database: Equinox, PCA selection threshold: 0.9999
6.15
5.26
5.17
6.24
5.67
5.51
7.18
6.84
7.05
6.62
6.68
6.50
7.21
3.95
4.13
7.63
7.36
4.22
Database: Notre-dame, PCA selection threshold: 0.98
19.45
23.02
23.03
25.66
19.83
24.46
26.11
26.50
26.54
28.5
27.90
28.01
21.67
8.22
8.33
22.34
22.06
10.29
Database: Notre-dame, PCA selection threshold: 0.9999
20.62
22.85
22.86
25.28
21.22
23.83
26.54
26.73
26.81
28.47
27.94
27.61
21.47
7.64
7.69
23.46
23.14
10.24
Database BUT I, PCA selection threshold: 0.9999
9.25
8.06
8.07
6.89
6.32
5.66
5.40
6.11
6.22
3.87
3.28
3.95
Database BUT II, PCA selection threshold: 0.98
20.01
16.73
16.82
17.68
17.42
13.42

correlation
5.12
5.60
4.15
5.55
6.61
4.31
24.47
28.10
10.32
23.80
27.69
10.23
5.83
4.12
13.55

The results are presented in Table 2. This table shows that the feature vector component
normalization, and subsequent weighting have the most impact on the PCA. On the other
hand, there is no signiﬁcant improvement for the ICA, when the z-score normalization or
weighting is present. This is due to the fact that the used FastICA algorithm requires a preliminary whitening of training data, so that their correlation matrix equals unity [Hyv99].
This means that in the case of the ICA, the data is already normalized.
Table 2: The EER (in %) for PCA and ICA after z-score normalization and feature weighting. PCA
selection threshold is 0.98.
Database

Projection

BUT I
BUT I
BUT II
BUT II
Equinox
Equinox
Notre-dame
Notre-dame

PCA
ICA
PCA
ICA
PCA
ICA
PCA
ICA

Plain
8.82
7.29
19.82
16.58
3.87
3.65
24.36
7.73

Warp2D
Z-score
Weighting
6.83
5.41
7.07
5.70
17.09
16.05
17.03
16.23
2.37
2.08
2.51
2.40
7.42
9.11
7.46
9.15

Plain
6.59
4.00
17.40
12.53
6.35
3.69
22.23
9.10

Projection3D
Z-score
Weighting
4.61
3.88
5.00
3.89
12.86
13.18
12.81
13.08
3.49
4.03
3.25
3.66
8.47
8.83
8.09
10.31

Other evaluated properties of the recognition pipeline are the intensity normalization and
feature extraction, using ﬁlter banks. We have evaluated all possible combinations of ﬁlter
banks and pose normalization techniques, using PCA and ICA on all four databases. These
results are given in Table 3. Neither the Gabor nor the Laguerre ﬁlter bank, followed by the
weighted PCA or ICA, outperformed plain feature extraction. However, the ﬁlter banks
are used in an additional fusion approach (see section 3.2).
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Table 3: The EER (in %) for various applications of ﬁlter banks and intensity normalization approaches. The PCA selection threshold was set to 0.98. The results are reported for weighted PCA
and ICA.
Database
BUT I

BUT II

Equinox

Notre-Dame

3.2

Normalization
Warp2D
Projection3D
Warp2D
Projection3D
Warp2D
Projection3D
Warp2D
Projection3D

Projection
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA
wPCA
wICA

Global normalization
No bank
Gabor
Laguerre
5.06
7.63
7.41
5.03
7.76
7.48
3.06
4.62
4.15
3.22
4.92
4.25
16.79
19.26
18.56
16.58
19.47
19.09
12.04
17.81
12.78
12.32
18.01
13.08
2.77
6.30
6.45
2.71
6.27
6.31
3.76
7.76
6.42
4.05
8.08
6.22
8.30
14.69
14.87
8.19
14.63
15.14
9.22
16.23
15.87
13.88
16.23
16.38

Local normalization
No bank
Gabor
Laguerre
8.60
11.69
10.33
9.06
12.14
10.90
5.47
7.19
7.92
5.62
7.76
8.28
20.50
20.98
21.97
20.88
21.44
22.39
16.13
20.47
17.46
16.70
20.47
18.11
5.35
8.95
6.01
5.49
8.60
6.27
4.97
9.24
5.99
5.49
9.17
6.53
7.23
13.30
13.24
21.94
13.33
13.40
9.69
15.47
14.54
22.20
15.41
14.57

Biometric fusion

It follows from previous experiments that no single combination of the feature extraction
method, and no distance function exist that outperform all other combinations on every
database. The best solution is always limited to a certain data. As a solution to the posed
problem, we propose an approach, based on biometric fusion.
In this paper, we are using score-level fusion. Each employed method (feature extraction
and distance function) provides the resulting comparison score. The task of the fusion
component is to combine these input scores into a ﬁnal one, that is ﬁnally thresholded.
In order to compare and fuse the scores that come from different methods, the normalization, to a certain range, has to be performed. We use the following score normalization:
the score values are linearly transformed, such that the genuine mean (the score, obtained
from comparing the same subjects) is 0, and the impostor mean (score, obtained from comparing different subjects) is 1. Note that at this point, individual scores may have negative
values. This does not matter in the context of the score-level fusion, since these values
represent the positions within the classiﬁcation space, rather than the distances between
two scans.
Score fusion is, in fact, a binary classiﬁcation problem. Based on an input score vector,
s = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ), the fusion classiﬁer has to decide, whether the score vector belongs
to a genuine user or impostor. We have implemented the following fusion methods: Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear and sigmoid kernel, Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA), and Logistic Regression. Initially, all of these methods have been applied to the
Notre-dame database, but no signiﬁcant differences were noticed. Thus, in further tests,
we concentrate on the logistic regression only. The overview of the recognition pipeline
that involves logistic regression fusion of 10 individual feature extraction and comparison
methods, is shown in Figure 4.
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Input thermal image
3D normalization
Local contrast enhancement
Gabor
ﬁlter bank
PCA

ICA

Global contrast enhancement

Laguerre
ﬁlter bank

Gabor
ﬁlter bank

PCA

PCA

ICA

ICA

Laguerre
ﬁlter bank
PCA

ICA

PCA

ICA

z-score normalization
Feature vector components weighting
second template
from the database

Comparison using cosine distance function
Logistic regression score fusion
Decision

Figure 4: Fusion pipeline.

Fusion results from all databases are shown in Table 4. The fusion is always better than
any of the employed methods alone. It is not clear, whether the best statistical projection
is the weighted PCA or ICA. On the other hand, it is clear that fusion at the score-level
outperforms both the PCA and ICA.
Contrary to previous evaluations shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3, we also added two important indicators of performance. These are False Non-Match Rates (FNMR) at speciﬁc
False Match Rates (FMR). These measures show the probability of a genuine user being
rejected, if we assume that 0.1% of impostors are wrongly accepted. The FNMRs were
measured at FMRs = 0.1% and 1%.
Table 4: Evaluation of fusion based on logistic regression. For every fusion test, all individual components of the resulting fusion method were evaluated separately. The best component were compared with the overall fusion, and improvement was reported. The numbers represent the achieved
EER in %. The FNMR at FMR = 0.1% and FMR = 1% are FNMR1 and FNMR2 , correspondingly.
Database,
normalization
BUT I, 2D
BUT I, 3D
BUT II, 2D
BUT II, 3D
Equinox, 2D
Equinox, 3D
Notre-dame, 2D
Notre-dame, 3D

Best single
method name
PCA, Laguerre ﬁlter, global norm.
ICA without any ﬁlter
PCA, Laguerre ﬁlter, global norm.
PCA, Laguerre ﬁlter, global norm.
ICA without any ﬁlter
ICA without any ﬁlter
PCA without any ﬁlter
PCA without any ﬁlter

Best single
method EER
4.31
2.70
14.96
9.70
2.28
2.68
6.70
8.22
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Fusion
4.09
2.21
12.61
8.69
1.06
1.90
5.99
7.61

improvement
5.10%
18.15%
15.71%
10.41%
53.51%
29.10%
10.60%
7.42%

FNMR1

FNMR2

18.58
6.02
54.47
40.40
8.35
10.76
35.11
39.39

10.18
3.13
37.44
24.79
1.21
4.08
14.45
21.59

4

Conclusion

We have compared several existing methods of thermal face recognition. Additionally,
we proposed normalization by 3D projection, feature extraction by the Laguerre-Gaussian
ﬁlter bank, and feature vector component weighting by the discriminative potential.
3D normalization signiﬁcantly improved performance within databases, where the head
pose variation is high. For example, the experiment that used the BUT I database, fusion
approach led to the EER decreasing from 4.09% to 2.21%. The discriminative potential
is a good alternative to known weighting methods, in terms of computational complexity
and performance improvement.
This paper conﬁrms that not a single method performs equally well in all considered scenarios. Therefore, to maximize the performance of the thermal face recognition, a multialgorithmic fusion must be applied.
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Abstract: Sparse representation based classiﬁcation (SRC) successfully addresses the
problem of face recognition under various illumination and occlusion conditions, if
suﬃcient training images are given. This paper discusses the signiﬁcance of dictionary in sparse coding based face recognition. We primarily address the problem of
suﬃciency of training data in various illumination conditions. The dictionary is generated using a lower dimensional representation of image, which emphasizes the subject
speciﬁc unique information of the face image. This representation is called weighted
decomposition (WD) face image, because it attempts to give more weightage to unique
information of face image. The eﬀect of illumination in computation of WD face image is reduced using edginess based representation of image, which is derived using
one-dimensional (1-D) processing of image. 1-D processing provides multiple partial
evidences, which are combined to enhance the face recognition performance. The experimental results suggest that the proposed approach addresses the issue of suﬃciency
of training data eﬃciently.

1

Introduction

Automatic face recognition remains as one of the challenging problems in pattern recognition due to large variations in illumination, pose and expressions during image acquisition [GBMK11,BCF06]. In recent years sparse coding has been widely studied in diﬀerent
applications of pattern recognition including face recognition [WMM+ 10, DHG12]. The
experimental results show that the sparse coding based face recognition performs better
than most of the existing approaches of face recognition such as Nearest Neighbor (NN),
Nearest Subspace (NS) and Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classiﬁers [WYG+ 09].
In sparse coding based face recognition a face image y ∈ Rm of ith person is represented as
the linear combination of the training face images associated with the same person. That
is
y=

ni
'

ai, j vi, j ,

(1)

j=1
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where vi, j ∈ Rm is the jth training face image of ith person and corresponding coeﬃcient is
denoted by ai, j . Equation 1 can be rewritten as
y = Da,

(2)

where D = [D1 , . . . , Dk ], also known as the dictionary, denotes the training face images of
all the k persons (available in the database). Di = [vi,n1 , vi,n2 , . . . , vi,ni ] denotes all the training face images of ith person and total number of training face images of the same person is
denoted by ni . The coeﬃcient vector is denoted using a = [0, . . . , ai,1 , ai,2 , . . . , ai,ni , 0, . . . , 0] ∈
+
Rn . Where n refers to total number of training face images, i.e., n = ki=1 ni . For a given
y and D, several approaches have been proposed in the literature to compute coeﬃcient
vector a using sparse coding approximation [CRT06, TG07, KKL+ 07]. In practice, the coeﬃcients that correspond to the false class in Equation 2 will be relatively small (close to
zero) as compared to the coeﬃcients that correspond to true class. Hence, the identity of a
given test face image can be computed using the derived coeﬃcient vector a.
One of the necessary conditions for working on sparse coding based face recognition is
under-determined condition of matrix (D), i.e., the number of columns should be more
than number of rows [Don06]. Thus, if we use gray level representation of 30 × 30 face
image, then we need at least 900 training face images, which is a diﬃcult criterion to
satisfy in practical face recognition. This issue is addressed by using transformed face
image as
ŷ = Ty,

(3)

where ŷ is lower dimensional representation of original face image y and T is a transform operator. Several operators are proposed in the literature such as down-sampling,
K-L transform operator, discrete cosine transform (DCT) etc. [TP91, AGRA08]. Reference [WYG+ 09] shows that the performance of the face recognition using random matrix
as transform operator is comparable to any other operator. As discussed in the literature,
the K-L transform [TP91] (where transform operator consists of eigenvectors corresponding to few largest eigenvalues) does not emphasize the class speciﬁc unique information
of face image, which is very important in the case of face recognition.
In this work we propose the use of a representation which emphasizes the subject speciﬁc unique information from face image to form dictionary for sparse coding based face
recognition. In addition, edginess based representation is used to overcome the issue of illumination sensitivity [SYK07]. The edginess based representation is computed using one
dimensional (1-D) processing of images, which gives multiple partial evidences for a given
face image [SYK07]. Each evidence is used separately in sparse coding based recognition,
and combined suitably to improve the performance of the face recognition. The experimental results demonstrated on Extended Yale Face Database B [GBK01] quantify our
proposal. The cropped version of Extended Yale Face Database B contains 2432 images
of 38 human subjects under 64 illumination conditions [LHK05]. All images are resized
to 100 × 100 prior to any operation.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the use of subject speciﬁc
unique representation for sparse coding based face recognition. The dictionary is further
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modiﬁed by incorporating edginess based representation, which is explained in Section 3.
The comparison of diﬀerent representation schemes is discussed in Section 4. Section 5
gives the summary of the proposed approach.

2

Dictionary Using Subject Speciﬁc Unique Information

In any task that involves sparse coding approach, dictionary plays a signiﬁcant role in
performance of the task. As mentioned earlier in sparse coding based face recognition,
transformed face images derived from Equation 3 can be used to form dictionary. Figure 1 shows the transformed face images using operators as down-sampling matrix and
random matrix. These images are called Down-Sampling face (DS Face) and Randomface
respectively. Here, we used the image down-sampled
to 15 × 12 and random matrix of size
√
√
350 × m (Note that the image of size m × m is converted to a vector of m × 1 prior
to projecting in to the random matrix) as transform operators. The results show that the
transformed images do not contain much person speciﬁc unique information, which could
play crucial role in discriminating face images of two persons. The subject speciﬁc unique
information can be emphasized using a representation as explained in [KSY09]. In this
approach, a given face image is divided into three components- a common component,
noise component and a component which gives subject speciﬁc unique feature of the face
image. These three components are shown in Figure 2 . These components are computed
using diﬀerent eigenvectors which are derived from covariance matrix of several face images. The eigenvectors are arranged according to the descending order of corresponding
eigenvalues. Figure 2(b) shows the reconstruction of Figure 2(a) using ﬁrst 10 eigen vectors. Similarly Figure 2(c) and 2(d) are reconstructed using 11-350 eigenvectors and
351-10000 eigenvectors respectively. The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues give information common to all the training samples. On the other hand, the noise
or unwanted information is present in the eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues.
The unique information of a face image can be highlighted by removing the common and
noisy components of the given face image. It can be observed from Figure 1 and 2 that
the transformed face image shown in Figure 2(c) has perceptually more discriminating information as compared to Figures 1(b) and 1(c). Thus, the following transform operator
is used to emphasize the class speciﬁc unique information of the given image vi . That is

vdi = WΨT vi ,

(4)

%
where W = diag √1λ , √1λ , . . . , √1λ is the weight matrix, (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λN ) are the eigenN
1
2
values corresponding to the eigenvectors, Ψ is the matrix consisting of eigenvectors. This
transformed face image obtained from Equation 4 is denoted as WD Face (Weighted Decomposition of Face, vdi ) and is used to form the dictionary.
The results of face recognition obtained using diﬀerent choice of dictionaries for diﬀerent
sets of training face images of Extended Yale Face Database B are shown in Figure 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Gray level image, (b) DS Face of Figure 1(a) - Face images down-sampled to 15 × 12,
(c) Randomface of Figure 1(a) - Face images projected to a normalized random matrix of size 350 ×
10000.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Illustration of subject speciﬁc unique information derived using eigen decomposition.
(a) Gray level image. The reconstructed face image using (b) ﬁrst 10 eigenvectors, (c) 11-350
eigenvectors, (d) 351-10000 eigenvectors.
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Table 1: Sparse Coding Based Face Recognition

Algorithm for sparse coding based face recognition
Step1: Initialize training images as column vectors of dictionary D ∈ Rm×n
for k subjects, test image y ∈ Rm as a column vector, transform operator T ∈ Rr×m ,
threshold ǫ
Step2: Normalize y and columns of D to unit length
Step3: Transform ŷ = Ty and D̂ = TD
Step4: Solve min 'a'1 subject to 'ŷ − D̂a'2 ≤ ǫ
Step5: Compute residual ri (y) = 'ŷ − D̂δi (a)'2 for i = 1, 2, ...k , where δi (a) ∈ Rn is
a vector whose non zero entries are the entries in a that associated with class i
I(y) = arg min ri (y), where I(y) is the identity of the given test image y
i

Experiments were conducted using ﬁve sets of training face images consisting of 1216 (32
face images per person), 570 (15 images per person), 380 (10 images per person), and 190
(5 images per person) face images. The algorithm for sparse coding based face recognition
is given in Table 1. The results are compared using four choices of transform operators:
DS (Down-sampled face image), randomface, eigenface and WD face (Equation 4). The
size of transform operator is chosen in such a way that the dimension of transformed
face image is 350, thus the condition of under determined matrix can be realized. This
parameter is changed to 185 in the case of 190 training face images. The discrimination
ability of WD face representation can be seen from Figure 3 for a diﬀerent set of training
face images.
In addition, as the number of training samples per class is decreased, the reduction in
performance of WD based face representation is much less as compared to the other three
representations.

3

Dictionary Using Edginess Based Representation

The transformed face image, which emphasizes the subject speciﬁc unique information, is
computed using gray level values of the image. It is conjectured that gray level values of an
image are sensitive to illumination variations. This issue can be addressed by using a representation that is less sensitive to illumination variations such as, Gabor feature [VS06],
Haar transform based feature [PLY+ 09] and edginess based representations [SYK07]. In
this work, we have explored edginess based representation to compute the subject speciﬁc
unique information of a given face image. The edginess based representation is computed
using one dimensional (1-D) processing of image, which gives the edge evidences along
diﬀerent directions [SYK07]. Figure 4 shows the edge evidences for a given face image, for four diﬀerent directions θ = 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ and 135◦ . The WD transformed image
(Equation 4) for each partial evidence is computed separately and is shown in Figure 5.
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% Recognition Rate vs No of Training Images per class
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Figure 3: Face recognition performance for diﬀerent methods as a function of number of training
samples per class

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4: (a) Gray level image. Edginess based representation of face images shown in Figure 4(a)
using (b) θ = 0◦ ,(c) θ = 45◦ , (d) θ = 90◦ and (e) θ = 135◦ .
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5: (a) Gray level image. Weighted decomposition of edginess based face representation using
11-350 eigen components and (b) θ = 0◦ (c) θ = 45◦ (d) θ = 90◦ (e) θ = 135◦ .

% Recognition Rate vs No of Training Samples per Class −
Edginess based Representation
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Figure 6: Face recognition performance of WD edginess based representation as a function of number of training samples per class
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Combined Effect of Partial Evidence Residuals
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Figure 7: Combined eﬀect of partial evidence residuals for discrimination

Each evidence gives diﬀerent information of face image; and hence, is used separately for
sparse coding based face recognition. The experiments were repeated as explained in the
previous section for diﬀerent sets of training face images using transformed face images
of each partial evidence. Figure 6 compares the performance of face recognition for all
the partial evidences. The recognition rates obtained using evidences for the directions
θ = 90◦ , 135◦ are better than θ = 0◦ , 45◦ since the processing along these directions results
in representations which emphasize more facial features. One can also observe that each
evidence gives the complimentary information of given face image. Thus the performance
can be improved further by combining the residual error obtained from each partial evidence. Let riθ denote the residual error obtained using edge evidence along θ direction of
face image y in algorithm mentioned in Table I. The residual errors for diﬀerent values of
θ are combined as follows
 q1




' ) θ (q 

Pi (y) = 
ri (y) 





(5)

θ

For i = 1, 2..., k where k is the number of classes, θ ∈ [0, 45, 90, 135] and q is a constant
parameter. The identity of the person can be established as

I(y) = arg min Pi

(6)

i
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Figure 8: Comparison of face recognition performance between diﬀerent face representation
schemes and combined eﬀect of partial evidences.

If we choose a very high value of q (q ≫ 1), then the weightage to larger residuals (among
the residuals for diﬀerent θ ) will be high in the combined evidences, which is not desirable
in the proposed approach, because the combined evidences should be small for true class
and high for imposter classes. On the other hand, for very small value of q, the weightage
to smaller residuals will be high and combined residual value will become low for true
class and high for imposter classes. We experimentally found that q = 0.2 gives the best
performance for all sizes of dictionary. From Figure 6 we can observe that combining information obtained from all the partial evidences and classifying according to Equation 6
outperforms the recognition rates obtained by the edginess representation along individual
evidence. This is because, by combining the residuals obtained for each partial evidence,
we are projecting the face images to a higher dimensional space and ascertaining higher
degree of freedom, where true class can be discriminated from imposter classes easily.
This is depicted in Figure 7 for the dictionary of 1216 training images. In this ﬁgure, we
have shown the results using only three partial evidences (θ = 0◦ , 45◦ and , 90◦ ) for visualization purpose. Here, a face image can be represented as a point in the three dimensional
space spanned by the residuals along three diﬀerent direction of partial evidence. We can
observe that true class lies around origin and can be easily discriminated from imposter
classes.
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Figure 9: Sparse coeﬃcient vector a for a given face image obtained using (a) DS Face, (b) Randomface, (c) Eigenface, (d) WD Fce and (e) Partial evidence (for θ = 90◦ ).
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4

Comparison of Results

Figure 8 compares the recognition rates obtained by diﬀerent face representation schemes
as discussed previously and the combined eﬀect of partial evidences. Recognition using
Equation 5 yields better results when the training set is very small since edginess representation provides relatively less illumination variant representation and combined eﬀect
of partial evidences compliments this with better discrimination ability. Moreover, we can
compare the sparse coeﬃcient vector a obtained for diﬀerent face representation schemes
as discussed in this paper. The sparse coeﬃcients for a particular test image from class 1
for diﬀerent choice of dictionary are shown in Figure 9. The x-axis stands for each person
in the dictionary and y-axis indicates the value of the sparse coeﬃcient vector a for the
corresponding person. It can be observed from the Figure 8 that edginess representation
of face images gives highly sparse coeﬃcients as compared to the other representation
schemes.

5

Summary

In this paper, we have discussed the signiﬁcance of dictionary in sparse coding based
face recognition. The issue of suﬃciency in training set was addressed using weighted
decomposition representation of face images (WD Face). The weights were given in a
manner which reﬂects the person speciﬁc unique information in the resulting representation. In order to avoid the illumination sensitivity of the gray scale images, edginess based
representations are used. These representations were found to be highly subject speciﬁc
and illumination invariant. When these representations are implemented, sparse coding
based face recognition performs well even when number of training samples is reduced
drastically. By combining the residuals obtained from these partial evidences, a better
discrimination measure between true and impostor class was obtained, which further improves the performance. Experimental results indicate that with suitable representation of
training images (dictionary), sparse coding based face representation can address the issue
of illumination and suﬃciency of training images.
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Abstract: Nose tip localization is often the basic step for 2.5D face registration and
further 3D face processing and as such appears as a side problem of most research
works on 2.5D or 3D face recognition. In this paper, we propose to carry out a comprehensive study of four popular rotation invariant differential geometric properties,
namely Mean and Gaussian curvature, Shape Index and Curvedness, for the purpose
of nose tip localization. For each 2.5D facial model, the set of nose tip candidates is
ﬁrst automatically selected from a shape classiﬁcation thanks to a priori knowledge
of a nose region. A SVM classiﬁer trained on a subset of the data set using the previous four curvature descriptors alone or in combination is then invoked to select the
true nose tip from the candidate set. We report extensive experimental results crossvalidated in terms of True Acceptance Rate (TAR) and False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
in comparison with manually labeled nose tip as the ground truth. A 99.9% Nose Tip
TAR with 6.71% FAR is achieved on the FRGC v2.0 dataset when Mean curvature
and Shape Index along with Curvedness are used as the input to the SVM.

1

Introduction

With the 3D scanning technology readily available, face processing and analysis in 3D
has recently emerged as a major solution to deal with the unsolved issues in 2D, namely
lighting and pose variations. While theoretically insensitive to head pose and lighting condition changes, 3D face scans still need to be correctly registered for further processing
and analysis, for instance 3D face recognition or 3D facial expression analysis. For this
purpose, most works in the literature rely on the availability of the nose tip location to
gain insights on the face being analyzed. For instance, nose tip is used for the rotation approximation [FBF08, BKW+ 08]. Together with the two inner eye corners, nose tip forms
the so called three main points which are used for detection of 3D face [NC09, SAC09],
face pose estimation [SY08, NC09], 3D face registration [LJC06], face size calculation
[NC09, SAC09], 3D face parameterization [SAC+ 10a, SAC+ 10b].
Nose tip is one of the most geometric prominent points on 3D face models. Its localization
often appears in the literature as a side work for further 3D faces processing and analysis, in particular 3D face recognition, and generally makes use of a priori knowledge of
nose shape through convexity/concavity analysis of facial surface [CCS06, SAC09, NC09,
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CSA05]. However such an analysis generally leads to many candidate points from a 2.5D
facial surface which need to be further sorted out. To identify the true nose tip from the
set of candidate points, a mean face model ﬁtting was used in [NC09, SAC09] to check
all possible point conﬁgurations while using some heuristic. Face reconstruction error was
also considered in [CCS06]. While highly effective, these approaches are computationally
expensive and suffer from the exponential number of candidate point conﬁgurations.
Alternatively, feature points such as nose tip can also be localized using a data-driven approach, by creating some point signatures and thereby enabling fast statistical learning
and classiﬁcation [BKW+ 08]. Interesting point signatures so far reported in the literature include curvature related descriptors [CSP10], Effective Energy, Spin Images, etc.
and record detection rates of 99.3% in [XTWQ06], 98.65% in [CCRA+ 05] or 99.6% in
[Pea08]. Meanwhile, these works did not report the False Acceptance Rate (FAR).
In this paper, we also investigate a data-driven approach and study the relevance of using
four rotation invariant curvature-based shape descriptors as a point signature for the task
of nose tip localization.
For this purpose, we studied and compared four differential geometry based point properties, namely Mean and Gaussian curvatures, Shape Index and Curvedness in terms of
descriptiveness for the nose tip localization. For each 2.5D facial model, the set of nose
tip candidates is ﬁrst automatically selected from a shape classiﬁcation. A SVM classiﬁer,
trained on a subset of the data set, is then invoked to select the true nose tip point. We
carried out extensive experiments with cross-validation and in varying the training dataset
size. Using the aforementioned four curvature-based descriptors alone or in combination,
we compared the achieved results by SVM with the ground truth landmarks. 99.89% Nose
Tip TAR with 6.71% FAR was achieved on the FRGCv2 dataset when both Mean curvature and Shape Index were used along with Curvedness as the input to the SVM.
The remaining of this paper is as follows. Section II describes the procedure for locating
the nose tip candidate points from a 2.5D face model. Then we introduce in section III
the four curvature-based shape descriptors as point signatures for the purpose of the nose
tip localization. Section IV discusses the experimental results and section V concludes the
paper.

2

Detection of nose tip candidate points

The nose tip is one of the most marked out points in the curvature space, with the similar
curvature characteristic for all faces. This property can be used to localize its candidate
points. For this purpose, input 2.5D face models are ﬁrst preprocessed in order to remove holes and large spikes. The main steps for locating nose tip candidate points are
summarized in ﬁgure 3. We ﬁrst locate convex regions thanks to the well known HKClassiﬁcation. Within each of the located convex regions, a nose tip candidate is searched
as a point having the maximum Gaussian curvature. All these nose tip candidate points
are then checked out using a SVM classiﬁer.
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2.1

Mean and Gaussian curvatures classiﬁcation

Having a 3D facial surface, the localization of local patches can be carried out through a
curvature analysis using a threshold [TV98, CCS06, SAC09, CBF06]. While intuitive and
simple, thresholding can also lead to loss of the nose tip region, it can happen in case when
people have a ﬂat nose.
In this work, we do not make use of curvature thresholding. Instead, we look for all concave regions thanks to the HK-classiﬁcation (ﬁgure 1) which permits to partition a range
data into regions of homogeneous shapes, called homogeneous surface patches based on
the signs of Mean (H) and Gaussian (K) curvatures[TV98].

Figure 1: Example of HK-classiﬁcation, showing decomposition of different patches on the face.
Colors show different shape patches based on the signs of Gaussian and Mean curvatures, where:
blue - hyperbolic convex, orange - hyperbolic symmetric, yellow - hyperbolic concave, sky blue
- cylindrical convex, white - planar, pink - cylindrical concave, green - elliptical convex, black impossible, red - elliptical concave (ﬁgure based on ﬁgure 4.11[TV98] and table 1[CCS06], better
seen in color)

As the approximation of the curvatures over a range data generally is sensitive to a noise
[CCS06, SAC09, CBF06], we used the method developed in [SAC09] which incorporates
the Gaussian noise rejection in the curvature calculation method. A larger neighborhood
for the bi-quadratic surface approximation makes the method more insensitive to the Gaussian noise. Figure 2 depicts such a phenomenon.
A bigger neighborhood in the computation of the curvatures is also useful for the localization of the main facial points. Indeed, an increase of the neighborhood size around a point
helps to highlight the most marked out shapes of the local region while ignoring the details. As we can see in ﬁgure 2, the most marked out regions remain visible while the less
signiﬁcant patches disappear when the neighborhood size is increased. The ﬁrst increase
in the neighborhood size removes shape details, including noise, the further increase in the
neighborhood size enables us to distinct rough shapes of interesting facial regions, such as
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Figure 2: The HK-classiﬁcation and noise reduction on 3D face surface using different neighborhood
in surface approximation (neighborhood size is enlarged from top left(5mm) to bottom right(40mm),
step 5mm), presented in [SAC09].

the nose tip region or the inner corners of the eyes.
In this work, as illustrated in ﬁgure 3b, all the elliptical convex patches, thus with H < 0
and K > 0, are considered as the nose tip candidate regions. In each of these regions, the
point having the maximum Gaussian curvature is then selected and considered as the nose
tip candidate point (ﬁgure 3c) for which we compute a point signature which is further
checked by the SVM classiﬁer. Decomposition of the Gaussian curvature can be seen on
ﬁgure 4 where the nose tip is clearly seen.

3

Point signatures

Once the set of the candidate points for the nose tip is collected, as described in the previous section, the SVM is invoked to further identify the true nose tip. For this purpose,
we simply compute a point signature which gathers several state of the art curvature-based
descriptors [CCS06, SAC09, CSP10], namely the Mean, Gaussian Curvatures, the Shape
Index, Curvedness and study their discriminative power for the task of the nose tip localization when they are used alone or in combinations.
Curvatures for each nose tip candidate point are computed by a bi-quadratic surface equation approximation using a neighborhood of 25mm. The neighborhood size of 25mm, is
a reasonable compromise in removing noises while keeping the rough shape of the local
region (ﬁg. 2) as well as achieves stable values of curvatures across different model’s resolution (ﬁg. 5). The derivatives of the bi-quadric surface equation are then used to calculate
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Figure 3: The nose tip localization, a) the face range image, b) the nose tip regions (elliptical convex
regions), c) the maximum Gaussian curvature points in each nose tip candidate region.

the Mean (H) and Gaussian curvatures(K) using the following equations:
H(x, y) =

K(x, y) =

(1 + fy2 )fxx − 2fx fy fxy + (1 + fx2 )fyy
2

2(1 + fx2 + fy2 ) 3

,

2
fxx fyy − fxy
,
(1 + fx2 + fy2 )2

(1)

(2)

where fx , fy , fxx , fyy , fxy are the ﬁrst and second derivatives of the surface f at (x, y)
[TV98].
The problem of ﬁnding the surface equation can be represented as:
AW = Y,

(3)

where matrix A contains x and y values, W is a matrix of estimated function coefﬁcients
and matrix Y contains the results.
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Figure 4: Gaussian curvature decomposition on 3D face model, calculated with 25 mm neighborhood in surface approximation, showing the appearance of the nose tip (max value - red, min value
- pink).

Shape index SI at point p can be calculated using maximum (k1 ) and minimum (k2 ) local
curvatures:
SI(p) =

1
k1 (p) + k2 (p)
1
− tan−1
,
2 π
k1 (p) − k2 (p)

(4)

where k1 (p) and k2 (p) are principal curvatures at a point p of a surface S[NC09].
Principal curvatures k1 (p) and k2 (p), can be extracted from equations:
k1 (p) = H(p) +

)
H(p)2 − K(p),

(5)

k2 (p) = H(p) −

)
H(p)2 − K(p),

(6)

where H and K are the Gaussian and the Mean curvature at point p.
The curvedness of a surface at a vertex (v) can be calculated based on equation [NC09]:
)
Curv(v) =

k12 (v) + k22 (v)
.
2

(7)

Extracted from each nose tip candidate point, all these features are then used alone or in
combinations to study their descriptiveness for the problem of the nose tip localization.
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Figure 5: Example of nose tip curvature stability in case of different resolution of the model; starting
from 35000 vertexes to 1000 vertexes. Vertical axis shows the curvature value calculated at the nose
tip using 25 mm neighborhood for the surface approximation, horizontal axis corresponds to the
different model’s resolution

4

Experimental results

The experiments were carried out on the FRGC v2.0 dataset using a SVM classiﬁer with
a standard Gaussian kernel function. In this section, we ﬁrst present the dataset and the
training of the SVM classiﬁer. Then we compare and discuss the performance of the
nose tip localization when different combinations of the features are used for training and
testing.

4.1 Testing Data Base
In our work we used FRGCv2 data base [PFS+ 05] which contains 4007 3D images, acquired between 2003 and 2004. The range data was acquired by a Minolta Vivid 900
range scanner, with a resolution 640x480. The data comes from 466 subjects and contains
various facial expressions with various age distribution. The subjects are 57% male and
43% female. For the mentioned data base, 15 landmarks, including a nose tip and eye corners, were manually labeled by our team on the whole dataset. They are publicly available
(ﬁgure 6) under request.

4.2

SVM Training

Support Vector Machine (SVM) was used to identify the true nose tip from the set of
nose tip candidate points. For this purpose, we made use of the publicly available Matlab
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Figure 6: An example of the 15 facial landmarks manually labeled on the FRGC dataset. These
landmarks are publicly available under request.

LIBSVM1 library.
For training, the manually marked nose tips were used as the positive samples while negative samples were randomly selected with proportion 1:1. For each training sample, the
four curvatures previously described, Mean and the Gaussian curvature, Shape Index and
Curvedness, were ﬁrst calculated. They were fed alone or in combination to the classiﬁer,
giving birth to 15 conﬁgurations regarding the point signature (see table 1). To verify the
localization rate by the SVM, we also varied the learning dataset size, ranging from 100 to
3000 points (ﬁgure 4).
Each conﬁguration of the system (different point signature + training set size) was crossvalidated 10 times, each time with two folders and reported results are the mean values
of all tests. For each cross validation the training set was selected randomly while the
remaining models formed the test set.

4.3

Nose tip localization

Once learned, the SVM was used for identifying the true nose tip among all the nose tip
candidates. If the SVM classiﬁes a nose tip candidate point as a correct one, this point
is further checked with the manually labeled one. If the distance between the predicted
nose tip and the manually marked one is less than 10mm, the True Acceptance Rate is
1 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/

cjlin/libsvm/
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increased.

Figure 7: Results of the best of veriﬁed combinations of the curvature’s properties (Mean curvature,
Shape Index and Curvedness), horizontal axis represents number of models used for SVM learning,
the vertical axis represents the percentage of TAR, FAR, TRR, FRR.

Almost all conﬁgurations of the point signatures achieved very high True Acceptance Rate
(TAR), close to 100%. The highest TAR with the lowest False Acceptance Rate (FAR) was
achieved using together the Mean curvature, the Shape Index and the Curvedness where
the TAR was 99.9% and the FAR was 6.7%. The lowest localization rate was achieved by
single Gaussian Curvature where the TAR was 30.7% and the FAR 3.3%.
Based on ﬁgure 7, one can observe that in case of increasing number of the training models
the True Acceptance Rate as well as the False Rejection Rate are stable, respectively in a
range of 99.9% and 0.1%. The change in the number (from 100 to 3000) of the training
examples affects the True Rejection Rate and the False Acceptance Rate, respectively the
TRR changed from 85.3% to 93.29% and the FAR changed from 14.7% to 6.71%.

4.4

Discussion

Looking at table 1 and ﬁgure 8, one can see that the True Acceptance Rate of the nose tip
points is very high for almost all curvature based features, except the Gaussian Curvature
which displays a 30.74% TAR for the nose tip. Meanwhile, this result is in line with the
conclusion of the state of the art, for instance the one by Ceron et al. [CSP10] who stated
that the Gaussian Curvature has the worst descriptiveness for discriminating facial feature
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Figure 8: The TAR and FAR for each combination of the point properties for the shape signature,
with 3000 models taken for the SVM learning. (C - Curvedness, SI - Shape Index, H - Mean Curvature, K - Gaussian Curvature) 1)C, 2)SI, 3)SI+C, 4)K, 5)K+C, 6)K+SI, 7)K+SI+C, 8)H, 9)H+C,
10)H+SI, 11)H+SI+C, 12)H+K, 13)H+K+C, 14)H+K+SI, 15)H+K+SI+C.

points.
When studding the False Acceptance Rates (FAR) by all these curvature features in table
1, one can see that the lowest FAR 6.7%, was achieved by the combination of the Shape
Index, Curvedness and the Mean Curvature which also displays the highest 99.9% TAR.
Very similar results were obtained by the conﬁguration using both the Shape Index and
Mean Curvature, displaying a 99.7% TAR and a 6.7% FAR respectively.
The False Acceptance Rate at the level of 6.7% means that the SVM classiﬁer incorrectly
classiﬁed non-nose tip points from the candidate set as the correct nose tips. Those mistakes generally happen when the point candidates have shapes similar to the nose, which
occurs sometimes on cloths or hair regions. To exclude these incorrectly classiﬁed points
one needs to consider further constraints or knowledge. The method guaranties very high
True Acceptance Rate (99.9%), which gives reliability that the nose tip will not be missed.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the relevance of four rotation invariant differential geometric properties, namely Mean, Gaussian curvatures, Shape Index and Curvedness, for the purpose of
nose tip localization. For each 2.5D facial model, the set of nose tip candidate points was
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Point Signature combination

TAR [%]

FAR [%]

C
SI
SI+C
K
K+C
K+SI
K+SI+C
H
H+C
H+SI
H+SI+C
H+K
H+K+C
H+K+SI
H+K+SI+C

99.39
94.14
99.19
30.74
98.58
95.05
99.19
99.90
99.90
99.70
99.90
99.70
99.70
99.80
99.90

16.72
11.98
7.87
3.35
16.45
12.45
8.52
12.49
12.42
6.70
6.71
12.88
12.94
7.59
7.15

Table 1: The obtained results (mean value of 10 cross-validations) for different point properties combinations with the ﬁxed number of the training models (3000), (C - Curvedness, SI - Shape Index,
H - Mean Curvature, K - Gaussian Curvature)

ﬁrst automatically selected from a shape classiﬁcation using a priori knowledge of nose
shape. A SVM classiﬁer, trained on a subset of the data set using the curvature features
alone or with combinations, was then invoked to select the true nose tip from the set of
candidate points. Extensive experiments were carried out on the whole FRGC v2.0 dataset
in varying the training dataset size and for each training size 10 times cross-validation using random selection of the training set. The experimental results were evaluated in terms
of the True Acceptance Rate (TAR) and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) using manually
labeled nose tip point as ground truth and expressed as a mean value of all cross-validation
tests. 99.9% Nose Tip TAR with 6.7% FAR was achieved on the FRGCv2 dataset when
the Mean curvature, the Shape Index along with the Curvedness were used as the input to
the trained SVM classiﬁer.
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Abstract: There has been significant advancement improvement in the capabilities
of biometrics and data protection technologies in last decade. The significant
reduction in cost, improvements in speed and accuracy has resulted in increased
deployment of such technologies in day-to-day business and public utilities. The
increasing use of biometrics and data protection technologies has also raised
concern on the unethical use of personal information. There are increasing number
of incidents and concerns in the public over the infringement of personal privacy in
China. This paper has investigated such emerging privacy related concerns in the
deployment of biometrics and data protection technologies in China. This paper
also includes a study on public attitudes toward such technologies and attempts to
make comparison with the same in the difference with such emerging concerns in
other developed countries. This paper has developed an online survey to ascertain
people’s understanding on the various aspects of privacy and thus willingness to
tradeoff with the benefits of increased security. The online survey was conducted
in February – March 2012 and revealed great deal of information from the 305
Hong Kong people. We have attempted to analyze the survey results which
illustrate interesting findings on the use of CCTV, biometrics technologies, social
networking, disclosure of personal information and recent (2012) privacy policy
adjustments in popular websites.

1 Introduction
The use of biometrics and social networking technologies has significantly increased
over last few years and have raised high concerns in the unwanted disclosure of personal
privacy. For example, recent news summary titled “Free apps 'can spy on texts and calls':
Smartphone users warned of privacy dangers” published in February 2012 [MAIL12],
discloses how Facebook and Flicker tracked/accessed our contact book list and day-today messages. Some commercial firms and e-business entities share or sell associated
personal identities and pose risks which are not known to the large section of population.
At the same time, there is always some tradeoff between the available privacy and
security offered from the emerging biometrics technologies. Such tradeoff need to be
carefully studied and included in the policy formulation for the regulation of new
technologies. This can ensure that citizens can benefit from the technological
advancements while ensuring reasonable privacy tradeoff for the increased convenience
or security. The dual use of biometrics technologies for any possible medical diagnosis
need to be carefully regulated as such use can generate huge privacy concerns. The
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hospitals typically maintain huge database systems with numerous patients’ personal
confidential data residing inside which often include their medical records and blood
type. Such vital information is potentially attractive in the underground servers as they
can have large commercial/marketing applications. Besides, some tricksters can possibly
make use of such dual use information contents for fraud or to cheat for money.
The notion of personal privacy varies from culture to culture and this could be the
plausible reason for varying privacy protection policies among different geopolitical
regions. Recent survey [SO11] in China suggests that 88.8% of the population have
encountered the problems relating to the personal information disclosure, especially with
the mobile phone number, and 83.2% of them feel that the government should try to
establish laws to protect personal phone number privacy of residents. This suggests that
policy makers in China are yet to be successful in enforcing a specialized law that can
protect residents from increasing incidents of privacy infringements which are now more
frequently reported/shared using popular social networking technologies. Our survey in
this area suggests lack of any systematic study, at least in public domain, that could
compare challenges to the current privacy protection regulations/practices in China with
those in other developed countries. On the other hand, there has been significant
advancement in the development/deployment of biometrics and social networking
technologies in China [KC11], [Wo11], i.e., from the largest CCTV network in Beijing
to the use of biometrics technologies at automated border crossings in China.
1.1 Our work
Emerging deployment of biometrics and social networking technologies has posed new
policy related challenges among the stakeholders. In this context, there have been
number of related studies [MT12], [RISE12] and efforts to develop new policies from
the emerging technological challenges, one such example is the new EU framework on
privacy and data protection [EC12]. However there is lack of such studies that could
focus on public attitudes and social concerns on the deployment of emerging
technologies in China. Therefore the key objective of this paper is to study such
emerging challenges in China to ascertain differences and similarities with other
developed countries. Our study is largely based on the survey conducted in China on 305
Hong Kong residents between February – April 2012. This study reveals new insights on
the emerging public attitude towards biometrics, CCTV deployments and importantly
the extent of tradeoff for needed privacy for a better security. Finally, trends and
emerging views on privacy, biometrics security and preferences/selection of modalities
are presented from the survey result analysis.

2 Emerging privacy related challenges
2.1 Privacy related laws and biometrics usage in China
Privacy
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China has largest population of internet users1 and very strong social media usage which
outnumber Americans by a ratio of 3-to-1. However, the regulatory guidelines in China
have not yet matured and there is need to provide more comprehensive laws that can
protect residents in China with emerging technologies and dual use of biometrics related
information. In this context, the well known regulatory guidelines have evolved from the
Constitution of the People's Republic of China ("PRC Constitution"), article 38 about
oneself free from defamation and article 40 which is about one’s freedom of
communications and privacy of communication [Fe11]. In this context, a new privacy
regulation by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's
Republic of China has been recently enacted (15 March 2012). This regulation entitled
Several Provisions on Regulation of the Order of Internet Information Service Market, is
probably first national level regulation that use the definition of user personal
information [HL12]. This “user personal information” will include biometrics
information as it is defined as the information relevant to the users that can ascertain the
identity of the users. This new regulation is expected to provide stronger protection for
the collection/use of sensitive biometrics data. In addition to the development of
regulations and policies, an effective industry oriented self-regulatory mechanism that
can also strengthen the international data sharing/exchange is necessary to benefit from
the emerging biometrics technologies for public good.
Biometrics usage
Various historical accounts suggest that the use of fingerprints in China began during the
third century B. C. as a testament on the official documents [FP12]. The large scale
development and deployment of biometrics technologies in post 9/11 USA has also
raised concerns on individual privacy. In this context, the emerging challenges in China
are quite similar but at slower pace facing the same question: how to strike a balance
between the security and privacy effectively and efficiently? Such challenges can be
possibly met with the development of novel technologies than can ensure such balance
and ensuring that privacy is a mandatory element in the design of emerging technologies.
With respect to the above case, the following questions were included in our survey:
• Nowadays biometrics technology has been used on many areas, but some people
cannot accept all the biometrics access control, please rate your acceptance level
for the following cases; (see [Ku12])
• If you are suggested to use your biometrics information, under which situation or
the area where you feel acceptable?
The objective of above question(s) was to (i) ascertain the acceptance of using
biometrics in different areas; (ii) provide some background to the respondents on the use
of biometrics technologies.
2.2 Recent concerns on privacy related issue
1) Sina Weibo Privacy Concern
Sina Weibo is a famous and popular blogging website besides the Facebook and Twitter
in China. It is in use by well over 30% of internet users. However, this blogging
1

According to recent Netpop Research [Wo11] study, China has 411 million broadband users above 13+ years
while 169 million in USA.
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website/system has reportedly failed to protect users’ personal information and is easily
shared with others [XH11]. Other user’s can read your blogging by “being your fan”.
Then they can see your email address and QQ number in your info page or even know
where you live and work by reading your blogging details and photos, because they can
also determine/identify your place by looking at the photos’ background. Please refer to
[XH11] for details on some real cases. Social networking technologies are increasingly
occupying special role and privileges in our day-to-day life. However, these technologies
and applications need to educate the uses of potential risks. The incident highlighted in
this study/section suggests failure to include privacy-by-design (fail safe) element in the
emerging social media and networking technologies.
2) Privacy Challenge from the use of QR code
The QR code is essentially a 2D bar code and it can store lot of information. This
information can however be easily be read by popular software or mobile phone
applications which can decode such 2D bar code from the images acquired using
(embedded) camera. Residents in China travel in mass around the national day holidays,
mostly using railroads/trains. In such train tickets, at the right bottom corner of the train
ticket, there is a QR code. Once a person picks up the ticket and scans for the QR code
through some mobile phone applications, he/she will know the ticket owners’ ticket
number, train leaving time and ID card number [FS11]. This problem has been widely
reported and can be attributed to the limitations of deployed technology.
3) Taxi Cab Recorders Bring New Privacy Concerns
Recently, 6000 taxies in Nanjing (China) deployed video cameras and sound recorders
inside the passenger taxis. The recorders will run in every second and the cameras can to
take eight pictures per minute. They will be sent to the police database system through
the GPS system. The cameras and recorders originally designed as a safety measure to
protect the taxi driver on work and also ensure rights of passengers during/after travel
[SINA12]. However, such deployment has raised wide awareness and concerns relating
to the personal privacy of the general public. With such widely discussed privacy
implications in our mind, we included following questions in our survey:
•

Installing security cameras (CCTV) is now very common in the world, what is
your level of acceptance for the following cases? (Airport, banks, Taxi,
School/workplace apartment’s water/electricity supply system area, Area of
investigation for the acid attacks in Mong Kok [WIKI12], Traffic Red light
intersections);
•
Do you feel any uncomfortable or infringing your privacy when you are under
monitoring by security cameras?
•
Do you feel more secure with the security camera(s) monitoring?
•
What do you think about the number of security cameras in Hong Kong?
The aims of the above questions was to ascertain (i) the level of acceptance in installing
cameras in different areas; (ii) general feelings: whether more secure or uncomfortable
under the monitor or cameras; (iii) change in priority for widely reported acid-attack
incident investigations.
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Table 1: Summary of Recent Incidents of Privacy Related Challenges

3 Survey
3.1 Introduction
The second part of this paper is focused on acquiring the primary source of data by
conducting an online survey. This part included questions like – How much concerns
people in general have on sharing their personal information? What are their concerns
for tradeoff on sharing sensitive biometrics data/privacy to avail better security? There
was a need to firstly design a user friendly survey that can effectively acquire such data
and help us to ascertain the public attitude towards emerging technologies. This survey
result will be helpful in answering such questions.
3.2 Survey design
There were total of 18 questions in the survey and four social issues were included in the
questions: Deployment of security cameras and the biometrics technologies, Social
networking service website, and Google’s new privacy policy. The respondents’
background information is also acquired with respect to their age, gender and education
level. The key motivation in the design of this survey is to ensure user friendliness and
ease in the acquisition of information. Some related and recent news was extracted from
the web and a YouTube video was also included in the questions for two purposes: One
is to make use of the characteristic of online survey, try to add some multimedia element
to enrich the survey questions from traditional boring words. Another purpose is to
provide background information to the respondents in case they do not remember or
suffer from lack of knowledge on specific topic in the survey.
The survey aimed to find out people’s behavior between the privacy and security in
different cases. For easier analysis, some of the answers are group together for example
“1” and “2”, and “4” and “5” as two groups respectively. We also attempted to prevent
redundant answers from the same respondent and the respondents’ IP addresses were
automatically acquired when they submit the survey. This information is used to check
integrity, e.g., if same answers are found from the same IP address, only one record was
kept in our database.
We developed a specialized PHP based user interface [Ku12] and the questions layout
was customized as per our observations and some additional multimedia element such as
YouTube are added in between the questions. Since the mother language of each
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respondent can be different, both Chinese and English versions are set in the survey. The
data generated from the survey is saved and managed by MySQL.
3.3 Survey respondents
The total number of respondents took part in the survey is 305 and all the respondents
are Hong Kong residents. The percentage of female and male are evenly distributed as
~50% (153 Males). Here is table of their age and education level:
Table 2: Age distribution of respondents

Table 3: Education level distribution of respondents

4 Survey findings and analysis
1) People prefer to increase the number of CCTV in HK

Figure 1: Opinion on the number of CCTV in HK (left)
Figure 2: Areas in supporting to have security cameras (right)

This trend in favor of CCTV is an important feedback in that this may help to improve
our city facilities planning in determining and designing the number of cameras in the
public places. Half of the respondents think that the number is sufficient while about
40% of the respondents think that more cameras should be installed.
2) Privacy tradeoff for increased security at workplaces
Most of the respondents agree to have cameras installed in banks and airport. About 65%
of them chose accept to have cameras especially in the case of the cameras installation
for investigation, for example recent acid attacks in Mong Kok [WIKI12]. Yet, the result
also shows the antipathy on cameras installation in taxi and school/workplace. The
trends clearly suggest that most people treat these two areas are quite private. Higher
rejection in schools (as compared to Taxi’s) could possibly due to the fact that
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respondents were largely teenagers. In 2002, the Hong Kong Police planned to equip
CCTV cameras in Lan Kwai Fong for crime prevention and conducted a household
survey [HKU02]. Therefore the trends suggest that HK people may have accustomed to
have CCTV monitoring to at some specific/popular locations were security concerns are
high due to some accidents. Moreover, there is some concern in the general public about
installing CCTV in public transport such as taxi and MTR trains since 2008. Two voices
are arguing on this issue. The cons side is afraid of being taken exposing photos, wastage
of money and invasion of privacy [WWP08]. However, taxi robbery and number of
indecent cases increase in these years, taxi drivers and claimed for CCTV installation for
personal security purpose [APL09][MAC11]. In January 2012, the Secretary of
Transport and Housing Bureau (Hong Kong) declared that some buses, trams and MTR
trains have already installed CCTV for security control and monitor purposes [GOV12].
For taxies, the owners can install CCTV without the approval of Transport Department.
3) Fingerprint is the most accepted biometrics modality
Different kinds of biometrics are being used nowadays. In the survey we have chosen the
four most common types of biometrics and asked the respondents’ for their preference.
The results and trends from this survey should not be surprising as fingerprint is
commonly employed in HK border crossings (residents avail the benefits of efficient and
high speed border crossings) and is essential component of mandatory HK ID cards
since 2005. There are high privacy concerns with the DNA as it is well known to provide
most details from human body which may highly be personal.

Figure 3: Acceptance of biometrics technology (left)
Figure 4: Areas in accepting of using biometrics technology (right)

4) Airport and Bank security are the most preferred venues of deploying biometrics
technologies
It can be observed from the figure 4 that the biometrics deployment in airport security
control is the most acceptable venue. In Hong Kong, the government has already
introduced biometrics based E-Channels for airport departure since 2004, people are well
familiar with such practice and avail convenience from the biometrics technology. Next,
the survey suggests that people equally care for their financial security and there is no
suggestion to favor personal privacy here as the bank security is also the most preferred
place for biometrics deployment and ranked in second place. The other three choices:
public transport, government building and private service, are to large extent
unacceptable to the respondents; or to conclude, they are not willing to accept biometrics
usage in such public places. The survey by Unisys in 2010 [EJ10] stated that 73% Hong
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Kong people prefer giving their biometric information to Hospital Authority and
Department of Health while only 34% to the banks. But from our survey, it is suggested
that they have higher confidence and open mindedness to share their biometric
information with the banks because 63% respondents chosen “4” and “5” (acceptable).
5) People’s concern and acceptance on disclosing personal information
The trends here indicate that the respondents’ are rational and pay attention to their
personal information. They will not disclose their information if they do not trust or are
not familiar with the company and when being asked for sensitive information. The
percentage of such resistance slightly decreases if they will receive a gift. Therefore
people can sometimes be greedy in that they will use their information in exchange for
gift and such tradeoff is better illustrated in [Ts11]. Another point people concern about
whether they could be in the status of being anonymous.

Figure 5: Scenarios on preference for sharing personal information

6) Social networking website in our day-to-day life
Nearly all respondents stated that they use or participate in the social networking
websites on the internet, like Facebook or Twitter. These kinds of websites were
introduced about year ago, in 2007, and being used for around 5 years untill now. It is
not difficult to see people are surfing on these websites by Smartphone in the buses or
metro’s (MTR). According to Ketchum’s press released in August 2011, 92% of
Hongkongers surf on Facebook every week and 77% read blogs [KC11]. These results
[KC11] support our survey findings which suggest that the social media is now deeply
engaged to become part of individual’s lifestyle.

Figure 6: Use of social networking service website (left)
Figure 7: Do you upload photos and check-in location on social networking website? (right)

7) Females are more prevalent than males for sharing the photos on social
networking sites
There is an interesting trend for the habit of sharing photos or checking in their current
location on social networking websites. Figure 7 suggests that female gender loves to
upload their photos or locations more than male’s. This implies that female seems to
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have lower sense of privacy concern that they may let others take advantage of own
photos for other purposes as mentioned in the earlier discussion. The trends also suggest
that female is more likely to have the habit of sharing their experience in daily life.
8) Installing Cameras in Taxi’s is Unacceptable
In question 9, one of the cases is about the security cameras to be installed in taxi.
Before the commencement of survey, we expected that this proposal will be more
opposed by female’s in general than males because from the research that some women
in mainland China commented that they are afraid of the camera will take their exposed
photos of events like personal makeup. However the result of this survey suggests that
both male and female are concerned (figure 8) about the privacy when camera installing
inside a taxi. Many of them chose“2” which means that they are not willing to have
camera installed inside a taxi. There is some minority chose “5” in very willing to install
the cameras, these response may be outliers or from people (like elderly) who have most
concerns about security or health.
9) Preference for Security or Privacy?
Privacy and Security, which one you concern more? Males’ answers are quite evenly
distributed from choices “2” to “6”. On the other hand female here shows a larger
proportion over the answer “5”, that is the preference of having more security. It reflects
that most female feel insecure easily than male and seeks for higher security instead of
worrying for privacy. This finding correlates with the earlier study by the Unisys
Security Index in May 2011 [UNIS11], which also suggested that women are more
concerned about their overall personal safety than males.

Figure 8: Level of acceptance if cameras installed inside taxies (left)
Figure 9: Choice between security and privacy (female and male) (right)

10) Personal Privacy is more important for Elderly than Youngsters

Figure 10: Trends for sharing personal information among different age groups.

Age group of 16-22 and 23-30, 41 -50 and 50 above are combined for easier analysis. In
overall, the elder age group (41-50 above) has a more negative response in answering the
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convenience of disclosing personal information. They often rated “4” and “5” [Ku12]
which means they are unaccepted in some cases while other age groups rated “3”,
neutral only. The elder age group has a higher score and trend than those from other age
groups, which reflects that have higher concerns or better understanding on the possible
misuse of sharing personal information in different domains.

5 Conclusions
This paper has presented a unified study on the privacy related challenges from the
emerging technologies. We also designed and developed an online survey to ascertain
people’s understanding on the various aspects of privacy and their willingness to tradeoff
some privacy with the benefits of increased security. The online survey from 305
participants revealed great deal of information on public attitude towards emerging
biometrics and social networking technologies.
The survey results from the public opinion on the installation of security cameras points
towards the endorsement in the (further) deployments for the CCTV in Hong Kong for
monitoring in facilities like airport, banks and also in some public areas. Figure 1
illustrate that about 40% people are in favor of more cameras for better security
measures while Figure 2 shows the favorable areas where they are willing to have
cameras monitoring. This trend indicates people’s confidence in some of the emerging
technologies and opinion to exploit them for public good and security. The survey trends
for the acceptability of CCTV in Hong Kong2 taxi’s are not positive. For most of the
respondents, taxi is regarded as a private place therefore the taxi owners/drivers can seek
for general acceptance or second opinion, before they finally decide to install them or
can explore another alternative to safeguard them. This decision may have some
financial implications it may result in decline in business (income) for taxis as the
passengers might not want to board taxis for privacy concern and prefer alternate mode
of transportation. In this context, it is reasonable to mention that public sensitivities
should not be ignored for better security, especially when preference/business places
have some elements of personal activities. Therefore a formal announcement, proper
public promotion and education is deemed to be more appropriate when/if taxis equip
themselves with CCTV inside.
This survey results also reflects that people in Hong Kong prefer fingerprint as the most
convenient biometric modality followed by the iris. Such opinion possibly reflects the
convenience availed by the Hong Kong residents in the day-to-day practice of using
fingerprint based Hong Kong ID card or e-channel in border crossings. The choice of iris
and face as the preferred biometric modality among large number of residents (figure 3)

2

Taxi drivers in the city of oxford (UK) have been told to install CCTV in taxis by 2015 else their license will
be revoked [Ta11].
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can be attributed to the failure 3 of current fingerprint technologies for authentication
among large number of residents (like elderly, manual laborers, etc.). The lack of
privacy concerns in the usage of emerging social networking technologies could possibly
due to the enhanced convenience in instantly sharing the information and also due to the
lack of awareness with the potential security/privacy related hazards [INNO11], [Wo10][Ji10] with the usage of such technologies. Therefore there is pressing need to caution on
the risks bore by users and the service providers, including for the privacy and
biometrics security, while engaging in social networking. The economic well being of
residents/respondents and sense of resulting security can also motivate individuals to
trade-off privacy for better security, especially in areas like banks and airports.
Development of novel biometrics and social networking technologies that can
simultaneously ensure high degree of anonymity [Sh09], accountability and security can
help to address wide range of social concerns in the deployment of emerging
technologies. Early societal intervention in the research and development process can
help to ensure that the developed solutions also embed the solutions resulting from the
negative impacts of the technologies [EC11]. It has often shown that when social factors
are integrated into the design and decision making process, the solutions tends to be long
lasting and cost effective.
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Abstract: Biometric authentication based on template protection has attracted attention in the past decade. In the discussion on the security of these systems, however,
the content of biometric information is assumed to be sufﬁciently large, and real conditions of biometric features have not yet been reﬂected. This paper focuses on a
biometric cryptosystem using a fuzzy commitment scheme and demonstrates correlation between ﬁngerprint bit strings by using our method for evaluating the content of
biometric information. Additionally, attacks to guess biometric bit strings, which take
advantage of correlation between them, are explained, and the security against these
attacks is theoretically and experimentally discussed.

1 Introduction
Biometric authentication is convenient because users are freed from having to memorise
something or keep hold of physical objects, so it has drawn attention as a method for
implementing highly secure personal authentication for network services. However, biometric systems have speciﬁc vulnerabilities, which appear in their various components,
including users, environmental conditions, operational conditions, biometric information,
and biometrics devices. Since information unique to an individual is stored in the systems
as a template and users cannot alter their own biometric characteristics, the privacy issues
associated with information leaks are particularly weighty.
A number of technologies have already been proposed to prevent leakage of templates, and
biometric authentication using these technologies is referred to as biometric authentication
based on template protection. We focus on a biometric cryptosystem using a fuzzy commitment scheme (FCS) in this paper. Biometric cryptosystems incorporate functions that
generate a secret key from auxiliary data only if a genuine user presents his/her biometric
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information. These functions excel at concealing secret keys as well as protecting biometric templates, which enables these technologies to be applied to network authentication
protocols using cryptographic techniques such as the challenge handshake authentication
protocol (CHAP). On the other hand, in the FCS proposed by Juels and Wattenberg in
1999 [JW99], a commitment is created by binding biometric information with a codeword
using a bitwise XOR operator after the codeword is generated from a secret key using an
error-correcting encoder. This scheme can eliminate ﬂuctuations of biometric information using an error-correcting decoder and can easily protect biometric templates, so its
application is expected to be beneﬁcial for biometric cryptosystems.
Additionally, since the FCS deals with quantised biometric information, there have been
many studies on extracting bit strings from biometric samples [TAK+ 05, CV09]. Biometric bit strings have to meet the following requirement: Impostor bit strings should be i.i.d.
in order to maximise the efforts to guess genuine ones. However, it is not easy to extract
i.i.d. bit strings because biometric features strongly correlate, and most of those studies
did not clearly state whether quantisers could eliminate the correlation or not.
Moreover, attempts have been made to theoretically analyse the security of the FCS from
the viewpoint of information theory [STP09, WRDI11, KBK+ 11]. However, the content
of biometric information is assumed to be sufﬁciently large, and it has not been considered
that genuine bit strings can be easily guessed from compromised commitments due to the
correlation between biometric bit strings.
We therefore discuss the security of the biometric cryptosystem using the FCS while taking
into consideration the correlation between biometric bit strings. Zhou et al. analysed
the correlation between iris bit strings and proposed an algorithm to recover an iris bit
string from a compromised commitment by taking advantage of this correlation [ZKB12].
On the other hand, this paper does not focus on a particular characteristic, while taking
a ﬁngerprint bit string as an example. The rest of this paper is organised as follows.
Sections 2 and 3 introduce the outlines of the biometric cryptosystem using the FCS and a
method for evaluating the content of biometric information using quadratic Renyi entropy
[HOKT10], respectively. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the information content in a
ﬁngerprint bit string using our method. Section 5 explains attacks to guess biometric bit
strings, which take advantage of the correlation between them. Section 6 theoretically and
experimentally discusses the security against these attacks.

2 Biometric cryptosystem using fuzzy commitment scheme
A fuzzy commitment scheme (FCS), proposed by Juels and Wattenberg in 1999 [JW99],
is a type of cryptographic technology based on an error-correcting code. Figure 1 shows a
client/server model of the biometric cryptosystem using the FCS.
Enrolment process
1. A user presents raw data on a biometric characteristic thorough a biometrics sensor,
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Figure 1: Biometric cryptosystem using fuzzy commitment scheme

and a client extracts a bit string, b ∈ B = {0, 1}n , from the raw data. Note that
|B| = 2n , where | · | denotes the number of members of a set.
2. The client generates a codeword, c ∈ C, by passing a secret key, s ∈ {0, 1}k , chosen
at random through an error-correcting encoder, and a commitment, z, is given by
b ⊕ c, where ⊕ denotes a bitwise XOR operator. We assume in this paper that C is
an (n, k, dmin )-linear error-correcting code, where n, k, and dmin correspond to the
codeword length, the number of information symbols, and the minimum distance.
That is, |C| = 2k , and t = (dmin − 1)/2 or less bit errors can be corrected.
3. The client calculates the hash, h(c), of c, and sends h(c) to an authorisation server.
4. The server stores h(c) in it’s storage, and the client stores z in user’s token.
Veriﬁcation process
1. The client extracts a bit string, b′ ∈ B, from raw data that a user presents as done
with the enrolment process, and takes a stored z from this user’s token.
2. The client obtains c′ by passing c ⊕ e = b′ ⊕ z through an error-correcting decoder.
Note that e = b ⊕ b′ ; here, c′ corresponds to c if : e :≤ t, where : · : denotes
Hamming weights.
3. The client calculates the hash, h(c′ ), of c′ , and sends h(c′ ) to the server.
4. The server compares h(c′ ) with h(c) to determine whether the user is a genuine user
or an impostor.
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3 Method for evaluating content of biometric information
This section introduces a method for evaluating the content of biometric information using
quadratic Renyi entropy [HOKT10]. To begin with, we will deﬁne the quadratic Renyi
entropy of biometric information. Then, we will explain the procedure used to evaluate
the quadratic Renyi entropy through inter-subject comparisons.

3.1

Quadratic Renyi entropy of biometric information

Let B be a discrete random variable whose realisation is biometric information b on possible values B. We assume in our method that b is represented by biometric features stored
as a template in the system, e.g., an iris codeword [Dau03] or a set of ﬁngerprint minutiae
points.
The content of information obtained by observing a random variable following a certain
probability distribution is often deﬁned as Shannon entropy. The Shannon entropy of B
can be written as follows:
A
H(B) = −
pB (b) log2 pB (b),
(1)
b∈B

where pB (b) is the probability mass function (PMF) of B. However, biometric features
have some complex correlation, which cannot be simply modelled, and consequently it
it difﬁcult to theoretically estimate pB (b). It is also not easy to experimentally estimate
pB (b) because the space of b is generally high dimensional and a huge number of samples are required. H(B) is thus not appropriate as a measure to evaluate the content of
biometric information.
We therefore deﬁne the following quadratic Renyi entropy as a measure to evaluate the
content of biometric information:
A
H2 (B) = − log2
pB (b)2 .
(2)
b∈B

H2 (B) is the case α = 2 for the following Renyi entropy:
Hα (B) =

A
1
log2
pB (b)α ,
1−α

(3)

b∈B

where α ≥ 0, α 4= 1. H2 (B) indicates the possibility that two sets of biometric features
will correspond, i.e., a measure to evaluate collision resistance.
Here, we consider the PMF, pD (d), of a discrete random variable D whose realisation is
the distance d between two sets, b and b′ ∈ B, of biometric features. Let B and B ′ be
random variables whose realisations are respectively b and b′ , and g be a distance function
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such that g : B × B → R. If it is assumed that B and B ′ are i.i.d. on B, pD (d) can be
written as follows:
pD (d) =
=

P (g(B, B ′ ) = d)
A
P (B = b, B ′ = b′ )

(4)
(5)

′

b,b ∈B,
g(b,b′ )=d

=

A

pB (b)pB (b′ ).

(6)

′

b,b ∈B,
g(b,b′ )=d

According to the identity of indiscernibles such that d(b, b′ ) = 0 if and only if b = b′ ,
which is a metric axiom, we obtain the following:
pD (0)

=

A

pB (b)pB (b′ )

(7)

′

b,b ∈B,
b=b′

=

A

pB (b)2 .

(8)

b∈B

From Equation (2), therefore, H2 (B) can also be written as follows:
H2 (B) = − log2 pD (0).

(9)

The space of d will be lower dimensional than that of b, while the amount of samples of d,
which are obtained through inter-subject comparisons, can be quadratic in the number of
samples of b. Accordingly, a sufﬁciently large number of samples of d can be corrected,
and pD (d) can be more easily estimated as compared to pB (b). If the collection of samples
of b and the comparisons follow the standard method of evaluating biometric accuracy, the
estimation of distribution will be more reliable [MW02]. For this reason, H2 (B) can be
evaluated with Equation (9) and is considered to be a practicable measure for evaluating
the content of biometric information.

3.2

Procedure to evaluate quadratic Renyi entropy

The quadratic Renyi entropy, H2 (B), of biometric information can be evaluated with the
following procedure:
1. Samples of the distance d are obtained through inter-subject comparisons using a
sufﬁcient number of samples of biometric features b. As mentioned in Subsection
3.1, this step should follow the same procedure as that in the standard method for
evaluating biometric accuracy.
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2. The probability mass function, pD (d), of d is estimated from the samples of d.
Since pD (0), i.e., the probability that two sets of biometric features correspond, is
considered to be an extremely small value, the observed value will be 0. Thus pD (0)
should be calculated from the estimated distribution of pD (d). If the modelling of
pD (d) is well investigated as it was with Daugman’s model of iris authentication
[Dau03], pD (d) is parametrically estimated from the samples of d because it can be
easily calculated. If the shape of pD (d) is not fully known, on the other hand, pD (d)
is estimated using a nonparametric estimator that depends on training data.
3. H2 (B) is calculated for the estimated value of pD (0) by using Equation (9).

4 Evaluation of information content in ﬁngerprint bit string
Let us evaluate the information content in a ﬁngerprint bit string on the basis of our method
described in Section 3. To begin with, we will explain the application of our evaluation
method to the biometric cryptosystem using the FCS. Then, we will present the results
from experimentally estimating the information content using a ﬁngerprint image set.

4.1

Quadratic Renyi entropy of biometric bit string

In the biometric cryptosystem using the FCS, biometric information b is represented by
an n-long bit string as described in Section 2, i.e., b ∈ B = {0, 1}n , which allows the
distance d between two bit strings b, b′ ∈ B to be written as follows:
d=

: b ⊕ b′ :
.
n

(10)

Given a random variable D whose realisation is d, we assume that the PMF, pD (d), of D
can be modelled as the following binomial distribution Bi(θ, n̂):
pD (d) =

n̂!
θn̂(1−d) (1 − θ)n̂d .
(n̂d)!(n̂(1 − d))!

(11)

This is because the deﬁnition of b and d is the same as that in Daugman’s proposed model
of iris authentication using an iris code [Dau03]. If pD (d) can be modelled as Bi(θ, n̂), θ
means the correspondence probability for each bit, and n̂ means the number of usable bits
for discrimination. The expectation, E(D), and the variance, V (D), of D can be written
as follows:
E(D) = 1 − θ,
θ(1 − θ)
.
V (D) =
n̂

(12)
(13)
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According to Equation (11), pD (0) = θn̂ , and hence the quadratic Renyi entropy of a
random variable B on B can be written as follows:
H2 (B) = − log2 θn̂ .

(14)

θ and n̂ therefore need to be estimated from samples of d and Equations (12) and (13) to
calculate H2 (B), and the samples of d to be obtained through inter-subject comparisons
using samples of b.
Equation (14) can be considered to be a generalisation of Daugman’s discrimination entropy [Dau03] in terms of quadratic Renyi entropy. Daugman did not refer to a sense of
discrimination entropy for θ 4= 1/2, while Equation (14) enable us to evaluate the correlation between biometric bit strings on the basis of the concept of information content for
an arbitrary value of θ.

4.2

Evaluation results

Taking up the biometric cryptosystem proposed by Tuyls et al. [TAK+ 05] as an example,
we used 800 images in set A of FVC2002 DB1, in which the images consisted of eight
images of each 100 ﬁngers. Using six ﬁngerprint images of each ﬁnger for registration
and the remaining two images for veriﬁcation, we generated n = 127-long ﬁngerprint
bit strings and performed inter-subject comparisons. The average value of distance scores
between bit strings was 0.499, and the variance value was 0.00684. According to Equations (12) and (13), the estimated values for the correspondence probability, θ, for each
bit and the number, n̂, of valid bits were 0.501 for the former and 37 for the latter, and
then the quadratic Renyi entropy, H2 (B), of a ﬁngerprint bit string was 36 bits by using
Equation (14). If ﬁngerprint bit strings are uniformly distributed on B = {0, 1}127 , H2 (B)
will ideally be 127 bits, but the experimental value of H2 (B) fell much below the ideal
value. Consequently, we can say that ﬁngerprint bit strings were correlated and thus this
correlation will allow an adversary to perform the attacks explained in Section 5.
However, pD (d) cannot be always modelled as a binomial distribution because different
types of correlation would occur according to the kind of biometric characteristic and
extracted features. If the value of H2 (B) needs to be more accurately evaluated, the modelling of pD (d) should be more carefully discussed, or nonparametric approaches should
be adopted, as mentioned in Subsection 3.2.

5 Biometric guessing attacks
In this section, we consider practical guessing attacks taking advantage of the correlation
between biometric bit strings, whose objective is that an adversary is incorrectly authenticated. To begin with, we will explain a biometric dictionary attack (BDA) as an attack
in a normally running system where the commitment is not compromised, which only
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takes advantage of the correlation between biometric bit strings. Next, we will explain
an exhaustive codeword search attack (ECSA), which only takes advantage of the size of
codeword space. This is because if the ECSA has a higher probability of success than the
BDA, adversaries will carry out the ECSA when the system is running normally. Last,
we propose a decodable biometric dictionary attack (DBDA) taking advantage of both the
correlation between biometric bit strings and the size of codeword space.

5.1

Biometric dictionary attack (BDA)

The BDA is carried out with the following procedure:
1. An adversary prepares a number of samples, DB = {b1 , . . . , bN }, of the bit string
on the biometric characteristic a targeted authentication system uses, which are obtained from real people, and then chooses a bit string b∗ at random from DB.
2. In step 1 of the veriﬁcation process explained in Section 2, the adversary inputs b∗
as a genuine user.
3. If the authorisation server accepts the adversary in step 4 of the veriﬁcation process,
the attack is completed.

5.2

Exhaustive codeword search attack (ECSA)

If it is assumed that an adversary knows the system parameters that concern the errorcorrecting code and the generator polynomial, the ECSA is performed with the following
procedure:
1. An adversary chooses a codeword c∗ at random from an error-correcting code C
whose cardinality is 2k .
2. In step 3 of the veriﬁcation process, the adversary inputs c∗ to the client as a genuine
user.
3. If the authorisation server accepts the adversary in step 4 of the veriﬁcation process,
the attack is completed.

5.3

Decodable biometric dictionary attack (DBDA)

When a commitment, z = b ⊕ c, of a certain user is compromised, the DBDA is conducted
with the following procedure:
1. As with the ﬁrst step of the BDA, an adversary prepares a number of samples, DB =
{b1 , . . . , bN }, of the biometric bit string a targeted system uses.
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2. The adversary passes bi ⊕ z through an error-correcting decoder, where bi ∈ DB.
Then, bi ⊕ z can be transformed into one of the codewords, or no codeword will be
output due to the failure to decode.
3. In the second step above, if a codeword is obtained, the adversary adds bi to a new
set DB. The second and third steps are performed for every bi .
4. The adversary chooses a bit string b∗ at random from DB, and inputs b∗ as the
user whose z is compromised in the ﬁrst step of the veriﬁcation process. If the
authorisation server accepts the adversary in step 4 of the veriﬁcation process, the
attack is completed.
Note that it is assumed that commitments are not revoked or reissued when they are compromised and the hash, h(c), of c is not leaked from the corresponding user’s token.
Additionally, Simoens and Kelkboom both analysed a similar decodability attack based
on cross-matching as the DBDA in terms of indistinguishability [STP09, KBK+ 11], and
further Kelkboom proposed a countermeasure to the decodability attack by implementing
a bit-permutation on the bit string. However, we note that this countermeasure cannot
prevent the DBDA when the matrix for bit-permutation is public.

6 Security analysis
This section discusses the theoretical security for each attack explained in Section 5 and
presents the results from experimentally evaluating the security. In the theoretical discussion, however, we consider a special case where correlation is caused by members with an
extremely low probability of occurrence in the space of biometric bit strings.

6.1

Successful attack probability in normally running system

The successful attack probability of the BDA corresponds to the false accept rate (F AR),
which is a standard measure for assessing biometric accuracy. Let a subspace, B̄, of the
space, B = {0, 1}n , of biometric bit strings be given by B̄ = {b|pB (b) > 0, b ∈ B}, using
the PMF, pB (b), of a random variable B on B. A random variable on B̄ is assumed to
follow a uniform distribution. The value of |B̄| will be less than that of |B| when information content in a biometric bit string falls below an ideal value due to some correlation, as
described in Section 4. Given a word x chosen from {0, 1}n at random and the probability
P (x ∈ B̄) that the x is a member of B̄, F AR can be written as follows:
F AR

=
=

|B̄t (b)|
2n · P (x ∈ B̄)
|B̄t (b)|
,
|B̄|

(15)
(16)
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where B̄t (b) denotes a set of bit strings in the hypersphere with centre b ∈ B̄ and radius t,
i.e., B̄t (b) = {b′ | : b ⊕ b′ :≤ t, b′ ∈ B̄}.
Then, given the space, C, of codewords, the successful attack probability, PECSA , of the
ECSA can be written as follows:
PECSA

=
=

1
· P (x ∈ C)
1
1
= k.
|C|
2

(17)

2n

(18)

The successful attack probability (SAP ) in a normally running system can therefore be
written as follows:
SAP = max{F AR, PECSA }.

(19)

Function max returns the maximum value of all values.

6.2

Successful attack probability in system compromising commitment

When the commitment, z, of a certain user is compromised, the successful attack probability, SAP , of the DBDA can be written as follows:
SAP

=
≈
≈
=

2n

|B̄t (b)|
<
· P (x ⊕ z ∈ c∈C Ct (c), x ∈ B̄)

(20)

2n

|B̄t (b)|
<
· P (x ∈ c∈C Ct (c) ∩ B̄)

(21)

|B̄ (b)|
< t
c∈C Ct (c))P (x ∈ B̄)

(22)

|B̄t (b)|
,
· |Ct (c)| · P (x ∈ C)P (x ∈ B̄)

(23)

2n · P (x ∈
2n

where Ct (c) denotes a set of words that can be transformed into a certain codeword c ∈ C
by an error-collecting decoder, i.e., Ct (c) = {w| : c ⊕ w :≤ t, w ∈ {0, 1}n }. Due
to the properties of linear codes, we supposed in Equation (21) that the proportion of
the words that can be transformed into codewords by an error-correcting decoder in B̄
nearly equals that of these words in the space such that B̄ is translated by z [WRDI11].
Additionally,
Equation (22) follows from the assumption that the proportion of members
<
of B̄ in c∈C Ct (c) nearly equals that of these members in {0, 1}n . If |B̄t (b)| = |Ct (c)| is
assumed, Equations (15) and (17) allow SAP to be written as follows:
SAP

≈
≈

1
|Ct (c)| · P (x ∈ C)
1
PECSA ·
.
P (x ∈ B̄)

F AR ·
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(24)
(25)

Table 1: Successful attack probability
(n, k, dmin )
F RR
F AR
PECSA
SAP
SAP

(127,8,57)
0.0214
0.00264
0.00391
0.00391
0.228

(127,15,55)
0.0267
0.00232
3.05 × 10−5
0.00232
0.216

(127,22,47)
0.0481
0.00124
2.38 × 10−7
0.00124
0.135

Therefore, SAP ≥ SAP , which means that security of a system compromising a commitment is lower than that of a normally running system.

6.3

Evaluation results

As with the experiments explained in Subsection 4.2, we adopted the biometric cryptosystem using ﬁngerprint bit strings proposed by Tuyls et al. [TAK+ 05]. We used a BCH code
as a (n, k, dmin )-linear code.
Table 1 lists the false reject rate (F RR), F AR, PECSA , SAP , and SAP for different
BCH codes. If we take (n, k, dmin ) = (127, 22, 47) as an example, if ﬁngerprint bit
strings do not correlate and the
PMF of a ﬁngerprint bit string can be modelled as a uni(23
127
form distribution, F AR =
= 8.48 × 10−14 , according to Equation
i=0 127 Ci /2
(16). However, if we take the value of F AR when (n, k, dmin ) = (127, 22, 47) in Table
1, the value is very different from the above ideal value, which means security deteriorates greatly due to the correlation between ﬁngerprint bit strings. Moreover, in all BCH
codes, the value of SAP is much greater than that of SAP , and the computational time
for preparing a new set DB in steps 2 and 3 of the DBDA explained in Subsection 5.3
was negligibly small. We hence observed that the security of a system compromising a
commitment is much lower than that of a normally running system.

7 Conclusion
This paper focused on a biometric cryptosystem using a fuzzy commitment scheme (FCS)
and demonstrated the correlation between ﬁngerprint bit strings by experimentally evaluating the information content in a ﬁngerprint bit string. The security against attacks to
guess biometric bit strings, which take advantage of this correlation, were theoretically discussed, and the results from quantifying the security in accordance with an experimental
evaluation were presented. Consequently, we now know that the security of a system compromising a commitment is lower than that of a normally running system. In Subsections
6.1 and 6.2, however, since some ideal assumptions were used to develop successful attack
probabilities, we will discuss the security of the FCS without these assumptions. We will
also analyse theoretically and experimentally the security against a decodable biometric
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dictionary attack (DBDA) in cases where not linear codes but other error-correcting codes
are applied to the FCS.
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Abstract: The efficient face recognition systems are those which are able to
achieve higher recognition rate with lower computational cost. To develop such
systems both feature representation and classification method should be accurate
and less time consuming.Aiming to satisfy these criteria we coupled the HOG
descriptor (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) with the Random Forest classifier
(RF). Although rarely used in face recognition, HOG have proven to be a power
descriptor in this task with a lower computational time. As regards classification
method, recent works have shown that apart from their accuracy when compared
with its competitors, Random Forest exhibits a low computational time in both
training and testing phase. Experimental results on ORL database have
demonstrated the efficiency of this combination.

1. Introduction
Biometric systems are increasingly developing in recent years due to their requirement
in many areas of commerce, airports and professional companies. As one of the famous
biometric systems face recognition has been an extremely active axe of research in both
academic and industrial communities over the past decade. A face recognition procedure
consists of 2 tasks: feature extraction and classifier designing. Both have a relevant
influence on the reliability of recognition method.As regards feature extraction, various
approaches have been proposed to deal with this task. These approaches are roughly
classified into holistic approaches which extract information from the whole face image,
and local approaches which extract information from local facial features [ Kw06] [Af07] .
As one of the most successful local approaches, Local Binary Pattern (LBP) has been
used within the face recognition task over the last years. LBP [AHP04] computes a
histogram with taking into account each pixel in the image and considering the values of
its neighborhoods. However LBP suffers from its sensitivity toward noise and its variance
to rotation. Another wide and powerful local face descriptor: Gabor features [LW02]
[GTG09] which is computed after convolving face image with a family of Gabor kernels
at different scales and orientations. Despite the success of this technique the great
number of kernels to be applied to the image leads to high feature dimensions and makes
it thus high computational and unusable in real-time applications.
In this paper, we used Histograms of Oriented Gradients descriptor [CXC11] [DBS11].
HOG was used in different areas of image processing as human detection [Py11] and
hand gesture recognition [LC99]. However, according to our bibliographic researches
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very few publications apply this descriptor to face recognition while it achieves
comparable results with other powerful descriptors, even better than some of them.
Furthermore, HOG have demonstrated to be much lower complexity in term of
computing time when compared to its competitors, which allowed it to be used in many
areas of image processing as real time applications.
The second key aspect of face recognition method is the performance of the classifier.
Many techniques have been developed in this topic based on statistic and artificial
intelligence. In this paper we used the Random Forest classifier, which became a wide
technique for classification in recent years. Random Forest [Bl01] is an ensemble of
decision trees [PM03], where each tree gives a classification and the final result is the
majority vote given by all the trees. Compared to the most popular classifiers, RF has
demonstrated to be better or at least provides similar results as some of them in term of
accuracy in several task, as well as face recognition task [VGB11]. In fact, Breiman
demonstrates with 20 datasets from different domains [Bl01] that random forest provides
highest or same accuracy than the other ensemble methods as Bagging [Bl96] and
Boosting [FS96]. Also, random forest proved to give comparable results to SVM
[BZM07],and better than Neural Networks [VGB11]. In our experiments we get the
same conclusion in the face recognition task when coupling HOG descriptor with these
classifiers cited above.
Except accuracy, random forest demonstrated to be among the fastest states-of-the-art
classifiers in both learning and classification phase. In fact [KMM09] implemented this
classifier in a real time tracking system where both learning and testing runs on real time
and have thus to be very fast. In [PM03] the authors demonstrates that due to speedup of
the building of a decision tree,even building thousands of them is cheaper in computing
than training one artificial neural network. As well [BZM07] demonstrates that random
forest runs faster than SVM in both training and testing phase.
The following section of the paper explains the HOG descriptor in details. In section 3,
we describe then random forest classifier. Experimental results are presented in section 4
and conclusions are given in the final section.

2. Histograms of Oriented Gradients
The HOG descriptor is a local statistic of the orientations of the image gradients. It is
characterized by its invariance to rotation and illumination changes. Add to that, the
simplicity of its computation technique makes it among the faster object’s descriptor in
state-of-the-art. The main idea behind this descriptor is that local object appearance and
shape can often be characterized rather well by the distribution of local intensity
gradients or edge directions. In its simplest form, the HOG feature divides the image into
many cells, in each of them a histogram counts the occurrences of pixels orientations
given by their gradients.The final HOG descriptor is then built with combination of these
histograms.
In practice, four major steps are involved:
-Image derivative Computing.
-Magnitude and Gradient Orientation computing.
-Partial histograms building.
-Normalization of partial histograms.
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2.1 Computing the derivative in the horizontal and vertical directions
This step is performed by convolving the input image with a filter mask such as the 1-D
centered kernel [-1 0 1], the 2x2 Robert diagonal masks or the Sobel filter. We used in
this work the simple 1-D centered kernel filter which performed well, besides it’s the
fastest among these cited filters. The kernels are applied separately in each pixel of the
input image to produce separate measurements of the gradient components in the vertical
and horizontal orientations.We call the output images Gx and Gy.

2.2 Computing magnitude and orientation of the gradient
After dividing the image into N cells, the next step of HOG feature is to compute the
magnitude PNUBD8 @=P and the orientation θ(x,y) of the gradient. In such way that each
pixel is represented by a gradient vector which consists of magnitude and direction.
The magnitude is given by:
PNUBD8 @=P=R"D 2 > "@ 2

(1)

While gradient is given by:
49
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where & is a function that returns the direction of the vector [Gx , Gy] in the range
49
[;#8 #] by taking into account SKOHMB = and the signs of Gx and Gy.
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2.3 Generating the histogram from orientations and magnitudes
In this step, the gradient angles in each cell are quantized into a number of bins B of
regularly spaced orientations and the magnitudes for identical orientations are
accumulated into a histogram. In other words, for each pixel with coordinates (x,y) we
determine which of the B orientations is the closest to its orientation θ (x,y) and we add
then its magnitude PNUBD8 @=P to the corresponding bin. The number of bins B used
indicates the length of the histogram vector for each cell. It influences the accuracy of the
histogram and more is larger the number of bins, the more detailed the histogram is.In this
work, we used 12 bins.

2.4 Normalization
In order to make the histogram invariant to illumination and contrast, a local
normalization step in each cell is performed after calculating the histogram vector. For
this purpose a simple Euclidian norm is applied:
5$ .

/

B*=
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Where V is the vector to be normalized and ε is a small positive value needed when
evaluating empty gradients.
Finally, the facial image feature is obtained by concatenating histograms of each cell. Fig.
1shows the whole process of the HOG computing.
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Figure 1.Main steps of HOG computing : (a)Original image, (b) result of convolution of face
with horizontal kernel, (c) result of convolution of face with vertical kernel,(d) Gradient
orientation of the whole face, (e1)…(en) gradient vectors in each cell,(f1)...(fn) histograms
corresponding to cells computed based on gradient and magnitude, (g) final HOG computing.

3. Random Forest
3.1 Basic theory
Once a feature vector wasextracted from the face, the next step is to use this vector in
classification. Several methods have been proposed in this topic. Since few years
ensemble-learning algorithms are receiving more on more interest in the field of
classification methods. Ensemble methods are learning algorithms that construct a set of
many individual classifiers called weak learners to form a unique classification system.
Random Forest belongs to this ensemble method category; they correspond on
combination of decision tree-type classifier, such that each tree depends on the values of a
random vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for all trees in the
forest. RF can be seen as combination of two types of ensemble-method, boosting and
bagging [VGB11] [P08]. In fact, it is built by randomly sampling a feature subset for each
decision tree as boosting, and by randomly sampling a training data subset for each
decision tree as in Bagging. Random forest represents many advantages, we cite below
the main among them:
!

RF performed efficiently with problems with high or low dimensions.

!

Trains rapidly even with thousands of input variables.

!

It gives an estimation of discriminate variables for the classification.

!

It allows adding new data without re-training.

!

It is computationally lighter than many other classification methods.
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3.1.1 Training
During the training step, the random forest algorithm generates multiple decisions trees,
each one trained on a subset of bootstrapped data from the original data, as well only a
subset of randomly selected variables will be used to determinate a split at each node. In
the original random forest [Bl01], the authors used the GINI index [P08] to perform this
split, which is a very fast and efficient heuristic method for this purpose.In fact, all the
randomly selected variables are evaluated with the GINI index criterion and the one
which have the most increased value is used to split this node.
The GINI-INDEX formula is given by the following expression:
I

%!

I
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where AC BFL 8 F2 8 6 6 F%C = is the vector on which we compute the GINI index, @C represents
its class. (7FC8? 3 represents the probability that attribute AC has value 5< 6While
(7@? 3 represents the probability of the class@? , and (7@? QFC8? 3 is the probability that the
class @? has the attribute AC with valueF< .
The procedure to build a random forest with n trees can be thus summarized as follow:
repeat n time
select boostrap sample from the training data
select p variables at random in this boostrap
repeat
compute the Highest GINI index h of the samples on
these p variables
split on h
until h < threshold
end (repeat)

3.1.2 Testing
At testing, each tree in the forest votes for the appropriate class of the input data. The
output of the final classifier is determined by the most frequent value generated by all the
trees. The participation of several trees to predict an input data class contributes on
accuracy of random forest. In fact, only one decision tree is accurate. In addition, even if
this tree gives an error prediction, it’s difficult that all the trees do the same error for the
same input data.
3.2 Performance of random forest
Recently, researchers demonstrated when performing mining data with random forest
[VGB11], that RF is among the best states-of-the-art classification methods in many
object classification fields, among others in face recognition. We get the same
conclusion in our experiments when combined the HOG descriptor with random forest.
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In fact, we demonstrate that this former gives good results in term of accuracies when
compared to Neural Networks and SVM. In addition, it should be noted that random
forest was much faster in both training and classification when compared to these
conventional classifiers cited above.In fact these classifiers are usually based on an
exhaustive research through all the data, thus when handling with high dimensional data
as face recognition in large databases this require a large time for both training and
testing. In opposition to RF which doesn’t face this problem because it selects only a
subset of the data and only a subset of variables each time. In addition the speedup came
also from the fact that each tree is grown independently of the other trees grown. Thus,
in a parallel environment, as GPU programming in Matlab, if each one of the n unity of
computation is given the job of growing k/n trees in a forest with k trees, the unities
should not communicate with each other until the end of trees growing when the results
are aggregated.
Another aspect which characterizes RF is its simplicity due to its non-parametric nature;
RF can be considered to be black box type classifier since only one control parameter is
needed to experiment with, which is the number of trees and all other the parameters of
split rules for classification are unknown.

4. Experiments
In this section, two experiments will be described. The first one evaluates the HOG
descriptor; we tested different variations of HOG and we compared it to others states-ofthe-art descriptors.In the second experiment we evaluate the robustness and speedup of
the random forest classifier.
The experimental results were evaluated using ORL face database. It contains 40 distinct
subjects; each one contains 10 different images which were taken at different times, with
taking into account light variations and poses changes. In addition, images are taken with
different facial expressions as (open/closed eyes, smiling/non-smiling) and some facial
details as (glasses/no-glasses).
A sample of ORL database is shown in Fig.2 which illustrates the different variations
cited above. It should be noted that all the experiments were carried out with the same
computer performances which is Intel Core 2 duo T6600 2.20 Ghz with 3 GB RAM.

4.1 HOG experiments
4.1.1 Overlapping
In this work, we overlap the blocks on which we computed the histograms. When
comparing the results of using HOG descriptor with and without overlapping, it can be
seen from Table.1 that overlapping blocks leads to better results. In fact the aim of such
technique is to make the majority of the pixels contribute several times in the final
descriptor vector. The idea behind this is that redundant information makes the feature
vector stronger, thus the performance of the face recognition increases.
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Table 1.
Effect of overlapping on recognition rate (%).

HOG with overlapping
95.1
92.8
87.5
86.2

HOG without overlapping
94.5
90.9
85.6
84.6

4.1.2 Angle orientation
One has a choice of defining if the gradient is signed or unsigned. For human detection
[SRB06] [Py11] the authors didn’t take into account the sign of the gradient i.e a double
angle representation was used.This leads to a better performance in their case. However,
they said that including sign information does help substantially in some other object
recognition tasks. It was the casein the face recognition task as demonstrated in Table 2.
This is justified by the fact that the direction of the contrast has no importance. Thus the
results with a white object placed on a black background or the reverse are the same.
Table 2.
Effect of angle orientation on recognition rate (%).

Double angle representation
95.1
93.3
89.5
87.3

Simple angle representation
93.4
91.7
87.6
86.1

4.1.3 Comparison with other features
We compare in this experiment the recognition rate of HOG descriptor with those of
Gabor and LBP descriptors. For this purpose we used HOG with overlapped cells and
signed gradients. Concerning LBP we used the uniform one which takes into account the
values of its eight nearest neighbors. As regards Gabor descriptor it used 40 kernels
corresponding tofive scales. The Random forest was used for classification in this
experiment with all descriptors. Fig.3 shows that HOG outperformed LBP and was
comparable to Gabor filter in terms of recognition rate.It has to be noted that we
considered in this figure the highest recognition rates.
As regarding time computation it’s clear from Table. 3 that HOG descriptor has the
smallest time computation, in fact we can see from this table that it’s 15 times faster than
Gabor descriptor and 5 times faster than LBP.
Table 3.
Time computation consisting to the different descriptors.

Method
Time(ms)

HOG
0.0071

LBP
0.0235
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GABOR
0.1069

Figure 2.Sample of images in ORL face database

Fig .3: Recognition rate of HOG, Gabor and LBP

Fig .4: Recognition rate of SVM, NN and RF
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4.2 Random forest experiments
4.2.1 Number of trees
As mentioned above, when building the random forest classifier, we need only to specify
the number of trees to specify. This number affects the accuracy of results given by the
system when predicting a new face. Table .4 shows that increasing the number of trees n
provides best recognition rate. However when reaching certain number of trees,which
depends essentially on the dimension of the dataset and correspond to 80 in our case,the
recognition rate will no longer increases.
Table 4.
Recognition rate according number of trees used to build the random forest.

Number of trees
Recognition rate (%)

20
62.5

40
75.1

60
78.8

80
95.1

100
95.1

4.2.2 Comparison with other classifiers
To evaluate the efficiency of the random forest, we compared it toNeural Network and
Support Vector Machine classifiers.The architecture of the Neural Network used is the
Multilayered Feed-Forward Networkarchitecture with 20 input nodes, 10 hidden nodes
and 10 output nodes, while the SVM used was with Multilayer Perceptron kernel. As
regarding the Random Forest, 80 trees were used to build the Forest. When comparing
the results of using a HOG features with Random Forest against the results of using
SVM and Neural Network with this same feature we can see from Figure .4 that random
forest performs much better than Neural Networkand achieves almost the same
performance as SVM. Only that RF was the cheaper between them in terms of
computation time as demonstrated in Table .5.
Table 5.
Time spent to train the classifier with 320 images (112x91). The table does not include time spent
to compute the image descriptor.

Classifier

RF

SVM

NEURAL NETWORK

Time(s)

2.875

4.984

8.685

4.3 Whole system results
In this section we explore the different experiments tested above with changing every
time the descriptor or the classifier in the aim to show the accuracy of using Random
Forest classifier with HOG descriptor. Results in Table .6 show that the recognition rate
of our method is superior to the other methods, except Gabor descriptor when combined
with Random Forest where results were comparable. Only that our method is extremely
cheaper in terms of computing time. From the third column of Table .6 which shows the
computation time of the different tested methods we can see the superiority of our
method. Note that the time computation was the time spent to compute the feature vector
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of 320 face images with size 112x92, add to time spent to train the classifier with these
320 vectors.
Table 6.
Recognition rate and computation cost of different methods. Computation cost includes cost of
feature extraction of all the 320 images and time spent to train the classifier.

Method

Recognition rate (%)

Time computation (s)

HOG+RF
GABOR+ RF
HOG+SVM
LBP+RF
HOG+NN
GABOR+SVM

95.1
95.7
94.4
67.6
92.2
94.5

5.376
39.345
10.368
9.173
14.368
47.289

5. Conclusion
A face recognition system based on Random Forest and Histograms of Oriented
Gradients was presented in this paper. This system attaints very good results in term of
accuracy when compared with existing systems.Furthermore this system is characterized
by its lower complexity in term of time computing due to the speedup of both face
descriptor (HOG) and the classifier (RF). However, it should be noted that, as regarding
random forest that it is true that augmentation of tree’s number makes the forest more
accuracy, but at the same time it makes it slower. Considering the HOG descriptor
authors think that introducing fuzzy logic can improve this descriptor. Therefore, our
next step consists to improve the HOG descriptor in order to make it more accurate
without affecting the computational time.
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Abstract: In speaker veriﬁcation, score normalization methods are a common practice
to gain better performance and robustness. One kind of score normalization is cohort
normalization, which uses information about the score behaviour of known impostors.
During enrolment, impostor veriﬁcations are simulated to get a speaker-speciﬁc set of
the most competitive impostors (the cohort). In the present paper, one virtual cohort
speaker is synthesized using the most competitive impostor’s Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs). These impostors are also users of the system and therefore their models
have channel-speciﬁc information contrary to the universal background model, which
provides channel- and speaker-independent models. On veriﬁcation, cohort scores are
obtained by an additional veriﬁcation of the virtual cohort speaker. The cohort scores
evaluate the candidate as an impostor. A cohort normalized score promises greater
robustness.
This paper will study the effect of the introduced cohort normalization technique
on the speaker veriﬁcation system atip VoxGuard, which is based on mel-frequency
cepstral coefﬁcients and HMMs. VoxGuard can be used as either a text-dependent
or a text-independent veriﬁcation system. In this paper, emphasis is placed on textindependent speaker veriﬁcation. Experiments using the atip speech corpus and the
SieTill speech corpus showed improvements measured by the equal error rate on performance and robustness.
Index Terms — speaker veriﬁcation; text-independent; cohort-based

1 Introduction
Reliable security approaches are becoming increasingly relevant. Especially for end-users
of the commercial, ﬁnancial, and government sectors, a robust, reliable, and secure veriﬁcation is very important [Spe12]. Knowledge- or token-based solutions are thought to be
very problematic. They can get lost or get passed on to a third party without authorization
or even unintentionally [Sch05, Sie09]. In biometric systems, the user himself provides
the basis for the security system. One topic of biometrics is speaker veriﬁcation, which
takes advantage of the uniqueness of the human voice in terms of the voicegram-obtained
parameters of the speech signal such as the power spectrum [KL09, FC11].
∗ andreas.nautsch@stud.h-da.de
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Speaker veriﬁcation systems can be text-dependent (ﬁxed pass phrase) or text-independent
(unspeciﬁed pass phrase or free speech) [KL09]. Within text-independent speaker veriﬁcation systems, it is possible to combine the advantages of both biometric and knowledgebased security systems: by using phoneme models as in (speaker-speciﬁc) speech recognition, a speaker can be scored depending on whether a randomized pass-phrase was correctly spoken. Otherwise, a replay attack could be assumed [Moh08].
A veriﬁcation decision is based on a score rating the match for a user on a claimed identity. However, this score varies, due to intraspeaker variability (e.g., health conditions and
speaking rates) and channel variability (acoustic speech signal) [BBF+ 04, KL09, MT10,
Sae11]. This paper focuses on channel variability. Score normalization methods are a
common practice to gain a better performance and robustness.
Cohort-based score normalization methods use information about known impostors, such
as the user-speciﬁc mean and the variance of impostor scores [SR05, HB05]. The approach
introduced in this paper calculates a cohort score during speaker veriﬁcation that provides
channel speciﬁc information, unlike the universal background model (UBM). The virtual
cohort models are synthesized from enrolled speaker models, which have channel-speciﬁc
information (such as the telephone or microphone). Therefore this information is also
placed in the cohort models.

2 System Overview
VoxGuard is a speaker veriﬁcation system developed by atip GmbH. Delta mel-frequency
cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) and acceleration MFCCs are used as features. These features are modelled by hidden Markov models (HMMs) representing the most common
phonemes in the German language. Initially, a complete phoneme reference is provided as
the UBM.
During enrolment, the speaker phoneme models are trained by adapting the distribution
mean values of the UBM phoneme models, so that the features extracted from the enrolment sample are well-modelled. Re-enrolments are accomplished by an HMM-mixture of
the former with new phoneme models.
During the veriﬁcation process, two common comparison scores are computed: the score
Sκ of the claimed identity κ and the score SU BM of the UBM [Sch05, KL09, FC11,
Sae11]. Both scores are similarity scores for estimating the comparison of the extracted
feature vectors from an unknown person’s utterance O and a reference ω modelling those
vectors [KL09]:
Sω = P (O|ω),
(1)
with ω consisting of phoneme models λω .
As a text can be spoken in different sessions with different durations, a duration score
normalization is calculated [Sch05] by dividing the logarithm of the score Sω by the count
of the feature vectors T (duration). According to the 2012 NIST speaker recognition
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evaluation plan [NIS12] and common community approaches1 , the decision score is based
on the log-likelihood ratio of the duration-normalized scores, see eq. 2 and 3.
1
Sκ
∗ log
T
SU BM

(2)

1
∗ (log P (O|κ) − log P (O|U BM ))
T

(3)

SULLR
BM =
SULLR
BM =

3 Cohort Normalization
Cohort based score normalization methods can be applied to the scores of the most competitive cohort speakers for each target speaker’s reference [Sch05]. A cohort is a group
of impostors. In this paper, these impostors are considered to be enrolled speakers on the
same application system. Hence, the impostor’s HMMs are trained under the same channel
inﬂuences as the target speaker’s HMMs.
It is possible to specify a cohort model λκ̄ for each target speaker’s HMM λκ of a phoneme
λ [Sch05]. A candidate can be scored by those models as a competitive impostor. Thus,
if the candidate is scored higher by the cohort models than by the reference models, the
candidate can be assumed to be a subversive user, or vice versa, the candidate can be
assumed to be the user of the claimed identity himself, if the candidate is scored higher by
the reference models than by the cohort models.
For the purpose of specifying cohort models, the n most competitive impostors are selected
from a cohort corpus of size m, n <= m. To handle all cohort models, they can be
synthesized into one virtual reference, implying the synthesis of a virtual cohort speaker.

3.1 Cohort speaker selection
According to Isobe and Takahashi [IT99], four selection methods for speaker veriﬁcation
have been introduced:
• speaker-based: the complete reference of a speaker is selected;
• phoneme-based: just the most competitive HMMs are selected;
• state-based: assumed HMMs are left-to-right HMMs, the most competitive HMMstates are selected (a selection due to a similar scored verbalization of a phoneme);
and
• distribution-based: for each HMM, the most competitive distributions are selected.
1 such as Kinnunen and Li [KL09], Campbell et al. [CCG+ 07], Poh and Kittler [PK08], Munteanu and Toma
[MT10], and Isobe and Takahashi [IT99]
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Phoneme-based cohort selection was chosen for this paper, because it had already been
evaluated successfully in preliminary research. The phoneme-based cohort selection itself
is performed by an impostor veriﬁcation simulation. The most competitive impostors are
then selected by the highest mean scores on each reference HMM.
In tab. 1, an exemplary extract from an impostor simulation is shown. For three speakers,
the top three impostors by mean scores are presented on the phonemes of the German word
Wald (phonetic script /v-a-l-t/).
Claimed
identity
A

B

C

Spkr
G
N
L
N
M
M
J
H
L

/v/
µSULLR
BM
2.25
0.57
0.47
1.20
−0.48
−2.20
3.42
0.51
−0.25

Spkr
M
D
N
K
H
G
K
A
J

/a/
µSULLR
BM
3.05
2.28
−0.98
0.34
−1.78
−2.08
1.25
−1.14
−2.41

Spkr
L
M
D
A
K
N
A
E
M

/l/
µSULLR
BM

Spkr

−0.67
−0.81
−0.88
2.65
−0.27
−0.78
−0.45
−0.56
−0.82

N
K
I
H
K
E
E
J
G

/t/
µSULLR
BM
0.34
0.15
0.13
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.62
0.32
0.26

Table 1: Extract from phoneme-based impostor simulation

3.2 Synthesizing a virtual cohort speaker’s reference
In cohort normalization, it is common to use multiple cohort speakers and cohort scores
(e.g., [Sch05, HB05, KCD11, KKF06, Lon10, PMK09]). Isobe and Takahashi [IT99]
introduced a virtual synthesized cohort speaker CV , whose reference consists of the most
competitive cohort models.
For each reference phoneme model λκ , n cohort phoneme models λiκ̄ can be selected.
Thus the models of the most competitive impostor on phoneme λ can be considered as
λ1κ̄ , the model of the second most competitve impostor as λ2κ̄ , . . . , the model of the most
uncompetitive impostor as λm
κ̄ .
In order to maintain one CV model for each phoneme, a mixture of all the selected
phoneme models is needed: in terms of n selected impostor models λ1κ̄ , λ2κ̄ , . . . , λnκ̄ a
cohort model λVκ̄ is synthesized by an HMM mixture of the selected models. Since this
virtual cohort speaker contains all the information from the virtual speaker cohort, it is
therefore taken as the universal virtual cohort speaker (Fig. 1). In this approach, only
one additional veriﬁcation on one cohort reference is done, because all competitive cohort
references are mixed into one.
In ﬁg. 1, the synthesis of a universal virtual cohort speaker CV is given as an example
for a selection quantity of n = 2. With speaker B as a reference, the selected cohort
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speakers A, G, H, K, N and their mean scores are shown for each phoneme of the word
Wald. The synthesis of the virtual cohort phoneme model aVB̄ uses the selected phoneme
models aH , aG of the cohort speakers H and G as the cohort phoneme models a1B̄ , a2B̄
with regard to their rank of competitiveness. All virtual cohort phoneme models λVB̄ are
stored in a databse and serve as a reference for the universal virtual cohort speaker.

Speaker B

-3.19

-1.49

-4.31

0.06

/v/

/a/

/l/

/t/

1.20

Speaker N
¡ } Â/+

0.34
Speaker K

-1.78
Speaker H
z¹ } n/+

2.65
Speaker A
Q7 } E/+

-0.27

-2.08
Speaker G

Speaker K

0.03
Speaker H
¢¹ } "/+

0.02
Speaker K

¡µ } Â/)

z» } n/+

Qµ } E/)

¢µ } "/)

Â/)  Â/+ } Â/+

n/+  n/+ } n/+

E/+  E/+ } E/+

"/)  "/) } "/+

Universal virtual
cohort speaker V
{Â/+  n/+  E/+  "/+

Figure 1: Synthesizing a universal virtual cohort speaker

Preliminary research showed that the selection of the two most competitive cohort phonemes performs best. When selecting a quantity of n = 1, there is overﬁtting to the most
competitive virtual cohort speaker. This could be adjusted by a mixture of the phoneme
models with the second most competitive cohort phoneme models. With n > 2, the cohort
phoneme models also adapt to the uncompetitive cohort phoneme models and therefore
the information value of the intended cohort score decreases.
In contrast to other common cohort-based approaches2 using an impostor set of n cohort
speakers, the approach introduced here relies on one universal virtual cohort speaker using
n = 2 of the most competitive cohort speaker. Also, fewer resources are required during
the veriﬁcation as fewer score calculations need to be processed.

3.3 Score Normalization
A veriﬁcation on the cohort reference produces the cohort score Sκ̄ . According to Türck
[Tür08], the reference score Sκ is normalized by the cohort score using the log-likelihood
ratio:
1
Sκ
Sκ̄LLR = ∗ log
,
(4)
T
Sκ̄
2 e.g., in Hébert and Boies for text-dependent speaker veriﬁcation [HB05], Sturim and Reynolds [SR05], Poh
and Kittler [PK08], Poh et al. [PMK09], and Karam et al. [KCD11]
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where, differing from eq. 2, the cohort score is used instead of the UBM score. To gain the
advantages of both LLRs, a score fusion is carried out by adding both LLR scores using
equal weighting:
LLR
.
SU BM +Cohort = SULLR
BM + Sκ̄

(5)

4 Experimental Results
The approach described in section 3 was evaluated on the atip speech corpus with 27
speakers (18 male, 9 female) and on a part of the SieTill speech corpus with 356 speakers3
(188 male, 168 female). All speakers of the atip speech corpus were recorded in a quiet
room with the AT4033 microphone in one session. Speakers of the SieTill speech corpus
were recorded by telephone (ISDN).
The atip speech corpus was introduced by Kunz et al. [KKR+ 11] for evaluating continuous text-independent speaker veriﬁcation, and it was extended during preliminary research. Therefore, phonetically balanced sentences were important, hence the Nordwind
und Sonne fable (see [Pet99]) and the story Buttergeschichte (see [Pet99]) were used, because they are standard phonetic and linguistic texts respecting phonetic balance within
the texts. As a third text, a part of an online newspaper article4 was read5 , because it is
assumed to be more like free speech. This excerpt is referred to as the Mainufer text in
this paper. Each text was freely spoken. In this evaluation setup, each speaker of the atip
speech corpus was enrolled with the Nordwind und Sonne fable. The impostor simulation
was performed using the story Buttergeschichte, and for veriﬁcation, the Mainufer text
was used. Each enrolled speaker of the atip speech corpus was used for cohort selection
and evaluation6 .
The SieTill speech corpus contains three numbers in the range of 0, 1, . . . , 9. This corpus
was divided into a part with 56 speakers (35 male, 21 female) used for cohort selection
and 300 speakers used for evaluation7 .
The approach introduced was evaluated using the equal error rate (EER) metric in terms
of the false match rate (FMR) and the false non-match rate (FNMR). The performances
of LLR-UBM, LLR-Cohort, and UBM+Cohort are compared in ﬁg. 2 by detection–error
tradoff (DET) graphs, and in tab. 2, by EERs. In both speech corpora, the fusioned
UBM+Cohort outperforms LLR-UBM and LLR-Cohort in terms of EER.
VoxGuard reaches an EER of 6.64% on the SieTill speech corpus with the LLR-UBM ap3 The

corpus was separated by speaker id, the last 356 speakers were used for testing.
http://www.focus.de/panorama/welt/dauerregen-frankfurt-ruestet-sichgegen-das-hochwasser_aid_589684.html (Focus Online, 26.05.2012)
5 segmented into 26 speech samples, with durations from one to eleven seconds
6 The setup used for the atip speech corpus did not conform to a strict interpretion of ISO/IEC 19795-1 clause
7.6.3.2.1 [ISO05], since cohort models are based upon impostor models. This was necessary, due to the limited
data of this speech corpus. The application scenario of this setup is a simulation of known users subversively
claiming another user’s identity as their own, in order to defraud the other user.
7 About 10 samples per speaker, every sample had a duration of 2.784 seconds
4 see:
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Figure 2: DET graphs comparing LLR-UBM, LLR-Cohort, and LR-UBM-Cohort, left: on the atip
speech corpus, right: on the SieTill speech corpus

speech corpus
LLR-UBM
LLR-Cohort
UBM+Cohort

atip
10.86
5.98
5.56

SieTill
6.64
7.76
5.48

Table 2: Speaker veriﬁcation performances comparison by EER (in %)

proach. On the atip speech corpus, there was a higher EER of 10.86%. The aim was to
create an approach that performs approximately equally. This approach should be independent of the speech corpus used and of the recording channels. Because a channel adaption
of the UBM is not easy with a small amount of speech data, the cohort normalization approach introduced was used to achieve more robustness against the channel variability and
have an approximately equal performance on both speech corpora.
By using the LLR-Cohort approach, the EER decreases signiﬁcantly on the atip speech
corpus, to 5.98%. Though more robustness was found on the atip speech corpus by using
only the LLR-Cohort approach, the evaluation on the SieTill speech corpus could not conﬁrm this. The EER increased by 1.12 percentage points. At the EER-threshold, 3.90% of
the samples were better classiﬁed by the LLR-Cohort score than by the LLR-UBM score,
but on the other hand, there were 4.95% of the samples that were worse classiﬁed, and
2.68% of the samples were classiﬁed incorrectly by both scoring approaches. By fusing
the LLR-UBM and the LLR-Cohort, the UBM+Cohort approach has the advantages of
both and outperforms them, with an EER of 5.48%. On the atip speech corpus, the best
performance was also observed with the UBM+Cohort approach, with an EER of 5.56%.
Altogether, the fusion of LLR-UBM and LLR-Cohort, UBM+Cohort, outperforms both
approaches on both evaluation copora. The UBM+Cohort approach reached approximately the same EER on both speech corpora. If the classiﬁcation using the LLR-UBM approach is not optimal, improvements could be gained by using the score fusion introduced
with the LLR-Cohort score. Hence, the UBM+Cohort approach improves the robustness
of atip VoxGuard.
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To examine the score behaviours of SU BM , Sκ and Sκ̄ the samples were analysed regarding continuous scores. In the following, samples from the SieTill speech corpus are
analysed that were classiﬁed better or worse by LLR-Cohort than by LLR-UBM. It turned
out that the veriﬁcation phrase eins null drei (1, 0, 3, phonetic script /P[aI]ns nUl dK[aI]/),
accounts for 18.12% of the worse classiﬁcations by LLR-Cohort.

log(Score)

In ﬁg. 3, a correct veriﬁcation by LLR-Cohort is presented in order to point out the advantages of this approach. The scores of a veriﬁcation trial are shown, where the logarithm
scores of the UBM, a target speaker’s models, and the target’s cohort models are assigned
to the continuous observation of an impostor’s utterance. In this example, the LLR-UBM
accepts the impostor as genuine, with SULLR
BM = 0.71. The subversive trial is rejected by
the LLR-Cohort approach, with Sκ̄LLR = −1.87. Overall, the UBM+Cohort rejected the
trial with SU BM +Cohort = −1.16 as well. This indicates a user-adaptive perfomance increase and a higher channel robustness by outperforming the UBM, which is assumed to
be channel-independent, having no channel-specifc information.
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Figure 3: Logarithm scores of SU BM , Sκ and Sκ̄ on continuous observation of an impostor utterance
with the phrase zwo acht sieben (2, 8, 7, phonetic script /tsvo: Paxt zi:bn/)

log(Score)

Analysing the incorrectly classiﬁed samples from the LLR-Cohort approach, it can be
observed that some cohort models have extreme values, while the UBM and reference
scores do not. Fig. 4 shows another impostor trial with the phrase eins null drei. Overall,
the UBM scores outperform the cohort scores, because the cohort scores are very low for
speciﬁc phonemes. In this example, the cohort scores have outliers on phonemes /l/, /d/,
and /K/, and furthermore, a better performance of the UBM on the phonemes /P/, /s/,
and /[aI]/.
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Figure 4: Outlying cohort scores on continuous impostor utterance observation
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5 Conclusion and Future Research
This paper introduced a cohort normalization approach for improving the channel robustness of the HMM-based speaker veriﬁcation system atip VoxGuard. For every user, a
virtual cohort model was synthesized by mixing the corresponding phoneme models of
the two most competitive impostors from a cohort corpus. This cohort corpus consisted of
users who were enrolled subject to the same inﬂuences of channel and noise. All virtual
cohort models together represented a universal virtual cohort speaker that modelled the
most competitive (in the context of one speciﬁc user) impostors. During a veriﬁcation,
one cohort score was calculated by using the cohort phoneme models of this universal
virtual cohort speaker.
It was shown that this cohort score cannot replace the UBM for veriﬁcation for all channels
and achieve more robustness by channel-adaption. Since the UBM and cohort approaches
do not perform consistently on different speech corpora with different input channels, a
fusion that combined both approaches outperforms them and is more likely to be stable.
The presence of cohort score outliers points to a problem; further researches on phoneme
model training or cohort model synthesis might solve this problem. In order to obtain more
discriminative target speaker models and cohort models, the training of the UBM might be
examined, because both depend on it, whether directly or indirectly. According to Hasan
and Hansen [HH11], the selective use of speaker data for UBM construction promises a
higher performance. With the intention of increasing the security of mobile phones, a
possible future application could make use of continuous speaker veriﬁcation: ‘Additional
protection against intruders can be given if voice veriﬁcation is made concurrent to phone
calls’ [KKR+ 11]. It still needs to be clariﬁed whether the proposed cohort normalization
approach can produce a performance and robustness gain in continuous speaker veriﬁcation. In the future, a test of the approach introduced in the present paper could be carried
out by taking part in the NIST speaker recognition evaluation.
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Abstract: User authentication is a major trend to guarantee the security of electronic
transactions when using mobile devices such as tablets or mobile phones. Biometrics
is for us the only real user authentication method. In this article, we propose to realize
a speaker recognition approach to achieve this goal. We use a challenge-based method
to avoid the replay attack (especially if the impostor has recorded the user’s voice). In
this case, free text recognition is realized. Experimental results on the CMU database
show very good results, while providing low computation times.

1

Introduction

The wide and recent development of smartphones and the correlated growing request to
access online services (home banking, e-government, e-commerce. . . ) has involved a need
for mobile secure authentication. Among the existing solutions (static passwords, one time
passwords, X509 certiﬁcates, coding tables. . . ), challenge-based biometric authentication
represents a promising proposal. Like any biometric system, a challenge-based biometric
solution must meet essential requirements to address security and respect for privacy such
as: conﬁdentiality, unlinkability, resistance to replay attacks, revocability.
Within the biometric research ﬁeld, challenge-based approaches are related to dynamic
authentication that can be solved using a behavioral modality, such as mouse dynamics,
keystroke dynamics, speaker recognition, etc. . . Behavioral biometrics has the advantage
of being non-intrusive, in the sense that speaking, typing on a keyboard. . . is natural and
simple for the user, therefore such modalities are globally well accepted.
Similarly to all biometric systems, challenge-based ones consist of two steps. The ﬁrst step
concerns the user enrolment: enrolment means ﬁrst the capture of the biometric raw data,
the features extraction to deﬁne a model (which is stored as a reference) of each genuine
user and its storage (if the template meets some quality requirements). The second step
called veriﬁcation, used either for authentication or identiﬁcation purposes, considering a
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challenge, must predict if the user has the expected behavior face to the challenge: as for
example, type an unknown sentence on a keyboard or tell an unknown sentence. . . Since
behavioral biometrics is involved, it must be difﬁcult for an intruder to imitate the correct
behavior.
Concerning mobile phones, some biometric sensors are already present in the object itself,
providing them with inherent biometric abilities: we can mention the microphone, the webcam, the touch pad (and for some of them a ﬁngerprint reader). Therefore, a challenge
based on the way the mobile’s owner speaks seems rather obvious and natural.
Challenge-based speaker recognition on a mobile phone belongs to the wide research ﬁeld
of text-independent speaker recognition. Indeed, to be authenticated, the mobile’s owner
will have to utter an unknown sentence or an unknown word, which is precisely textindependent speaker veriﬁcation. Among the intense literature on this topic, we just refer
the reader to the thorough survey paper [KL12] and the associated references. Using classical speaker recognition techniques to design an authentication system based on a biometric
challenge on a mobile phone is not straightforward. Indeed, some constraints, inherent to
the use of a mobile device, must be taken into account from the design step: the quality of
the sound acquisition depends on the characteristics of the embedded microphone and the
environment, the complexity of the embedded algorithms must be adapted to the capacity
of the smartphone in terms of memory and processing power. The aim of this paper is
twofold. First, how to ﬁnd a simple solution that could be further embedded in a mobile,
among the existing speaker recognition techniques? Second, what are the performances
of the selected method applied to a suited database, in terms of EER, recognition rate and
veriﬁcation time?
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section 2, we detail the different steps of
a challenge based biometric speaker recognition for mobile devices. Both stages of enrollment and veriﬁcation will be considered within the constraints inherent to the mobile
context. Some methods of the literature will be presented and the most adapted one will
be described. Section 3 presents the proposed method based on MFCC (Mel-frequency
cepstral coefﬁcients) characterization of the voice signal. Section 4 is dedicated to the
experimental protocol description and the obtained experimental results. At the end of the
paper, the conclusion of our study and some perspectives will be given. We conclude and
give some perspectives of this work.

2

Text-independent speaker recognition

The human voice is a complex information-bearing signal, depending on physical and
behavioral characteristics. The raw speech signal, uttered by any person, is extremely
rich in the sense that it involves high dimensional features. To perform efﬁcient speaker
recognition, one must reduce this complexity, while keeping sufﬁcient information in the
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extracted feature vector. Some methods for speaker recognition have become popular,
since few decades, which are gathered in the survey paper [KL12]. Here, we brieﬂy recall
the text-independent speaker recognition process, where ﬁve steps are considered.
• Signal acquisition
Microphones and analog-digital converter are used to record and digitize the user’s
voice. At the end of this step, a numerical vector representing the uttered speech is
available. The duration of speech recording depends on the desired accuracy.
• Speech signal preprocessing
The speech signal is not a stationary signal since the vocal tract is continuously deformed and the model parameters are time-varying. But, it is generally admitted that
these parameters are constant over sufﬁciently small time intervals. Classically, the
signal is divided into frames of 25 milliseconds. This division into frames leads to
discontinuities in the temporal domain, and inevitably to oscillations in the frequential domain. Among the possible solutions to avoid this phenomenon (see [Har78]
for example), Hamming windows are applied. Besides, within the uttered text, silence zones can lead to performance degradation, so they must be removed. The
reference [HTNLF07] presents a voice activity detection (VAD) method based on
realtime periodicity analysis, which enables silence removal. This method is also
applied in [FSK+ 09]. In case of noisy signal, it can be ﬁltered to reduce the noise
level.
• Feature extraction
Based on the speech signal registration and preprocessing, features are extracted to
deﬁne a model corresponding to the user. Ideally, these features must be robust to
intrinsic variability of the user’s voice (due to stress, to disease), to noise and distorsion, to impersonation. The most widely employed methods involve short-term
spectral features. We just cite two of them: MFCC (Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients) introduced by [DM80], and LPCC (linear predictive cepstral coefﬁcients)
proposed by [HAH01], a detailed overview can be found in [KL12]. According to
numerous studies, MFCC reveals to be more robust and efﬁcient in practice.
• Speaker modeling
Once these features have been extracted on each frame, the corresponding model or
template design requires a training phase. We mention here the most popular techniques. GMM (Gaussian mixture model) [RR95] is a method based on a modeling
of the statistical distribution of the extracted features. This method exhibits excellent performances, but is not suited to a challenge-based biometric system, owing
to its computational cost. The VQ (vector quantization) method [SRRJ85] is based
on LBG algorithm [LBG80], [Bur87]. This process permits, after clustering, to describe a voice sample by a model vector having a predeﬁned ﬁxed size, whatever the
initial length of the signal. Besides, the most recent method SVM (Support vector
machine) [Vap98] consists of binary classiﬁers, developed to allow the separation of
complex data in large spaces. One SVM must be trained for each genuine user.
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• Speaker recognition
These four previous steps correspond to the user enrolment phase. In the last recognition step, two problems can be considered: user authentication (the system must
verify a claimed identity, through one vs. one comparison) or user identiﬁcation (the
system must check if the user is a genuine user, through one vs. multiple comparisons depending of the number of genuine users in the database). For GMM based
modeling, the recognition relies on a likelihood estimation and the output is a probability. For VQ based modeling, the recognition test is classically performed through
Euclidean distance computation. Whereas for SVM based modeling, the test phase
uses the same process as the training phase. The reference [MBF+ 08] shows that
the performances are at least as good as that of GMM based recognition. Notice
that the acquisition conditions may be worse in this step than in the enrolment step,
where the stored model must be of high quality.
For GMM or VQ based modeling, the recognition test is classically performed
through the Euclidean distance computation, with less parameters for the VQ. Whereas
for SVM based modeling, the test phase uses the same process as the training phase.
The reference [MBF+ 08] shows that the performances are at least as good as that
of GMM based recognition. Notice that the acquisition conditions may be worse in
this step than in the enrolment step, where the stored model must be of high quality.
Many papers propose to use MFCC combined with SVM to perform speaker recognition, we mention just a few: in [KKIH07] for text-dependent speaker identiﬁcation with neural networks, in [CL09] for text-dependent speaker veriﬁcation, in the
project [FSK+ 09] for a thorough implementation.
The main contribution of this paper is to analyze the performances of the previous algorithms, chosen among the most efﬁcient of the literature, depending on different sets of
parameters. We do not propose any new method, we combine existing methods to design
a text-independent authentication process, applied to a realistic (concerning the acquisition conditions) database. The proposed analysis concerns a trade-off between the performance, and the computational cost. It is the ﬁrst step in the design of an implementation on
a mobile device. Now, we detail how the aforementioned speaker recognition techniques
can be adapted to a mobile context.

3

Challenge-based speaker recognition

In a challenge-based biometric system, the enrolment phase is not different from that of
any biometric system. Concerning speaker recognition, the user is asked to speak during
a predeﬁned time. Then, the preprocessing, the feature extraction and user modeling are
performed to generate a template stored in a database. In the test mode and after extracting features, a distance between these parameters and the claimed model is calculated and
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compared to a given threshold, if it is a veriﬁcation; and between these parameters and all
models that exist in the database, if it is an identiﬁcation.
In this paper, as in most of papers dealing with text-independent speaker recognition, we
consider a MFCC based method owing to its robustness and better performances as a
feature extraction method [KL12], [FSK+ 09] and VQ for modeling [KA07]. In ﬁgure 3,
we present the general diagram of a speaker recognition system in training and test mode.

Figure 1: General architecture of speaker recognition system

As mentioned in section 2, the ﬁrst step in speaker recognition is silence removal. In this
paper, we resort to the simple method proposed in [Gia] to remove silence. The computation time of this approach is low, which is a very important property for mobile authentication. This method is based on the extraction of two particular audio features, namely
signal energy and spectral centroid, deﬁned below.
Let x(n), n ≥ 0 stand for one sentence of the database, and n the current discrete time.
This signal x(n) is divided into N frames of 50 milliseconds, denoted xi (n), for i = 1, N .
For each frame xi (n), one deﬁnes:
- Signal Energy: the energy of the ith frame is computed as follows
N
1 A
|xi (n)|2
E(i) =
N n=1
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(1)

- Spectral Centroid: we can compute the spectral centroid Ci of the ith frame by the
following formula
(N
(k + 1)Xi (k)
Ci = k=1
(2)
(N
n=1 Xi (k)
where Xi (k), k = 1..., N stands for the ith discrete Fourier transform coefﬁcient of the
ith frame.
After computing these two feature sequences (Energy and Centroid), they will be compared to two thresholds TE and TC based on the energy sequences and spectral centroid
sequences respectively. We describe the process to determine TE , the same method is applied to determine TC .
The histogram of the energy sequence is computed and then a smoothing ﬁlter is applied
(a median ﬁlter). The threshold TE is estimated as follows from the local maxima of the
histogram as follows:
Let M1 and M2 denote the positions of the ﬁrst and second local maxima respectively.
Then, compute:
wM1 + M2
TE =
(3)
w+1
where w is a user deﬁned parameter.
The voiced frames are determined as the frames whose both feature values (i.e. Energy
and Centroid) are larger then the two thresholds TE and TC respectively. After removing
silence from the voice signal, the features extraction and modeling steps can be applied.
In this paper, we use the MFCC and VQ algorithms detailed in the reference [VCH03].
The ﬁgure 2 illustrates the computation of the MFCC coefﬁcients, which is brieﬂy detailed
below.

Figure 2: Calculation process of MFCC coefﬁcients

Consider again a particular sentence x(n) as before. The voice signal is divided into small
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frames xi (n) of 256 samples with an overlap between them of 60 %. A Hamming window
is applied to each frame:
yi (n) = xi (n) ∗ w(n)
(4)
where yi (n) is the transformed signal, xi (n) is the considered frame and W (n) is the
Hamming window deﬁned by:
W (n) = 0.54 − 0.46cos(

2πn
)
256 − 1

(5)

for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1.
The Fourier transform of each frame is computed, the next step is performed in the frequency domain. The human voice spectrum is not linearly distributed, therefore, we use
a Mel scale ﬁlter bank to represent the wide spectrum. A given frequency f in Hz can be
converted into the Mel scale [MBE10]:
M EL(f ) = 2595 ∗ log10 (1 +

f
)
700

(6)

In general, 20 Mel ﬁlters are required for high accuracy. We apply after a logarithmic compression and a discrete cosine transform. Finally, the discrete amplitudes of the resulting
cepstrum are called the MFCCs coefﬁcients [DM80].
The resulting MFFC coefﬁcients of each sentence x(n) are 20 dimensional vectors, each
vector will be represented by a given number of centroids (between 8 and 256), resulting
in a vector template of ﬁxed size modeling each user. This step is called the Vector Quantization (VQ), it is done by the LBG algorithm [KA07].
One advantage of using VQ is to reduce the computational cost. The obtained centroids are
used to model the user. At the enrolment step, for each user, a speciﬁc model is calculated
and stored in the database.
At the veriﬁcation step, after the extraction of the query MFCC coefﬁcients, we compute
the Euclidean distance between these parameters and the model of the claimed reference;
the obtained distance is compared to a given threshold.
Let M F CC(n, p) be the MFCC coefﬁcients of a given user and V Q(n, q) the query reference model, p >> q:


M F CC11 M F CC12 ... M F CC1p
 M F CC21 M F CC22 ... M F CC2p 




.

M F CC = 
(7)


.




.
M F CCn1 M F CCn2 ... M F CCnp
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V Q11
 V Q21

 .
VQ=
 .

 .
V Qn1

V Q12
V Q22

V Qn2

...
...

...


V Q1q
V Q2q 






V Qnq

(8)

To compute the Euclidean distance between the two matrices M F CC and V Q, we proceed as follows.
For each column M F CCj , j = 1, p, we calculate the Euclidean distance between this
column and the nearest column V Qk , k = 1, q.
The considered distance is the sum of the p resulting distances, following:
ED(M F CC,V Q) =

p
A

min {dist(M F CCj , V Qk )}

(9)

;
4 n
4A
dist(M F CCj , V Qk ) = 2 (M F CCl,j − V Ql,k )2

(10)

j=1

where :

1≤k≤q

l=1

where M F CCl,j (respectively V Ql,k ) is the coefﬁcient of the M F CC matrix (resp. the
V Q matrix) at row l and column j (resp. row l and column k).
The ﬁnal decision is the result of all this process, it depends on an operational threshold: if
the distance ED(M F CC,V Q) is lower than this threshold, the user is authenticated by the
system, otherwise it is rejected.
In the next section, we characterize the proposed method in terms of performance and
computation time. We also analyze the impact of parameters on efﬁciency such as the
number of centroids to consider for the quantization step or the number of samples to
generate the model of the user.

4

Experimental results

In this paper, we consider the PDA database (PDAm data set) [Obu] proposed by CMU
(Carnegie Mellon University). It consists of voice signals collected by a PDA device. 50
sentences of about 4 to 8 seconds are uttered by 16 users. The users work at CMU, they
are native speakers of American English. The voice samples are recorded at 44.1kHz sampling rate. The original data was then downsampled to both 16kHz and 11.025kHz, see
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[Obu] for more details.
In this paper, we quantify the performance of the proposed method as follows:
• The number of sentences used in the training step are varied (1, 10, 20, 30 and
40 sentences among 50). For each value, the number of centroids used in the VQ
method are also varied.
• We compute the ROC (Receiver Operating Curve) curve that gives the performance
behavior of the biometric system for any value of the decision threshold (for veriﬁcation purpose).
• The performance is also evaluated through the computation of the EER (Equal Error
Rate).
• The second performance criterion is the recognition accuracy.
• We intend to determine the best tradeoff between a low EER, a small number of
centroids which inﬂuence the memory space and a small number of sentences for
the enrolment step which has an impact on the execution time.
• We propose to evaluate the time necessary for the enrolment step, depending on the
previous chosen parameters, on a PC, since this step could be performed on a server
side.
In table 1, we present the EER value of the biometric system by varying the number of
sentences and the number of centroids used in the VQ modeling. We can see that the more
centroids we use, the better is the performance. As the number of centroids used for the
enrolment step has an impact of the computation time, we try to ﬁnd a tradeoff between
efﬁciency and computation time.
We obtain the best EER = 0.83 with 30 sentences (which is equivalent to about 3 minutes
of recorded voice) and 64 centroids for the VQ modeling. This performance is interesting
for a low cost biometric solution. In order to avoid the replay attack, the voice can be
analysed in order to match the challenge.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding ROC curve. We can see that for the FRR value F AR =
10−4 equals 20% which is not bad for a low cost solution. In table 2, we present the recognition rate of the system by varying the number of sentences and the number of centroids
used for the VQ modeling. These results are satisfying as the False Acceptance Rate is
in general low and it is very easy and fast to ask the user to make another capture for the
veriﬁcation step.
Now, bearing in mind the initial purpose of mobile implementation, we intend to estimate
the computation time of both steps: enrolment and veriﬁcation. The enrolment step will
probably be done on a PC used as server, so this estimation has been performed with
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VQ 8
VQ 16
VQ 32
VQ 64
VQ 128
VQ 256

1
12.52
6.68
6.05
6.26
6.05
6.05

Number of sentences
10
20
30
8.14 6.68 6.68
6.47 6.05 5.21
6.05 5.21 1.25
6.47 1.46 0.83
6.26 1.46 0.83
6.05 1.46 0.83

40
7.72
1.46
1.25
1.04
0.83
0.83

Table 1: EER for different numbers of sentences and centroids

Figure 3: ROC curve for 30 sentences and 64 centroids

VQ 8
VQ 16
VQ 32
VQ 64
VQ 128
VQ 256

1
91.58
92.47
92.86
92.98
92.6
92.86

Number of sentences
10
20
30
94.06 93.75 94.69
92.81 93.54 94.38
93.28 93.54 94.38
93.75 93.54 94.38
93.59 93.54 94.38
93.75 93.33 94.38

40
96.88
95.62
95.62
95.62
95.62
95.62

Table 2: Authentication rate for different numbers of sentences and centroids

c
9Matlab,
with the selected values for the parameters (number of sentences and number
of centroids). We proceed as follows: to estimate the enrolment time, consider 30 seconds
of the recorded voice and design a model of this voice signal with 64 centroids. It takes
35.6 seconds, so for 3 minutes of speech signal it will take about 3 minutes and 34 seconds
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c
in 9Matlab
environment. With a C implementation, we can expect to decrease by ten the
computation time.
For the veriﬁcation time, a sample of 5 seconds of voice signal is selected for the veriﬁcac
tion process. It takes 2.53 seconds of time processing in 9Matlab.
Even if it is difﬁcult
c
to compare the computation time between 9Matlab
on laptop and a mobile phone, we
think that this computation time is a good estimate on what we could achieve on a mobile
device.

5

Conclusion and perspectives

We proposed in this article a free-text speaker recognition method. The features we used
are Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients. The vector quantization allows to handle ﬁxedsize feature vectors. We optimized the processing chain in order to have a good tradeoff
between efﬁciency and computation time. Recognition results on the CMU database (that
represents operational conditions) are satisfying with a EER value equal to 0.83.
Perspectives of this work are to implement on a mobile phone the proposed method to
realize an off-line user authentication.
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Abstract: This paper details the development of a smartphone based online system
to automatically identify a person by using their finger knuckle image. The key
objective is to exploit user-friendly biometric, with least privacy concern, to
enhance security of the data in smartphone. The final product from this research is
a finger knuckle authentication smartphone application, which is developed under
Android operating system with environment version 2.3.3. This paper has
developed some specialized algorithms for the finger knuckle detection, image preprocessing and region segmentation. Automatically detected and segmented finger
knuckle images are used to encode finger knuckle pattern phase information using
a pair of log-Gabor filters. Efficient implementation of various modules is
achieved in C/C++ programming language, with OpenCV library, for online
application. We also developed a user-friendly graphical user interface for the
users to enroll and authenticate themselves. The developed system can therefore
acquire finger knuckle image from the smartphone camera and automatically
authenticate the genuine users. This paper has also developed a new smartphone
based finger knuckle image database of 561 finger knuckle images of 187 different
fingers from 109 users, in real imaging environment. In the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to develop a mobile phone based finger knuckle
identification which has shown highly promising results in automatically
identifying the users from their finger knuckle images.

1 Introduction
Automated personal identification systems have emerged as an essential component of
information systems with the wide range of applications from e-business to the law
enforcement security. The advantages of automated personal identification are huge as
they enhance reliability and security in e-business transactions which often outweigh the
privacy related concerns in the usage or the deployment of such technologies.
In order to identify a person, the most popular method is to use the assigned username
and a secret password. While passwords are mostly based on plain text, it is cumbersome
to remember them. In addition, we often have multiple passwords to remember for
different accounts and applications; some of them may only use numeric symbols as
password (e.g. ATM); some of them may start with alphabet and also combined with
numeric which not less than eight digits (e.g. most E-mail). Moreover, with increasing
security requirements, it is not only required to have numeric and alphabet combinations,
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but some additional symbols are also required in password patterns. In summary,
increasing demand for higher security from multiple applications, it is not uncommon for
people to have more than 3 or 4 password patterns (some may have different password
patterns for different login systems). Therefore the biometrics authentication can be
promising alternative for more convenient personal identification. The usage of
biometrics can help to alleviate the requirement of remembering long and cumbersome
passwords, especially for mobile phone applications in which the users are tied more
frequently than any other system.
There have been several promising efforts in the literature to exploit finger knuckle
image pattern images for the automated personal identification. Reference [KR09]
details an automated system which acquires hand dorsal images in contactless manner.
Authors have exploited key finger points to reliably segment finger knuckle images in
absence of any pegs while simultaneously utilizing the finger geometry features to boost
the identification accuracy. There are several other interesting efforts in the literature
which have exploited hand docking frame [SRR06] or finger docking frame [Zh10] to
ensure minimum variations in the images acquired during the successive imaging.
Reference [KZ09] details another promising approach to recognize finger knuckle image
patterns using KnuckleCodes. The KnuckleCode is essentially a Radon transform based
representation of finger knuckle creases and curves to a two dimensional space. A multimodal approach for the personal identification using finger geometry, knuckle images
and palm print features appears in [ZZ10] while [Ku12] investigates possibility of using
minor finger knuckle images as biometric. Earlier studies acquired images using
arrangements that require the user to partially touch [KR09] some surface or hold some
frame [Zh10]. Therefore those arrangements in reference [KR09], [Zh10] [WF05] are
not completely contactless. None of these studies have attempted to exploit smartphones
for imaging or for the online identification.
1.1 Our work
The main objective of this paper is to use commonly available smartphone to identify a
person by using their finger knuckle images acquired from the available embedded
camera. The idea is to exploit finger knuckle image pattern, instead of fingerprint
pattern, which have least privacy concerns. It may also be noted that recent large scale
proof of concept study conducted by UIDAI has recently estimated [UI12] that ~1.9% of
subjects cannot be reliably authenticated using their fingerprints while similar study
performed by NIST has also estimated [NI02] that ~2% of the subjects do not have
sufficient quality fingerprints to be capable of use in commercial systems. The
fingerprint biometric has been historically associated with criminal investigations and
therefore some people often have stigma of criminal investigation with the fingerprint
biometrics. The use of finger knuckle images can provide a promising alternative for
such finger based biometric identification.
An automated online smartphone application that can allow the user/owner to access the
system when embedded camera is presented with a finger dorsal image and verify the
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true identity is expected to have wide range of application in consumer and civilian
applications.
This paper has attempted to develop such an online system to identify the finger knuckle
image on the smartphones. The developed system/application can operate on any
smartphones which uses Android operating system and contains an embedded camera
(with at least 2 Mpixel resolution). This developed detection, segmentation, image
normalization and matching algorithms have been implemented to achieve efficient and
accurate finger knuckle identification. The implementation of multiple finger knuckle
image enrollments offers additional convenience to use any of the enrolled fingers for
the identification. This paper uses 1D log-Gabor filter [KW12] to extract the finger
knuckle templates which are matched using Hamming distance. We have also developed
[Ku12] a mobile phone based finger knuckle image database from 109 subjects with 187
different fingers to further research efforts in this area.

2 Finger image acquisition and knuckle detection
An online application should not only be able to automatically detect the region interest
(knuckle) but also able to robustly segment and normalize the image for the feature
encoding. The approach developed and implemented in this paper is summarized in the
following sections.
2.1 Automated finger knuckle detection
Automated detection of finger knuckle regions can be efficiently be performed by using
AdaBoost based cascaded classifiers as constructed for face detection modules. The
AdaBoost algorithm can automatically construct a strong classifier, using a linear
combination of weak classifiers, from the training data consisting of positive (knuckle)
and negative (non-knuckle) images. Such modified AdaBoost algorithm has been
implemented in OpenCV [OPCV12] library and used (CreateSamples and HaarTraining
modules) in this work. We have used 1,567 positive samples during the training. Among
these 790 positive samples available from IITD Finger Knuckle [IITD11] database were
employed while the remaining positive samples were acquired from the smartphone
HTC Desire HD A9191. All of the training samples are in grayscale and were resampled
to size of 80 × 100 (width × height) pixels.
The training stage for building cascaded classifier used 1,567 positive samples and 4,000
negative samples. Among 4000 negative samples, 3,000 of them were acquired from the
web and the remaining negative samples were acquired from the HTC Desire HD A9191
smartphone. The variation in training parameters can influence the training results and
we employed a total of five set of cascaded classifiers corresponding to different input
parameters. All of these are training in 20 different stages. The performance evaluation
of the training cascaded classifier used 100 independent test samples which had finger
knuckles with varying size/pose. Table 1 summarizes the performance results. It contains
3 columns to illustrate the test results, i.e., Hits, Missed and False, which have
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conventional meaning. Table 1 shows the summary of the testing performance for each
cascade classifier results.

Table 1: Summary of finger knuckle detection performance.

The most accurate results achieve 72% hit rate and are from File 1. If we include the
numbers of false detection, there is 92% chances to detect an image which is a knuckle
image. Therefore, for 100 test images, there are only 8 images that cannot be detected as
knuckle images; 72 images are correctly detected and 20 images are with incorrect
detection.
2.2 Region of interest localization
It is necessary to provide an alternative and user friendly option to help users localize
their finger knuckle images. This semi-automated choice is especially useful when image
acquired has high background and/or illumination variations for which the trained
classifiers may not precisely detect the knuckle regions. Therefore the option of center
point localization, that can exploit built-in auto/macro focus module from the camera, is
provided in the developed system. By using the smartphone, HTC Desire HD A9191
(which comes without Macro focus function in the embedded camera), with several
experiments to acquire finger knuckle images at difference distances, the size of finger
knuckle image for clearer and sharp image quality, is nearly ¼ size of the entire image
size when acquired from convenient distances. In order to acquire the best and larger
finger knuckle image from embedded camera, the specific position and image size can
be predefined. For example, an embedded camera with 3 Mega-Pixel (1536 × 2048)
pixels, ¼ of the size (768 × 1024) pixels are used for finger knuckle image detection
module. Figure 16 shows the finger knuckle image acquired from the embedded camera
in real environment from our smartphone HTC Desire HD A9191. Figure 1(b) illustrated
the center point in region of interest for a sample finger knuckle image and
correspondingly localized knuckle detection area in figure 1 (a).

Figure 1: (left image) Image acquired using smartphone, (right image) the region of interest
localized for the knuckle image detection.
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3 Image preprocessing
After the finger knuckle region has been detected and localized by using the algorithm
discussed in Section II, the region of interest should be robustly segmented for the
template generation. Figure 2 summarizes the key steps for such image pre-processing
for the fine knuckle segmentation.

Figure 2: Image pre-processing steps.

3.1 Fine finger knuckle localization
Each of the coarsely localized finger knuckle image is subjected to fine location steps to
extract the exact region of interest for the feature extraction. The coarsely localizes
images from previous module are firstly subjected to the histogram equalization to
minimize the influence of varying illumination and to adjust the contrast. This is
followed by median filtering to suppress the speckle-like noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3: (a) Coarsely localized finger knuckle image, (b) region of interest image for the knuckle
segmentation, (c) knuckle crease localization using Canny edge detector, (d) localized
region with dominant edge density, and (e) finely segmented knuckle image.

The Canny edge detector on the coarsely localized knuckle image generates the
boundaries of finger regions and also helps to localize the knuckle region. The edge
detected image is used to estimate the edge density in every 40 × 50 (width × height)
pixels region of this image. The center point of this region is used to extract the fixed
size knuckle region (figure 3-e) for the feature extraction.
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3.2 Finger knuckle rotation & segmentation
In order to accommodation rotational variations in the finger knuckle images, we can
store multiple templates generated from the rotation of the acquired images and use the
best matching scores to authenticate the user. In order to limit the computations we
however only rotate portion of the acquired image. We rotate the images in the step of
one degree and the images rotated +/- 5 degrees (this limit is determined using
experiments and is a compromise between the performance and computational
complexity). Therefore, there can be a maximum of 11 finger knuckles images from one
finger which can help to generate best matching scores.
We attempt to normalize the images in such a manner that images of fixed size and
aspect ratio are finally employed for the feature extraction. The ratio of the knuckle
region width: height is empirically fixed as 4: 5 while the size of segmented images is
normalizes (scaled to) 160 " 200 pixels. We use bicubic interpolation to automatically
scale the segmented images over a 4 × 4 pixels neighborhood for the geometric
transformations.

Figure 4: Spatial domain representation of real and imaginary components of 1D Log Gabor filters.

4 Feature extraction
The Gabor filters have shown to offer joint characterization of textural features in spatial
and spatial-frequency domain. Log-Gabor filters [PK10] are highly suitable when the
feature details are to be acquired from high-frequency areas (such as those from
discriminative finger knuckle creases and edges) as these filters have null dc component
and desirable high-pass characteristics. Log-Gabor filters can be constructed with
arbitrary bandwidth, which it can be optimized in order to produce a filter with minimal
spatial extent. The frequency response of Log-Gabor can be expressed as:
1 D
p±®- R
1®

x D
D p±®- R
1®

0· i
(1)
where fo is the center frequency, and ` is the radial bandwidth of the Log Gabor filter.
The spatial domain representation of 1D Log-Gabor filters is shown in figure 4.
Each of the segmented and enhanced finger knuckle image is subjected to 1D Log Gabor
filtering. The spatial domain response from the real and imaginary components of 1D
Log Gabor filter is computed. This complex response is denoted as Ä and each pixel is
encoded as ‘0’ or ‘1’ based on the filter response to obtain the template #.The following
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inequalities can formulate the encoding of finger knuckle images in filtered image Ä for
every pixel:

<K I · {


8K I ´ 
8K I  

(2)

5 Template matching
The binarized templates < generated from every finger knuckle image is subjected to
template matching to ascertain the similarity between claimed user identity and the input
template(s) stored in the enrollment database. The degree of the similarity or the
dissimilarity between two templates is determined using the Hamming distance. The
normalized Hamming distance DPQ between two M " N size complex bitwise finger
knuckle template, P and Q, is computed as follows:

¶ · 
.¸\ ,¸\' C A _ ' C A b W C A _ W C A

(3)

where _ is the XOR operator and ' (W ) denotes the real (imaginary) component of
template P. Despite best of the efforts to robustly localize and segment the knuckle
region images, some translational and rotational variations inherently remain even from
the same user in successive imaging (primarily due to the contactless nature of imaging).
Therefore we employ bit-wise shifting of knuckle templates, both in horizontal and
vertical directions, and use the best/minimum matching distance to authenticate the user.
Figure 5 (a) and (b) shows the Genuine and Imposter score distribution respectively.

Figure 5: Distribution of (a) genuine scores and (b) impost scores from 109 subject’s images in our
database.

6 System development
6.1 Programming languages
The feature extraction and encoding operations using Log-Gabor filtering requires
complex matrix operations which should be executed on real time basis. The effective
CPU execution time is of high concern for the template matching using bit-by-bit
comparisons (equation 3). The programming language benchmarks presented in
reference [GIT12] has rated C/C++ with the highest/preferred score among most popular
languages employed for different operating system. Therefore, C/C++ programming
language was also preferred for developing the purposed solution.
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6.2 Development environment
The smartphone we employed to develop and evaluate the finger knuckle authentication
system is HTC Desire HD A9191 [HTC12]. The details of the hardware specification of
the phone are summarized in the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Platform: Android TM 2.3.3 (Gingerbread)
Camera: 8 Mega-Pixels Color Camera with Auto Focus
CPU: Qualcomm Snapdragon S2 1GHz
RAM: 768 MB
Internal Storage (ROM): 1.5 GB

The Android [AD12a] platform can not only support Java programming language to
implement the application but it also supports the Android NDK [AD12b] that allow
developers to build up the performance critical portions of application in native code.
With the NDK, it provides the headers and libraries that allow developers to program in
C/C++ and fully control the application environment. Therefore, the Android Software
Development Kit (SDK), in addition to Android NDK, was exploited for developing this
application.
Figure 6 illustrates the developed user-friendly interface that interacts with users and
uses the enrollment database to authenticate users. Figure 7 further illustrates the key
steps for the user enrollment while figure 8 illustrates the user verification using the
developed system.

Figure 6: User authentication developed interface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7: (a) User presenting his index finger for registration, (b) firing of automated detection and
segmentation module, (c) segmented and normalized knuckle region, (d) after selecting
the “Enrollment” button, and (e) successful completion of enrollment process.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8: A verification process consisting of (a) knuckle image detection, (b) resulting normalized
knuckle image, (c) template generation, and (c) verification. Successful verification is
prompted (e) while failed verification for impostor knuckle image.

6.3 Performance in smartphones
We constructed an enrollment database from a user using his three templates generated
during the enrollment stage and compared the verification time between C/C++ and Java
implementations using the feature encoding and template matching scheme detailed in
section III. Table 2 illustrates the verification time for this user, in 10 successive
verification attempts.

Table 2: Running time between C/C++ and Java

Our test smartphone hardware platform is built with 1GHz CPU and 768 MB RAM. The
execution speed of the system is superior when a faster CPU and a larger RAM is
supported in the smartphone hardware. Since most of the popular Android smartphone in
the market already had more than 1GHz CPU and more than 768 MB RAM, the real
execution time would be better than those from our experiments. Therefore, the
minimum supporting hardware requirement for an acceptable execution time, for the
developed smartphone based knuckle authentication system, would be at least 1GHz
CPU and 768 MB RAM.

7 Experiments and results
This work has also developed a smartphone based finger knuckle images database which
is being made publicly/freely available [Ku12] to promote further research/development
efforts in this area. This database includes 561 images from 109 subjects. We also used
790 additional finger knuckle images (not in 561 image database) for the training stage
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during the development of AdaBoost based automated finger knuckle detector (section
II-A) using Haar features.
The experimental evaluation was performed using the log-Gabor based finger knuckle
template matching (equation 3) employed in this work. All the images in this database,
from 187 different fingers, were used to generate genuine and imposter score distribution
which has been illustrated in figure 5. The parameters of log-Gabor filter were
determined during the training phase and were fixed during all the experiments, i.e., the

! /f

0 (sigmaOnf) was fixed to 0.6, each of the templates were shifted by 8 bits
ratio f
and the best score among these matches (using equation 3) was used for the decision
making. The corresponding receiver operating characteristics (ROC) is shown in figure
9. The equal error rate (~9%) is not quite low as can be possible from touch based
conventional fingerprint authentication systems. However the achieved performance is
encouraging as the images are acquired using contactless imaging, and more importantly
the mobile phone is very likely to be accessed or used by few (~5-6) users, instead of
109 subjects finger knuckle employed for the performance evaluation, which can
generate very small error rates suitable for practical applications.

Figure 9: The receiver operating characteristics for smartphone based finger knuckle identification
for 109 subjects.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a contactless finger knuckle based personal
authentication system that can operate by using smartphones. This is the first successful
attempt to develop a finger knuckle based authentication system using smartphones in
the best of our knowledge.
The developed system exploits the smartphone embedded camera (with auto focus
capability) to acquire better quality images, perform multiple image processing operation
to automatically detect and segment region of interest, extract finger knuckle features,
matching them with the stored templates and presents the result of authentication to the
(unknown) user. The developed application has shown to work satisfactorily. The
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developed application is an attractive alternative for the users (i) whose may not have
fingerprints of sufficient quality for identification or (ii) who may have high concerns on
the use of fingerprints and still want to ensure high security on their smartphones in most
convenient manner. This paper has also developed [Ku12] new finger knuckle database
of 561 images acquired from 187 different fingers from 109 subjects that can be used by
researchers and developers of this new biometrics technology. It is creative, unique and
well designed for daily use application. While, there still some challenges encountered
during the development period. But, the prototype is worked and is developed to
demonstrate our system.
The main objective in this work was to exploit finger knuckle images for developing an
automated authentication system for smartphones. In order to achieve such objective, we
performed several tasks. Firstly, the automated capability for detecting the finger
knuckle image region was introduced. This module extensively utilizes the automatically
extracted Haar features from the acquired images and uses OpenCV library. The
developed algorithm was implemented on Android operating system which is the most
popular platform among the smartphones used today. There have been some promising
efforts [LCY08]-[Pa08] to explore iris recognition using mobile phones. The iris
recognition using mobile phone requires some modifications [Pa08] to ensure
availability of near infrared illumination for the imaging while the visible illumination
iris recognition requires relatively significant cooperation [BIO12] and in often
perceived to be inconvenient with the single camera mobile phones. Therefore finger
knuckle based personal identification can invite higher user acceptability, primarily due
to ease in finger imaging and minimum privacy concerns/impact.
It may be noted that the execution time for the verification would increase sharply if the
user stores many templates in the enrollment database. In our system, the maximum
number of enrolled finger knuckle images for each user is set to 5. This restriction
ensures that the average time for the user authentication does not exceed 5 seconds when
the system is used only for the user authentication.
In order to ensure accurate finger knuckle detection, the acquire image background
should be largely uniform as the background noise would influence the auto finger
knuckle detect capability. In the current development, we have tried to enhance the
algorithm to achieve improved detection of the finger knuckle images from the varying
background in real imaging environments. However further efforts are required to ensure
accurate detection and localization of finger knuckle, from the finger dorsal images with
noisy background, as the limited segmentation accuracy significantly influences the
identification accuracy.
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Abstract: Multimodal biometrics provides high recognition accuracy and
population coverage by combining different biometric sources. However, some
multimodal biometrics may obtain smaller-than-expected improvement of
recognition accuracy if the combined biometric sources are dependent in terms of a
false acceptance by mistakenly perceiving biometric features from two different
persons as being from the same person. In this paper, we propose our multimodal
biometric prototype that captures a palm vein and three fingerprints simultaneously
and we evaluate whether or not their combination is statistically independent. By
evaluating false acceptance using the palm vein images and the fingerprint images
collected with our prototype, we confirmed that the combination of the palm vein
and the fingerprints is almost independent.

1 Introduction
Biometrics is a technology used to automatically identify individuals using physiological
or behavioral features such as fingerprints, faces, veins, irises and hand geometry. In
particular, the biometric identification technique (one-to-many matching) is remarkable
as a key technology for the further expansion of the use of biometrics. Not only is it
useful for users because they can be authenticated without the need for ID cards/license
cards, but it can also prove that one person is unique among persons registered on a
system. Therefore, in some developing countries where resident card and resident
registration systems have not been completed, biometric systems are being introduced in
order to manage all residents as identified individuals. In India, progress is currently
being made with a unique identification project that provides identification for each
resident across the country by collecting facial images, ten fingerprints and two iris
images in addition to biographical data consisting of name, address, gender and date of
birth [UIDAI12]. Identifications are supplied by proving that a resident is unregistered
using one-to-many matching with collected biometric data. In Kenya, advances are being
made with a feasibility test for the Health and Demographic Surveillance System
(HDSS) by using palm vein and finger vein authentication [K11]. In these systems, the
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biometric identification technique is applied in order to find duplicated registrations of
individuals and to link records in the same data between different systems. Thus, the
biometric technology enables those developing countries to link each resident to
identification, and then it will contribute to early development of medical services and
social infrastructures. In these cases, there is a need for biometric techniques with greater
accuracy that can identify from one million to one billion persons for one country.
Multimodal biometrics integrating evidence from different biometric sources is often
used in order to obtain high recognition accuracy. This has two types of combination of
biometrics. One of these is simply to combine more than one existing biometric
technique. For example, the Indian Unique Identification project employs face,
fingerprint and iris recognitions. In addition, various combinations of existing biometric
techniques have been investigated by many researchers [RNJ06]. On the other hand, in
recent years there has been an increase in multimodal biometric techniques
simultaneously capturing different biometric sources. For example, a whole-hand
imaging system capturing fingerprints and palmprint simultaneously has been proposed
[RUDP07]. A multimodal biometric prototype capturing hand vein, hand geometry, and
fingerprint has also been proposed [SJR08]. This requires input from both hands. The
fingerprints and hand geometry are captured from the right hand, while the dorsal hand
vein (back of the hand) is captured from the left hand. In addition, there has been a
proposal for a multimodal biometric technique capturing finger vein, fingerprint, and the
shape of a finger [KPYK11]. These techniques can make the biometric systems more
accurate without reducing their usability to input several biometric sources.
However, some multimodal biometrics confront various difficulties, if the combined
biometric sources are dependent in terms of a false acceptance by mistakenly perceiving
biometric features from two different persons as being from the same person. The
biometric sources in multimodal biometrics are often assumed to be statistically
independent in order to simplify the design of the fusion algorithm. Thus, those systems
may obtain smaller-than-expected improvement of recognition accuracy (false
acceptance rate: FAR). There have been some researches into the effects on the FAR
caused by the dependence of biometric sources [NRJ09], [KWSD00], [KVP07]. On the
contrary, if the combined biometric sources are independent, the FAR of their
multimodal biometrics can be more easily estimated. For example, it is estimated by
using a product of their FARs on the “AND” rule or a summation of them on the “OR”
rule at the decision level fusion. To prove the independence between the combined
biometric sources is very significant in terms of the design of the multimodal biometric
systems. Especially, we are also able to estimate the FAR in the large-scale identification
where it is difficult to evaluate it experimentally by collecting the real datasets.
In this paper, we show 1) a multimodal biometric prototype capturing a palm vein and
fingerprints at the same time that we developed, and 2) evaluation results of statistical
independence between the palm vein and the fingerprints using a dataset collected from
1,032 persons with our prototype. Finally, we confirmed that this combination of the
palm vein and the fingerprints is suitable for multimodal biometrics.
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2 Multimodal Biometric Prototype
Figure 1 shows the structure of the capturing device to simultaneously obtain the palm
vein and the fingerprints of a single hand. A palm vein image is acquired using the
PalmSecureTM Sensor 1 developed by FUJITSU FRONTECH [FF112]. The deoxidized
hemoglobin in the vein vessels absorbs light having a wavelength of about 760 nm
within the near-infrared area. When the infrared ray image is captured, only the blood
vessel pattern containing the deoxidized hemoglobin is visible as a series of dark lines.
The PalmSecureTM sensor can capture the blood vessel pattern of the palm using nearinfrared (NIR) light [W08]. A fingerprint image is acquired using an L Scan Guardian F
sensor, which is an optical fingerprint sensor and developed by CROSSMATCH
TECHNOLOGIES [CT12]. This fingerprint sensor is most widely used at borders
around the world.
In order to capture the palm vein and the fingerprints at the same time, both sensors are
deployed as shown by Figure 1 (a). A hand guide is attached on the left, right and bottom
of the palm vein sensor at the same level as the fingerprint sensor in order to hold the
hand horizontally. A finger guide is attached on the bottom of the fingerprint sensor in
order to control direction of the fingers. In our device, symmetrically placed index,
middle and ring fingerprints are captured simultaneously so that the fingerprints can be
acquired from both left hand and right hand, as shown in Figure 1 (b). In addition, good
palm vein images can be obtained together with capturing the fingerprints, since tilting
the fingerprint sensor at a 5-degree angle (Figure 1 (c)) means that the fingerprint images
can be obtained without any need to strongly press the fingers.

1

The model name of PalmSecureTM Sensor is FAT13M1S1.
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Fingerprint sensor area

Finger guide

Palm vein sensor

Hand guide for wrist
(a)

5 degree angle

(c)

(b)
Figure 1: The proposed capturing device: (a) structure of the device, (b) example of capturing a
hand (upper side), (c) example of capturing a hand (left side)
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3. Evaluation of Independence between Palm Vein and Fingerprints
3.1 Approach of independence evaluation
This section explains our approach to statistically evaluating the independence between
the palm vein and the fingerprint. 3(+72 4 and 3(+/7 4 are the FAR of the palm vein and
the fingerprint respectively, where these +72 and +/7 represent false acceptance based on
given thresholds of the palm vein matching and the fingerprint matching. If the
following equation is true, we can confirm that the palm vein and the fingerprint are
independent.
3(+72 6 +/7 4 = 3(+72 43(+/7 4

(1)

The 3(+72 6 +/7 4 is a probability that the false acceptance in both the palm vein and the
fingerprint occurs concurrently. The equation (1) is rewritten using their conditional
probability as follows.
3(+72 |+/7 4 = 3(+72 4 or 3(+/7 |+72 4 = 3(+/7 4

(2)

The 3(+72 |+/7 4 is the probability that the false acceptance of the palm vein also occurs
when the false acceptance of the fingerprint occurs, while the 3(+/7 |+72 4 is the
probability that the false acceptance of the fingerprint also occurs when the false
acceptance of the palm vein occurs.
In this paper, we confirm the independence between the palm vein and fingerprints by
evaluating the equation (2) using experimental results of the FARs of the palm vein
matching and the fingerprint matching.
3.2 Experimental results
We were not able to locate any available database consisting of the palm vein images
and the fingerprints images captured simultaneously, so the images for the evaluation
were collected with the capturing device shown in Figure 1. The palm vein images were
acquired from both hands of 1,032 persons that were collected based on the gender and
age distribution of Japanese population, and 12 images were simultaneously acquired per
hand. The palm vein images have one palm vein pattern, while the fingerprint images
have three fingerprint patterns from the index, middle and ring finger. Four images per
hand are used as templates, and the remaining eight images were used for test samples.
In order to calculate 3(+72 4 and 3(+72 |+/7 4, matching scores are obtained by performing
the palm vein matching and the fingerprint matching across all the pairs of two different
persons using these images. We used a customized matching algorithm based on the
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PalmScureTM SDK developed by FUJITSU FRONTECH [FF212] for the palm vein
matching and our original fingerprint matching software that is based on minutiae
matching for the fingerprint matching. Both matching scores indicate similarity where
matching pairs having higher scores are more similar, and are normalized by using the
min-max normalization. The number of matching scores is 7,606,451. This number is
less than the calculated value because some images with operation mistake were
removed by visual checks.
Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of matching scores from the palm vein and the fingerprint
of the middle finger. The x axis indicates the fingerprint matching score, and the y axis
indicates the palm vein matching score. Both of the two matching scores are mostly
distributed in lower score areas. There are some plots having either higher score of
fingerprint matching or palm vein matching, while there are very few plots having both
higher scores. Figure 2 shows that the dependence of the palm vein and the fingerprint is
mostly low.

Figure 2: Scatter plot of matching scores from the fingerprint of middle finger and the palm vein.
These matching scores are obtained by matching between two different persons.

Figure 3 shows the evaluation result of independence between the palm vein and the
fingerprint of the middle finger. These plots indicate 3(+72 4 and 3(+72 |+/7 4. The x axis
indicates the threshold of the score that provides FAR, while the y axis indicates 3(+72 4
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and 3(+72 |+/7 4 provided by each score threshold. These FARs are shown as relative
ratios of each FAR divided by 3(+72 4 for the sake of simplicity. From Figure (3), these
plots of 3(+72 |+/7 4 at 3(+/7 4 = 1% and 3(+/7 4 = 0.1% are close to the plot of 3(+72 4.
Similar results were also obtained for the index and ring fingerprints. Thus, we were able
to confirm that the palm vein and the fingerprints were statistically independent.
In addition to the experiment described above, independence between the ring and
middle fingerprints was evaluated in accordance with the same rules. In general, it is said
that a pair of fingerprints from neighboring fingers will be dependent. This evaluation
result is shown in Figure 4. The 3(+/7,5-). |+/7,*-11,0 4 are higher than 3(+72 |+/7 4 in
Figure 3 across each threshold. Furthermore, the 3(+/7,5-). |+/7,*-11,0 4 becomes larger,
as the 3(+/7,*-11,0 4 decrease from 1% to 0.1%. We found that the pair of neighboring
fingerprints is sometimes dependent. Similar results were also obtained in the evaluation
of index and middle fingers.

Figure 3: Evaluation results of independence between palm vein and middle fingerprint.
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Figure 4. Evaluation results of independence between ring fingerprint and middle fingerprint.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed a multimodal biometric prototype that simultaneously captures the
palm vein and the fingerprints, and we have evaluated their independence. By evaluating
the false acceptance obtained by matching all the pairs of two different persons using the
palm vein images and the fingerprint images collected with our prototype, we were able
to confirm that the combination of the palm vein and the fingerprints was mostly
independent. It also has lower dependence than the combination of neighboring
fingerprints. In addition to their independence, the palm vein and the fingerprint sensors
are able to capture good images without any interference simultaneously, because their
capturing regions, the palm and the fingers, are located nearby in a same hand but are
different. Thus, this combination of the palm vein and the fingerprints is suitable for
multimodal biometrics.
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Abstract: In the case of user management, continuous or on-demand biometric authentication is effective for achieving higher security with a light system load. However, it requires us to present biometric data unconsciously. In this paper, we focus
attention on the brain wave as unconscious biometrics. In particular, assuming driver
authentication, we measure the brain waves of drivers when they are using a simpliﬁed
driving simulator. We evaluate veriﬁcation performance using 23 subjects and obtain
the EER of about 20 %.

1 Introduction
Biometric person authentication gains public attention. It is well known that the ﬁngerprint and the iris achieve higher security and they are already used in security systems [WJMM05]. On the other hand, it was reported that authentication systems using
them were circumvented by using fake ﬁngers or printed iris images [MMYH02,MKS07].
The reason is that the ﬁngerprint or the iris are appeared on a body surface and so become
observable by using easily obtainable sensors.
The vein is contained within the body; therefore, it is expected to have tolerability to
the circumvention. However, it is also reported that even authentication system using the
vein accepted artifacts in enrollment and veriﬁcation [Mat06]. This is due to lack of the
function of liveness detection that examines whether an object is a part of a living body.
The liveness detection scheme is necessary for protecting biometric authentication systems
from spooﬁng using artifacts.
On the other hand, conventional biometric systems mainly assume applications based on
one-time-only authentication such as access control, banking, passport control, and so on.
However, from the viewpoint of user management, the one-time-only authentication is
low-security. After initially authenticating a genuine user, a system cannot detect spooﬁng
by an imposter who has replaced the user.
Assuming that both authentication and application execution are simultaneously achieved
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in a single system, the one-time-only authentication is not a heavy load on the system since
the authentication is performed only once at the start of the application execution while
security is not guaranteed after the authentication.
In order to cope with this problem, continuous authentication is proposed [AT03,KYSR09].
The security is guaranteed all the while that the application is executed but the continuous
authentication brings a heavy load to the system. In fact, it was reported that the overhead
for the continuous authentication was 42 % in Ref. [KYSR09].
Thus, we have proposed on-demand authentication in which users are authenticated on
a regular schedule or a nonregular one on demand of authentication from the system
[NBM10]. The on-demand authentication makes the system load lighter.
By the way, the ﬁngerprint and the iris are not suitable for the continuous and the ondemand authentication because they ask users to present biometric data whenever the users
are authenticated. In other words, the continuous and the on-demand authentication need
the biometrics that is able to present biometric data unconsciously. As such unconscious
biometrics, the face, ear, voice, keystroke and gait are applicable but the face and the
ear are easily imitated using artifacts, and the voice, keystroke and gait limit the use of
biometric applications.
It has been proposed to use brain waves as the biometrics [PRCE99b, PRA99, PRCE99a,
PMBK01, RP05, Pal05, MSAS06, MM07, PM07, SR07, RSFC+ 08, NBM09]. The brain
wave is generated by activities of neurons in the cerebral cortex; therefore, it is contained
within the body, thereby preventing circumvention of security. Of course, the brain wave
is generated by only live human beings. If the liveness can be detected using the brain
wave, no additional sensor is needed for the liveness detection. Moreover, the brain wave
is generated autonomously and unconsciously; therefore, it enables on-demand authentication. Conversely, brain waves are not suitable for one-time-only authentication since
users are required to put sensors on their scalp every time they are authenticated. From the
viewpoint of accessibility, the brain wave as biometrics is the most adequate.
Based on the above facts, we believe that operator veriﬁcation of a system such as a
computer and a vehicle is suitable for the authentication using the brain wave [NBM10,
NBL11]. Operators wear a brain wave sensor and they are veriﬁed on demand while using
the system as illustrated in Fig. 1. For instance, in remote education systems, students

EEG
Sensor

Figure 1: Illustrations of on-demand operator veriﬁcation using the brain wave.
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should be authenticated while learning. It is even more so for students who are trying
to obtain some academic degree or public qualiﬁcation. In addition, operators of public
transportation systems should be authenticated while operating the systems since hundreds
of human lives depend on them. There are other examples: pilots of aircrafts, drivers of
emergency vehicles, and operators of military weapons.
In Ref. [NBL11], we measured brain waves of drivers who were tracing routes as mental
task and evaluated the veriﬁcation performance. However, the route tracing did not require
them to move their four limbs. For evaluating the veriﬁcation performance in more practical environment, some actual task that involves four limbs’ moving should be assumed.
In this paper, we examine the veriﬁcation performance of the brain waves of drivers who
are using a simpliﬁed driving simulator.
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Figure 2: Examples of the EEG spectrum from two subjects.

2 Authentication Using Brain Waves
2.1

Brain Wave

Electrical changes from large number of synapses (neurons) in the cerebral cortex are
accumulated and then detected as a brain wave (Electroencephalogram: EEG) on the scalp
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by using an electrode. Because of spatiotemporal dispersiveness of the neurons, there are
not distinct patterns in the EEG in general. However, when activity of the cerebral cortex
becomes low, brain waves partially become synchronous and thereby some distinctive
pattern is observed. As such patterns, δ (0.5-3Hz), θ (4-7Hz), α (8-13Hz), and β (1430Hz) are well known and detectable when human beings are during deep sleep, getting
sleepy, relaxed with closed eyes, and in some mental activity, respectively. In particular,
the α and/or the β waves are applicable for person authentication.

2.2

Feature Extraction and Veriﬁcation

In order to actualize the authentication using EEGs, the architecture for feature extraction
and veriﬁcation must be as simple as possible. Therefore, we have used a single sensor
for detecting the brain wave and had proposed to extract power spectra at the α-β band
as individual features and a veriﬁcation method based on the difference between a mean
value of the power spectrum in a mental-tasked condition and that in a relaxed condition
[NBL11]. This concept is based on the fact that α waves are detectable and β waves are
undetectable in the relax condition while the α waves are suppressed and the β waves
become detectable in the mental-tasked condition as shown in Fig. 2, which describes the
spectra at the α-β band in the relaxed and the mental-tasked conditions from two subjects.
However, the conventional method needed additional measurement in the relaxed condition. It was inconvenience for users in practical applications. In this paper, we propose
to compare spectra directly in the tasked condition. Additionally, for suppressing intraindividual variation, we introduce normalization into veriﬁcation.
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Figure 3: Partitions in the α-β band.

Furthermore, we divide the α-β band into several partitions and fuse scores from all partitions [NBL11]. Figure 3 illustrates the partitioning, where the number of partitions is four.
The reason why we introduce the partitioning is that the spectral distribution at α-β band
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depends on an individual; therefore, each partition has different effect on veriﬁcation.
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Power Spectrum

Power Spectrum
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of L Data
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Averaged Spectrum

Mean Power in P bands

Mean Power in P bands
Matching
S
Template

Decision

Figure 4: The block diagram of authentication.

The block diagram of authentication is described in Fig. 4. In advance of the veriﬁcation
stage, the enrollment of templates is carried out. A brain wave is measured in a tasked
condition and then its power spectrum is calculated using the FFT. For suppressing the
variation of spectral values, moving average of which window size is ﬁve is performed
and thereby we obtain a smoothed power spectrum. From each user, the above process is
repeated L times and then using the L spectra, we obtain an ensemble-averaged spectrum.
After that, mean values of the spectrum are calculated in all partitions and then stored as
templates.
In the veriﬁcation stage, an EEG of an authenticated user is measured in a tasked condition and processed in the same way as in the enrollment stage. After normalization, a
veriﬁcation score S is calculated by
S=

P
A

|stT − st |p .

(1)

p=1

where P is the number of partitions, stT is a template, and st is a mean value of each
partition. For normalization, each power spectral value of st is multiplied by a ratio of a
mean value of all power spectra of a template: stT to that of st . The mean power spectrum
of st is equalized to that of the template: stT .
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If S is less than a threshold, the user is authenticated genuine.

3 Experiments
Experiments in practical driving carry a risk of having some accident. There is a way
to introduce a special training simulator that is possible to simulate the driving in our
laboratory but it has also an issue of cost. Therefore, we adopted a simpliﬁed driving
simulator that was composed of gaming machines.

3.1

Simpliﬁed Driving Simulator

Driving scenes were generated by the PlayStation 3 (PS3) as hardware and the Gran Turismo 5 Prologue (GT5P) as software produced by Sony Computer Entertainment Inc..
However, the GT5P was a racing game and so the following settings were applied to utilize it as a driving simulator.
• Set a manual transmission to the ﬁrst gear to limit the maximum speed of a car to
65 km/h
• Set a driving course to an urban road in London to drive the car in a general road
• Set a racing mode to time trial, that is, solo drive to avoid accidents with other cars
A still image of the driving scene is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: A still image of the driving scene.
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The driving scenes were displayed on a 60-inch screen and the size was 1100 mm by 830
mm. The distance between the screen and a subject was 1300 mm. These had been preliminary determined using nine subjects based on evaluation how views from the subjects
were similar with practical ones. A handle, accelerator and brake were equipped by imitated controllers: Driving Force GT produced by Logitech. Figure 6 shows a measurement
scene.

EEG

PS3 &

Handle

GT5P

Controller

Sensor

Screen

Projector

Accelerator &
Brake Controller

Figure 6: A measurement scene of brain waves using the simpliﬁed driving simulator.

3.2

Measurement of Brain Waves

We used a consumer single-channel electroencephalograph as an EEG sensor. By using
a headband, a single electrode (sensor) was set on the frontal region of head which corresponded to the frontal pole (Fp1) deﬁned by the international standard: 10/20 method
[SC07]. The speciﬁcations are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Speciﬁcations of the brain wave sensor used.

Frequency Range
Minimum Voltage
Maximum Voltage
Sampling Frequency

1-24 Hz
5 µVp−p
80 µVp−p
128 Hz

The number of subjects was 23. All were males around 20 years old and each had a
driver’s license. Before measurement, the subjects were required to make two rounds
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to adapt themselves to maneuvering feeling. After the practice, the subjects wore the
sensor and their brain waves were measured while handling the controllers depending on
driving scenes. If there was some accident, for instance, their car hit against a wall, the
measurement was redone.
Each measuring time was three minutes. The measurement was carried out once a day and
it was repeated ten times (days) at an interval of at least one week. Resultingly, 10 EEGs
were obtained from each subject.

4 Experimental Results
Middle one-minute data of each measured EEG were used in experiments. The average
number L was set to ﬁve, that is to say, ﬁve EEGs of each subject were used for generating
his templates. In the veriﬁcation, the rest ﬁve data of each subject were used as those of a
genuine user and all other subjects’ data were used as those of imposters.
Veriﬁcation performance is evaluated by using the equal error rate (EER) where the false
acceptance rate (FAR) is equal with the false rejection rate (FRR). The EER was 23 % in
the case of four partitions and it was 20 % in six partitions.
For reference, in Ref. [NBM09], the veriﬁcation performance of brain waves was evaluated
assuming that subjects were under eye-closed and relaxed condition and the EER was
about 11 %. Comparing the result with the above results, it is conﬁrmed that the EER in
the actual-tasked condition becomes larger than that in the relaxed condition. It is known
that the α wave is dominantly detected in the relaxed condition while the β wave becomes
dominant in the tasked condition. Such a difference might bring degradation of veriﬁcation
performance.
In order to know the inﬂuence of frequency band used in the veriﬁcation, we examined
the EER at each partition. Results are summarized in Table 2. It is clear that the partitions
at higher frequency band bring smaller EERs. The higher partitions correspond to the
β band. As mentioned above, the β wave becomes dominant in the tasked condition.
Therefore, to except lower partitions may improve the veriﬁcation performance. Thus, we
evaluated the performance using the scores from higher three partitions. As a result, the
EER became 22 % and 25 % in the cases of four and six partitions, respectively. In the
case of four partitions, the EER was slightly improved comparing with the case using all
partitions. However, the EER in the case of six partitions was inversely degraded. The
reason is not clear but it may be partly because the number of subjects in the experiments
is quite small. For improving the veriﬁcation performance, we must carefully examine
the spectral characteristic at the β band to obtain more effective extraction method of
individual features.
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Table 2: EERs at each partition

4 Partitions (Hz)
8-11
11-14
14-17
17-20
6 Partitions (Hz)
8-10
10-12
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20

EER (%)
36
29
28
27
EER (%)
37
34
30
30
27
27

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we focused attention on brain waves as unconscious biometrics. In particular,
assuming driver authentication, we measured the brain waves of drivers when they were
using a simpliﬁed driving simulator. We extracted the power spectrum at α-β band as an
individual feature and proposed a veriﬁcation method based on similarities of the features.
In addition, we divided the α-β band into four or six partitions and fused sub-scores from
the partitions. As a result of experiments using 23 subjects, we obtained the EER of about
20 %.
There are many problems left to conclude that the brain wave is applicable to the driver
authentication. There might be some difference between the brain waves using the simpliﬁed driving simulator and those in practical driving. The veriﬁcation performance is
not high enough; therefore, it is needed to adopt more powerful veriﬁcation method such
as the support vector machine (SVM). Of course, the number of subjects for experiments
is quite small. Not only to increase the number of subjects but also to consider their age
and occupation composition will be necessary when the applicability of brain waves to the
driver authentication is conﬁrmed on some level.
In the future, we are planning to develop an on-demand authentication system using the
brain wave. It will be possible to evaluate performance of not only veriﬁcation but also
usability.
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Abstract:. The detection of singular points (core and delta), accurately and
reliably, is very important for classification and matching of fingerprints.This
paper presents a new approach for core point detection based on Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) operation. Firstly, SIFT points are extracted, then
reliability and ridge frequency criteria are applied to reduce the candidate point
required to make a decision on the core point. Finally a suitable mask is applied to
detect an accurate core point. Experiments on FVC2002 and FVC2004 database
show that our approach locates a unique reference point with high accuracy.Results
have been compared with existing methods in terms of accuracy of core point
detection. To make the algorithm reliable, a simple point based matching has been
implemented.

Keywords: Biometrics; Fingerprint; Corepoint; SIFT.

1. Introduction
Biometric recognition refers to the use of distinctive physiological and behavioral
characteristics, called biometric identifiers for the authentication of individuals [Ma03].
Fingerprint recognition has been widely used in both forensic and civilian applications.
Compared with other biometrics features, fingerprint-based biometrics is the most
proven technique. Fingerprints are the oldest and most widely used biometric trait
because of their universality and distinctiveness. With the increase in the number of
commercial systems based on fingerprints, new features and algorithms are being
developed.
A pattern of valleys and ridges constitute the fingerprint image. Analyzing this pattern at
different levels reveals different types of global and local features. The important
singularities are core and delta which are global features. While the core is usually
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defined as a point on the inner most ridge, the delta is known as the center point where
three different flows meet. The core and delta points are land mark points whose
locations are consistent across different impressions of the same user. Therefore, their
positions can be used as reference to align the prints. The singular points provide
important information used for the fingerprint alignment, matching and classification.
Consistent extraction of these features is crucial for fingerprint recognition. The region
around a core point is one that contains maximum unique information in a fingerprint,
thus adding to its importance.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a review of previous work done on
core point detection in fingerprints. The prop osed core point detection based on SIFT
features is discussed in Section 3. Experimental results and analysis are described in
Section 4. Section 5 gives conclusions and future scope.

2. Literature Review
Many approaches have been investigated for accurately determining the location of
singular points. A practical method based on Poincare index is proposed by Kawagoe
and Tojo [KT84]. This depends upon the observation that singularities are termed as
loop, whorl and delta corresponding to the core point index value of 180°, 360° and 180° respectively. Another Poincare method for locating singular point is proposed by
Bazen and Gerez [BG02]. But in noisy and low quality images, Poincare method detects
false singularities. Karu and Jain [JK96] iteratively smooth the ridge orientation through
averaging until a valid number of singularities is detected by Poincare index.
A majority of the existing techniques try to locate the core point by making use of the
ridge orientation of a fingerprint. Srinivasan and Murthy [MS92] have used local
histogram of the orientation image to extract the singularities, their method is able to
discriminate between the loop and delta singularities. Koo and Kot [KK01] employ a
multi resolution approach to determine the singularities with single pixel accuracy.
Nilson and Bigun [BN03] approach is based on complex filtering. Singular points are
extracted from the complex ridge orientation field estimated from the global structure of
a fingerprint. Complex filters, applied to the orientation field in multiple resolution
scales, are used to detect the symmetry and the type of symmetry. The direction of
curvature is used for the coarse core point detection and GR(geometry of region)
technique is used for the fine detection using candidate a nalysis with an extended
relational graph in Ohtusuka et al. [Oh08]. Both the local and global features of the ridge
orientation field are extracted to achieve reliable extraction of core and delta. Zhou et al.
[CGZ09] have proposed the Difference of Orientation values along a Circle (DORIC)
feature to remove the spurious singular point after the initial detection using the Poincare
index. An optimal combination of singular points is used to minimize the difference
between the original orientation field and the model based orientation field reconstructed
using the singular points. Khalil et al. [Kh10] have developed an algorithm for the
singular point detection based on the fingerprint orientation field . A two stage algorithm
for core point detection in fingerprint images is presented by Tejas et al. [DJS09] in
which the first stage determines the presence of a core point based on ridge component
identification followed by the unwanted component elimination and core segment
detection. A method to detect the exact(single) point from the approximate core and
delta region using the fuzzy reasoning is proposed by Kundu et al. [KKM11].
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3. Proposed Method
3.1. Preprocessing
The fingerprint image can be electronically scanned with ranges of resolution. However,
the generally accepted one is that of 500 dpi. The quality of the acquired images may
vary in the location and the clarity of the image itself. The uncertainty due to the first
factor can be remedied by fixing the finger position while scanning the fingers. In the
second case, the image quality is highly dependent on the finger condition. The
enhancement process, therefore, tries to level-up the image condition to the state where it
can be processed with high degree of success. The discontinuous ridge and abrup t ends
in ridges, the noise due scars is corrected using adaptive interpolation and extrapolation 1
from Peter Kovesi’s Matlab functions [4]. They mention several attributes to each set of
points like frequency in neighborhood, reliability for interpolation etc.[4] Enhancement
also includes
Short Time Fourier Analysis 2 is performed as in [CG05]. The
enhancement process removes ridge discontinuities that would otherwise interfere in the
accurate location of the singular points and recreates the distorted ridges.
3.2.

Scale Invariant Feature Transform

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) was originally developed for the general
purpose object recognition. SIFT detects stable feature points in an image and performs
matching based on the descriptor representing each feature point. The features are
selected to be invariant to scale and rotation, and they provide robust matching across a
substantial range of affine distortion, addition of noise and partial change in the lighting
[Lo99]. The steps in the generation of SIFT features are discussed by D.G. Lowe in
[Lo99].
3.3. SIFT point extraction
Scale space is constructed with three samples per scale as per [Lo99]. The size of the
Gaussian filter is taken as 3(sig for finding the Difference-of-Gaussian images.
Threshold for the Difference of the Gaussian is to 0.005 to minimize the detections on
the background of the fingerprint. We get an absolute value of two Difference-ofGaussian images. For finding the local maxima and minima each sample point is
compared with its eight neighbors in the current image and nine neighbors in the scale
above and below the blurred Gaussian images. This step extracts SIFT feature points as
shown in Fig.2(b) .
3.4. Keypoint localization

1

Refer to testfin.m in the library of functions. The parameters used for freq1(frequency of ridges ) and
reliability(reliability of interpolation ) and orientim(Orientation image).
2
ST FT is directly applied to the raw image before any kind of processing. http://www.cubs.buffalo.edu
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In the image shown in Fig.2(a), some new ridges having the shape of the closed loop
similar to a core point are formed. Based on the reliability and frequency of ridges, a
threshold is used to remove noisy and spurious keypoints. The keypoints which have
reliability [3] greater than 0.4 and ridge frequency greater than 0.5 are selected.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2.(a) Original Image (b) SIFT points extracted (c) Ridge enhanced image (d)
Reliability Image (e) Ridge Frequency Image (f) Reduced SIFT points
In Fig.2(d) it can be seen that reliability in the upper region is low (blackish region),
while at the centre it is quite high. Fig.2(e) shows that the background frequency is
zero, therefore threshold for frequency is set to 0.5. After this step the number of
keypoints is reduced as shown in Fig 2(f). We can clearly see that the ridges
extrapolated over a white background have a much lower reliability as compared to
minute discontinuities that exist in the center.
3.5. Orientation assignment
The least square estimation method is used here to compute the orientation image as
in [Ja00]. The steps for calculating the orientation at pixel (i,j) are as follows:
1. Divide the input fingerprint image into non-overlapping blocks of size W x W.
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2. For each pixel in the block, compute ∂x(i,j) and ∂y(i,j) which are gradient
magnitudes in the x and y direction respectively.
3. Estimate the local orientation at pixel(i,j) using
(5)
(6)
(7)
Where
pixel(i,j).

is the least square estimate of local orientation at the block centered at

4. Smooth the orientation field in a local neighborhood using a Gaussian filter. The
orientation image is firstly converted into a continuous vector,defined as:
(8)
(9)
Where

and

are the x and y components of the vector field respectively.

5. Perform the Gaussian smoothing as follows:
(10)
(11)
Where G is a Gaussian low pass filter of size

x

.

6. The final smoothed orientation image field O at pixel (i,j) is defined as:
(12)

3.6. Core Point Localization
The sine component of the orientation image

is
(13)

The sine component of the orientation field is multiplied by a semicircular region
consisting of segments RI and RII as shown in Fig.3(a), at every SIFT point
calculated above with (i,j) denoting the SIFT point. Region I consists of 1 and
Region II consists of -1 [Ja00]. Matrix of dimension to the effect is built by
declaring the remaining points zero. Empirically using random test images , a matrix
of size 15x15 was found most suitable for locating the core point. All of the
elements obtained after the filter operation are summed. The maximum value
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obtained after all these operations is taken as the reference p oint. Fig. 3(b) shows
reference point located in the fingerprint image.
Equation for Region RI:

{x2 + y 2 – r2 < 0, y >= 0, x2 – y 2 > 0}

Equation for Region RII: {x2 + y 2 – r2 < 0, y >= 0, x2 – y 2 < 0}

Fig.3 (a) Semicircular Filter (b) Core point located in Fingerprint image
3.7. Cropping
After locating the reference point, the region of interest (ROI) around the reference
point is cropped. The reason for cropping is that test fingerprints will always be
good, hence only one iteration of the fingerprint algorithm will suffice, but in a
comparison based solution, a cropped image will be eliminate the backgrouund
noise , leading to detection of corepoints within 10 pixel distance. If we use a fixed
window size to extract ROI, then the fingerprint images having core points at the
edges will include the background region which does not carry any useful
information, as shown in Fig 4.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. (a and b) Original image (c and d) Cropped image
To overcome this problem the window size for cropping is varied according to the
extent of the background .This is done using the SIFT points extracted earlier. To
set the boundary of the window we find the maximum and minium of the x and y
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co-ordinates of the SIFT points. Different conditions are set to deal with all
possible cases so that the core point is included in the region of interest and the
background area is minimized. Cropped images are shown in Fig.4(c and d).

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
The benchmark databases , FVC2002 and FVC2004, are used for the state-of-the-art
algorithm in fingerprint recognition, where the finger impressions are acquired using
capacitive and optical sensors. Both the databases contain images of 100 different
persons with 8 impressions per finger. The images in FVC2002DB1A are captured with
an optical sensor at 500dpi and each image is 388x374 pixels wide. The images in
FVC2004 DB1A, DB2A captured with optical sensor at 500 dpi are 640x480 and
328x364 pixels wide respectively. The images in FVC2004 DB3A are captured using
thermal sweeping sensor at 512 dpi and are 300x480 pixels wide. The images in
FVC2004DB4A, obtained by synthetic generator, are 288x384 pixels wide at about
500dpi.
The typical image in FVC2002 for which core point has been accurately detected are
shown in Fig.5(a and b) and the failure cases where the core point has not been detected
are shown in Fig.5(c and d) The algorithm is tested on 773 image s from
FVC2002DB1A, discarding 27 images as in these images shown in Fig. 5(e and f),the
core point does not exist or the quality of the fingerprint is poor or the singularity is
missing as in the case of plain arch.Fig.5(g and h) show the core point detec ted in the
tented arch images. The proposed method is able to find the core points and checked for
their validity with an accuracy of 99.47% as in Table 1.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)
Fig.5. FVC2002 (a and b) Correct Corepoint Detection (c and d) Failure Cases
(e and f) Rejected images (g and h) Tented Arch Images

The images of FVC2004 DB4A shown in Fig.6 (a, b) have their core points correctly
located and the failure cases are shown in Fig.6 (c, d). The total number of images
tested is 742 out of 800 so, 58 images were rejected as shown in Fig.6 (e, f).The
algorithm is able to detect core point with an accuracy of 99.46%. The core points
detected in the tented arch images are shown in Fig.6 (g) but the plain arch type images
have no core points as observed by Maio etal. (2003) as shown in Fig.6 (h).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(h)

(g)

Fig.6. FVC2004 (a and b) Correct Corepoint Detection (c and d) Failure Cases
(e and f) Rejected images (g and h) Tented Arch and Plain Arch
The results of the core point detection algorithm are shown in Table 1, with and without
the arch images of database FVC2002 DB1A and FVC2004. Optimal core point
detection method in [CJ07] gives an accuracy of 93% on FVC2002.
The success rate of detection of core point on FVC2002 DB1A is 87% by Poincare
index method, 78.6% by the extended relational graph method and 91.7% by the
singular candidate method [Oh08].The proposed method yields an accuracy of 99.47%
on FVC2002DB1A which is higher than that of the existing methods.
FVC2004 database is a very difficult benchmark with many intra-class variations
accompanied by large scale distortion, which is a well known problem among
fingerprints as discussed in [LN07].The accuracy obtained on the corepoint detection in
both FVC2002 DB1A and FVC2004 databases is tabulated in Table 1.
Table1.Core point detection accuracy
FVC2002 DB1A

Whole Database

With arch

Without arch

Accuracy
FVC2004 DB1A

768/800=96%
Whole Database

768/780=98.46%
With arch

760/764=99.47%
Without arch

Total images
Discarded
Images considered
Failure Cases
Successful Core detection

Total images
Discarded
Images considered

800
768

800
-
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800
20
780
12
768

800
13
787

800
20+16arch=36
764
4
760

800
13+40arch=53
747

Failure Cases
Successful Core Detection

762

25
762

10
737

Accuracy
FVC2004 DB2A

762/800=95.25%
Whole Database

762/787=96.9%
With arch

737/747=98.6%
Without arch

Accuracy
FVC2004 DB3A

731/800=91.375%
Whole Database

731/782=93.48%
With arch

729/742=98.25%
Without arch

Accuracy
FVC2004 DB4A

716/800=89.5%
Whole Database

716/771=92.9%
With arch

689/729=94.5%
Without arch

Accuracy

738/800=92.25%

738/784=94.1%

738/742=99.46%

Total images
Discarded
Images considered
Failure Cases
Successful Core Detection

Total images
Discarded
Images considered
Failure Cases
Successful Core Detection

Total images
Discarded
Images considered
Failure Cases
Successful Core Detection

800
731

800
716

800
738

800
18
782
51
731

800
29
771
55
716

800
16
784
46
738

800
18+40arch=58
742
13
729

800
29+42arch=71
729
40
689

800
16+42arch=58
742
4
738

5. Conclusion and Future Scope
This paper develops an efficient algorithm to consistently locate a core point on the
fingerprints in the wake of several problems. The proposed method uses SIFT points
detected on the fingerprint image as the possible candidates for the determination of
core point. SIFT method eliminates the noisy and spurious points , thus minimizing the
possibility of false core point detection. It has been observed that even in the extreme
case of core points located at the edges of the fingerprints the proposed method is able
to detect the core point. Presently, work is around for extracting other types of features
for efficient authentication because the conventional minutiae pose a lot of problems.
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Abstract: Biometric Identification Systems capture biometric data i.e. face,
fingerprint, iris, etc. images and store them in the database to form a Gallery.
During an identification search, incoming biometric probe data is matched against
all the images in the Gallery. A decision threshold is applied to these matches to
obtain the potential match(es) in the Gallery for a particular probe. Typically the
above approach works very well if the gallery size is up to few thousands.
However, performance degrades rapidly when the gallery size grows to few
hundred thousands or millions of biometric records. We present an approach to
drastically reduce the performance degradation without degrading the accuracy of
the overall system.

1 Introduction
Biometric Identification Systems are gaining popularity in variety of business
applications, such as, in Banking, Healthcare, and Defense. The market for biometric
applications is growing worldwide, and specifically in emerging economies, such as
India [Ref: Aadhaar], where scalability is a huge challenge. As a result, there is a
fundamental need for a underlying platform that can enable biometric searches over a
very large database in real time without compromising accuracy. Furthermore, the
platform much be inexpensive in order for the solution to be economically viable.
To improve the performance, we first identified the possible reasons for the poor
performance in case of large gallery sizes in a biometric authentication system. Then as a
next step we proposed an algorithm called Indexed Search Strategy to improve on the
performance factors while also analyzing the accuracy impact due to the same to select
the optimum values.
We performed experiments on a dataset comprising of 1894 identities. Each identity
comprised of probe-record pair. Each probe/record contained the left and right Iris of the
subject.
°

Author was part of organization during preparation of this paper.
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2 Background
There are various approaches to store biometric data during enrolment process. Some of
the approaches are outlined below:
Approach 1 – Storing Biometric Images: Initial approach suggests storing the captured
biometric images in the gallery (Figure 1). During the matching process, the incoming
probe image and the image selected for matching undergo a template extraction phase as
the captured images are not suitable, as is, for biometric matching. Once the templates
are extracted out of these two images, a matching is performed among these two
templates.
The above approach has certain disadvantages as mentioned below:
!
!

Storing images as is in the memory is an expensive process both in terms of storage
and performance
Before actual matching, the image should be converted into template which adds
additional delay in the whole process. In this case, it is tough to achieve real-time
performance unless the matching algorithm is very high performing in terms of
extraction and matching timings.

Approach 2 – Storing Biometric Templates: Another approach (Figure 2) suggests
storing the templates extracted from the captured biometric images in the database to
form the Gallery. During the matching process, only the incoming probe image
undergoes a template extraction phase and is then matched against the templates stored
in the Gallery.
This approach overcomes the disadvantages of the previous approach. The size of a
biometric template is much smaller than the actual image therefore storage is not as
expensive as in the previous approach. Also, the delay due to template extraction in the
matching process is eliminated as storing templates allows us to match them directly[1].
However, the above approach also has a major disadvantage as mentioned below:
!

Due to the template storage, we have a limitation regarding vendor lock-in as the
templates generated by a particular vendor algorithm is unique therefore for
matching process you need the same vendor algorithm by which the template was
extracted. This can be a serious limitation in some cases as the vendor algorithm
may be available at the time of template extraction but may not be available when
the actual matching happens.

Approach 3 – Storing Biometric Images and Templates together: To overcome the
drawbacks of the above two approaches, the current approach (Figure 3) combines the
two, and stores both the biometric images as well as their templates in the database. The
downside of this approach is larger storage requirement but it is viable to use this
approach if we look into the benefits mentioned below:
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!
!
!
!

Stored templates can be used for matching when the probe template is from the
same vendor algorithm. Matching the templates saves time for extraction on the fly.
Multiple stored templates can be used for pre-filtering, cascaded matching, parallel
matching, etc.
In the case when the probe template is not from the same vendor algorithm as the
templates in the database, the template can be extracted on the fly to perform
matching. Also, the template can be enrolled at the same time for future matches.
Every time a new vendor algorithm is introduced, the templates for the images in the
gallery can be added to their individual template profiles. This will help in future
matching process for those samples.

3 Problem foundation
Regardless of the approach, performance becomes an issue when the gallery size
increases. All these approaches work fine in terms of response time to find a match if the
gallery consists of thousands or few hundred thousand records. But as the gallery size
grows to a million or more, the search time grows dramatically. In this case, achieving a
real-time biometric identification search becomes impossible due to the following
reasons:
!

Extracting a template for each image in the gallery is very time consuming, and it
becomes even worse with the increasing size of the gallery[2].

!

Matching a probe template against the stored templates in the gallery becomes time
consuming, especially with a large gallery size, because the matching is done in a
sequential manner where the probe template is first compared against the first stored
template in the gallery followed by comparing it against the next stored template and
so on until last stored template is matched., Identification search yields a list of
identities that are considered to be similar to probe on basis of their match score.[2].

Because of the above reasons, the existing techniques for biometric authentication scale
linearly with the number of entries in the biometric gallery. That is, the time to identify an
individual based on his/her biometrics doubles/triples if the number of entries in the
gallery doubles/triples.
Given N identities in a database, It is well-known that linear search algorithms are O(N).
Consequently, the question arises, why aren’t fast search algorithms that are O(logN) used
for biometric search.
The answer is, fast search algorithms require the search database to be sorted in ascending
or descending order, and it is not clear how one can sort “fingerprints” or “retina scans” or
“facial images”.

4 Our solution: Indexed Search Strategy
Our solution is based on a technique that converts biometrics into “meaningful” numbers
that can be sorted and arranged in ascending or descending order so that a fast search
algorithm can be used for the matching.
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In order to perform fast search, index profiles needs to be created by identifying a suitable
reference image set and then obtaining a match score by comparing each record in the
gallery with reference image set.
4.1 Identifying a Reference Image Set and Matching Algorithm
Selecting a suitable reference image set to create an index profile is very important as the
choice has a huge impact on the system’s overall accuracy and performance. Therefore,
selection of a reference image set should be based on the following criteria:
!

Quality of the reference images

!

Manual Inspection of the reference images

!

Threshold value range for the reference images

We selected Iris for our analysis and experimentation since it is one of the most accurate
modality in terms of biometric matching. A reference image set in our case consists of a
Left Iris and Right Iris image. The SDK[3] used by us for the Iris image extraction and
matching provided us six different quality metrics to be used for individual analysis of the
images.
Quality

Range

Min.

Max.

Focus

0-100

0

40

Saturation

0-100

0

75

Signal to Noise Ratio(SNR)

0-100

45

100

Average Grey Level

0-250

80

200

Contrast

0-250

30

85

Occlusion

0-100

0

40

Table 1: Acceptable range of quality metrics provided by the SDK

An image whose quality metric values lie within the minimum and maximum range of
each quality metric may be considered as a good reference image.
Meeting the quality metrics criteria alone doesn’t guarantee the eligibility of an image to
be a reference image. We found some cases where the quality metrics of an image met
the acceptance criteria, but the image did not qualify to be a reference image. Let us
explain a specific case to drive the point home. Consider the following image with the
corresponding quality metrics:
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Quality Metric

Value

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

97

Contrast

32

Grey Level

132

Occlusion

0

Saturation

6

Focus

0

Figure 1: Partially-Captured Image and corresponding quality metrics

Note that all the quality metric values of the image are all within the desirable range;
however the image (shown below) is partially captured, and as a result, it is unsuitable to
be considered as a reference image. Other cases similar to the above can result from
images with cuts, shadows and other impairments. Hence an image needs to be inspected
manually before it is considered as a part of reference image set.
The matching algorithm also plays an important role in determining the overall
performance of the system referred to as Index Search Strategy (ISS). An analysis
performed in the context of a good-quality reference image explains the issue next:

Figure 2: Good-Quality Reference Image and Normal distribution of match scores

The above image when considered as a reference image and matched with all the images
in dataset gives the matching scores plotted in the Normal Distribution Curve. The x-axis
corresponds to the match scores while the y-axis corresponds to the density of the match
scores at specific values.
It is clear from the above graph that the maximum density corresponds to the match
score of 0.6 approximately whereas the total range of match scores varies from 0.28 to
0.82. The scores between the range 0.28 to 0.4 and 0.8 to 0.82 are the outliers which are
very small in number as their density is nearly zero. It can be stated that the wider the
range of scores the matching algorithm provides for the non-matches, the more will be
the benefit obtained out of index search strategy.
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Another factor which is important to be considered is that a particular reference image
that is suitable for a particular type of dataset may or may not be suitable for another
type of dataset. In other words, two different datasets belonging to two different regions
or races of people may have two different images as the appropriate reference images for
the corresponding groups.
4.2 Index Profile Creation
The creation of index profile is explained below:
Assumption: There exists an algorithm A which given two images IR(Reference Image)
and IS(Sample Image) can provide a match score MRS between them on a scale of [0,1].
Given: A set of N images Ii where i = 1 to N
For each image in a reference image set repeat following steps to create an index:
Step-1: Pick a Reference Image IR
Step-2: For i = 1 to N
Compute MR,i (Match Score of Ii with respect to Reference IR)
Step-3: Sort the Images in Descending order based on the similarity score MR,i
Step-4: Store in a database table, the sorted list of scores along with the unique
IDs of the corresponding images in the gallery. This unique ID is generated for
every image in the gallery in order to link it with its unique match scores stored
in the database table.
This sorted list of match scores with respect to a specified reference image is referred to
as the index profile of the gallery.
4.3 Performing Fast Search using ISS
Main aim of the indexed search strategy is to reduce the final search space in order to
improve the performance of the system by reducing search time. Following are the high
level steps to perform fast search using ISS.
1.

2.

Repeat following steps for each biometric image in the incoming probe
a.

Obtain a match score by comparing each image in the incoming probe with
corresponding reference image and do a fast search (such as, binary search)
to find the closest index in the gallery.

b.

Select additional entries from the gallery (other than the one corresponding
to the closest index) based on a pre-defined threshold value, and discard the
rest. The selected records are referred to as candidate list and threshold
value is referred as Indexing threshold.

Above step will yield a candidate list corresponding to each biometric image in the
probe. In order to obtain a single candidate list we need to fuse these multiple
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candidate lists. One such fusing scheme is to use intersection of each candidate list to
obtain the final candidate list. Intersection eradicates the records that are not present
in both lists thus helping in further reducing the search space.
3.

Perform actual biometric match of the probe with those in the candidate list.

5 Performance Benefits
In a traditional approach, an incoming probe is matched against each image in the
gallery during an identification search. As a result when gallery size increases,
performance of the system degrades linearly given the same hardware.
In contrast, when using ISS, the subset of the gallery that needs to be matched with an
incoming probe for identification/de-duplication purposes depends on the incoming
probe’s quality and the list of match scores in the Index Profile table.. In fact, the ISS
approach provides a huge performance gain over the traditional approach.
Filtering of the gallery for each identification search depends on the following factors:
!

Probe image’s match score with respect to reference image: This refers to the
point where the score of the probe image lies on the normal distribution curve
corresponding to the reference image. If this point lies in the less densely populated
area, benefits will be more, because the number of potentially similar images will be
less and the comparison will be done against a smaller set of images.

!

Probe image’s quality score: This score will decide the threshold window that can
be used to filter the gallery. If this is high, the threshold window will be smaller
resulting in improved performance as the comparison will be done against a smaller
set of images. This ability to choose threshold window dynamically helps in
maintaining higher accuracy of the system.

!

Threshold Window: This value help obtain the final subset of the gallery to be used
for 1:1 comparison with the probe. Smaller the range, more efficient is the process
of comparison.

The benefits of using ISS over the traditional search approach are explained below with
an example:
Images in the gallery = 3788
Threshold: 0.089121
Threshold Window: (0.089121 X 2) = 0.178242
When using Traditional approach, the images that need to be matched = 3788
When using ISS, number of images in gallery that will be used for actual 1:1 match will
vary. For simplicity let’s assume that the quality of probes is high and the threshold
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window is fixed. Following are some results for different probes having different match
scores when matched with the reference image.
Approach

Indexing
Threshold

Match
Score

Filtered Gallery
(out of total
3788 images)

% of Gallery used
for Comparison

Traditional

-

-

3788

100%

ISS

0.178242

0.4

49

1.3%

0.5

1185

31.7%

0.6

3390

89.5%

0.7

1998

52.7%

0.8

109

2.8%

Table 2: Performance Gain with ISS over Traditional approach

The tables above show that the number of images used for actual comparison is always
reduced when using ISS, and there are cases where the number of images used for
comparison against the probe image is reduced by a factor of 100. Thus performance
using ISS is always better compared to using traditional approach.
It can be deduced from the above analysis that the smaller is the amplitude of the
distribution curve, the higher is the benefit of ISS. Also, an ideal SDK should provide a
larger span of values between 0 and 1 to have a better distribution resulting in more
benefit due to ISS.
In following sections we present the results obtained by running the tests related to
Performance and Accuracy impact of ISS on the overall system.
5.1 Accuracy Metrics
The performance of any biometrics system is gauged by various statistics. The two most
important accuracy metrics for any identification system are:
False Positive Identification Rate (FPIR): It is defined as fraction of identification
transactions that were not enrolled in the system but were falsely identified by biometric
system[5]. It can be represented using following equation 1:
(1)
Where

is number of falsely identified transactions.
is total number of identification transaction.
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False Negative Identification Rate (FNIR): It is defined as fraction of identification
transactions enrolled in the system but not identified by the biometric system [5]. It can be
represented using following equation 2:
(2)
Where

is number of enrolled identification transactions that were not identified.
is total number of identification transactions.

Our proposed approach basically tries to reduce the final search space and only pass the
portion of whole gallery for actual matching. This will not affect FPIR, however it can
contribute to FNIR. Hence it is sufficient to monitor only FNIR as accuracy metric
during our performance evaluation.
5.2 Performance Gain Metrics
As already mentioned in the above sections, performance improvement of the system
due to Indexed Search Strategy comes from the number of records filtered for each
individual search. As we know for a linear search we have to match the probe with all
the records in the gallery for a complete identification process. Whereas, using ISS we
filter out majority of records before the actual matching is done in an identification
search. Also, the number of filtered records depends on the threshold value and the index
value of the particular probe.
To identify
number of probes in gallery of Size
can be calculated using equation 3:

number of 1:1 match attempts
(3)

In our proposed approach 1:1 match attempts can be calculated using equation 4:
(4)
Where

is 1:1 match attempts in our approach
is Candidate List
is number of sub modalities

Number of Candidate List depends upon Indexing Threshold and the Index Score .
Candidate List can be obtained using equation 5:
(5)

Where

is index entry for left iris
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is index entry for right iris
Performance gain of the proposed approach compared to traditional approach can be
calculated using equation 6:
(6)
5.3 Experiment Results
In order to carry out our experiments we performed analysis on test dataset comprising
of 7972 iris images (Both left and right Irises). Out of which, 289 images were discarded
as they failed during template extraction phase. Remaining images were then subjected
to quality assessment and low quality images were further discarded. Finally we were
left with 7576 images (1894 unique identities). For each identity, data was captured in
two sessions. Data captured from one session was stored in database as a record while
the other session data was used as a probe. A separate database table comprising of 1894
true match pairs was prepared to store the association of probe and record belonging to
same identity.
We evaluated performance of Indexed Search strategy by comparing False Negative
Identification Rate at various indexing thresholds. We also attempted to study the impact
of reference images quality on the overall system performance and accuracy.
As discussed in previous sections we identified two sets of reference images. Each set
contained a reference image for left and right iris. Before performing actual tests we
created indices with help of match score obtained by comparing each record in database
with respective reference image. In total we prepared four indices (left iris and right iris
indices for each reference set). Quality assessment results of these two reference sets are
shown in Table 3 and 4:
Moda
lity

SubModali
ty

Quality Metrics
SNR

Contr
ast

Occlus
ion

Grey
Level

Foc
us

Satura
tion

Iris

Left

57

40

0

137

20

6

Iris

Right

54

45

0

140

15

4

Table 3: Reference Image Set 1
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Left

71

43

0

136

30

6

Quality Metrics
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Iris

Right

70

51

0

138

35

3

Table 4: Reference Image Set 2

We performed multiple experiments by varying indexing threshold from 0.005 to 0.195
and using reference image sets mentioned above. The results w.r.t FNIR(%) and
performance gain are shown in table 5:
Indexing
Threshold

Reference Image Set-1

Reference Image Set-2

FNIR (%)

Performance
Gain (%)

FNIR (%)

Performance
Gain (%)

0.005
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
0.03
0.035
0.04
0.045
0.05
0.055
0.06
0.065
0.07
0.075
0.08
0.085
0.09
0.095
0.1
0.105
0.11
0.115
0.12
0.125
0.13
0.135
0.14
0.145
0.15
0.155
0.16
0.165
0.17
0.175
0.18
0.185
0.19
0.195

87.46065058
74.92130115
63.79853095
53.83001049
44.64847849
36.83105981
30.79748164
24.55403987
19.62224554
15.11017838
11.90975866
9.233997901
7.555089192
5.823714586
4.354669465
3.620146905
2.885624344
2.203567681
1.678908709
1.259181532
0.944386149
0.682056663
0.524658972
0.419727177
0.314795383
0.262329486
0.157397692
0.104931794
0.104931794
0.104931794
0.104931794
0.104931794
0.052465897
0.052465897
0.052465897
0.052465897
0.052465897
0.052465897
0

94.23081581
88.48728652
82.81997866
77.23269093
71.77345743
66.45045359
61.30730922
56.34936452
51.6278742
47.0961805
42.81035533
38.7810515
34.99973574
31.47009664
28.19012474
25.15048849
22.38080662
19.84119294
17.52168278
15.42491871
13.52637444
11.83967567
10.30773203
8.97012692
7.772660258
6.715882578
5.785782788
4.978864997
4.277622221
3.660253312
3.127941916
2.676146129
2.283422648
1.945669994
1.660135497
1.420845863
1.213156883
1.037178667
0.890956817

86.9884575
73.76705142
61.85729276
52.25603358
43.12696747
35.2570829
28.80377754
22.66526758
18.04826863
13.64113326
10.38824764
7.869884575
5.403987408
3.934942288
2.938090241
2.151101784
1.416579224
1.154249738
0.786988458
0.472193075
0.36726128
0.314795383
0.157397692
0.157397692
0.104931794
0.104931794
0.104931794
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

94.25429609
88.54679925
82.90522886
77.30660013
71.87024132
66.57501192
61.44419952
56.49723797
51.76575546
47.22073884
42.9383545
38.89107573
35.08559153
31.52746229
28.2262673
25.17052793
22.35102273
19.77336714
17.42371525
15.28805594
13.36528817
11.6354
10.08168274
8.69940179
7.485694372
6.406537482
5.45265462
4.627761892
3.912150177
3.288202385
2.756358944
2.305333904
1.918170818
1.588676175
1.307683584
1.072550481
0.873119513
0.71206077
0.573216077

Table 5: Performance Results for two different Reference datasets
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After analyzing the above tables we found that results obtained by using reference Image
set 2 are much better than those obtained by using reference image set 1. We can achieve
performance gain of 25%-30% at FNIR of 2%-4% (acceptable in most of the biometric
systems) by using reference image set 2. In case of applications where accuracy is of
higher importance, performance gain of 5% can be achieved at 0% FNIR.
As seen from Tables 3 and 4, the overall quality of reference image set 2 is higher than
that of reference image set 1. Specifically, the values of Focus and Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) are much better in reference image set 2 compared to reference image set 1. The
results shown in Table 8 combined with the fact that the quality of reference image set 2
is better than quality of reference image set 1 helps us deduce that quality of reference
image plays a major role in overall performance of the system. Better the quality of
reference image set, higher will be the performance gain without compromising the
accuracy of the system.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the concept, implementation and experimental results of
Indexed Search Strategy (ISS), and explained the criteria needed to be fulfilled by such
system to derive the desired benefits. We performed several tests to identify a suitable
reference image, and ran a set of tests to analyze the impact of threshold value and the
quality of reference image set on performance improvements and accuracy.
Based on the tests performed, we observe that with a proper choice of reference image
set, 25 to 30% performance gain can be achieved with FNIR of 2-4%. This translates to
25-30% reduction of the system’s HW footprint for the same level of performance. For
future work, this proposed approach can be further extended to other modalities.
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Abstract: An orientation-based face recognition method is proposed and applied
to near infrared images in this paper. Two algorithms, FPW (face pattern word)
and FPB (face pattern byte), are derived from the orientation-based method. The
FPW (or FPB) algorithm actually extracts the orientational information using a set
of Gabor wavelet transforms, and uses Hamming distance (HD) for face
identification. The bit code of orientations are optimized with respect to HD and
put into a 32-bit word (FPW) or 8-bit byte (FPB). The performance is evaluated by
face recognition rate and compared with three classical algorithms, PCA, LDA and
EBGM (elastic bunch graph matching). Our experiments are conducted with a
ASUNIR face database that currently consists of near infrared (NIR) images from
79 subjects. The experimental results show that the FPW algorithm achieves
98.43% of recognition rate; while the results of PCA, LDA and EBGM are
74.68%, 94.94% and 96.20%, respectively.

1 Introduction
Face recognition is a suitable technique for human identification and security
applications especially at highly-populated sites (e.g., airports, borders). Face images can
be acquired at a distance with less subject collaboration. On the other hand, fingerprint
recognition and iris recognition requires closely contact to the imaging devices and much
more collaborations from subjects. In the past two decades, visible face recognition has
been sufficiently investigated. Some well known face recognition methods are Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [MP01], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [LPV03],
Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) [Wi97], and Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
[BA10], [Xi10]. However, the performance of visible face recognition dramatically
reduces down with poor illumination [SS02], [Be06]. The poor performance caused by
illumination can be improved by using infrared or multispectral face images [GBM10].
The face recognition approaches using thermal (long wave infrared, LWIR) images or
the fusion of thermal and visible images can improve the recognition performance. There
is no illumination (lighting) requirement in thermal face imaging. Buddharaju et al.
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[Bu07] proposed to localize the superficial vessel network using thermal images, and
then to extract the branching points (referred to as thermal minutia points) from the
vascular network as features for face recognition. Similar work was reported by
Akhloufi and Bendada [Ak08], where the blood vessels were used as a thermal faceprint.
Bebis et al. [Be06] suggested two fusion schemes for eigenface recognition, i.e., pixelbased and feature-based fusion of visible and thermal imagery. Arandjelovic et al.
[AHC06] proposed a decision level fusion of visual and thermal images. Both
experimental results [Be06], [AHC06] showed the improvement of using fusion, and
meanwhile revealed a performance decrease when eyeglasses were present. Kong et al.
[Ko05] concluded that thermal face recognition is especially useful for identifying faces
under uncontrolled illumination conditions or for detecting disguises. Selinger et al.
[SS01] claimed that thermal face imagery is superior to comparable visible imagery.
Near-infrared face recognition is another solution to improve the recognition
performance although it requires proper illumination (lighting) condition. Zhao and
Grigat [ZG05] proposed an automatic near infrared face recognition system with 12 IRLEDs for illumination. The eyes were detected and then used for face detection. The
DCT (discrete Cosine transform) and SVM (support vector machine) were employed for
facial feature extraction and classification, respectively. The system performance
depended on the accuracy of eyes detection, and a high recognition rate (96.15%) was
achieved with manual eye localization. Li et al. [Li07] proposed an near infrared face
recognition system equipped with 18 NIR LEDs and claimed their recognition process
was illumination invariant. LBP features were extracted from NIR images, and LDA and
AdaBoost were used as classifiers, respectively. They also proposed a solution for face
and eye detection that could deal with the variations of illumination conditions and the
eyeglasses conditions. Their methods were compared with other literature methods such
as PCA and LDA. They found that LBP features plus AdaBoost classifier gave the
highest verification rate (91.8%).
Multispectral face recognition or score fusion can further increase the system
performance. Chang et al. [Ch08] demonstrated the image quality enhancement of fusing
multispectral face images (e.g., visible and thermal) but did not report any recognition
performance. Bendada et al. [BA10] compared several face recognition algorithms
(PCA, LDA, etc.) by extracting the local binary pattern (LBP) and the local ternary
pattern (LTP) from four-band face images (i.e., Visible, SWIR, MWIR, LWIR), and
found that LDA algorithm performed the best on the Visible dataset (92%). No fusion
results were presented in their work. In addition, the score-level fusion of multispectral
face scores is an efficient approach due to the process of low dimensional data. A few of
work were reported in score-level fusion for face recognition [Na08], [Zh11]. It is lack
of comprehensive study and comparison in the area of multispectral face recognition. A
part of the reason may be lack of publically available multispectral face database. We
will discuss the multispectral face recognition in a separate paper in the near future.
In this paper, a set of orientation-based face patterns are formed by Gabor wavelet
transforms and the orientation bit code optimized by Hamming distance, which are
termed as face pattern word (FPW) and face pattern byte (FPB). The proposed methods
are tested with an ASUNIR face database and compared with three classical methods
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including PCA, LDA, EBGM. This research work will be integrated into the framework
of multispectral face recognition and score level fusion [Zh11] in the future. The rest of
paper is organized as follows. The orientation-based face recognition algorithms (FPW,
FPB) are described in Section 2. The experiments are conducted on a ASUNIR face
database, and the results and discussions are presented in Section 3. Finally, the
summary and conclusions are given in Section 4.

2 Orientation-based face recognition
A given face image is first preprocessed such as normalization, face detection and
alignment [Zh10]. Gabor wavelet transform (GWT) is then performed to extract facial
features from a face image, which are the binary bit code of maximal orientational
responses. Multiple-band orientational codes are then put into a face pattern word (FPW)
or a fce pattern byte (FPB) pixel-by-pixel. Next, Hamming distance (HD) [HBF09] is
calculated with the extracted face patterns (FPW or FPB) to measure the similarities
among faces, and identification is made with the shortest HD. For algorithm evaluation
and comparison, the verification rate is computed after running a number of tests on a
closed-set. A higher verification rate means a better recognition algorithm.
2.1 Face pattern word
A set of GWTs can be simply parameterized with M bands (frequencies or scales) by N
orientations. For instance, 8×16 GWT means a set of GWTs at 8 bands (M=8) by 16
orientations (N=16). The 8×16 GWT produces 256 coefficients (128 magnitudes plus
128 phases) per pixel. We use the magnitudes of GWT coefficients to create our face
patterns. A face pattern word (FPW) is formed pixel by pixel for each face. At each
pixel, a 32-bit FPW is encoded according to the orientational magnitude strength at each
frequency band. An example of FPW creation with 8×16 GWT is given as follows. At
each frequency band (from 1 to 8), the index (0-15) of maximal magnitude among 16
orientations (0.00°, 11.25°, 22.50°, ..., 157.50°, 168.75) is encoded with 4 bits. The 4-bit
orientational code is put into the FPW by the frequency order, i.e., the lowest (highest)
frequency corresponds to the lowest (highest) 4 bits in the 32-bit FPW. Eventually, the
FPWs come up with the same dimensions of the face image but with the depth of 32 bits.
The FPWs are stored as feature vectors in the database, which will be compared with
that of the probe face during the identification process. A FPW can be stored in a 32-bit
double word as normally mentioned as 32-bit FPW (per pixel) in the context, but its
valid dimension could be of 24 bits per pixel (for 8×8 GWT).
2.2 Face pattern byte
An 8-bit face pattern bye (FPB) is created for each pixel on a face image. First, at each
pixel, an M-dimension vector, Vm, is created to store the orientation code representing
the orientational magnitude strength (Omn) at each frequency (refer to Eq. (1a)). At each
frequency band (from 1 to 8), the index (0-15) of maximal magnitude among 16
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orientations is coded with 4 bits in order to maximize the orientation difference (among
subjects in database). The 4-bit orientational code is first put into an 8-dimension vector
(Vm) by the frequency order, i.e., the lowest (highest) frequency corresponds to the
lowest (highest) index of Vm. A FPB is then formed with the most frequent orientations
(called mode) among some bands (refer to Eqs. (1b-c)). Specifically, the high half-byte
(the most significant 4 bits) in a FPB, FPBHHB, is the mode of high 4 bands (m = 5~8);
whereas FPBLHB is the mode of low 4 bands (m = 1~4). BFM = 1 only when the frequency
of mode, fM, is greater than or equal to 2, otherwise BFM = 0 (see Eq. (1d)). The factor of
BFM will avoid choosing any orientation mode of as a pattern in FPB if its frequency is
only 1. This could make FPB immunized from noise. It is clear that a FPB can code up
to 16 orientations (N x 16) but there is no limit to bands (M). Typically 8 or 16
orientations are good for most applications.

Vm ' O BC [ Index( Max (Omn ))] ,
) % BFM ,

FPBLHB ' Mode( Vm

m '1~ M / 2

FPBHHB ' Mode( Vm

m ' M / 2 &1~ M

"1, if f M # 2
BFM ' !
+0, otherwise

(1a)

) % BFM ,

(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

where Omn is the GWT magnitude at Frequency m and Orientation n; m = 1~M and n =
1~N. The FPBs are stored as the feature vectors of the gallery faces in database, which
will be compared with that of the probe face during the identification process. A FPB is
usually stored in an 8-bit byte, but its valid dimension could be of either 8 bits per pixel
(for 8×16 GWT) or 6 bits per pixel (for 8×8 GWT).
2.3 Variations of face patterns
Similar to FPB, a set of variant face patterns can be derived from FPW. For example,
using the mode of 8-band FPW (the most common orientation among 8 frequency
bands) can form a 4-bit face pattern nibble (FPN) [Zh11]. We will examine the
performance of using the lower four-band FPW, or using the lower half byte (low
frequencies) of FPB, or using the higher half byte (high frequencies) of FPB.
2.4 Orientation bit code
Because Hamming distance (HD) is computed by checking the bitwise difference
between two face patterns (e.g., FPW), the orientational bit code should favor the HD
calculation. The FPW is designed to reflect the orientational significance (or strength)
along with frequency scales (locations). Therefore, the closer (neighboring) orientations
should have less bitwise difference, whereas the further (orthogonal) orientations should
have more bitwise difference. Notice the nature of that 180°-apart orientations (such as
0° and 180°, 45° and 225°) are actually same (i.e., circularly neighboring). Clearly, the
“natural coding” does not favor the HD calculation because the bit-code difference (HD)
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between two neighboring orientations, 0 (“0000B”, in binary format) and 15 (“1111B”),
is 4.
Two cost functions are defined in the following equations. A set of optimal bit code
BC
), meanwhile maximize the
should minimize the HD of neighboring orientations ( d nbr
BC
HD of orthogonal orientations ( d oth
).
N $1

*

)

BC
BC
BC ,
' ( d HD (OnBC , OnBC
d nbr
$1 ) & d HD (On , On &1 )
n '0
N $1

*

)

BC
,
' ( d HD (OnBC , OnBC
d oth
&N / 2 )
n '0

(2a)
(2b)

where OnBC is the bit code (BC) at Orientation n, N is the total number of orientations.
Keep in mind of the fact of circular neighboring. Thus, set n = N-1 when n < 0, and let n
= 0 when n > N-1.
A set of optimal bit code should minimize the HD of neighboring orientations, meanwhile
maximize the HD of orthogonal orientations. According to Eqs. (2), the solutions for N =
BC
BC
BC
BC
=32, d oth
=64) are found as follows.
=16 and d oth
=16) and N = 16 ( d nbr
8 ( d nbr
(3a)
OnBC |N=8={110, 100, 000, 010, 011, 001, 101, 111}
OnBC |N=16={1110, 1010, 1000, 1100, 0100, 0110, 0010, 0000,
0001, 0101, 0111, 0011, 1011, 1001, 1101, 1111}
(3b)
Examining Eq. (3b), any two neighboring bit code (including left and right neighbors;
using the circular neighbors at two boundaries) has only one bit difference; while any two
orthogonal bit code (e.g., 1st vs. 9th) has four bit difference.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1: Visualization of FPB (8×16): (a): One NIR face from
ASUNIR database (320×320); (b) low half-byte of FPB features
(low-frequency); and (c) high half-byte of FPB features (highfrequency).

We use the order statistics to create face patterns from GWT magnitudes, which can
eliminate insignificant information (by considering the float-point numbers of GWT
coefficients) but remain sufficient disparity for face identification. One sample face from
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the ASUNIR database is presented in Fig. 1a, and the extracted FPB features (M = 8, N =
16) are visualized as two images in Fig. 1b & c, where the colors correspond to 16
different orientations. The FPW features are not presented in this paper.

3 Experimental results and discussions
The experiments of NIR face recognition were conducted on an ASUNIR face database
and evaluated by reporting verification rates. The “ASUNIR face database” currently
consists of the NIR face images from 79 subjects (refer to Fig. 1a). The NIR images were
captured indoors under proper illumination by a FLIR SC6000 near infrared camera
(640×512 pixel original resolution; spectral range: 0.9~1.7{m). Three images per subject
were randomly selected, one of which was used as a probe image (or the test image), two
of which were used as the gallery images (or the training images). All face recognition
algorithms (FPW, FPB, PCA, LDA, EBGM) were implemented and tested on the same
database. Keep in mind that PCA and LDA require a training process, while EBGM,
FPW, and FPB do not need any training.
All images were normalized, and the face portion was then detected and extracted. Notice
that the size of an extracted face is usually smaller than the resolution of original image in
database (refer to Fig. 1a). Next, all faces are automatically lined up. The general
preparation processes (including normalization, face detection and alignment) can be
found somewhere else [Zh11], [Zh10]. For each image, the face patterns (FPW, FPB) are
created by GWT (8×8 or 8×16). The bit code given in Eq. (3a) and Eq. (3b) were used in
the current experiments. All face patterns are then ANDed with the face mask (not
presented in this paper but can be found in Reference [Zh10]). In other words, the facial
features outside the face area are excluded during face matching. The HDs are finally
computed and compared between the probe image and all gallery images in database. The
face verification rate is the percentage of correctly identified images (or subjects) against
the total number of images (subjects) in entire database.
To have fair comparisons, the three classical algorithms (PCA, LDA, and EBGM) were
tested with the same ASUNIR database. Taking one image from each subject forms a test
subset; and the rest two images form a train subset. PCA and LDA utilize Euclidean
distance for face matching, while EBGM uses a similarity metric [Wi97] for face
matching. The experimental results are presented in Table 1, where only the top-1 match
(the shortest distance or the highest similarity) results were reported.
TABLE 1: The verification rates (%) of five face recognition algorithms tested on
three databases (# subjects). FPW & FPB were formed with 8×16 GWT.
Database\Method

FPW

FPB

PCA

LDA

EBGM

ASUNIR (79)

98.43

97.25

74.68

94.94

96.20

ASUDC (96)

97.28

97.92

77.08

90.63

93.75

ASUIR (96)

93.06

96.88

67.61

91.67

93.75
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From the results shown in Table 1, the FPW is the best recognition algorithm (98.43%),
while The FPB is the second best (97.25%). The EBGM is the best one (96.20%) among
three classical algorithms listed in Table 1. The LDA performs very well (94.94%) since
two sample faces per subject are available in the training subset. The performance of PCA
is the worst (74.68%).
In Table 1, the performance of five algorithms tested on other two databases are also
listed (notice that FPW(8×16) using the “bit code” defined in Eq. (3b)). The ASUDC and
ASUIR databases include 288 visible images and 288 thermal images from the same 96
subjects (3 images per subject), respectively (the details are given somewhere else
[Zh11]). The 79 subjects in ASUNIR are the portion of 96 subjects in ASUDC and
ASUIR. The FPB algorithm performed the best on these two databases. Over the three
difference databases, the FPB algorithm has close performance, which demonstrates its
reliability. Let us compare the performance of different databases. Overall, the NIR
database results the best performance against the other two. Meanwhile notice the
illumination requirement for NIR imaging.
The variations of FPW and FPB algorithms were tested on the same ASUNIR database
and their results are shown in Table 2. The performance of FPW(8×16) is slightly better
than that of FPW(8×8), while the FPB algorithm has the same performance under two
parameters (i.e., reliable). FPW(subband_1) actually used the orientation features from
Band 1 through Band 3, while FPW(subband_2) used the orientation features from Band
1 through Band 4. Surprisingly, FPW(subband_1) resulted a slightly higher recognition
rate (98.82%) in comparison with FPW(8×16). FPB(subband_1) used the orientation
features of the lower half byte (low frequencies), while FPB(subband_2) used the
orientation features of the higher half byte (high frequencies). The performance of both
FPB variations dropped down, and the FPB(subband_2) had a bigger decrease.
TABLE 2: The verification rates (%) of the variations of FPW & FPB algorithms
tested on the ASUNIR database
Algor.\Param.

8×16

8×8

Subband_1

Subband_2

FPW

98.43

98.04

98.82

97.25

FPB

97.25

97.25

96.47

94.12

The FPB algorithm has a stable performance over different databases because it uses the
most common orientation features (mode), which makes it less sensitive to noise. For the
similar reason, using low-frequency features (“Subband_1” in Table 2) in FPW or FPB
shows better performance since the high-frequency features are tend to be interfered by
noise.
In the future we will test the proposed algorithms on a large database, and integrate the
NIR face recognition into the framework of multispectral face recognition and score
level fusion [Zh11]. Imagine a human identification system equipped with multispectral
imaging devices (e.g., visible, NIR, LWIR) that works ideally under normal illumination
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condition at daytime (via 3-score fusion), and still functions properly at nighttime (with
the inputs of a thermal imaging camera).

4 Conclusions
Two orientation-based face recognition algorithms are proposed and tested on a near
infrared (NIR) face database, and their performance are compared with three classical
algorithms, PCA, LDA, EGBM. Experimental results show that the FPW algorithm
performs the best (98.43%) with the ASUNIR database. When comparing the
recognition performance across three different databases, the ASUNIR database gives
the best result, furthermore the FPB algorithm is relatively reliable. The most common
orientations are used as FPB features, which makes the FPB algorithm immunized from
noise interferences. The variations of the FPW and FPB algorithms are also explored. It
must be realized that NIR imaging requires a certain level of illumination. Integrating the
NIR face recognition into a framework of multispectral face recognition will have the
potential to develop a robust human identification system. This will be part of our future
research efforts.
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Abstract: The search for robust features for face recognition in uncontrolled environments is an important topic of research. In particular, there is a high interest in Gaborbased features which have invariance properties to simple geometrical transformations.
In this paper, we ﬁrst reinterpret Gabor ﬁltering as a frequency decomposition into
bands, and analyze the inﬂuence of each band separately for face recognition. Then, a
new face veriﬁcation scheme is proposed, combining the strengths of Gabor ﬁltering
with Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) modelling. Finally, this new system is evaluated on the BANCA and MOBIO databases with respect to well known face recognition algorithms. The proposed system demonstrates up to 52% relative improvement
in veriﬁcation error rate compared to a standard GMM approach, and outperforms the
state-of-the-art Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram Sequence (LGBPHS) technique
for several face veriﬁcation protocols on two different databases.

1 Introduction
Face recognition has been an active research area in the computer vision community over
the last three decades [ZCPR03, LJ05]. It is indeed a very challenging task. Faces highly
vary in size, location, shape and colors. Their overall appearance is also inﬂuenced by
lighting conditions, facial expression, occlusion or facial features, such as beards, mustaches and glasses.
One of the ﬁrst popular approaches was introduced by Turk and Pentland [TP91] who proposed a method based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This technique, referred
to as Eigenfaces, has contributed to the emergence of other holistic approaches such as
Fisherfaces [BHK97], which is based on Linear Discriminant Analysis.
One of the most successful features used in face recognition are Gabor features. Their use
is usually motivated by their interesting invariance properties with respect to translation,
scale and rotation [KKK06] and by the fact that they are biologically inspired [Dau85]. Using a set of Gabor ﬁlters can also be considered as an effective way to perform a frequency
decomposition of a signal. The well-known Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) technique [WFKvdM97] indeed makes use of Gabor-based features. Fiducial points of the
face such as eyes or mouth are then described by sets of Gabor wavelet components called
jets. In [ZSG+ 05], an alternative approach is proposed that also makes use of a family of
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Gabor ﬁlters. Referred to as Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram Sequence (LGBPHS),
the feature extraction process consists of applying the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator [AHP06] to Gabor ﬁltered images, computing histograms over the LBP coefﬁcients
and concatenating them into a feature vector. This system has been shown to achieve
state-of-the-art on the well-known FERET database.
Another successful face recognition technique relies on feature distribution modelling with
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [CSM03, LC04]. The face is ﬁrstly divided into blocks
(or parts). Features are then extracted from these blocks, before being modelled using a
GMM. As this technique is non-holistic, it can deal well with inaccurate localization of
the face [CSM03].
This paper proposes to combine the strengths of both Gabor-based features and GMM
modelling in a novel face veriﬁcation system. In particular, we propose to model the
outputs of a set of Gabor ﬁlters with a corresponding set of GMMs. This combination
of feature extraction and modelling techniques appears to be surprisingly simple, yet it
provides substantial gains in accuracy compared to the baseline approach of using a single
GMM and, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been proposed before. Furthermore,
it presents a successful embodiment of a more general framework proposed here for face
recognition, which consists of performing a frequency decomposition followed by the use
of a set of highly specialized classiﬁers.
Our contribution is threefold. Firstly, we provide an analysis of what are the most discriminative Gabor ﬁlter frequencies for the face recognition task (section 5.3). Secondly,
we propose a new scheme for face veriﬁcation by combining Gabor ﬁltering and GMMbased feature distribution modelling (section 4). Finally, we provide an evaluation of the
proposed system with respect to the standard GMM baseline system and state-of-the-art
LGBPHS technique (section 5). Experiments show that the proposed system outperforms
the DCT GMM baseline in all cases and achieves better results than LGBPHS for four of
the seven BANCA face veriﬁcation protocols and for the MOBIO male protocol.

2 Gabor Filtering
Gabor-based features have been intensively used in vision since the work of Daugman
[Dau85] who claimed that two-dimensional Gabor functions are good models of receptive
ﬁelds of a large amount of cells located in the mammalian Primary Visual Cortex. In addition, their invariance properties to translation, scale and rotation also contributed to make
them popular [KKK06]. In face recognition, it is indeed expected that this will provide
robustness to pose, illumination and expression. Gabor-based features are generated by
applying ﬁlters to an image. More precisely, Gabor ﬁlters belong to the well-known class
of band-pass ﬁlters, meaning that they pass frequencies within a certain range and reject
frequencies outside that range.
2.1 Gabor ﬁlters in the spatial domain
Most of the previous work applies Gabor ﬁltering in the spatial domain [WFKvdM97,
ZSG+ 05]. In this domain, a two-dimensional Gabor ﬁlter (1) is a Gaussian kernel modu-
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(a) A single Gabor ﬁlter

(b) A grid of Gabor ﬁlters

Figure 1: Representation of a single 2D Gabor ﬁlter (1a) and of a grid of Gabor ﬁlters (1b) in the
frequency domain.

lated by a sinusoidal plane wave [KKK06]:
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The characteristics of this ﬁlter are thus speciﬁed by the following parameters: f , θ, γ and
η which control the ﬁlter frequency, orientation and scale. They will be discussed in the
following section.
2.2 Gabor ﬁlters in the Fourier domain
In this work, we perform Gabor ﬁltering of images in the frequency domain, as this allows
us to more naturally interpret the Gabor ﬁltering process as a decomposition of the image
information content in separate frequency bands.
In the frequency domain, the expression of a two-dimensional Gabor ﬁlter is given by the
following equation:
Ψ2 (u, v) = e
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′

v = −u sin (θ) + v cos (θ) .
This is a Gaussian whose center is at a distance f from the origin with an angle θ from the
horizontal axis. The major axis is oriented along the θ direction. γ and η characterize the
sharpness of the Gaussian along the major and the minor axes. u and v are the frequency
coordinates in the reference system, whereas u′ and v ′ are the coordinates in a θ rotated
reference system (Figure 1a). The use of this ﬁlter retains frequencies around the center of
the Gaussian, whereas other frequencies are rejected or strongly attenuated.
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2.3 Gabor ﬁlters set
A family of such ﬁlters can then be obtained by considering different frequencies f and
orientations θ. By processing face images using such a set of ﬁlters, information can be
extracted from the face and modelled for face recognition. Previous work [WFKvdM97,
ZSG+ 05] proposes to use a regular grid of ﬁlters with M frequencies and N orientations,
where f0 is the highest frequency, and k the ratio between consecutive frequencies (Figure
1b):
f0
, m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}
km
nπ
θn =
, n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}
N

fm =

(3)

The design of this grid for face recognition has not been analyzed thoroughly in the literature. The values of M = 5 and N = 8 have become almost standard choices. However,
the selection of the frequencies fm is highly important as it determines what information
is going to be extracted. This is controlled by the two parameters f0 and k.
Finally, the variance (η and γ) of the Gaussians should also be speciﬁed. In order to
evenly cover the frequency space while keeping redundant information at a low level, this
is controlled by the percentage p of the peak magnitude at which adjacent ﬁlters intersect
[MM96]. The same value of p is considered for both intersection between consecutive
frequencies and consecutive orientations. In this case, we have:
# ! B
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,
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2
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Experiments with various settings of fm and p (k being ﬁxed) are presented in section 5.3
to analyze the modelling capability of various Gabor ﬁlters. Surprisingly, such an analysis
has thus far not been sufﬁciently presented in the face recognition literature.

3 Modelling the Face with a GMM
An efﬁcient and robust approach to face recognition relies on feature distribution modelling with GMMs. This approach was found to offer the best trade-off in terms of complexity, robustness and discrimination in [CSM03, LC04]. The main aspects of this system
are presented in the remainder of this section.
3.1

Feature extraction

Face images are divided into blocks, blocks that overlap by a ﬁxed percentage. Next, the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied and a ﬁxed number of the lowest frequency
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coefﬁcients are retained. These DCT coefﬁcients are quite similar to Fourier coefﬁcients
as they characterize the frequencies contained in each block. The feature vector from each
block is considered as a separate observation of a statistical distribution.
3.2 Adapted Gaussian Mixture Models
The statistical distribution of the features (DCT coefﬁcients) for each client is modelled using a GMM with diagonal covariance matrices, as follows. Enrollment is achieved through
adaptation of a Universal Background Model. Firstly, a world (background) model Ωworld
is trained from a set of faces and is represented using a GMM. Finding the parameters
of this GMM is performed by clustering and then using the Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [DLR77]. Next, for each client, model adaptation is used to derive a client
model Ωiclient given one or more labelled enrollment images. Mean only adaptation was
chosen for this work as it has been shown to be effective and require fewer observations
[CSM03]. Finally, for classiﬁcation of the features, x, extracted from a test image, given a
client model Ωiclient , a log-likelihood score h(x) can be computed, which corresponds to
the log-likelihood ratio:
- ''
h(x) = ln p x|Ωiclient − ln (p (x|Ωworld ))
(5)
As in [CSM03, LC04], each feature vector from an image is treated independently, meaning that log probabilities are simply summed. Previous work has used GMMs to model
the distribution of DCT features extracted directly from facial images [CSM03, LC04].
This is referred to as the standard DCT-GMM approach. In contrast, this paper proposes
to use GMMs to model features extracted from Gabor images, which will be shown to
consistently improve face veriﬁcation accuracy.

4 NOVEL GABOR DCT-GMM SYSTEM
The method proposed in this paper combines Gabor ﬁltering with the DCT-GMM partsbased approach [LC04]. Gabor ﬁlters have interesting invariance properties to translation,
scale and invariance [KKK06] and act as a band-pass ﬁlter. Therefore, processing each
Gabor image separately allows us to train a highly specialized model for each particular
frequency sub-band. These subsystems each perform enrollment and classiﬁcation in the
same way as the standard DCT-GMM approach described in the previous section, but are
instead fed with Gabor images as inputs. This choice was motivated by the robustness of
both of these techniques. An overview of the system is depicted in Figure 2.
4.1

Tan and Triggs preprocessing

For the proposed system, the illumination normalization algorithm introduced by Tan and
Triggs [TT10] is used after cropping face images. Preliminary experimental results showed
improved face recognition accuracy using the Tan and Triggs algorithm rather than using
histogram equalization. An example of a cropped image processed by this algorithm is
shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed Gabor DCT-GMM system

(a) Original image

(b) Preprocessed image

Figure 3: A cropped image (3a), and the resulting image (3b) after applying the Tan and Triggs
preprocessing and rescaling it in [0, 255].

4.2 Gabor ﬁltering
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to get a new representation of the image in the
frequency domain. Next, each Gabor ﬁlter (given by Equation (2)) is used to process the
image before a conversion back in the spatial domain through the inverse FFT. Regarding
Gabor ﬁlters, their DC components are removed. The resulting image in the spatial domain
has complex values. Like lots of previous approaches using Gabor [ZSG+ 05, SBF07],
only the magnitude is kept. As a consequence, ﬁlters which are symmetric with respect
to the origin in the frequency domain provide the same output image. This explains why
orientations are only chosen in a half plane [0, π].
4.3 DCT-GMM subsystems
Each of the Gabor ﬁltered images is then considered separately and a dedicated DCTGMM system (Section 3) is trained for each of these Gabor images.
Whereas the Gabor ﬁltering stage (Section 3.2) extracted frequency bands from the image
globally, in each subsystem, DCT coefﬁcients are then computed locally over each block
within a single Gabor image. The overall process can be seen as a frequency decomposition, followed by a spatial decomposition, and then a second frequency decomposition,
but this time locally.
4.4 Fusion
In the standard DCT-GMM system, there is no need for late score fusion, because a single GMM is used to model all of the information contained in the face. In contrast, the
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proposed Gabor DCT-GMM system needs to fuse the information provided by each of the
specialized DCT-GMM subsystems. Linear fusion by sum rule is used here [Kit03].

5 Experiments and Results
5.1 Databases
There are several databases available to evaluate face recognition and veriﬁcation systems.
For these experiments, the BANCA English [PTBB+ 03] and the MOBIO databases are
used, as they have the advantage of having separate training, development and test sets1 ,
as well as well-deﬁned evaluation protocols for veriﬁcation.
BANCA English is a bimodal database (face and speech) which contains images from 52
subjects divided into two groups g1 and g2 . Each subject recorded 12 sessions which were
separated into three different scenarios: controlled (c), degraded (d) and adverse (a). A
webcam was used in the degraded scenario, while an expensive camera was used in the
controlled and adverse scenarios. From these scenarios, seven different protocols were
deﬁned, which specify the material to be used for enrollment and for testing. In three
of the protocols, enrollment and test data is selected in matching scenarios, that is from
controlled, degraded and adverse scenarios for the Mc, Md and Ma protocols, respectively.
Two difﬁcult protocols are also proposed, where enrollment occurs with controlled data
and testing uses degraded or adverse data (Ud and Ua). Finally, two protocols combine
data from various scenarios. For the Pooled protocol (P), enrollment uses data from the
controlled scenario, and testing is performed on data from all the scenarios. For the Grand
protocol (G), enrollment and testing use data from all the scenarios, that is, additional
enrollment data is used compared to the P protocol.
Experiments were also conducted on the large and challenging MOBIO database. This
is a bimodal face and speech database, which was captured to reﬂect potential real-world
scenarios for person authentication on a mobile device (mobile phone or laptop). It contains more than 27,750 still images of 150 subjects extracted from videos, which were
recorded during 12 different sessions. It provides separate evaluation protocols for males
and females plus a common gender-independent world dataset.
5.2 Experimental setup and baseline systems
Hyperparameters (frequencies of the Gabor ﬁlter, number of Gaussians, number of DCT
coefﬁcients, etc.) of all the systems considered were tuned to minimize the equal error
rate on group g1 of the BANCA database, referred to as the tuning set. For each database,
the global decision threshold is tuned on the corresponding development set. Results are
presented as the half total error rate (HTER), that is, the mean of the false alarm rate and
false rejection rate at the tuned threshold.
Three different baseline systems are used to evaluate the proposed Gabor DCT-GMM sys1 In the FRGC database, 153 subjects occur in both the training set as well as the test set, and there is no
publicly-available development set. In the Labeled Faces in the Wild database, 758 image pairs in the training/development set (View 1) are exactly repeated in the test set (View 2).
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tem: The baseline systems are referred to as Eigenfaces, DCT-GMM and LGBPHS.
Firstly, a traditional Eigenfaces baseline system [TP91] is evaluated, using the Euclidean
distance for classiﬁcation.
Secondly, the standard DCT-GMM approach is evaluated using a 16 by 16 block size
with 75% overlap and 60 DCT coefﬁcients, as suggested in [LC04]. For the GMM, 500
Gaussians were used to model the feature distributions. In the novel Gabor DCT-GMM
approach, the same parameters are used for the DCT-GMM subsystems, except that the
number of DCT coefﬁcients was reduced to 30, which was found to be sufﬁcient on the
tuning set.
Finally, for the LGBPHS system [ZSG+ 05], Gabor ﬁltering is ﬁrst applied in the frequency
domain, which results in a set of Gabor images for each face. The resulting Gabor images
are also used for the proposed system. The speciﬁc Gabor ﬁlter parameters are discussed
and given in the following section. Next, Local Binary Patterns (LBP) histograms are
computed separately over each ﬁltered image. Parameters used for the LBP are a radius
R = 2, P = 8 neighbors and uniform patterns only, as it led to the optimal results on the
tuning set.
For all the systems, face images are cropped and scaled to a size of 64 by 80 pixels,
with a distance between the eyes of 33 pixels. For automatic face (eyes) detection and
localization (on BANCA only), a Modiﬁed Census Transform-based detector [FE04] was
used in combination with a method to reduce the number of false alarms [AMM10]. There
were 5 images (out of 6540) where the system was not able to ﬁnd the face. These images
were excluded from the datasets for experiments using automatic face localization.
Tan and Triggs preprocessing [TT10] is used for all experiments with the default parameters proposed by the authors (gamma correction: γ = 0.2; DoG ﬁltering σ0 = 1 and
σ0 = 2; contrast equalization: α = 0.1 and τ = 10.).
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Figure 4: Half Total Error Rate (HTER) of the baseline systems (Eigenfaces, DCT-GMM, LGBPHS)
and of the novel Gabor DCT-GMM system on the different protocols of the BANCA and MOBIO
databases

5.3 Frequency bands analysis
For LGBPHS and the proposed Gabor DCT-GMM system, the Gabor ﬁlters used for
feature extraction need to be chosen. Experiments were conducted on the tuning set to
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determine ﬁlters which provide relevant information for the face recognition task. For
this purpose, a grid of Gabor ﬁlters was deﬁned, with ﬁve different central frequencies
f = [0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45], eight equally spaced orientations in [0, 7π
8 ]. For each of
these Gabor ﬁlters, a corresponding DCT-GMM subsystem was trained.
The inﬂuence of the choice of Gabor ﬁlter frequencies are reported in Table 1. Our experiments showed that this has a dominant impact on performance. Results depicted in this
table are obtained by fusing scores of all considered orientations using the sum rule. Results are reported on the tuning set for the P and G protocols of BANCA. Trends were
similar for the other protocols of the database.
As shown in Table 1, medium freTable 1: Half Total Error Rate (HTER) of Gabor-based systems by frequency, fusing over the 8
orientations on the tuning set (group g1 of BANCA)

Frequency (f)
0.05
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.45

Gabor DCT-GMM
P
G
36.34
17.33
21.79
29.49
31.54

16.67
3.66
4.95
11.28
14.80

LGBPHS
P
G
28.72
14.80
10.84
12.13
18.13

15.64
8.54
5.90
7.87
16.67

quencies from 0.15 to 0.35 provide the best results for face veriﬁcation, for both Gabor
DCT-GMM and LGBPHS. Regarding orientations and scales of the ﬁlters, the results of
the analysis showed less variations in performance. For subsequent experiments, as in
[WFKvdM97, ZSG+ 05], M = 5 frequencies and N = 8 orientations are used to form
the set of Gabor ﬁlters. Taking into account this analysis of Gabor ﬁlters showing that
frequencies between 0.15 and 0.35 provide the most useful information, the parameters
fmax = 0.35 and k = 1.37 were chosen. This results in a set of 40 ﬁlters at frequencies
of [0.35, 0.26, 0.19, 0.13, 0.10]. In addition, the variance of the ﬁlters was set to p = 0.7,
which was found to be a reasonable choice on the tuning set.
The Gabor images resulting from this ﬁltering are used for both the LGBPHS system and
the novel Gabor DCT-GMM system.
5.4 Comparison of approaches
Results from the baselines and the novel system are summarized in Figure 4. Overall, the
proposed Gabor-DCT-GMM system signiﬁcantly outperforms Eigenfaces and DCT-GMM
for most of the protocols, and is more accurate than the LGBPHS system for some of them.
When compared to the DCT-GMM baseline, the proposed method is much better on both
BANCA (between 22% and 52% relative improvements with manual annotations depending on the protocol) and MOBIO databases (10% and 17% relative improvements on the
male and female protocols respectively). In fact, Gabor DCT-GMM combines several
DCT-GMM subsystems, each of them specialized in modelling a particular frequency sub-
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band. This can be considered as a divide and conquer method, where division occurs in the
frequency space. The results suggest that such an approach can improve face recognition
accuracy.
In addition, we evaluate the statistical signiﬁcance of improvements in HTER for the previous comparisons. For this purpose, we use the methodology proposed by equation (15)
and Figure 2 of [BM04], with a one-tailed test. For the BANCA Mc and P protocols, the
improvement of the Gabor DCT-GMM compared to the DCT-GMM baseline is statistically signiﬁcant at a level exceeding respectively 93.50% and 99.99%. On the MOBIO
database, the number of probes is even larger, and the improvement is statistically signiﬁcant at a level exceeding 99.99%.
In comparison to the state-of-the-art LGBPHS system, the relative performance of the
proposed method is dependent on the protocol. Considering the BANCA database, in
matched enrolling and testing conditions (protocols Mc, Md and Ma), the proposed system
outperforms LGBPHS. Conversely, in unmatched conditions (protocols Ud, Ua and P), the
Gabor DCT-GMM system is affected by the differences between the enrollment and the
test set which additionally contains data from degraded or adverse conditions. The reason
why LGBPHS performs better might be explained by the use of the LBP operator, which
is robust to changes in absolute pixel intensities. Results suggest that this may make the
LGBPHS system more robust to the differences in image capture conditions for these
protocols.
On the G protocol, the Gabor DCT-GMM system outperforms the LGBPHS system with
a relative improvement of 64%, when using manual annotations. This protocol has the
particularity of containing three times more enrollment samples than the other ones. In
addition, these samples come from the three conditions (controlled, degraded and adverse).
The results suggest that when enrolled with additional samples that are well-matched to the
testing conditions, the Gabor DCT-GMM approach performs particularly well, compared
to LGBPHS.
On the MOBIO database, the results are also dependent on the protocol. For the male protocol, the proposed approach signiﬁcantly outperforms LGBPHS with a relative improvement of 18%, whereas for female, there is a relative degradation of 9%. This might be
explained by the use of a common gender-independent Universal Background Model for
both protocols, which was trained with about three times as many male samples as female
samples. This imbalance may have reduced the effectiveness of the GMM approaches for
female clients in particular compared to LGBPHS.
Finally, when using automatic face localization on BANCA, the trends between systems
are quite similar to the manual case. On the G protocol, the Gabor DCT-GMM system
achieves 48% relative improvement compared to LGBPHS.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a novel extension to the DCT-GMM approach for face recognition was introduced, using Gabor ﬁltering. In addition, an analysis of frequencies which provide
relevant information for this particular task was conducted. The proposed system demon-
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strates substantial improvements compared to the standard DCT-GMM approach (52%
relative HTER improvement on the G protocol of BANCA). In addition, the proposed system outperforms a state-of-the-art LGBPHS technique on four of the seven BANCA face
veriﬁcation protocols, and on the male protocol of the MOBIO database.
Future work will further examine why LGBPHS outperforms the proposed system in unmatched training and testing conditions. In particular, this might be explained by the use
of the LBP operator which is robust to changes in absolute pixel intensities, and therefore robust to differences in image capture conditions. Therefore, future work will aim at
incorporating LBP processing within the Gabor DCT-GMM approach. Secondly, in the
LGBPHS system, the location of the blocks is implicitly used during classiﬁcation. Therefore, another possible future direction is to use information about the relative location of
the blocks to improve the performance of the proposed approach. For example, this block
location information might be embedded in the feature vector, as proposed for a DCTGMM system in [CSB04]. Finally, future work should further investigate fusion schemes
beyond the sum rule for combining the scores of individual Gabor ﬁlter GMMs, as well as
cross-database evaluation.
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Abstract—By the middle of the twenty-first century around one third of the European
population will be aged 65 or over. This poses two main challenges to biometrics.
First, the quality of an image capturable from an older person is likely to be inferior to
that of a younger person, leading to increased failure to capture or failure to enroll
rates. Second, since biometric features alter over time, ‘within-person variation’ and
‘template ageing’ lead to significant system performance degradation. As society ages
the need for solutions becomes increasingly urgent. This paper addresses a major
societal and ethical issue this need provokes.
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1 Ageing and Biometrics
We live in a rapidly ageing society. By the middle of the twenty-first century around one
third of the European population will be aged 65 or over [EC06], an increase of 77
percent [GC06]. Two years ago, it was predicted that one third of American workers will
be aged over 50 by 2012 [E10]. In China, the ‘dependency ratio’ (number of people aged
65 or over to the number of people of working age) will increase by a factor of 4 by
2050 [E12a].
Prior to the late nineteenth century, old age was seen as an indicator of positive
attributes; it spoke of survival of the fittest and so, in a sense, of health and robustness
[Ht76]. Now medicalized [Zk91], ageing is seen as something to be ‘managed’ or
‘treated’, and which can be done more or less well [CH02][RK98]. Successful ageing
requires adapting appropriately to one’s changing status. Yet the burden should fall both
on individuals to reconcile themselves to their situation, and on society to acknowledge
the needs and potential of individuals of all ages, and to generate appropriate
opportunities for flourishing [Wr88].
Europe has a stated commitment to ‘the rights of the elderly to lead a life of dignity and
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independence and to participate in social and cultural life’ [n.a.00]. This implies efforts
to ensure inclusion of older people in social and cultural life, to prevent age-based
discrimination, and to ensure inter-generational justice. As biometric identification
systems become more widely spread throughout society, and as the range of activities,
goods, benefits, and opportunities that are accessible only or mainly through biometric
identification increases, it becomes essential to ensure that biometrics are a reliable and
convenient means of identification for older people.
However it is well-known that the ageing process poses a problem for biometrics.
Biometrics has traditionally sought modalities that are: universal (everybody has them);
collectible (easily measured in everyone); and permanent (they don’t change and nobody
loses them). However no bodily feature satisfies all three features perfectly. In particular
no feature is entirely permanent: all deteriorate (or at least change) as we age, and those
that are most permanent (e.g. DNA) tend to be difficult to collect. The main problems
are thus two. First, since biometric features tend to deteriorate over time, the quality of
an image capturable from an older person is likely to be inferior to that of a younger
person, leading to increased failure to capture or failure to enroll rates. Second, since
biometric features change over time, ‘within-person variation’ and ‘template ageing’ can
cause significant system performance degradation.
When developing or assessing a biometric system, it is imperative to consider its
potential use-contexts. Key contextual factors will influence which modalities are most
convenient, which are culturally (un)acceptable, what anti-spoofing measures are
needed, questions of proportionality (e.g. of data gathered to benefits to users), and so
on. A critical question is, ‘who will use this system?’ Those people who, for whatever
reason (perhaps they have weak fingerprints), are unable to use the system are a
problematic minority (using ‘problematic’ non-pejoratively)—or at least if the system is
well-designed they should be a minority. The major problem posed by ageing to
biometrics then, is that its problematic minority is made up largely of older people; but if
older people are the fastest-growing demographic, then the problematic minority is, very
rapidly, getting bigger. If biometrics cannot efficiently identify older people, it will fail
as a tool of mass-identification.

2 Technical Difficulties, Ethical Issues
The use of biometrics raises several ethical and societal difficulties. These include issues
of privacy, data protection, and proportionality. Though of course important, these issues
are not our concern here (but cf. [MM08]Me09]); rather we consider an ethical and
societal issue arising specifically from ageing’s challenge to biometrics. We suggest that
biometrics implicitly labels older people as ‘problematic’, ‘difficult’, and ‘unusual’.
Biometrics ‘problematizes’ ageing, and in so doing tends to exacerbate existing issues of
social, economic, political, technological (etc.) exclusion which older people face. In
Section III we will propose a practical solution to this problem.
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The problem of exclusion may be illustrated with reference to the Unique ID programme
in India. In an effort to streamline and guarantee benefits, as well as to curb expenditure
wastage and corruption, India’s Unique Identification Authority (UIDAI) is tasked with
providing a national biometric system capable of identifying each of its 1.1 billion
inhabitants. The ‘Aadhaar’ programme is the most ambitious of its kind. In a single year
India went from having virtually no registrations to an estimated 200 million [E12b].
Unique ID employs a multimodal approach, combining fingerprint, iris, and face. Upon
enrolment individuals are issued a 12 digit number with which they may assert their
rights as citizens (e.g. by accessing welfare entitlements, official documents, etc.).
The Unique ID programme illustrates the potential of biometrics to ensure reliable,
secure, official identification (on the rollout of other schemes see [MR12][GD12]). Yet
it also indicates some of the dangers. To begin with, it is known that the most commonly
used modalities—and all three of the Unique ID modalities—deteriorate with age.
•

•

•

Fingerprint. Quality reduction is due to ridge structures and minutiae losing
definition. Lower collagen levels, loosening of the skin, and loss of elasticity
reduce quality of the feature and of the contact with the sensor. Contact with
sensor may also be sub-optimal due to conditions commonly associated with
ageing (e.g. arthritis). (Cf. [La10][ME06][Ms07].)
Iris. Until relatively recently it was claimed that iris was an extremely
permanent feature (‘as an internal [...] organ of the eye, the iris is well protected
and stable over time’ [Dj04]). This is no longer universally accepted
[BBF09][FB11]. Conditions such as glaucoma or cataracts are thought to affect
iris appearance [La10]; and treatment for cataracts may alter appearance
further.
Face. Faces clearly change over time. Sagging, wrinkling, changes in skull
dimensions, movement of teeth and jaws, muscle atrophy, fat accumulation,
and reduced skin elasticity, all alter the appearance of the face over time
[ASR11][La10].

No biometric feature is fully permanent over time (for discussion of other modalities
including hand, voice, and behavior, see [La10]). As a consequence of quality
deterioration over time, older people are more likely to suffer from failure to enroll
biases. In India, for example, the fingerprint scanners used in the Unique ID program
had difficulty in enrolling those above the age of 65. While nobody expects a 100%
enrollment rate, it is troubling that some of those who could not be enrolled were turned
away and informed that they did not meet the criteria [Pn11] (particularly considering
that, in February 2012, it was announced that Unique ID would be linked to pension
payments [H12].
If older people cannot be enrolled on an identification system, and if that system is
linked to provision of important societal goods (e.g. pensions, access to education or
banking, etc.), there is clearly a problem of exclusion: older people are excluded from
access to those societal goods. However, even when older people are successfully
enrolled on a system, the problem of exclusion may still emerge.
During enrolment, a biometric template is created from the individual’s feature. When
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the individual is to be re-identified by the system, an additional template is created from
their feature, and then matched against the original enrolment template. The match is
awarded a score for accuracy and, if the score meets a given threshold, the individual is
successfully re-identified. When there has been a significant lapse of time between the
generation of two templates (what constitutes a ‘significant’ lapse will vary), it may well
happen that because the individual’s biometric feature has changed over time, the
matching score fails to meet the system’s threshold (since the templates differ too
markedly), and they cannot be re-identified. This is the problem of ‘template ageing’.
Template ageing is not a problem concerning older people in isolation. It affects anyone
for whom there has been a significant period since their enrolment in a system.
Nonetheless, in an ageing society, template ageing is likely to affect a larger proportion
of people since some significant alterations in features occur later in life (e.g. due to
medical conditions commonly found among older people).
Solutions to template ageing come (roughly speaking) in two forms:
•

•

Template updates. Updating templates by re-enrolling individuals is likely to be
inconvenient and possibly expensive. It also invites the failure to enroll
difficulties mentioned above, which stem from the lower quality of older
people’s biometric features. A more advanced solution is to update templates in
the absence of the individual, by exploiting ‘age-progression methodologies’
[La09][La08] to simulate the effects of ageing. This is a promising approach,
although technical difficulties remain.
Exploiting age-invariant features. All features are mutable, though some less
than others. It may be possible to either exploit age-invariant features within
those modalities currently widely used (e.g. some parts of the face may change
less over time than other parts). It may also be possible to develop new and
more age-invariant modalities (e.g. vein pattern) [La10]. Alternatively multimodality may be employed in order to mitigate the weakness of one modality
through the exploitation of (perhaps many) others.

Any of these solutions would be welcome. However while they would address the
technical problem of template ageing, other problems could remain (recall that we do not
here intend to address commonly cited issues of privacy, data protection, proportionality,
and so on). For instance, solving the problem of template ageing would not by itself
address some of the underlying concerns illustrated by the Unique ID programme.
Ethical concerns are tied, not just to the technology, but to the procedures and protocols
supporting it. That some older people could not enroll is a technical problem to be
overcome; but that some were turned away is a procedural problem presumably
stemming from a lack of understanding (of the technology, of the program) on the part
of those turned away, and a lack of understanding (of best practice, responsibilities,
fallback procedures, etc.) on the part of those doing the enrolling. And these kinds of
issues are not restricted to the Indian experience (which we simply take as a high-profile
example)—to cite another case, the most frequent issue with the Australian ‘SmartGate’
system was not the technology per se, but travellers’ lack of understanding of the steps
involved in its use [ZD07].
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3 Toward a Solution
Biometrics offers a solution to the problem of providing a globally viable system of
identification. The question is how to address the technical and ethical difficulties posed
by ageing. Any solution to the problem of template ageing should take heed of ethical
issues. In particular, it should ensure that older people are not excluded from access to
societal goods.
Older people may experience exclusion in many ways: through societal isolation caused
by changing (perhaps worsening) family dynamics or a lack of mobility; from lack of
economic freedom which may be attributable to diminished earning capacity or
disproportionately low access to, say, online shopping; or from an increasing sense of
being out of touch with new technologies. Averting these issues involves developing
technologies that are accessible to older people in at least the sense that they can use or
interact with them without difficulty. If an older person is made to feel exceptional,
difficult, or problematic by a biometric system, they will tend to be unwilling or
uncomfortable in using it.
For example, suppose a biometric system used for border control fails to identify an
older passenger. At present, a likely scenario is that the person repeatedly presents their
feature, a frustrated queue forms behind, and eventually staff step in and confirm the
person’s identity independently. This experience could—and almost certainly would—
be embarrassing, humiliating, or stigmatizing in various ways. As such it would (if
replicated across many cases) exacerbate the exclusion of older people in society.
Worse, it would discourage older people from seeking to engage with other biometric
technologies. This encourages a form of self-exclusion whereby older people avoid
putting themselves in potentially humiliating positions, and thereby restrict their access
to those goods that are often mainly available via biometric identification (e.g. air
travel). This is a serious problem leading not only to isolation, but to ‘invisibility’
[MH10]; for if older people do not even engage with the technology, the problems can
appear far less significant or widespread than, in reality, they are.
Advances in template ageing techniques could fix this technical problem; or if the
problem is the reading of weak features, advances in scanner technology would be
necessary. While valuable, these advances would not address the underlying societal and
ethical concern, namely that the technology implicitly identifies older people as a
problematic group posing specific technical challenges. This categorization stems from
the history of the field of biometrics: a history in which older people really have been a
minority of users. It is thus understandable that the categorization should evolve this
way. But from the societal and ethical perspective, this rather deeply embedded view
ought to be overcome, for it contributes—albeit often only very subtly—to the exclusion
of older people. Ideally, a system would be so inclusive as to dispense entirely—in both
the technical account of how it works, and in the practical realities of how it is
implemented—with the concept of a ‘standard’, ‘normal’ or ‘optimal’ user.
Since different modalities are more or less suited to different users, the most obvious
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candidate technology is multi-modality. In calling on many modalities, a system would
be less likely to single out any particular group of users as unusual. A sufficiently
multimodal system would accommodate all users, excluding none (or nearly none).
Further, a system incorporating a subject’s age into its identification process would be
more desirable still. For it would be more nearly individually tailored. Using techniques
of agent-based and adaptive biometrics [Df12][Pn09][Rb09], it would be possible to
build a system allowing different margins of error in template matching, and different
weightings for the scores from each modality, depending on the age of the subject.
Widening margins of error for older people would tend to increase false acceptance
rates; but since different modalities are known to be more or less reliable for people of
certain ages, weightings can be adjusted accordingly to ensure the optimal calibration for
any user of any age. This would in theory provide a robust form of identification. It
would also obviate the ethical issue discussed above. No age group would be
problematized, for there would be no ‘normal’ calibration. The fact that people age, and
that change across time is normal, would be written-in to the design of the system.
We might imagine the system deployed at an airport. The passenger enters the passport
control area. They scan their biometric passport on the gate as they enter the
‘walkthrough’. Walking through, they are identified by, say, face, fingerprint, and iris.
Their passport having been read, the system will calibrate the margins of error for each
modality, and the matching score weightings, in accordance with their age. (Thus
perhaps the fingerprint match is allowed a far greater margin of error than the iris match;
and perhaps the iris image match score is given a higher weighting. Appropriate
calibration for each age-group is based on the latest research into template ageing.) At
the end of the walkthrough a decision is taken on the match between the data on the
passport and the images captured during the walkthrough. We can imagine further, that
relevant medical information could be contained in the chip on the passport. Hence if,
e.g., a passenger has had cataracts removed, and if this is known to render iris image
matching less reliable, this score can be given less weight for that particular passenger
(any such additional measures would necessitate the highest levels of privacy and data
protection, as well as informed consent).
Of course we provide here no more than a sketch of a hypothetical system. Our aim has
been to describe a system exemplifying one way in which the fact of ageing can be built
in to the design of a biometric identification system from the outset. In this way, no one
age-group—young, old, or anything in between—is singled out as ‘standard’ or
‘optimal’, and no age group is problematized. Moreover, the design of this hypothetical
system is guided by the initial problem, i.e. the need for a robust, globally viable, system
of identification, rather than by technical hurdles specific to a particular existing
technology. The system is designed with an eye to all users. This is very welcome from
a technical point of view—but from an ethical point of view also.
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Abstract: The performance of the fingerprint identification process highly
depends on its extractor of fingerprint features. So, to reduce the dimensionality of
the fingerprint image and improve the identification rate, a fingerprint features
extraction method based on Curvelet transform is proposed and presented in this
paper. Thus, our paper focuses on presenting of our Curvelet-based fingerprint
features extraction method. This method consists of two steps: decompose the
fingerprint into set of sub-bands by the Curvelet transform and automatic
extraction of the most discriminative statistical features of these sub-bands. An
extensive experimental evaluation shows that the proposed method is effective and
encouraging.

1. Introduction
Biometric is the science of person recognizing based on physical or behavioral
characteristics/modalities. These modalities must be stable, distinctive and that you
cannot lose or forget like the fingerprints, voiceprints, retinal blood vessel patterns, face,
iris,.. . Among these biometric modalities, a fingerprint is the oldest biometric modality
and the most public and reliable of these modalities. Modern fingerprint matching
techniques were initiated in the late 16th century. In 1880, Henry Fauld was the first who,
scientifically, suggested the individuality and uniqueness of fingerprints. At the same
time, Herschel asserted that he had practiced fingerprint identification for about 20 years.
This discovery established the foundation of modern fingerprint identification.
In a fingerprint-based biometric system, a fingerprint image will be represented by an
extractor of relevant features. In the literature, two mainly and most important
approaches was used to characterize a fingerprint image: an image-based approaches and
a minutiae-based approach. The minutiae based approach is most popular of the above
and is used in most of the modern fingerprint recognition systems. The main steps for
minutiae extraction are smoothing, local ridge orientation estimation, ridge extraction,
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thinning, and minutia detection. For the low quality images, it is difficult to generate a
reliable minutiae set. Whereas, the image-based approaches are more capable in dealing
with low quality images [JPHP00]. In addition, the image-based approaches are able to
represent a fingerprint by extracting of a fixed length feature vector in a
multidimensionality space. The fixed length representation makes easier the application
of multidimensional indexing techniques (e.g R-tree [Gu84]). Fingerprint indexing
concerns the need of increasing the search speed for an unknown fingerprint in the
identification problem, where the identification of a person may necessitate a
comparison of his/her fingerprint with all the fingerprint templates stored in a database.
Some researchers ([BT03]; [BBG01]; [LJK07]) have shown that an indexing technique
based on image-based descriptors (i.e. FingerCode [JPHP00]) outperforms an approach
based on the minutiae-triplets. Also, the representation with a fixed length vector makes
image-based approach suitable to be coupled with a learning process, thus approaching
the fingerprint verification problem as a two-class (genuine, imposter) pattern
recognition problem ([NL06]). In addition to all those advantages, it has been
experimentally demonstrated that even if the performance of a stand-alone image-based
matcher is lower than that obtained by a good minutiae-based one, the fusion between
these two approaches outperforms the best-stand alone approach ([NL07]; [MMJP03]).
Moreover, in some works ([RJR03]) showed that using many fingerprint descriptors and
several enhancement algorithms can considerably improves the performance of imagebased matchers to become comparable to that obtained by a minutiae-based matchers.
For all of the advantages of the image-based fingerprint, we have encouraged to propose
a new image-based fingerprint features extraction method. So, in this paper we present
our method which applies the curvelet transform to characterize the fingerprint image.
Some curvelet Statistical descriptors were derived from the sub-bands generated by the
curvelet decomposition of the ROI of fingerprint image. Then, Euclidian distance was
used to calculate a dissemblance score between query fingerprint and all the templates.
So, the remainder of our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describe the Curvelet
transform approach. In Section 3, we present our fingerprint identification process which
is based on the Curvelet transform which is used in our novel features fingerprint
extraction method. Then we present the experiment results of the evaluation of our
method in section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Curvelet Transform
Curvelet transform is a geometric transform developed by Emmanuel Candes et al.
[ED99] to overcome the inherent limitations of wavelet like transforms. Curvelet
transform is a multi-scale and multi-directional transform with needle shaped basis
functions. Basis functions of wavelet transform are isotropic and thus it requires large
number of coefficients to represent the curve singularities. Curvelet transform basis
functions are needle shaped and have high directional sensitivity and anisotropy.
Curvelet obey parabolic scaling. Because of these properties, Curvelet transform allows
almost optimal sparse representation of curve singularities [ED99]. The Curvelet
transform at different scales and directions span the entire frequency space. So, Curvelet
transform was designed to represent edges and other singularities along curves much
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more efficiently than traditional transforms, i.e., using fewer coefficients for a given
accuracy of reconstruction.
Curvelet transform is a ridge transform added with binary square window, which means
subdividing a curve into approximate straight enough to carry out ridge transform.
However, there exists big data redundancy in the transform. Therefore, improving the
first generation curvelet transform can obtain the 2nd generation, and the second takes
on features of faster computation and less redundancy. First, define x as space position
parameter, w as frequency domain parameter and (r, θ) as polar frequency domain in the
2-dimentional space R2. W(r) and V (r) are smooth non-negative “radius window” and
“corner window” respectively, and they must satisfy:
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Curvelet also include components on rough and fine scale, the same as wavelet theory.
Introduce a low-pass window W0, which satisfies:
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Define curvelet on rough scale:
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So, curvelet on rough scale is non-directional. The whole of curvelet transform is
composed of directional components on fine scale and isotropic wavelet on rough scale.
The implementation of Curvelet transform can be summarized by the following steps:
(a) Sub-band Decomposition: The image is decomposed into log2M (M is the size of
the image) wavelet sub-bands. Then, the Curvelet Sub-bands are formed by
performing partial reconstruction from these wavelet sub-bands at levels j{2s,
2s+1} . Thus the Curvelet Sub-band, s = 1 corresponds to wavelet sub-bands j = 0, 1,
2, 3, Curvelet Sub-band, s = 2 corresponds to wavelet sub-bands j = 4, 5 and so on.
(b) Smooth Partitioning: Each sub-band is subdivided into an array of overlapping
blocks.
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(c) Renormalization: Each square resulting in the previous stage is renormalized to unit
scale.
(d) Ridgelet Analysis: Ridgelet transform [Ec98] is performed on each square resulting
from the previous while being follow these steps:
o

Compute the 2-D Fast Fourrier Transform (FFT) of the image.

o

Perform cartesian to polar conversion. This is achieved by substituting the
sampled values of the Fourier transform obtained on the square lattice with the
sampled values on a polar lattice.

o

Compute the 1-D inverse FFT on each angular line.

o

Apply wavelet transform on the resulting angular lines in order to obtain the
ridgelet coefficients.

The construction of curvelet basis obeys the anisotropic (parabolic) scaling relation
between its length and width (length ≈ 2−j/2,width ≈ 2−j ) [ELD06]. In addition, the
curvelet basis is oscillatory in one direction (x1) and as low-pass filter in other direction
(x2). At fine scale 2−j, a curvelet is a little needle shaped basis whose envelope is a
specified ridge of effective length 2−j/2 and width 2−j which display oscillatory behavior
across the irregular main ridge [ELD06]. On the other hand, fingerprint image contains
intrinsic geometrical structures and the ridges of fingerprint have a shape of a set of
curvature. In effect, these features fingerprint will be represented effectively by the use of
curvelet transform and due to parabolic scaling, curvelet transform extracts the
aforementioned geometrical fingerprint structures and provide optimal sparse
representation of curve singularities [ED99] with very high directional sensitivity and
anisotropy for fingerprint features.

3. Our fingerprint identification process
In preprocessing step, we proceed to enhance the fingerprint image, to improves its
quality, using specific techniques (filtration, enhancement, ..). Then, we pass to detect a
reference point (point core). The area within a certain radius around the detected
reference point is then used as a region of interest (ROI) for feature extraction.
Fingerprint features are extracted from the ROI using a curvelet transform, which
decomposes the ROI into several directional subband outputs [ED99], [ELD06]. From
the decomposed subband outputs, statistical descriptors values are calculated for each
block. Thus, the ROI is represented by statistical descriptors in each block. As part of the
matching process, an alignment between the input and all template of database is
performed through a Euclidean distances.
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Figure 1. Chart Flow of our fingerprint identification process (Test phase)

3.1. Preprocessing & fingerprint
To ameliorate the quality of fingerprint image and to improve the clarity of the ridges
and furrow structures, the input image has been enhanced using Fourier domain based
block-wise contextual filter approach described in Chikkerur et al. [ CG05]. The image is
first divided into small overlapping windows, such that the signal can be assumed
stationary and can be modeled approximately as a surface wave. Then short time Fourier
transform (STFT) analysis is applied and the Fourier spectrum of each small region is
analyzed to estimate the ridge frequency and ridge orientation. The resulting contextual
information obtained from STFT analysis is used to filter each window in the Fourier
domain. Then we pass to localize the reference point. This reference point was detected
by the max concavity estimation [ELD06] and by the technique based on the Poincaré
index analysis ([CG05];[JMMP03]). The enhancement method we used, generate an
image with good quality thus we can correctly locate the reference point. In fig.3 we
present a sample of enhanced fingerprint and the result of the localization of fingerprint
ROI.

(a) The original image, (b) the enhanced image
Figure 2. Fingerprint enhancement

After enhancement of fingerprint image, we pass to binaries the image. Then, we took
the squared ROI (175x175) which is around the reference point of the binary image. This
binarized image will be skeletonise. This binarization is done by a simple thresholding of
the gray scale image. In the Figure 3, we preset an example of the enhancement,
binarization and localization of the ROI of the fingerprint.
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Figure 4. Example of ROI localisation

3.2. Our Curvelet transform-based fingerprint features extraction method
Previous research in multi-resolution texture analysis [JPH99] suggests some statistical
descriptors: energy, entropy, and standard deviation to be applied on the Curvelet subbands in order to represent an image. Encouraging results were presented in these
research works which have extracted these descriptors from texture which was
decomposed by Curvelet transform. These results encouraged us to integrate this
approach in our extractor of features fingerprint.
So, the structural activity extracted from the Curvelet transform of the image can be
analyzed statistically to generate fingerprint features vector. Thus, we have applied the
Curvelet transform on the ROI of the binarized & skeletonized fingerprint. The Curvelet
decomposition generates several sub-bands images. Then, we calculate the statistical
features from all these sub-bands to generate the fingerprint features vector. In the
following figure (Figure 3.) we present our fingerprint encoding method.

Curvelet coefficients at varied angles (scale=5)
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a proposed fingerprint features extraction method.
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If a given ROI of fingerprint image resized to 512×512 and then decomposed into 5
scales, thus the number of the directional sub-bands images varies from scale to scale.
So, we will have 32 sub-bands images at second scale and at scales 3 and 4 we will have
64 sub-bands images. So, extracting features from these sub-bands images and
representing in a compact form is a major problem. To overcome this problem, we
encode each sub-band image by three statistical features (Energy, entropy, standard
deviation). Thus, in the totality, we have in the first scale one sub-band which is coded
by three features values, in the second scale we have thirty two sub-bands which are
coded by 32x3 features values. In the third scale, we get 64 sub-bands which are coded
by 64x3 features values. Also, the follow scale, we get 64x3 features values. Finally, in
the fifth scale, we get one sub-band which is coded by 1x3 features values. A result, we
obtain 164x3 features values to encode the ROI of the binarized fingerprint. Thus,
our features vector contains 3 rows. Each row contains 164 values of a feature (energy,
entropy, or standard deviation) extracted from 164 sub-bands.
It is desirable to obtain a fingerprint representation invariant to translation, scale, and
rotation. The rotation invariance is achieved by converting the ROI of fingerprint image
with five initial angles −20◦;−10◦; 0◦; 10◦; 20◦ . We thus define five templates which,
respectively, denote the five rotation angles for each fingerprint class in the database.
When matching the input feature vector with the templates of a class, the minimum of
the five scores is taken as the final matching score.

3.3. Matching algorithm
In the matching algorithm, we calculate the Euclidian distances between the rows of
features vectors of the both query fingerprints. We achieve three Euclidian distances.
Then, we calculate the norm of these distances. We take this norm as a dissimilarity
score. In our identification process, each test fingerprint image is compared with all the
training fingerprint images.
For each of our databases used for the evaluation of our method of fingerprint
identification, we have divided it into two subsets: one for training task and another for
testing task. The subset includes 5*30 learning fingerprint from 30 people, so for each
test image we will calculate 150 dissimilarity scores between the query fingerprint image
and those of training. Then we order these score in descending order for that entry
appears in the right image among the first positions. In the next section, we present what
we have generated the experimental results

4. Experimental results
Our experiments were carried out on the FVC2004 DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 fingerprint
databases [1]. Each subset of FVC2004 database contains 800 images of 100 different
fingers with 8 impressions for each finger. More detailed characteristics of this database
are summarized in Table 1.
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We took from each FVC2004 database the 240 first images of the four sub-databases to
be the used in our evaluation of our identification process. We divided each set of
images into two sub-sets: a test set containing 3 * 30 images and a training sub-set
containing 5*30 images.
Table.1: Fingerprint DataBases

DB1
DB2
DB3
DB4

Resolution

Image size

Set A
(wxd)

640x480
(307 Kpixels)
328x364
(119 Kpixels)
300x480
(144 Kpixels)
288x384
(108 Kpixels)

100x8

Set of images
which are used to
evaluate our
method
30x8

100x8

30x8

500 dpi

100x8

30x8

512 dpi

100x8

30x8

About 500 dpi

500 dpi

The experimental results were obtained on a PC running Windows OS with a 2.3 MHz
clock speed and the implementations were carried out under MATLAB (R2008a) tools.
The parameters of curvelet transform are: scale=5 and 32 angles.
In the following table, we present the rates for the test images appears in one of the first
four positions (TOP1,TOP2, TOP3, TOP4) after having sorted the dissimilarity scores
between the test images and all of the training images.
Table. 2: Experimental result of fingerprint identification (recognition and determination of
appearance place of fingerprint)
Our iris fingerprint identification system
%

TOP1

TOP2

TOP3

TOP4

DB1

95.56

96.67

97.78

100

DB2

88.89

92.22

93.33

97.78

DB3

87.78

93.33

98.89

100

DB4

94.44

96.67

100

100

From the point of view performance as shown in Table 2, our proposed method clearly
made an encouraging result. The evaluation on the images token from the FVC2004
databases, for the fingerprint image appears in the first position; our recognition process
has given a rate of 95.56% for all test images taken from the FVC2004_DB1 database
and a rate of 88.89% for images of FVC2004_DB3 database. For the three databases
DB1, DB2, DB4, the query fingerprint appears with a rate of 100% in the first four
positions. But in the database DB2, the position of the fingerprint can exceed the fourth
position among the learning fingerprints.
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In order to examine and prove the performance of the proposed method, a number of
experiments comparing performance with other renowned methods were carried out on
the FVC2004 database. the method, proposed in reference [YP08], were selected for
comparison.
(a) Method of Yang et al.[YP08]: the fingerprint features extraction method uses
moments features invariant to characterize a fingerprint image.
For the experiments in the proposed method, the size of an ROI and the tessellated cells
are identical with those used in the previous subsection. The Euclidian is used as the
similarity measure in this experiment.
Table 3 illustrates the identification rate (%)of the methods of Yang, compared with the
proposed method applied to the databases of FVC2004
Table. 3: Fingerprint identification rates obtained by FVC2004 databases
DB1

DB2

DB3

DB4

95.56%

88.89%

87.78%

94.44%

90.00%

88.89%

86.67%

95.56%

Our method

96.67%

92.22%

93.33%

96.67%

Yang et al.

92.22%

90.00%

91.11%

89.89%

Our method

97.78%

93.33%

98.89%

100%

Yang et al.

95.56%

94.44%

94.44%

100%

Our method

100%

97.78%

100%

100%

Yang et al.

97.78%

97.78%

96.67%

100%

Our method
TOP1

TOP2

TOP3

TOP4

Yang et
[YP08]

al.

[ YP08]

[ YP08]

[ YP08]

The analysis of the figerprint identification rates presented table 3shows that the
fingerprint hypotheses ranking obtained by the proposed method is more reliable than
that obtained by the method of Yang (20]. The fingerprint identification rate is about
100% at top 4 for the proposed method (DB1, DB3 ad DB4). Whereas, just on the DB2,
The fingerprint identification rate is about 100% at top 4 for the method of Yang and on
the DB1, DB2 and DB4 the fingerprint identification rate is less then 100%.
Observing the presented results in the both table (table 1 and table2), we can conclude
that the integration of curvelet transform in the features fingerprint extraction method
can give good results for the identification of the fingerprint. Yet to prove the
performance of this method, it's important to be evaluated on a larger fingerprint
database.
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5. Conclusion
Our proposed features fingerprint extraction method based on curvelet transform has
demonstrated that can be promising for fingerprint identification. The method
decomposes the fingerprint in a set of sub-bands images, and then calculates some
statistical features of each sub-band to represent the binarized fingerprint image.
Through various experiments, we have showed that our proposed fingerprint features
extraction method can be used for personal identification systems in efficient way. On
the fingerprint FVC2004 databases, the proposed method achieves encouraging results.
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Common Mistakes on Face Recognition Based on Video
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Abstract: Automatic border control e gates relies on face recognition in video
streams. Two family of methods could be imagined to define a common workflow:
encode all that is possible or select the best image of the stream according to a
quality assessment. In gates, giving an answer as soon as possible by encoding
each and every possible image seems to lead to faster gates. Is it really the case?

1 Introduction
Face Recognition has been a wide and well studied topic in machine learning and image
processing for decades. The various approachs for identification and authentication,
studied [ZCPR03], [JL05], have focused on comparison between still images. However, in
a typical authentication scenario such as ID document checking for border control, it is
natural to think of video acquisition instead of single shot image. Having video data
seems to bring only advantages: more robustness to pose, to expression and even in
certain conditions to illumination.
In the automatic border control scenario, it seems extremely tempting to match all the
detected faces as soon as possible and to validate the authentication as soon as a score
above a given threshold is available.What are the advantages and drawbacks of such a
method compared to another one based on quality measures and restraining the number
of comparisons to one image?

2 The Gate Scenario: How to control the False Acceptance Rate?
In Gate context, the scenario is assymetric in the way that the reference is usually the
face picture contained in an ID document. On the other side, the acquisition gate leads to
less control acquisition as it is usually supposed to be unsupervised. For the simplicity of
the experiment, one will consider here a system with only one camera but could be
adapted without any change to a multi-camera acquisition module.
2.2 Score Driven Methods vs Quality Driven Methods
Two main families of methods could be imagined to define the “behaviour” of the gate,
one called score driven methods family, the other one called the quality driven methods
family. With score driven methods, each input image where a face is detected may be
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encoded, the features extracted and the template matched against the reference template
(the one from the ID document). As soon as the matching score is above a given
threshold T, the image is logged, the system open the gate’s doors and the authentication
is granted. If the timeout is reached without any score above the given threshold, then,
the doors remain closed. This method has the advantage of simplicity, no quality is
needed to select the images to be matched and the built of a gate from a face feature
extractor and a comparison algorithm is straight forward.
With quality driven methods, each image where a face is detected is processed to extract
some quality measurements (ICAO criteria qualities …) As soon as the fused quality is
above a given threshold Q, the selected image is encoded, logged and compared to the
reference template. If the matching score is above a given threshold T’, the gates open
the doors. Otherwise, it is a non match and no other image are tested. If the timeout is
reached, the image with the best quality is encoded and the same comparison is
performed. To use this kind of methodology, a quality which is a good oracle of the
image quality with regards to the hit probability is necessary.
Is it really necessary to bother with quality to select the image one wants to compare
with the ID document and isn’t the score driven methods faster whatever happens for
better or similar performances?
2.3 Mastering the False Acceptance Rate. The Log Image Dupery.
In the border control scenario, it is crucial to be able to estimate the security of the
border during the lifetime of the system. As the security of the gate is determined by the
False Acceptance Rate, it is necessary to be able to measure it as precisely as possible
from the log data. However, it is not feasible to make the number of impostor tests
needed. Thousands of impostor tests would be necessary with respect to the rules of 30
[MW02] to measure classical False Acceptance Rate of 10-3 which could be set on a
classical border control. Consequently, one would like to use the log images from real
passengers acquisition. It should be remarked that of course all these acquisitions are
genuine ones. For the quality driven methods, as the decision on which image should be
used and compared to the reference image is made without any measurement on the
reference image, an impostor acquisition would lead to exactly the same selection as a
genuine one (no matter whose ID document the user is bearing) So measuring the
Operational False Accept Rate from log data is possible and disposing of a bunch of ID
photos and log images could enable numerous impostors tests which could be performed
offline and give a continuous evaluation of the operational security of the border.
One could be tempted to do exactly the same with score driven methods. However, the
duration of the acquisition for a score driven method depends on whether the test is an
impostor test or not. As the condition of independance between the reference image and
the log image is not fullfilled, it is impossible to simulate offline impostors tests from
genuine acquisition log without any bias. The question here regards the importance of
this bias in term of FAR.
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2.4 The Bias between the operation FAR and the offline measurement from the log.
If one estimates the FAR on the log image (from a genuine test) instead of running a real
impostor test, one would compare the reference image with only one image (the log
image) and determine if the score is above a given threhold T instead of comparing all
the images acquired during the walk through the gate. If all the acquisitions were
independent and randomly chosen, the probability that a score would be higher than the
given threshold could be easily calculated. Of course, the independence condition
between the acquisitions images is not at all verified but even if it is the same ID during
the walkthrough, there would be variations (distance to the camera, pose, illumination,
noise of the camera) which would imply variations on the scores. The number of frames
used indeed has an influence on the False Accept Rate associated to a given threshold.
Using an internal comparison algorithm, if one sets the threshold T to have a given
operational False Accept Rate of 0.5% on the whole walkthtrough (50 images), the
measured FAR on the first image would be around 0.02%.
The database is composed for the search data of 180 acquisitions until the timeout (5 fps,
10s). Concerning the reference database, it is composed of 4800 ICAO images (ID
document-like acquisitions: ICAO compliant, compressed in JPG, 17ko on average). As
all the acquisitions have been made before the timeout, it is possible to measure the FAR
for both score driven methods and quality driven methods offline. The following results
are obtained (see Figure 1).
As observed in the Figure 2, for the score driven method, there is a difference between
the operational FAR and the FAR measured offline from the log image: the measured
FAR is 17 times lower than the effective one and leads to a significant over evaluation of
the effective security of the system.
FAR
Score
Driven
Method
Quality
Driven
Method

FAR measured on the image logged from a
genuine test

0,03%

Operational FAR

0,5%

FAR measured on the image logged from genuine
tests

0,5%

FRR

Mean time
(genuine tests)

7,6%
5,2s

4,4%

Operational FAR

7s

Figure 1: FRR@FAR=0.5% for quality driven and score driven methods.

For score driven methods, changing the threshold yields to different tradeoffs in terms
of FAR and average acquisition duration. Concerning the quality driven methods, two
level can be adjusted: the matching threshold and the quality threshold. The quality
threshold is directly correlated to the average duration. A well chosen quality leads to
better performances in term of FRR for quality driven methods with a shorter average
duration (measured on genuine acquisitions as it is related to the number of passengers
per gate per minute in an airport).
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Figure 2: FRR@FAR=0.5% quality driven methods compared to score driven methods.

To conclude, even if the score driven methods intuitively seems to lead to a smaller
average time, it is possible for quality driven methods to have the best of both worlds, a
smaller average time and better biometrics performances. Of course the quality should
be adapted to the algorithm and be a good oracle of the capability of the algorithm to
accurately match such data.

3 Conclusion
Normalization issues and False Accept Rate should be taken into account too for gates
scenario. The False Accept Rate in Gate Scenario is an invisible figure. In an operational
point of view, the only figures that are visible to the passengers and the operators are the
False Reject Rate and the time of acquisition. However, the FAR is the figure that
matters for security concerns: the False Accept Rate measures the security of the border
control. It is important to be able to guarantee it and estimate it regularly from
operational data. Whereas score driven methods implies bias in the offline evaluation of
the FAR, quality driven methods enable such offline control while giving the best of the
two worlds: better biometrics performance without degrading the overall time.
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